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This research identifies and investigates major issues in inducing accurate and comprehensi-
ble fuzzy rules from datasets. A review of the current literature on fuzzy rulebase induction
uncovers two significant issues:
A. There is a tradeoff between inducing accurate fuzzy rules and induci g comprehensible
fuzzy rules; and,
B. A common strategy for the induction of fuzzy rulebases, that of iterativerule learning
where the rules are generated one by one and independently of each other, may not be an
optimal one.
FRANTIC, a system that provides a framework for exploring the claims above is developed.
At the core lies a mechanism for creating individual fuzzy rules. This is based on a signif-
icantly modified social insect-inspired heuristic for combinatorial optimisation – Ant Colony
Optimisation. The rule discovery mechanism is utilised in two very different straegies for the
induction of a complete fuzzy rulebase:
1. The first follows the common iterative rule learning approach for the induction of crisp
and fuzzy rules;
2. The second has been designed during this research explicitly for the induction of a fuzzy
rulebase, and generates all rules in parallel.
Both strategies have been tested on a number of classification problems, including medical
diagnosis and industrial plant fault detection, and compared against other crisp or fuzzy induc-
tion algorithms that use more well-established approaches. The results challenge statement A
above, by presenting evidence to show that one criterion need not be metat th expense of the
other. This research also uncovers the cost that is paid – that of computational expenditure –
and makes concrete suggestions on how this may be resolved.
With regards to statement B, until now little or no evidence has been put forward to support or
disprove the claim. The results of this research indicate that definite advantages are offered by
the second simultaneous strategy that are not offered by the iterative one. These benefits include
improved accuracy over a wide range of values for several key system parameters. However,
both approaches also fare well when compared to other learning algorithms. This latter fact is
due to the rule discovery mechanism itself – the adapted Ant Colony Optimisation alg rithm –
which affords several additional advantages. These include a simple mechanism within the rule
construction process that enables it to cope with datasets that have an imbalanced distribution
between the classes, and another for controlling the amount of fit to the training data.
In addition, several system parameters have been designed to be semi-autonomous so as to
i
avoid unnecessary user intervention, and in future work the social insect m taphor may be
exploited and extended further to enable it to deal with industrial-strength data mining issues
involving large volumes of data, and distributed and/or heterogeneous databases.
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This research investigates the induction from empirical data of rulebases that are comprised of
accurate and comprehensible fuzzyIF-THEN classification rules.
In this work an explicit distinction is made between the process of creating individual rules,
and the process of selecting which ones should form the final rulebase.The system developed
during this research,FRANTIC, has been designed with flexibility in mind, in order to investi-
gate the potential of a constructionist mechanism inspired by real ants for inducing individual
rules, and the impact that the strategy for selecting the rules that make up the final rulebase
may have on its quality.
This chapter sets the scene for the research undertaken. It describes the motivation, the aims and
objectives, the investigative approach adopted, and the achievements and conclusions drawn.
It also describes the organisation of this thesis.
1.1 Motivation
This research investigates the extraction of fuzzy linguistic rules from datasets using com-
putational methods modelled on social insect behaviour. This section answers the following
questions:
1. Why address automated knowledge discovery?
2. Why use fuzzy linguistic rules as the knowledge representation language?
3. Why approach the problem using ant-inspired techniques?
1
Chapter 1. Introduction 2
Automated knowledge extraction
Knowledge discovery in databases [55] is a term commonly used to refer to the process of
discovering useful knowledge from data. Automated techniques for extracting knowledge from
data is a research area that benefits different application contexts.
One context is the development of intelligent reasoning systems that are based on a core knowl-
edge base, such as fuzzy rule-based systems (see Appendix A). Thisknowledge base has tra-
ditionally been determined via discussions with domain experts but this approach suffers from
many problems and shortcomings [22] – the interviews are generally long, ineffic ent and frus-
trating for both the domain experts and knowledge engineers, especially soin domains where
experts make decisions based on incomplete or imprecise information.
Data mining is a specific and core activity within the broader knowledge discovery process,
and is defined by Handet al. [86] as:
...the analysis of (often large) observational data sets to find unsuspectedr lation-
ships and to summarise the data in novel ways that are both understandable and
useful to the data owner.
Here, the purpose has generally been to capitalise on the large volumes of transaction data that
are generated by many organisations – industrial, commercial, and governmental – and process
it in search of new knowledge that may be incorporated into their operational, managerial and
strategic planning procedures.
These techniques are also increasingly being used in scientific fields sucha astronomy, chem-
istry, biology and genetics. Traditionally, scientific endeavour has startedwith a hypothesis
and gathered experimental data that is analysed in order to provide evidence that supports or
disproves the hypothesis. However, new and/or improved technology – for example, high-
throughput genetic micro-array processing, a new generation of earthobservation satellites,
and more powerful computer storage and processing devices – allows scientifi research to
generate and collect more data than ever before. This is often data aboutwhich scientists have
not yet hypothesised, and this may therefore lead them to treat and analyse it from a data min-
ing perspective, i.e. new scientific knowledge may be produced as a result of a data-driven
rather than a hypothesis-driven approach.
The requirement for effective techniques for inducing knowledge from empirical data is greater
than ever, and research in this area is eminently justifiable.
Chapter 1. Introduction 3
Fuzzy rules and rule-based systems
Many real-world problems contain a measure of noise and imprecision, and autom ting pro-
cesses in these situations necessitates a capability to capture and reason withimprecise or
inexact knowledge.
Fuzzy IF-THEN production rules, and fuzzy rule-based systems, are based on fuzzyset theory
and fuzzy logic [195], where everything is a measure of degree [199]. This allows such systems
to reach conclusions and make decisions even in circumstances where the available knowledge
and data is not always precise. The success of this approach is evidenced by many applications
in industry and commerce (e.g. [10; 90; 151]). Appendix A provides an introduction to the
fundamental concepts of fuzzy set theory and rule-based systems, in so far as it is necessary to
understand the work conducted during this research.
A distinction is commonly made betweenapproximatefuzzy rules, andlinguisticor descriptive
fuzzy rules [130]. The focus of the former type is on the accuracy of the rules in describing the
underlying patterns of the data from which they are induced, and the focus f the latter is on
their ability to describe these patterns in a form comprehensible to humans. Since the ontexts
for automated knowledge discovery described in the previous subsectiongenerally necessitate
the extraction of knowledge in a form which humans can validate, the focus of this research is
on using descriptive rules to represent extracted knowledge.
Though fuzzy rules are often used as an integral part of an automated decision-making system,
their inherent comprehensibility also makes them an effective form of knowledge representa-
tion to use for data mining purposes. Furthermore, comprehensible knowledge in general may
help to validate a domain expert’s knowledge and provide confidence in the au om ted system
affecting decisions [150], highlight previously undiscovered knowledge [176], and indicate
both significant and insignificant features (or attributes) of the domain [97].
Ants and combinatorial problems
The induction of an individual rule as implemented in this thesis is a combinatorial opt misation
problem, one of finding an optimal subset of terms to accurately describe a class in the dataset
being processed. A term is defined as a condition found in the antecedentor IF- part of a rule,
e.g.OUTLOOK=Sunny.
The approach adopted for creating individual rules is that of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
[50]. This is a heuristic for solving combinatorial optimization problems inspiredby the forag-
ing behaviour of real ants, which have the ability to find the shortest path between their nest and
a food source. ACO is increasingly and successfully being applied to different combinatorial
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optimization problems [50], and its success lies mainly in trying to emulate fundamental char-
acteristics of social insect colonies such as robustness (arising from the ability of the society as
a whole to survive when individuals may fail), flexibility (from the ability to adapt to changing
environments) and decentralisation (the colony as a whole works even though there is no one
leader to direct other members).
In ACO, each artificial ant is considered a simple agent, communicating with others indirectly
by laying a chemical called a pheromone on the path it travels, and thereby aff cting changes
to a common environment. An artificial ant constructs a solution incrementally, bytraversing
a construction graph whose nodes are components that form part of a solution. In the case of
constructing rules, each node represents a term that may form part of aule ntecedent. The
selection of the next component is guided by both background information provided by the
training set, and information learned as the ACO algorithm runs through succe sive iterations.
The output of one ACO in this work is one fuzzyIF-THEN rule, the best of all rules created by
the artificial ants, and as determined by some fitness criterion. A number of ACO algorithms
need therefore be run in order to create a complete rulebase that describes all classes in a
dataset.
ACO, similar to other stochastic population-based algorithms such as genetic algorithms [93]
and genetic programming [93], provides an effective mechanism for simultaneously exploring
different regions of large solution spaces, and a simplicity of implementation thatrequires
minimal understanding of the problem domain. Its solution construction mechanism, where
each component of a solution is incrementally added to a partial solution, usesrandomness
to deliberately avoid always adding the next ‘best’ (as defined by some criteria) component
to the solution being built; this is in direct contrast to greedy approaches, and is done in the
expectation of avoiding local minima. However, this constructionist approach affords specific
advantages for rule induction. These include a simple mechanism within the ruleconstruction
process that enables it to cope with datasets that have an imbalanced distribution between the
classes, and another for controlling the amount of fit to the training data.
ACO is described in more detail in Chapter 3, where the available literature on itsapplication
to crisp and fuzzy rule induction is also reviewed.
1.2 Aims and Objectives
The aim of this research is to identify and investigate the major issues in inducinga curate and
comprehensible fuzzy rules from data, using ACO as the rule discovery mechanism.
Supporting objectives are to:
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1. identify the main issues specific to current methods of fuzzy rule induction
2. determine possible solutions to alleviate or resolve these issues
3. implement a framework for investigating the potential solutions identified
4. establish an experimental methodology and evaluate the solutions identified
5. analyse results and formulate conclusions.
The current literature on the induction of fuzzy rulebases suggests two significant and related
points:
• that there is a tradeoff between inducing accurate fuzzy rules or inducing comprehensible
fuzzy rules, and
• that a common strategy for the induction of fuzzy rulebases, that of iterativrule learning
where the rules are generated one by one and independently of each other, is not an
optimal one.
This work attempts to challenge the first statement, and to provide evidence forth unsupported
claim made by the second statement.
1.3 Approach
A starting point is to induce descriptive fuzzy rules, and explore ways ofincreasing their accu-
racy. To this end,FRANTICis developed, a tool for inducing fuzzy linguistic rulebases with
the flexibility to allow one to investigate the issues identified above. At the core ofthe system
is a mechanism for creating individual fuzzy rules, which is based on an ACO algorithm. The
rule discovery mechanism is then utilised in two very different strategies forthe induction of a
complete fuzzy rulebase:
1. The first follows the common iterative rule learning approach for the induction of crisp
and fuzzy rules;
2. The second has been designed during this research explicitly for the induction of a fuzzy
rulebase, and generates all rules in parallel.
Current fuzzy rule induction algorithms are often simple extensions of classi al crisp rule in-
duction algorithms, and therefore many fail to sufficiently take into consideration fundamen-
tal difference between crisp and fuzzy rules – a crisp rule either matchesor does not match
an instance requiring classification, while most generally speaking, all fuzzy rules match all
instances but to varying degrees (including a degree of zero that indicates no match). In the
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latter case, it is important that fuzzy rules describing different classes do not end up competing
with each other to classify the same instances. The interaction between fuzzyrules during the
inference process, can therefore be very different from the interaction between crisp rules.
The alternative strategy to iterative rule learning which is introduced in this work is in recog-
nition and acceptance of this difference – fuzzy rules describing different classes are required
to complement, rather than compete with each other during classification. The learning pro-
cess should therefore take this into account. A basic premise in this work is that a strategy
whereby rules describing different classes are constructed and evaluated together, will result
in rulebases with fuzzy rules that interact optimally during inferencing. Theot r avenue ex-
plored for increasing the accuracy of fuzzy linguistic rules is that of increasing the richness of
the knowledge representation language – the premise here is that a more expressive language
may be able to more accurately capture the underlying patterns in a dataset.
Experiments for this research are designed to gain a ‘holistic’ understanding of the system
implemented - how and why it works, and what its current limitations are. At all times, a
principled and systematic manner is used to set system parameters. These param ters control
different elements of the rule construction mechanism and the different overall strategies; in
appreciating how the system works, one therefore gains a deeper understanding of the issues
involved in fuzzy rulebase induction, and how they may be alleviated or resolved.
1.4 Preview of Contributions
As described in more detail in later chapters, rulebase quality is determined byits accuracy on
test datasets, and its complexity or size, whileFRANTICsystem operation is also considered
in light of robustness to changes in parameter values, and computational complexity.
Analyses of experiment results provide evidence to support both basic premises mentioned
in the previous section – accuracy of the resulting rulebases may be improved by increasing
the richness of the hypothesis language, and/or by changing the overallstrategy for inducing
a complete rulebase. Additional benefits such as an increased robustness to keyFRANTIC
parameter changes are also observed.
The improvement in accuracy isnot obtained at a cost to the comprehensibility of the induced
knowledge, and the performance ofFRANTIC-induced rulebases is compared with that of mod-
els induced by other learning algorithms, including some well-recognised for the accuracy of
the models they produce.
However,FRANTIC’s strength and potential lie not only in its ability to deal with fuzzy-specific
rulebase induction issues, but also in managing other issues relevant to both crisp and fuzzy rule
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induction. These include dealing with datasets that have an unequal distribut on etween the
classes, preventing over-fitting to the training data, and providing mechanisms for balancing
the generalisation and specialisation of the constructed rules (i.e. avoiding covering too many
or too few instances in the training data).
The results chapters provide several key insights intoFRANTIC’s performance and its ability
to induce accurate and comprehensible rulebases. These include an understa ing of:
• the role that the background knowledge used by ants during rule construction plays in
speeding up the discovery of optimal rules, though not necessarily in improving their
predictive accuracy;
• the impact of the artificial pheromone used by ants during rule construction,and its
crucial interaction with how the best rule of an ACO algorithm is selected, andthe size
of the solution space being searched;
• the effect on rulebase quality of the different forms of knowledge representation that an
ant may utilise during rule construction (more expressive vs. less expressive forms of
IF-THEN rules);
• the computational expense involved in creating an individual rule, and its dependency
not only on the size of the construction graph an artificial ant uses to construct its rule,
but also on the construction validation method that ensures only valid rules are created;
• the interaction between the two main parameters involved in rule construction, how
together they provide a balance between generalisation and specialisation of he con-
structed rules, and how they may be used to control the size of the solution space being
searched;
• the use of theminInstPerRule parameter1 for constructing rules, and how it enables
the system to construct accurate rulebases from datasets that have a highly imbalanced
distribution between the classes; and,
• the impact that simultaneously constructing and evaluating rules to describe allclasses
in a dataset has on both rulebase quality and system robustness.
Such a fundamental appreciation of how and why the system works may thenbe used to provide
practical guidelines for its appropriate use, and to direct further futurework. These are covered
in more detail in the latter half of this thesis, Chapters 6–9.
1This parameter stipulates the minimum number of training instances that a rulemust cover.
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1.5 Document Structure
The structure of this thesis generally follows and meets the research objectives listed in
Section 1.2 on page 4.
The next chapter reviews the literature for work on inducing fuzzy rulebas s. It describes the
more established approaches to this problem, especially that of evolutionarycomputation, and
highlights common issues such as obtaining a balance between the accuracy and comprehensi-
bility of the induced rulebases.
Chapter 3 then introduces ACO, outlines its potential benefits and how it may bepplied to
general combinatorial optimisation problems. It also describes how ACO hasbeen applied to
rule induction problems.
Chapter 4 describesFRANTIC, the implemented system. The ACO-based rule construction
mechanism is presented in detail, as is its use in two very different strategies for creating a
complete rulebase. The first approach follows a common iterative approach where ACOs are
run in succession, while the second approach, introduced in this work, instead runs ACOs
simultaneously.
Chapter 5 details the methodology adopted for designing and conducting experiments, and
the evaluation criteria used in their analyses. It also specifies how an equitable comparison
with other learning algorithms is ensured, by replicating the testing environmentbetween al-
gorithms.
Chapter 6 reports and analyses the results of several experiments designed to explore the dif-
ferent elements of the ACO rule construction mechanism, while the experiments discussed in
Chapter 7 are designed to highlight the advantages and limitations of the two different rulebase
induction strategies.
Chapter 8 then pitsFRANTICagainst several well-established crisp and fuzzy learning al-
gorithms, including decision trees and support vector machines. The results are extremely
promising andFRANTICexhibits a robustness to inherent dataset characteristics, such as class
distribution and separability, that is not observed in the other algorithms.
Chapter 9 summarises the research presented and the contributions made. It lso points to
future work, aimed at further enhancingFRANTIC’s capabilities, whilst continuing to build
on the achievements of this thesis by enhancing current strategies, and exploring new ones,
specifically designed for the induction of fuzzy rulebases.
Several appendices follow providing more detailed information on fuzzy rules and rule-based
systems, the experimental setup, and supplementary results to Chapters 6–8.
Chapter 2
Fuzzy Modelling for Pattern
Classification
This chapter presents an overview of approaches and issues in fuzzyknowledge acquisition for
classification purposes. The meaning of the term ‘knowledge acquisition’ has been broadened
in this work to include both automated knowledge acquisition for the developmentof intelligent
reasoning systems, and knowledge discovery from large databases.
Learning techniques have been used to generate a fuzzy rulebase, orfin tune the membership
functions of rules in a rulebase, or both. Since this thesis investigates rulebase induction, the
focus of this review is on research exploring rulebase generation, where m mbership functions
have been pre-defined (whether by a user or other automated process). For the reasons dis-
cussed in Section 1.1, an emphasis is placed on inducing knowledge that is comprehensible to
a human user. This chapter therefore describes the induction of descriptive fuzzy rules using
linguistic variables in both antecedent and consequent, as opposed to approximate fuzzy rules
whose main focus is accuracy.
There is a bias in this review towards work utilising Evolutionary Computation (EC) for rule-
base generation, that is justified in the following paragraphs. EC is the appliction of methods
inspired by Darwinian principles of evolution to computationally difficult problems. Evolu-
tionary algorithms (EAs) re-iteratively apply genetic-inspired operators toa p pulation of so-
lutions, modifying or replacing members of the population so that on average each new genera-
tion tends to be better than the previous one, according to some predefined fitness criteria. EAs
have been extensively and successfully applied to combinatorial and search problems. Reasons
for their popularity include their broad range of application (e.g. robotics,control, and natural
language processing), and their relative simplicity of implementation that requires little domain
knowledge. More detailed discussion of EC strengths, issues, and theore ical foundations may
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be found in [9; 58; 112; 190].
One reason for the bias is that there is a rich literature that utilises such techniques for fuzzy
modelling in general, and for fuzzy rulebase generation in particular. Thebranches of EC
that have been mainly applied to this task are genetic algorithms (GAs) [93] andgenetic pro-
gramming (GP) [120]. Other major branches are evolutionary programming (EP) [59] and
evolution strategies (ES) [162]. These branches are similar to each otherand differ mainly in
the representation used for the individuals in a population (e.g. binary string vs. real-valued
vectors), and in the application of the genetic operators such as recombination and mutation of
individuals.
Another reason is that very little work has been carried out on rule induction using ACO, but
there are high-level similarities between EC and Swarm Intelligence (SI), thefield of research
that includes ACO – both are inspired by nature, both are population-based approaches that
search diverse areas of the solution space simultaneously, and both usean element of random-
ness to avoid converging to local solutions, and to deal with the intractability oflarge solution
spaces. Relevant EC literature is therefore reviewed in order to identify issues pertaining to
rule induction that may also be applicable when using an SI approach. SinceACO is highly
pertinent to this thesis, the small body of literature utilising ACO for rule inductionis reviewed
in the next chapter, after the main features of ACO have been described.
It should be noted for copyright reasons, that where sections of this chapter review an EC-based
approach, these are generally excerpts from [68]. This publication is co-written by the author
of this thesis, and provides a more comprehensive review of evolutionaryapproaches to fuzzy
modelling for classification. It includes reviews of work for knowledge base induction (i.e.
induction or refinement of both the fuzzy rules and membership functions),a d also addresses
the common evaluation criteria used for induced knowledge in the context of developing intel-
ligent reasoning systems and data mining.
The main content of this chapter is divided into two parts: Section 2.1 reviews the common
strategies used in the induction of highly comprehensible fuzzy decision trees and rulebases,
and Section 2.2 describes different approaches for improving the accuracy of comprehensible
models.
2.1 Inducing Comprehensible Fuzzy Models
This section provides an overview of the existing literature from the perspective of the repre-
sentation of induced knowledge. Due to their inherent comprehensibility the focus is placed on
work utilising decision trees for their solution, or various forms ofIF-THEN rules.
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Artificial neural networks [14] are another popular form for representing induced knowledge.
As is commonly recognised, these models have excellent generalisation capabilities when it
comes to classifying previously unseen instances, but generally offer littleexplanatory advan-
tages to the knowledge user. This is why much research nowadays is focused on extracting
comprehensible rules from neural networks [6; 51] and [105, chp.13], while other work utilises
neural networks to simultaneously induce and/or refine a knowledge base, i.e. both the fuzzy
rules and associated membership functions [33; 140]. Though such research is outside the
scope of this review, it should be noted that in order to test whether both highly comprehensi-
ble and competitively accurate rules may be induced,FRANTIC, the system developed during
this research, is compared to one such algorithm calledNEFCLASS[140] (Chapter 8).
It is a similar matter for classifiers induced using support vector machines (SVM) [183]. In
recent years they have emerged as strong competitors to neural networks ith regards to gen-
eralisation power, though again, the models produced are not particularlyhuman comprehen-
sible. FRANTIC’s output is also compared with that of an SVM, along with other crisp and
fuzzy induction algorithms. More details about these algorithms are providedin Sections 5.1
and B.2.
2.1.1 Decision Trees
Decision trees are a popular hypothesis language as they are easy to comprehend and give
an explicit model of the decision-making process. An internal node of an induced decision
tree specifies a test on an attribute of the data set (though more complex treesmay be built
by specifying tests at nodes based on more than one attribute). Each outgoing branch of the
node corresponds to a possible result of the test, and leaf nodes repreent the class label to be
assigned to an instance. Each individual path from root to leaf node of the tree may also be
equated with anIF-THEN rule.
To classify an instance, a path from the root node of acrispdecision tree is traced to a leaf node
– each internal node reached specifies which outgoing branch should be taken, depending on
the value of the relevant attribute in the instance. The instance is assigned theclass label of the
leaf node reached at the end of the path. Infuzzydecision trees, each test at an internal node
is a fuzzy one, and results in membership values forall edges branching out of the node; this
is because an observed measurement for one linguistic attribute results in matches to all values
of that attribute, but to different degrees. In line with inference in fuzzyrule-based systems
(Section A.3), decisions that need to be made for using fuzzy decision trees for classification
include how to aggregate the membership values along a path, how to aggregate the resulting
values of paths labelled with the same class, and how to finally assign a class to an instance.
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Figure 2.1: An example fuzzy decision tree
Divide-and-conquer strategy
In traditional machine learning, decision trees are induced by following a divide-and-conquer
approach or strategy – the training data is partitioned into disjoint subsets (one for each value
of the attribute selected), and the algorithm is applied recursively to each subset. The criterion
for splitting the dataset selects the attribute that appears to best classify the training examples.
Such learning algorithms generally use an attribute-value representation asthe example lan-
guage, i.e. each instance in the training data is described by specific valuesof a given set of
attributes. The domain of each attribute may be nominal or numerical. The numerical attributes
are either handled directly by the algorithm or discretised before the induction of crisp deci-
sion trees, or they are fuzzified prior to the induction of fuzzy decision trees. Ultimately, such
attributes are translated to finite domains.
In fuzzy tree induction algorithms, thresholds are used to determine when to stop expanding
a branch, including ones based on the proportions of the classes of instance that are in the
current node, and/or the proportion of all instances in the current node when compared to all
instances in the training set, e.g. [182]. Figure 2.1 depicts a simple fuzzy decision tree from
[182] – each leaf at the bottom of the tree attaches a certainty or confidence measure to the
different classes, based on the exampless/instances at the leaf.
Many fuzzy decision tree induction algorithms are inspired by theID3 algorithm [157] for
the induction of crisp decision trees. InID3 the splitting criterion is information gain, which
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measures the expected reduction in Shannon’s entropy [167] that is achieved by partitioning
the training data according to the values of an attribute. References [107;182] use selection
measures based on fuzzy entropy [128], [193] uses a measure of ambiguity or nonspecificity
[89] of the classes over the training set, and [188] uses yet a different m asure to determine the
degree to which an attribute contributes towards classification. Reference[188] compares its
own proposed selection criterion with the one described in [193], and a fuzzy entropy-based
one. The difference in accuracies obtained by the resulting decision trees is not considerable.
This is in line with the conclusions drawn in equivalent comparative studies onthe use of
different selection criteria for the induction of crisp decision trees [135](though [24] suggests
that random selection of attributes does lead to increased errors).
Other research on fuzzy trees suggests that smaller decision trees may lead to better general-
isation, as this may help prevent over-fitting to the training data. There are different ways for
reducing the size of a fuzzy tree, including the more common ones of using thresholds similar
to the ones described above, to determine when to stop growing individual branches [182], and
pruning branches after tree construction has been completed [107].
Reference [96] instead uses a pre-construction step to select the bestfeatures with which to
build a fuzzy decision tree, and tests the outcome on the fuzzy induction algorithm described
in [193]. As perhaps might be expected, trees that are built from extracted feature subsets are
smaller than ones that are built from the full set, but they also show an improved accuracy on
several datasets, supporting the thesis that smaller trees are less likely to over-fit to training
data. No comments are forthcoming, however, as to whether the time taken for the extra initial
step might be compensated for by a reduction in the time taken to build a tree from fewer
features.
Reference [187] uses yet a different approach. Everytime a new node (attribute) is added to
the decision tree, fuzzy clustering is used on the training examples in the nodeto se whether
some values of the attribute may be merged. This leads to fewer terminal leaves inthe tree.
The authors study the impact of this merging step on a fuzzy entropy-basedtree induction
algorithm – higher accuracy and fewer leaves in the resulting decision trees a observed, than
if the merging step had not been used. The authors concede that the training time increases,
but conclude that the extra time incurred merging attribute values (upwards of half again the
time taken if value merging were not used), might be a reasonable price to payf r n average
increase in accuracy of 11% over three datasets tested. It is not clear,though, whether the trees
with a reduced number of leaves (a significant reduction of an average of28% ewer nodes over
three datasets), have similar path lengths to the trees induced without attribute value merging.
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Evolutionary computation approaches
Decision trees have been induced using EC in one of two different ways:
• an EA (evolutionary algorithm) evolves a population of decision trees, or
• a more traditional decision tree induction algorithm integrates an EA, generallyas part
of its splitting mechanism for the training data.
In the former approach, GP has generally been used to evolve solutions,as it is the tree rep-
resentation utilised by GP that makes it a natural candidate for the representation of decision
trees [119].
Reference [54] provides an example of work implementing this approach for fuzzy decision
tree induction. Each continuous attribute of a dataset is fuzzified by first applying a clustering
algorithm on the values, and next a membership function is defined for eachcluster. GP is then
used to evolve a population of fuzzy decision trees. The function set contains conditions of
the formATTRIBUTE=VALUE where value is either a nominal value or a linguistic term with
underlying fuzzy semantics, and the terminal set contains the different possible classes. When
classifying an instance a fuzzy membership value for each of the classes iscomputed and the
class with the greatest value is the one assigned to the instance.
This algorithm is tested on several benchmark datasets and the classificationresults are com-
pared with those obtained by several other algorithms. They include the crisp decision tree
induction algorithmC4.5[158] and its bagged [21] and boosted [61] variants, an evolutionary
induction algorithm for crisp rules calledESIA [127], and another system for fuzzy rule in-
duction calledCEFR-MINER[131]. The authors conclude that the bagged and boostedC4.5
variants perform better than the original algorithm and that their own algorithm’s performance
is comparable with that ofCEFR-MINER. It appears thatESIAperforms worst overall, but it is
difficult otherwise to judge between theC4.5variants and the evolutionary fuzzy algorithms.
This is hampered by the fact that several results for some of the datasets for some algorithms
are missing from the report.
The second way of utilising EAs in the induction of fuzzy decision trees is by creating a hybrid
algorithm such as in [106; 159].
In [106], for instance, a fuzzy decision tree-building algorithm is augmented with a dynamic
optimising procedure for the node partitioning. The basic algorithm is based on ID3 while
the optimising procedure is again a GA. After all attributes’ values have beenfuzzified, this
algorithm recursively partitions the training data set until a termination criterionis satisfied.
Note that the training examples within a node are not partitioned further if they all belong to
the same class, or all attributes have been used in the path leading to the node,or the information
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content of the node reaches a certain threshold level. Nodes are then processed according to
an ordering measure—the node containing the greatest number of examplesis rocessed first,
and the partitioning of the training examples is then dependent on selecting the attribute that
maximises the information gain measure based on entropy.
Once an attribute has been selected its information content, based on the specific examples in
the node, is minimised by modifying its original fuzzy sets. This dynamic redefinition of the
fuzzy sets of an attribute softens the constraint made byID3 and its fuzzy adaptations, that real-
valued attributes must be partitioned (or fuzzified) just once prior to tree-building – it is aimed
at increasing the consistency of the fuzzy tree. It should be noted that inorder to preserve the
comprehensibility of the induced tree, at the possible expense of generalisation capabilities,
the number of fuzzy sets of an attribute remains fixed during tree-building and the optimisation
procedure is carried out only once.
2l-FDT (2-level Fuzzy DecisionTree)[159] creates a fuzzy decision tree by combining two
different fuzzy clustering techniques and a GA. In the first phase partitions of the training data
are recursively determined by a fuzzy C-means based clustering algorithm [12; 72] integrated
with a GA that decides on the best feature subspace for each partitioning.The GA fitness
function evaluating each feature subspace is based on a fuzzy adaptation of he information
gain measure. The termination criteria for the recursive partitioning include the number of
training examples in the final partitions, the size of the tree, and the information ga n criterion
itself. At this point, the second phase, a second fuzzy clustering algorithmas reported in [121]
is applied on the training examples, once for each class in each of the final partitions or nodes
resulting from the previous level; a final leaf is added for each subclassdetermined.
The resulting fuzzy decision tree outperforms the decision tree producedby C4.5on both clas-
sification accuracy on a test set, and in comprehensibility, i.e.2l-FDT produces trees consider-
ably smaller in size and therefore more easily interpretable by human experts.
2.1.2 Production Rules
The majority of work in fuzzy knowledge acquisition has induced knowledgein the form of
simple propositionalIF-THEN rules, i.e. a conjunction of crisp or fuzzy conditions leading to
a crisp or fuzzy conclusion. These are generally equivalent to the rules that may be extracted
from decision trees. The example language, i.e. the training data language,is generally an
attribute-value representation.
More expressive rules are propositional rules with internal disjunction between attribute values,
negations of attribute values, and disjunctions between attributes. The rulesinduced may or
may not include a confidence measure that is used in fuzzy reasoning when classifying a new
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instance. Examples of work inducing such fuzzy rules include [102] – simple propositional,
[194] – internal disjunction, and [131] – disjunction between attributes andnegation. These
rules may take the following form:
Rule Rj : IF A1 is (v11 OR v12) AND A2 is v21 AND... AND An is NOT(vn1)
THEN Class is Cj with CF = CFj
whereA1 to An are the attributes in a data set,vik is a specific linguistic term of attributeAi , Cj
is the rule consequent of ruleRj , andCFj is the rule confidence factor.
Depending on the learning algorithm, incomplete fuzzy rules may be induced, i.e. not all at-
tributes need be present in the rule antecedent, leading to shorter rules that may lso therefore
be more comprehensible. For instance, in [194] where a dataset has four attributes (OUTLOOK,
TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY and WIND), rules may be generated that do not include all four
attributes, such as:
IF (OUTLOOK is Sunny OR Cloudy) AND TEMPERATUREis Hot THEN Swimming
In the context of data mining (as opposed to the development of fuzzy rule-bas d reasoning
systems), where the data being mined often contains a large number of attributes, such incom-
plete rules are the norm rather than an exception, as this can help preventover-fitting to the
training data.
By far the most commonly used approaches for inducing fuzzy knowledgeare based on EC;
not only are there numerous references to be found in appropriate journals and conference
proceedings, but the body of research has grown to the extent that several volumes on various
aspects of fuzzy knowledge base induction and refinement have now been published. These
include [30; 31; 44; 105], which are either entirely devoted to the use of genetics-inspired
techniques for such work, or are heavily biased in favour of this approach.
A few non-EC based examples inducing descriptive rules for pattern classification are [36; 40;
185]. Reference [185] follows a separate-and-conquer approach very common in the induction
of crisp rules [62]. This strategy is also known as set covering, or sequential covering. For each
class – or concept, as it is generally referred to in crisp rule induction – thisstrategy finds one
or more rules to describe that concept. Instances in the training set that describe this concept
are referred to as positive instances, while all other instances are negative. After finding a rule
that is to be added to the final rulebase, the instances in the training set that are covered by this
rule are removed, before finding other rules to describe the same concept. When all rules for
describing a concept have been found, the training set is reinstated to its full original size, and
instances are relabelled as positive and negative depending on the nextco cept to be described.
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In [62] each rule to describe a concept is incrementally constructed by adding attribute-values
(or terms) from the dataset that best meet a selection criterion based on maximising fuzzy
information gain. The addition of terms to the rule antecedent stops as soon asthe rule attains
a sufficiently high strength, as determined by a user-defined parameter and based on a measure
of how well the rule covers training instances. Reference [40] follows the same separate-and-
conquer strategy, but its discovery mechanism is different – it starts outwith a very general rule
covering all instances in the training set, and incrementally specialises the rule(maintaining a
fixed number of best rules at any one time) until a rule quality criterion is satisfied; the best
rule of the ones the search process has been maintaining is then selected and added to the final
rulebase. Reference [36], on the other hand, partitions the training datainto subsets depending
on the classes in the dataset, and for each subset (one per class), contructs a rule. Each rule
is constructed by selecting the terms that best describe the specific class under co sideration;
the selection criterion is based on subsethood values [118], which provides a measure of the
degree to which one fuzzy set is a subset of another fuzzy set.
Other approaches to fuzzyIF-THEN rule induction include grid partitioning methods (e.g.
[186]) and gradient descent learning (e.g. [144]), as well as the neural network and SVM ap-
proaches previously mentioned. These, however, are generally applied to the induction of
non-descriptive fuzzy rules, and/or to function approximation, prediction or control problems.
Overview of evolutionary computation for rule induction
From some of the early work on evolutionary-inspired systems two terms haveemerged that
are still in common usage today: Michigan-style [94] and Pittsburgh-style [173], the names
given in recognition of the institutions of the originators of the two approaches. In the first
approach, a rule is encoded as one individual of the population, whilst inthe second later
approach, a rulebase is encoded as one individual of the population. These terms are still used
in discussing GAs, but within this review their meaning has been extended to describe the
encoding of solutions within the other branches of EC where appropriate.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the low-level dependency that exists between what anindividual repre-
sents, and the number of individuals selected as a solution from the final populati n of an EA.
This interdependency gives rise to the different EC-based induction strategies for fuzzy (or
crisp) rulebase generation. If a basic EA is run (Fig. 2.3), then a population of individuals is
evolved for several generations (iterations) and the solution to the problem is selected from the
final generation. If an individual represents only one rule, then the whole of the final popula-
tion, or a subset of it, is selected, leading to one of the basic EA strategies (top right square in
Fig. 2.2).





























Figure 2.2: Inter-dependency between induction strategy, representation of individuals, and
number of individuals selected
If, on the other hand, only one individual (rule) is selected, then this is a partial solution. Several
more EAs must therefore be run to complete a rulebase. If the EAs are run ins ccession, this
leads to an iterative rule learning (IRL) strategy (top left corner in Fig. 2.2). This strategy
mirrors the separate-and-conquer strategy discussed in the precedingsubsection and applied
in deterministic rule learning algorithms. In a separate-and-conquer strategy, the class (or
concept) of the rule being built is pre-determined. In EC-based IRL, however, the class may or
may not be predetermined. It is therefore useful to distinguish between thetwo strategies, and
in this review the term IRL is used instead of separate-and-conquer to denote denote EC-based
approaches.
If several EAs are run, then they may also be run simultaneously instead ofin succession,
and this leads to a co-evolution strategy (top left corner in Fig. 2.2). Most wrk employing
co-evolution for fuzzy modelling is used for knowledge base induction (rather than rulebase
induction)1, and often one population evolves fuzzy rulebases or decision trees, and the other
associated fuzzy functions [131; 153]. Reference [111] does usea multi-population form of
co-evolution to generate just the rulebase, with each population eventually contributing one
rule. However, the rules are of the Takagi-Sugeno type [180], wheret conclusion is a linear
combination of the variables in the rule antecedent, and therefore not particul rly comprehen-
sible. The authors test the rulebases evolved by their co-evolutionary system on a fuzzy control
problem under various initial conditions, and the results are compared with those obtained by
1In fuzzy rule-based systems the knowledge base is composed of the rulebase and the database. The latter
denotes the membership functions that define the fuzzy sets found in the rules. A brief review of fuzzy rule-based
systems and fundamental terminology is found in Appendix A.
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rulebases generated by an evolutionary (but not co-evolutionary) system. The co-evolved fuzzy
logic controllers outperform the traditionally evolved controllers on generalisation capability
and computational efficiency. This lends some support to the idea that evolving fuzzy rules
simultaneously leads to their optimal interaction during inferencing.
If an individual represents a rulebase and one individual is selected as a solution, then this leads
to the other basic EA strategy (bottom-left square). However, if severalrulebases are selected
from the final generation, then these form an ensemble (bottom-right square), where the votes
of the different rulebases are combined when classifying instances. Reearch indicates that
very often an ensemble performs better than any of the individual rulebases making it up [143].
However, the combination of individual rulebase decisions makes their interpre ation and vali-
dation by human users difficult, which makes their induction and use outside thescop of this
review.
The remainder of this section provides an overview of how a solution (rulebase) or partial
solution (rule) is encoded, and reviews work on linguistic rulebase generation using the basic
strategies and the IRL approach.
Michigan vs. Pittsburgh style individuals
When only the rulebase is being induced, the membership functions are predefined either by a
human expert or some other process (e.g clustering), and remain fixed throughout the inductive
process. If Michigan-style encoding is adopted, then the EA generally evo ves individuals that
represent either a rule antecedent or an entire rule.
In the first case, at each iteration a separate deterministic procedure is used to determine the rule
consequent before evaluating the rule for fitness, e.g. [138]. Alternatively, the rule consequent,
i.e. class, may already be specified for each rule antecedent during the entire run of EA. This is
where a variant of IRL is followed, and an EA is run several times in succession with each run
concentrating on evolving rule antecedents pertaining to a specific class, e.g. [77; 163].
If a complete rule is encoded in an individual, then the rule consequent may also be subject to
evolution and change by the genetic operators. A restriction may be placed on the crossover
operator to ensure that only parents belonging to the same rule consequent are combined to
produce offspring [184; 194].
With a Pittsburgh-style approach, generally both rule antecedents and associated consequents
are encoded. The genetic operators may then act on the individual ruleswithin a rulebase,
or on the composition of the rulebase itself. An alternative is proposed in [192], where each
individual represents a fixed number of rule antecedents. The consequents of the rules are
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(1) Create initial population
(2) WHILE termination condition false
(3) Evaluate new population
(4) Perform selection for reproduction
(5) Perform recombination
(6) Perform mutation
(7) Generate new population
(8) ENDWHILE
(9) Output best solution/s
Figure 2.3: Basic induction strategy – a generic evolutionary algorithm
dependent on the number of positive and negative examples they match in thetraining set and
are determined prior to evaluation of the rulebase.
Basic EA strategies
As the name suggests these are the simplest ways in which an EA may be used to induce
rulebases (or decision trees). A high-level description of an EA is provided in Fig. 2.3. Note
that the actual genetic operators used and the implementation-level coding ofthe individuals
(e.g. whether binary or real-valued) are dependent on the specific EAbeing implemented, and
the particular problem being addressed.
Induction systems using Michigan-style encoding to generate fuzzy rules includeFGA [194],
Fuzzy-ROSA[171], and the learning systems described in [104]. In these works an individual
represents one rule, has an associated fitness level, and the whole popuation represents the
rulebase. A direct consequence is the necessity to maintain a population of different rules that
can represent the complete problem domain, since it is unlikely that one rule wo ld be able to
explain the entire training set or classify all new instances.
In Fuzzy-ROSAthis issue is resolved by dynamically changing parameter values of the EA.
Various indicators of how well the search for rules is progressing are clculated for each gen-
eration and, based on these indicators, a separate fuzzy system adaptsthe genetic operators of
the EA. The search indicators include a diversity measure for the individuals of the population
based on a heuristic distance measure between two individuals, the best and me fitness of
individuals, and the simplicity or complexity of the rules being generated. For instance, if the
average diversity of the population is low then the mutation rate is increased.
Another decision arising from the Michigan-style encoding scheme is whether to utilise the
entire final population of the adaptive learning algorithm as the rulebase, or a subset of the
population. The systemFGA, for instance, uses only a subset of the rules, the aim being to
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end up with a compact set of high-quality rules. The user defines an accuracy level and all
rules that meet that level are selected. The extraction process is then carri d out on this smaller
population based on three criteria in descending order of importance: accuracy, coverage and
fitness (the fitness measure is based on accuracy and coverage of the rule but also on its relative
importance within the whole rule set as defined by a uniqueness measure). The rule or rules
with the highest accuracy are identified; if there are two or more rules that have an accuracy
within a predefined tolerance level then the one/s with the greatest coverage a e selected; of
these the one with the highest fitness is selected and placed in the final rule set. The training
examples that are covered by this rule are removed from the training data set and the second
rule for the final rule set is selected in the same way. This goes on until the training data set is
empty.
In the second variant of the basic evolutionary strategy, an individual inthe population gener-
ally represents an entire rulebase and hence only one individual need be selected from the final
population as a solution. Reference [88] presents a fuzzy extension toGABIL [46], a crisp rule
induction system for classification. Since each individual is a rulebase, the search space has
consequently increased and the calculation of the fitness function is generally more compu-
tationally expensive. However, this encoding does give rise to distinct advantages: the fitness
associated with each individual takes into account rule interaction and no aditional procedures
are required for maintaining diversity in a population.
In [103] an empirical study is conducted, comparing the two variants of this basic imple-
mentation for supervised classification problems. (It should be noted that, ingeneral, such
informative comparative studies are rare, whether making comparisons between the variants
within one induction strategy, or making comparisons between different induction strategies.)
A Pittsburgh-style individual represents a set of complete fuzzy rule antecedents with each in-
dividual having a predetermined number of rules, i.e. all individuals havethe same number of
antecedents. The rule consequent and confidence factor for each rule antecedent is determined
from the training data set by a deterministic procedure. The fitness of this Pittsburgh-style
individual is determined by the number of correctly classified training examples.
In the Michigan-style algorithm, each rule is represented by a separate individual so that the
whole population corresponds to a single rule base. The fitness of an individual here is de-
pendent on the numbers of correctly and incorrectly classified training examples. The authors
conclude that, for the data sets tested, the Michigan-style encoding and resulting algorithm
provides a greater classification accuracy at a lower computational cost,when compared with
the Pittsburgh-style encoded algorithm.
Continued experiments with these two variants in later work by the same researchers enable
them to make more refined observations – the algorithm using Michigan-style encoding for
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individuals obtains higher classification rates for high-dimensional problems, while the algo-
rithm using Pittsburgh-style encoding obtains higher classification rates on low-dimensional
problems [100], though it should be noted that these conclusions are based on results obtained
from evaluating the resulting models on the training data. This however, sugge ts that the
Michigan-style encoded algorithm may have a greater ability to find good fuzzy rules in large
search spaces. However, this algorithm can not directly optimise a rulebase as it only measures
the performance of individual rules. The authors suggest that it is this indirect optimisation that
leads to inferior results by the Michigan-style algorithm on low-dimensional problems.
In [99] the same authors conclude that in order to maximise performance new rul s should
be generated from existing good rules (as defined by the fitness function), g od rules from
previous generations should not die out, and optimisation of a complete rulebase should be
done directly (though conclusions are based on evaluations of models on traini g data). This
results in the design of a hybrid algorithm that attempts to combine the best features from both
variants.
The individuals of this new hybrid algorithm are Pittsburgh-style and may have different lengths,
i.e. different number of rules. The fitness function used in this hybrid promotes rulebases that
are good at classifying the training set but also have a small number of rules. These two ele-
ments of the fitness function may be given different emphasis by attaching a weighting factor
to each part. The mutation operator is, however, the main change from the original Pittsburgh-
style implementation – mutation is now a single iteration of the Michigan-style algorithm and
is applied to all generated rulebases after selection and crossover, i.e. the worst rules in each
rulebase are now replaced with new rules that have been generated from good rules in that same
rulebase.
In [100] the authors test this hybrid algorithm against their original pure Michigan-style and
Pittsburgh-style algorithms. The hybrid achieves the same or better accuracy on all six data
sets used, with, in most cases, a smaller number of rules thereby aiding comprehensibility of
the induced knowledge. They also provide a comparison of the CPU time takenby all three
variants—the Pittsburgh-style algorithm requires more time than the Michigan-style algorithm,
and the hybrid algorithm is even more computationally expensive as it is essentially combining
the both.
Iterative rule learning
There are two main variants to the IRL strategy – iteration by class where in each iteration
rules describing a specific class are learnt, or independent of class where in each iteration good
rule antecedents are first found and the class is determined afterwards.In either case, an EA is


















Figure 2.4: Iterative rule learning strategy
run several times in succession, with the result of each – the best fuzzy rle generated by the
current algorithm – being considered a partial solution. Between runs ofEAs, the training set
is generally reduced by removing from it the instances that are covered by the newly evolved
best rule (Fig. 2.4). This is done so as to encourage the next EA run to find good rules that
describe the remaining cases in the training set.
An example fuzzy rulebase induction system following the class-dependent IRL strategy is
SLAVE[76; 77; 80]. Considering only one class in the dataset, a GA utilising Michigan-style
individuals is run and the best rule describing that class is selected and adde to a final rulebase.
Instances in the training set covered by this best rule are removed and another GA is run to find
another rule describing the same class. GAs are run until all class instancere covered by
rules in the final rulebase (or some other termination criterion is reached). This procedure is
repeated for all classes in the dataset.
A common modification to the class-dependent iterative approach is to simplify theoverall
algorithm so that instead of running the basic EA several times for each class, it i run only
once. In [163] for instance, a GA using Michigan-style encoding is run once for each class
with the best individual from each run being added to the final rule set. A main aim here is to
obtain a minimum number of fuzzy rules and the resulting rule base compares well in pr dictive
accuracy with other algorithms.
Reference [91] follows the class-independent IRL strategy. In this work each individual rep-
resents both a rule antecedent and consequent (and associated membership functions), and in-
dividuals in the same population describe different classes. Reducing thetraining set between
EA runs by removing instances covered by generated rules appears to be the most common way
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of adjusting the training set. However, this work experiments with an interestingalternative.
An ES (evolution strategy) is repeatedly invoked and each time identifies the fuzzy r le that
best classifies the current distribution of training examples. Each training example has an
attached weight and a mechanism is employed to change the distribution of the exampl s from
one iteration to the next – examples that have been correctly classified by fuzzy rules generated
in earlier iterations have a lower weight, while those that have been misclassified hav a higher
weight. In each iteration the ES is guided to concentrate on generating fuzzyrules that are best
adapted at dealing with the previously misclassified examples.
The resultant fuzzy rules are tested against several other techniquesincluding neural networks
and Bayesian classifiers, and on the whole achieve comparable classification accuracy. Each
rule induced in this work has its own definition of associated fuzzy sets, thatare evolved si-
multaneously with the rules, and this therefore detracts from the innate comprehensibility of
the rules. The author indicates that the algorithm has recently been extended to the induction
of descriptive fuzzy knowledge bases for classification, and that similarclassification accuracy
is achieved.
The author cites as the motivation for this new training set adjustment mechanismthe require-
ment for cooperative, as opposed to competitive, fuzzy rules in a rulebase. However, no direct
comparison is provided between the new mechanism and the more common method of remov-
ing covered training examples. It is therefore difficult to judge the exact con ribution of the
training set weighting method employed. Other potential mechanisms for encouraging cooper-
ative fuzzy rules are discussed in Section 2.2.2.
2.2 Improving the Accuracy of Comprehensible Models
Recent (2003) publications of collected works on methods for improving accur y in linguis-
tic fuzzy models[30], and on improving interpretability in approximate fuzzy modelling [31],
suggest an increasing requirement for human-comprehensible models.
Reference [31] explores different ways of improving a model’s accura y, including tuning
membership functions and fuzzy rules [38], and using hierarchical knowledge bases [5]. These
enhancements may improve the accuracy of a rulebase, but at some cost toits comprehensibil-
ity. This review starts from highly interpretable models and looks at ways of improving their
accuracy, without sacrificing their interpretability.
The next subsection reviews literature on the use of linguistic hedges, which enrichens the
knowledge representation in the expectation that it may be able to more accurately describe the
underlying behaviour generating the dataset. The following subsection explor s direct ways
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Figure 2.5: Impact of linguistic hedges on a fuzzy set A
of encouraging cooperation between fuzzy rules, such as post-processing a rulebase to remove
redundant or conflicting rules, or integrating additional features within the IRL process so that
rules existing in the final rulebase are taken into consideration when addingnew rules.
2.2.1 Use of Linguistic Hedges
A hedge or linguistic modifier [196; 197; 198] is defined by a mathematical functio and is
applied to a fuzzy set in order to decrease or increase its precision. Twoof the most common
hedges are ‘Very’ and ‘More or less’. As an example, the result of applying ‘Very’ to an
original membership value is the square of the value, while that of applying ‘More or less’ is
its square root. The impact on a simple triangular membership functionA f these hedges is
depicted in Fig. 2.5.
Reference [79] incorporates the use of linguistic hedges in the previously discussedSLAVE
system [76; 77; 80] (Section 2.1.2), which follows a class-dependent IRL approach. The EA
used is a GA and each individual represents one rule, encoding the variables that are present in
the rule, and their values.
In this work [79], the authors add an extra component to each individual– e ch variable value
has an associated real-valued number that denotes a hedge. New geneticoperators are in-
troduced that act on these hedges and may change them from their original value of one – 1
denotes that no hedge is acting on the variable value, 2 denotes that the hedge ‘V ry’ acts on the
variable value, and 0.5 denotes that ‘More or less’ is present. The realnumber that denotes the
hedge therefore acts as an exponent to the original fuzzy set. The rang of values for a hedge
is however[0,∞), so that values other than 1, 2 or 0.5 render a rule less comprehensible. The
authors amend their fitness function to take this into account, by providing a greater reward to
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individuals that achieve the same level of fitness as rules, but with fewer modifications to the
original hedge values.
The task on which this amendment toSLAVEis tested is one of function approximation (as
opposed to classification), but provides interesting information. An additional dataset is ob-
tained from the original by adding irrelevant variables, and tests are conducted on both. When
compared with the originalSLAVEsystem, the amended system produces rulebases with an av-
erage reduction in the error rate of approximately 20% and 32%, on the original and extended
datasets respectively. However, the higher accuracy rulebases arealso larger. The authors do
not provide an explanation for this, but the use of linguistic hedges may rende rules more pre-
cise. This may therefore lead to each rule covering fewer instances fromthe training set, which
in turn means that more GAs are run in the IRL process to cover all instancesi the training
set.
Work reported in [29] both fine tunes membership functions and adds linguistic hedges to fuzzy
rules. The experiments conducted investigate the impact of these two changes separately and
combined, and so the results are informative. A GA is used for the optimisation process, and
presupposes that a knowledge base (fuzzy rulebase and associatedmembership functions) has
already been determined (either by a human expert and/or automated learning tech ique).
An individual in the GA encodes the membership functions for all variables us d, and theIF-
THEN rules. Also encoded for each condition in theIF- part of the rule, is whether there is a
linguistic hedge associated with it – if there is, it may be either ‘Very’ or ‘Moreless’. In
the initial population one individual represents the previously defined knowledge base, half of
the remaining population is initialised with random parameter values for representing the sim-
ple triangular membership functions, and the remaining members are initialised with hedges
attached randomly to rule antecedents.
The authors use predefined membership functions and induce a fuzzy rulebase via a grid par-
titioning rule learning algorithm ([186], discussed later on page 29). Usingone dataset, they
compare the results of the original rulebase and membership functions with those obtained
by fine tuning membership functions only, adding linguistic hedges only, and both fine tun-
ing functions and adding hedges. What is interesting to note is that the sole use of linguistic
hedges, provides a greater reduction in error rate from the original rulebase (a reduction of
approximately 87%) than soley fine tuning membership functions (approximate reduction of
84%). The authors suggest that fine tuning membership functions may be leading to over-fitting
to the training data. Furthermore, the additional computational cost of fine tuning membership
functions of the original rulebase is over twice as high as the additional cost of adding linguistic
hedges.
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Combining both tuning of functions and use of linguistic hedges results in an approximate
reduction in the error rate of 98%. The authors indicate that improving accur y even at the
expense of losing some degree of interpretability is their goal, and future work ill therefore
explore the use of not only linguistic hedges, but more general ones (i.e.us ng exponents on
the original fuzzy sets of not only 2 and 0.5, but of values defined overa range).
2.2.2 Direct Rulebase Optimization
Examples of methods aimed at directly encouraging the production of a complementary fuzzy
rulebase have already been provided. One example is discussed in Section 2.1.2, where the
authors conclude, when comparing Michigan and Pittsburgh EAs, that direc optimisation of a
rulebase provides an improvement in accuracy. Another example is discussed in Section 2.1.2
on page 23, where the author develops a new mechanism for adjusting the training set in be-
tween EA runs in an IRL strategy [91]. The conclusions drawn from thatwork, however, are
indefinite as to whether this mechanism directly leads to a more cooperative fuzzy rulebase.
This section presents further examples on how cooperation between rulesmay be accom-
plished, the first two aimed at improving the IRL strategy, and the third adoptinga post-
processing step after the rulebase has been induced.
Monitoring coverage of training examples by emerging ruleb ase
Reference [78] highlights the potential shortcomings of the IRL strategy. In this work the ne-
cessity for co-operation between fuzzy rules is stressed – since fuzzyr les cover (match) all
examples to varying degrees, having a set of cooperative rules is essential to the inference pro-
cess. This means that it is important to avoid, as far as possible, a situation where an instance
requiring classification is matched by two or more rules that have different conclusions. The
IRL approach as it is generally implemented, however, is not particularly conducive to produc-
ing cooperative rules since the rule selection process at the end of eachEA run does not take
into account the rules already in the final rulebase, or the degree of coverage they provide over
the entire training examples.
The authors therefore implement a significant enhancement on their earlierwork involving the
SLAVEsystem [76; 77; 80] (introduced in Section 2.1.2 on page 23). In order toenc urage co-
operation between the induced rules during inference, the authors retainthe same IRL strategy
but do not eliminate training examples between GA runs. Instead, they attach toeach exam-
ple various indicators that are used in the evaluation of a rule when classifying the training
examples.
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The first indicator gives a measure of the maximum degree of coverage provided by rules in
the current rule set having the same class as the example – the maximum positivecovering
degree of an example. A second indicator gives a measure of the maximum degree of coverage
provided by the other rules in current final rule set, i.e. those rules having different class from
the example – the maximum negative covering degree of an example. Depending o the relative
values of the maximum positive and maximum negative covering degrees of anexample, and
the classes of the example and rule being evaluated, the example may be considred as either a
positive or a negative one for that particular rule.
The numbers of negative examples and positive examples covered by a rule re used in its
evaluation as an indication of its contribution to the completeness and consistency of the current
rule set. It should be noted that the values of the indicators are based on the rules already in the
final set and these values are therefore modified each time a new rule is addd to the final rule set
– the new rule may well increase the maximum positive or negative covering degrees of certain
examples, and therefore the relative values of the two indicators will also bemodified. This
dynamic method of keeping track of previously selected rules, and their succe s at classifying
the training set, provides an indication of how the current rule set as a whole acts on the entire
training set.
This new version ofSLAVEis tested against the original, resulting in an improvement on gen-
eralisation capability and a significant reduction in both the number of rules in the final rule
set and the execution time. In this newer version, however, the authors alsamend the fitness
function for evaluating individuals, adding in a term to encourage rules withfewer and less
complicated conditions in the rule antecedent. However, since it is possible that fewer and
more general rules (as encouraged by the new fitness function) lead to afinal rule set with in-
creased generalisation capability, it is difficult to judge the exact contribution of their new way
of adjusting the training set towards the improvements reported.
Post-processing for rulebase refinement
Another approach to encouraging cooperation between fuzzy rules induced using an IRL strat-
egy is found in [43]. This work uses a post-processing step to achieve thoptimisation, as
opposed to the inbuilt optimisation mechanism of theSLAVEsystem.
Reference [43] presentsMOGUL [42], a methodology for inducing and tuning fuzzy rulebases
using an IRL approach.MOGULproposes three stages: the first for generating a fuzzy rulebase
using IRL (with predefined membership functions), the second for refining the induced rulebase
by removing redundant rules or others that do not cooperate well with other rules, and the third
stage for fine tuning the initial membership functions. EAs are generally useda the rule
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discovery mechanism in stage one, for optimising the rulebase in stage two, and for fine tuning
the membership functions in the final stage.
In [43] only the first two stages are applied, with a GA used for the secondrulebase optimisation
stage. Each individual in the GA represents a fuzzy rulebase, and is encod d using a fixed-
length binary string. Each bit represents one of the rules in the fuzzy rulebase generated by the
first stage, so the length of the string corresponds to the size of the rulebase. If bit in a string
(individual) is equal to one, then that denotes that the rule is present in that particular rulebase
(individual); if a bit is equal to zero, then that rule is considered not to form part of the rulebase.
The initial population of the rulebase-optimising GA contains one individual that corresponds
directly to the IRL-induced rulebase, and all other individuals are initialisedran omly, so that
they contain a subset of the IRL-induced rulebase. Individuals/rulebases are evaluated on two
criteria: their accuracy on the training set and their coverage of it (eachxample in the training
set must be covered by at least one of the rules to a pre-specified degree).
The authors test their refined rulebases on one classification problem and compare their results
with those obtained by the non-refined rulebases, the previously discussed enhancedSLAVE
system [78], and two other fuzzy rule induction algorithms. The dataset is fuzzified twice,
so that one version of it has variables described by two linguistic values, and the second has
variables described by three values. The results indicate a considerablereduction in error rates
on both versions of the dataset achieved by the refined rulebases, as opposed to the non-refined
ones. A reduction in the number of rules is also observed.
On the 2-label dataset,SLAVEandMOGUL-refined rulebases achieve the lowest error rates
and produce the smallest rulebases. On the 3-label dataset the lowest error rate is achieved
by one of the other algorithms, though its rulebases contain an average of over 300 rules.
SLAVEandMOGUL-refined rulebases on the other hand, have an average size of 3 and 11
rules respectively, with error rates, however, that are 30% and 100%greater than the most
accurate rulebase. On these two versions of the dataset,MOGUL-refined rulebases achieve
lower error rates thanSLAVErulebases, but their average size is approximately three times the
size of a correspondingSLAVErulebase. The authors conclude thatSLAVE’s andMOGUL’s
superior performance may be attributed to the way the two algorithms encourage cooperation
among fuzzy rules.
Selecting global best rule consequents
Reference [27] proposes the COR (Cooperative Rules) methodology,which aims to produce
rulebases whose rules cooperate optimally during the inference process.
The authors use the space partitioning based induction algorithm in [186] asa st rting point,
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for generating rule antecedents whose consequents may be optimised with regards to overall
cooperation between the rules. In [186] fuzzy linguistic rules are inducefrom examples fol-
lowing a multi-step process. The algorithm first obtains a fuzzy partition of theinput variables
(either through discourse with human experts or by a normalisation processn the dataset);
generates a candidate rulebase by transforming each example in the dataset to a candidate rule
(by replacing each variable value in an example with the linguistic label that best covers it);
attaches to each candidate rule a measure of importance based on the exampleit covers; groups
rules by the variable spaces they cover (i.e. rules with the same antecedentform a subgroup);
and finally, for each subgroup selects the rule with the highest degree ofimp rtance.
The authors of [27] point out that each rule in the above algorithm is selected by considering
only the particular variable space it covers, and no account is taken as toits p tential cooper-
ation (or lack of) with rules covering other variable spaces during inferecing. They address
this point by modifying a couple of the steps in the process just described. Rules are not given
a measure of importance, and after they have been sorted into subgroupsaccording to the vari-
able space they cover, not just one consequent is selected. Instead,for each subgroup a set is
formed of the consequents that occur in the rules belonging to the subgroup.
This is therefore now a combinatorial optimisation problem, with the task being to find the best
combination of consequents for the rules (one rule from each of the subgro ps). This optimi-
sation task is carried out by simulated annealing (SA) [32; 115], an algorithm that iteratively
replaces the current solution with a probabilistically chosen ‘nearby’ solution. The algorithm
iterates until an acceptable solution is found, or until some constraint is reached, such as a
user-defined maximum number of iterations or computation time.
The authors compare this new way of obtaining consequents for the rulebase with the original
method, and another fuzzy rule induction algorithm. This third algorithm is similar inthat
it also determines the rule antecedents that cover the different variable spac s, but instead of
selecting one consequent for each space, it may select more and assigns to each a different
certainty factor.
The performance of these algorithms are tested on a function approximation and on a classifi-
cation problem. On the function approximation task the rulebase induced by the COR approach
obtains a significantly lower error rate when compared to the original algorithm, and also per-
forms better than the third algorithm. On the classification problem the COR rulebase achieves
a lower error rate than the original algorithm, but a slightly higher error ratethan the third
algorithm. However, the third algorithm produces over 300 rules as opposed to the 23 rules
produced by the other two, and the authors conclude that the accuracy–interpretability tradeoff
achieved by their COR approach is promising.
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2.3 Summary
Much research effort has been directed at inducing linguistic fuzzy models, some of it aimed
at inducing fuzzy decision trees, but most atIF-THEN rules.
Decision trees have been induced using a divide-and-conquer approach, r various methods
based on EC. The former approach is ultimately a greedy technique for knowledge acquisition,
which bases selections of attributes on local information. Improvements in classific tion accu-
racy have been aimed at producing smaller decision trees so that over-fitting to he training data
may be avoided. The population-based EC approaches may have an advantage in that several
trees or attribute selections may be explored simultaneously, though the price paid is additional
computation.
Descriptive production rules for pattern classification have been induced mainly via EC ap-
proaches. The rules may be evolved simultaneously using a basic EA. Unless a IRL approach
is used, if an individual in the population represents one rule then diversity in the population
must be enforced to ensure a reasonable selection of different rules cov ring different parts of
the problem domain. If an individual represents an entire rule base then the search space is
increased significantly, though work exists that suggests this approach produces rulebases with
better classification abilities for low-dimensional problems [100]. The iterative rule learning
approach avoids the necessity for enforcing diversity in a population, since during any EA run
a rule must describe only a subset of the training set. However, additionalme sures may be
required to encourage cooperation between the fuzzy rules generated.
Work aimed at improving the accuracy of linguistic models whilst maintaining their compre-
hensibility has also been reviewed. This involves enriching the hypothesis language so as to
enable learning algorithms to more accurately describe the processes resulting in the obser-
vational datasets, or utilising techniques to encourage optimal interaction between the rules
describing different classes during the classification process. Such work is very interesting
and appears promising. However, the potential of this promise can not always be measured
or realised, since inadequate experimental methodologies are sometimes employed. This in-
cludes occasions where more than one change is implemented (i.e. apart from the mechanism
designed to improve rule interaction), so that it is difficult to judge which change(s) may have
resulted in a reported difference in performance, and to what extent.
There are very few studies in the literature beyond the scope of investigating changes made to
one algorithm, or comparing two or more algorithms against each other. This results in an ever-
growing body of literature yielding interesting and potentially useful information, but which
perhaps requires consolidation on a higher level, before it may be deemedtrue progress in the
field of linguistic fuzzy modelling. These new consolidated levels need to focus n comparing
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different strategies for fuzzy rule induction, and the impact of different modifications to one
strategy. This thesis aims to partly fulfil this requirement.
The next chapter introduces ACO, the rule discovery mechanism on whichthe system designed,
developed and implemented during this research is based, and reviews the literature using ACO
for rule induction.
Chapter 3
Ant Colony Optimization and Rulebase
Induction
The fuzzy rule induction system presented in this thesis,FRANTIC, utilises a rule construction
mechanism that is based on an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm. This chapter there-
fore has two aims. The first is to introduce ACO, describe its inspiration and potential benefits,
and how it may be applied to general combinatorial optimisation problems.
The second aim of this chapter is to review the literature on how ACO has beenapplied to
rule induction problems. These are still early days in the application of this technique to such
problems, but the literature presents promising results and suggests opportunities for further
productive exploration. Much of this potential is realised byFRANTIC, whose operation and
performance is described in the following chapters.
3.1 The Inspiration
ACO lies within the broader field of research called Swarm Intelligence (SI),which seeks to
apply animal society-inspired techniques to the solution of difficult problems.The behaviour
of social insects, fish, and birds have been used to devise solutions to many such problems (e.g.
[17; 52]).
As the name implies, ACO is inspired by the behaviour of ants. A fundamental concept under-
lying the behaviour of social insects such as ants is that of self-organisatio – “a spontaneously
formed higher-level pattern of structure or function that is emergent through the interaction of
lower-level objects” [57]. Emergent refers to a property of acollectionof simple lower-level
subunits, that comes about through theint ractionsof the subunits. For example, the organisa-
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tion of an ant colony is said to “emerge” from the interactions of the lower-level behaviours of
the ants, and not from any single ant.
The other fundamental concept for SI is that of stigmergy. Self-organisation in social insects
requires their interaction, either direct or indirect. Direct interaction is seen in antennation,
in their exchange of food and liquid, and other physical or direct contact. Stigmergy is a
form of indirect communication between individuals that is enabled by effecting hanges to a
common environment. Swarm intelligent systems are therefore complex systems,collections
of simple units that operate in parallel and interact locally with each other and their environment
to produce emergent behaviour.
The potential benefits of imitating the structures and behaviours of some animalsocieties in
designing solutions to man-made problems include: robustness (arising fromthe ability of the
society as a whole to survive when individuals may fail); flexibility (from the ability to adapt
to changing environments); and decentralisation (removing the need to program for overall
control).
Ant algorithms [47] are heuristics inspired by various behaviours of real ants that rely on stig-
mergy, such as cemetery organisation and brood sorting. ACO [50] is a particul r instantiation
of ant algorithms motivated by the foraging strategies of ants, which have been observed capa-
ble of finding the shortest path between their nest and a food source [81]. This is attributed to
the chemical substance, a pheromone, that ants lay on the paths they follow toand from their
nest, and the amount of which is used to guide their decision making when confronted with
more than one path.
When a new food source is first located there is no pheromone to guide antsand so each will
have made a random decision when presented with different paths, depositing pheromone as
they travel. Several paths by different ants may therefore have been tak o reach the same
food source. Since pheromone evaporates, the shortest path found by a ts will accumulate the
most pheromone, as ants can travel over this path more quickly and depositmore pheromone.
Ants tend to select paths with more rather than less pheromone on them when pres ted with a
choice, and therefore they eventually converge on the shortest path.
3.2 The ACO Algorithm
The first ACO algorithm was developed by Marco Dorigo as his PhD thesis in1992, and later
published under the name ofAnt System(AS) in [49]. The application was the travelling
salesman problem (TSP), where the goal is to find a closed path of minimal length connecting
a given number of cities, each of which is visited once and only once.
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Since the original TSP application, ACO has been utilised to solve many different p oblems
such as binpacking, route planning, timetable scheduling, and graph colouring [50]. The gen-
eral appeal of ACO and other SI techniques lies in several factors:
• a simple effective mechanism for conducting global search by simultaneously construct-
ing multiple solutions that investigate diverse areas of the solution space;
• a simplicity of implementation that requires minimum understanding of the problem
domain;
• the problem-specific elements – such as the fitness function and heuristic – whi h may
be readily borrowed from existing literature on the target problem; and,
• an explicit heuristic embedded in the solution construction mechanism which makes for
easy insertion of domain knowledge.
In ACO each artificial ant is considered a simple agent, communicating with otherants only
indirectly. A high-level description of an ACO-based algorithm is given in Fig. 3.1 on the next
page. Following is a brief introduction of the main elements necessary for an implementation
of an ACO algorithm [17], set in the context of rule induction. More detail isprovided in the
next chapter when describingFRANTIC. The first four elements relate to line (2) of Fig. 3.1,
the fifth relates to line (3), and the sixth to line (4):
1. An appropriateproblem representationis required that allows an artificial ant to incre-
mentally build a solution using aprobabilistic transition rule. The problem is modelled
as a search for a best path through a graphG = (N,A), called a construction graph,
whereN is the set of nodes composing the graph andA the set of arcs or edges con-
necting the nodes. A graph may or may not be fully connected and this depens on the
problem being tackled and the particular approach adopted. In the context f rule induc-
tion a solution may be a rule antecedent with nodes of the graph representingindividual
conditions or terms, e.g.OUTLOOK=Sunny.
2. Theprobabilistic transition ruledetermines which node an ant should visit next. The
choice is dependent on theheuristicvalue and thepheromonelevel associated with a
node. It is biased towards nodes that have higher probabilities, but there is no guar-
antee that the node with highest probability will get selected. This allows for greater
exploration of the solution space.
3. A local heuristic provides guidance to an ant in choosing the next node for the path
(solution) it is building. This may be similar to criteria used in greedy algorithms, such
as information gain for the induction of crisp rules, or fuzzy subsethood values and
measurements of vagueness in a fuzzy set [201], for the induction of fuzzy r les.
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(1) WHILE termination condition false
(2) Each ant constructs a new solution
(3) Evaluate new solutions
(4) Update pheromone levels
(5) ENDWHILE
(6) Output best solution
Figure 3.1: Basic ACO algorithm
4. A solution construction validation methodforces the construction of feasible rules. For
instance, if simple propositional fuzzyIF-THEN rule antecedents are being constructed,
then at most only one fuzzy linguistic term from each fuzzy variable may be selected.
5. A fitness functiondetermines the quality of the solution built by an ant. This could be a
measure based on how well the rule classifies the instances in the training set.
6. Thepheromone update rulespecifies how to modify the pheromone levels of each node
in the graph between iterations of an ACO algorithm. For instance, the nodes (condi-
tions) contained in the best rule antecedent created get their pheromone levels increased.
Increasingly, attempts are being made to research the theoretical underpinnings of ACOper
se. Convergence proofs are available, though these are generally for highly simplified versions
or for particular instantiations of the ACO heuristic [83; 84; 177]. Other researchers have
proposed frameworks that seek to place ACO in context with other related learning and opti-
mization approaches. In [13] for instance, the authors describeAnt Programming, a framework
suggested by both ACO and optimal control theory [16]. By illustrating the similarities (and
differences) with other fields such as reinforcement learning [179] and dy amic programming
[11], and by utilising concepts that are clearly defined in optimal control, theauthors suggest
thatAnt Programmingmay aid the understanding and investigation into the theoretical proper-
ties of ACO.
Other investigative frameworks include [95], which views ACO as belonging to the family of
stochastic local searchalgorithms applied to combinatorial optimisation problems. These al-
gorithms are characterised by an iterative approach that repeatedly applies small changes to
solutions – with an element of randomness thrown in – in the expectation of improving their
quality. They encompass nature-inspired algorithms and other techniques that utilise random-
ness in solution construction or modification, including EC, simulated annealing (SA) [32; 115]
and tabu search (TS) [74].
Reference [200], on the other hand, places ACO in the category ofmodel-basedsearch. From
this perspective, the construction graph and the artificial ants are considered as a probabilistic
model that generates solutions, with the artificial pheromones considered as parameters to this
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model. The ACO repeatedly uses the solutions generated in one iteration to update the pa-
rameters of the probabilistic model, which in turn generates new solutions. Thismodel-based
search category also includes the cross-entropy method [164] and estimation of distribution al-
gorithms [136; 137] (a development of EC), but not GA, for instance. In contrast, GA belongs
to the category ofinstance-basedsearch, which generate new solutions using only the current
solution/s.
The research that may lead to a proper understanding of how, why and when the application
of ACO to man-made problems is successful, is still young. However, there isno denying that
ACO is proving to be a useful tool in tackling difficult combinatorial problems,including those
in the area of knowledge discovery and data mining. The next section describes how ACO has
been applied to one such problem, specifically, to inducing crisp and fuzzyr les from empirical
data.
3.3 Rule Induction via ACO
Swarm Intelligence techniques in general, and ACO in particular, are increasingly being ap-
plied to core data mining tasks [2], such as clustering (e.g. [3; 85]) and feature selection (e.g.
[4; 110]). This also includes the application of ACO to rule induction. Work inducing both
crisp and fuzzy rules is reviewed here, partly because the available literatur is limited, but
mainly because early work on crisp rule induction using ACO has influencedlat r work on
both crisp and fuzzy induction.
This section includes some descriptions of induction strategies that have been bri fly described
in the previous chapter. However, they are very relevant to the work review d here, and so are
presented in more detail for maximum clarity.
3.3.1 Crisp Rule Induction
The system calledAnt-Miner[148] provides the first example use of ACO for constructing rule
antecedents. The nodes of the ACO construction graph inAnt-Minerrepresent crisp conditions
such asAGE=(20–40) orHEIGHT=(140–160) – an ant walks round the graph probabilistically
selecting nodes and building its rule antecedent, ensuring during the construction process that
the new partial rule antecedent covers a user-specified minimum number ofinstances from
the training set. The rule conclusion is assigned afterwards by a deterministicmethod – the
majority class of training instances covered by the rule antecedent is assigned. After each rule
has been built a rule pruning procedure is applied, where terms are removed from the rule
antecedent as long as this does not impact negatively on the quality of the rule as measured
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(1) WHILE termination condition false
(2) Run ACO to generate rules
(3) Add best rule to final ruleset
(4) Remove instances covered by best rule
(5) ENDWHILE
(6) Output final ruleset
Figure 3.2: Class-independent iterative rule learning
by a fitness function. It should be noted that when each term is removed, the pruning process
re-determines the class of the rule, so that the final pruned rule may well describ a different
class from the original unpruned rule.
The system follows an IRL strategy and runs several ACOs in succession to generate a decision
list made up ofIF-THEN rules. Starting with a full training set, an ACO algorithm is run and
the best rule created by an artificial ant is added to a final rule set. Instances i the training set
that are covered by this best rule are removed before a new ACO algorithm is run. This process
is re-iterated until only a few (as pre-determined by the user) instances remain in the training
set, when a default rule is created to cover them. The final result is an ordered rule list with the
rules being applied in the order in which they were created, when classifying a new instance
in the test set (i.e. a set containing instances not used for training). Sincethe class of a rule
antecedent being constructed by an ant is not pre-determined, this variant of IRL is here termed
class-independent IRL (Fig. 3.2). Note that line (2) in Fig. 3.2 may be replac d by Fig. 3.1 on
page 36.
Ant-Miner is tested on several datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [7], and its
performance is compared with that ofCN2 [39]. Ant-Miner rules are found to be comparable
or superior with regards to classification accuracy on five of the six datasets u ed (with a statis-
tically significant improvement in accuracy on two of the datasets), and superior with regards
to ruleset and rule comprehensibility on all datasets – it generates fewer rules (a statistically
significant smaller number for all datasets) that are also generally shorterthan those produced
by CN2. The authors also runAnt-Mineron the same datasets without the use of the rule prun-
ing procedure. When compared toCN2, Ant-Miner rule sets are now as accurate as or better
(but not significantly so) thanCN2 rule sets on only three out of the six datasets. The size of
the rule sets and of individual rules is also significantly greater and closert the size ofCN2
rules and rule sets. The rule pruning procedure therefore not only cosiderably improves rule
and rule set size, but also leads to rule sets with a greater generalisation power.
Interest inAnt-Miner has resulted in various modifications to it. Reference [34] replaces the
original computationally expensive rule pruning procedure with one that isless so; the new
procedure produces rules that are on the whole less accurate, but are also much shorter, and
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the authors conclude that a reasonable tradeoff is achieved between accuracy and comprehen-
sibility. Ant-Miner2[125] uses a less computationally-expensive heuristic while maintaining
the accuracy of the induced rule sets, though no results are provided that indicate the actual
computational saving, and it should be noted thatAn -Miner’s original heuristic has a linear
time complexity and the values need be calculated only once at the beginning of the algorithm.
Ant-Miner3[126] adapts the pheromone update method and the probabilistic transition rulei
order to encourage the exploration of different areas of the solution space – the result is rule
sets with an improved classification accuracy, but at the cost of an increase in the number of
rules.
ACO-Miner is introduced in [189]. Changes are implemented to the heuristic, pheromone
updating method and the probabilistic transition rule. A few of the modifications are aimed
at decreasing the computational expense of the originalA t-Miner, while others are aimed at
controlling and balancing the tradeoff between exploration of new rules and exploitation of
information learned in previous iterations. The new system is tested on several benchmark
classification datasets and compared againstA t-Miner. ACO-Minerproduces smaller rule sets
with shorter rules at a reduced computation cost, and which have an improved classification
accuracy. This, however, does come at the cost of tuning several new parameters introduced by
the modified transition rule and pheromone updating method.
Reference [8] also implements several changes toAnt-Miner, and calls the new system
AntMiner+. The pheromone updating strategy is based on that of theMAX-MIN Ant System
[178], a particular ACO algorithm applied to the TSP. This includes setting lower and upper
bounds for the pheromone levels, and initialising the levels at their maximum value.
Other significant changes lie in the construction graph. As forAnt-Minereach node represents
a condition that may be added to the rule antecedent being built by an ant. Unlike A t-Miner,
AntMiner+ uses adirectedconstruction graph where values belonging to the same variable are
grouped together and an ant is constrained to move from one group of values to another in
order, though it is not specified how this order is determined. This imposed ordering on the
variables may well bias the construction of rules in favour of ones that contain more values
from the domains of the earlier ordered variables, than the later ones. Thisis because the more
terms there are already present in a partial rule antecedent the less likely itwi l be to retain
newly selected values from the later variables, since a rule antecedent withmore terms is less
likely to cover the user-sprecified minimum number of training instances than anantecedent
with fewer terms. The authors do not comment on this potential bias introducedby their graph
and construction mechanism, however, nor on its actual impact as may have been o served by
inspecting the rules induced.
The AntMiner+ construction graph also contains several additional nodes. Some are called
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(1) FOR each class
(2) Reinitialise training set
(3) WHILE class examples uncovered
(4) Run ACO to generate rules
(5) Add best rule to final ruleset
(6) Remove instances covered by best rule
(7) ENDWHILE
(8) Output final ruleset
Figure 3.3: Class-dependent full iterative rule learning
dummynodes – there is one for each variable and if the dummy node associated with aspecific
variable is selected by an ant, then this is interpreted as that variable having no mport to the
rule being built. The remaining graph nodes result out of a distinction that theauthors make
between nominal categorical and ordinal categorical attributes (as inAnt-Miner, this system
cannot handle continuous attributes directly, and so their values must be discr tised). Ordinal
attributes may be used to create conditions in the rule antecedents made up oftwo values
from their domain, and so specify an interval or range. This is achieved by creating double the
number of nodes to represent the domain values of an ordinal attribute. The first set of nodes for
an attributeAk is composed of the set{Ak ≥Vk1,Ak ≥Vk2, . . . ,Ak ≥Vk(m−1),Ak ≥Vkm} where
Vki corresponds to an ordinal value within the domain of sizem of attributeAk; these nodes
correspond to the possible lower bounds of a range. The second set of nodes for attributeAk is
the set{Ak ≤Vk1,Ak ≤Vk2, . . . ,Ak ≤Vk(m−1),Ak ≤Vkm} and correspond to the upper bounds of
a range. When a node from each of these sets is selected and combined anterval is created
that may result in more accurately descriptive rules.
This work reports marked improvement to the predictive accuracy and/or the number of rules in
a rule set, when compared withAnt-MinerandAnt-Miner3on three datasets. However, further
changes implemented inAntMiner+ include those to the fitness function and the heuristic. It is
therefore difficult to determine which improvement may be attributed to which of the several
changes implemented.
In [174; 175] the authors make several significant changes to the original A t-Miner. In
both works the overall strategy followed is that of class-dependent fulliterative rule learning
(Fig. 3.3), where the class of the rule antecedents constructed by ants is predetermined. Among
the modifications implemented, [174] changes the heuristic utilised, and prunesonly the rule
that is added to the final ruleset (instead of pruning every rule created during an ACO run). Ref-
erence [175] meanwhile explores rule construction without the aid of a heuristic and pruning,
and useslocal pheromone updates during construction [48] – as an ant selects a component
to include in its solution, it decreases the amount of pheromone for that component in that
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iteration, so that other ants in the same iteration are encouraged to create differ nt solutions.
The changes implemented in both papers are tested on a network intrusion detection problem,
and compared with results obtained fromAnt-Miner. A suggestion is made that the improve-
ment in predicting classes that are described by only a small number of instance in the training
set is due to the class-dependent nature of the strategy. However, it is unclear how the decision
list (which the authors claim is the resulting final rule set) is applied during the classification
process, and which changes contribute to the improved performance.
In [172], Ant-Miner is greatly modified to produce a set of unordered rules. A class-dependnt
strategy is followed and other changes include the heuristic utilised, and the pheromone updat-
ing strategy. In order to perform classification two different rule conflict resolution strategies
are tried, and the authors conclude that rule sets are produced with an accuracy level that is
comparable to the decision lists produced byAnt-Miner, and the significant advantage obtained
is in terms of comprehensibility – the rules now have an explanatory power thatis independent
of other rules in the ruleset.
Finally, several fairly straight-forward crisp applications ofAnt-Minerto new problem domains
may be found in [92] for web page classification, [145] for classificationof texts by authors,
[154] for handwritten number recognition, [168] for application to chemical engineering pro-
cess monitoring problems, and in [45] for inducing rules that are used by agents in a soccer
simulator.
3.3.2 Fuzzy Modelling
There is less work to report on with regards to the application of ACO to fuzzy modelling. A
first attempt is found in [28] (this work also predates the introduction ofAnt-Miner). In this
work a fixed number of nodes of the ACO construction graph representfuzzy IF-THEN rule
antecedents(and not individual terms or conditions that make up an antecedent), whichhave
been found previously by a deterministic method used on the training set. An ant traverses the
graph, visiting each and every node and probabilistically assigns a rule conclusion (linguistic
label) to each.
The ACO-based implementation is tested on a function approximation problem andon a real-
world engineering task. Its performance is compared against several other fuzzy rule induction
algorithms, including one based on a GA and another on SA. The results indicate that the ACO
approach can achieve superior generalisation power (i.e. when measured on an independent test
set), and in particular, faster convergence to optimum solutions when compared with the GA
and SA. The latter benefit is attributed to the use of the heuristic in ACO, which incorporates
background knowledge from the training set.
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Galeaet al. in [69] describes a system for inducing fuzzy rules that follows bothAnt-Miner’s
rule construction process, and its class-independent IRL strategy. Changes and extensions
necessary for the induction offuzzyrule antecedents include those to the heuristic and the
fitness function. In addition, a definition of what constitutes coverage of afuzzy instance by
a fuzzy rule is required, as is a new inference process for using the fuzzy rules during the
classification of new instances in the test set.
A major aim of this work, however, is to explore whether the IRL strategy may be improved
upon for the induction of fuzzy rules. The authors run the system using two different ways for
adjusting the training set between IRL iterations (Fig. 3.2 on page 38 line (4))– the removal
versus the re-weighting of instances covered by the best rule. The latterme hod is inspired by
Hoffmann’s work [91], which uses Evolution Strategy (ES) [162] as therul discovery proce-
dure within IRL. Hoffmann’s system changes the distribution of the instances i the training set
between ES runs by adjusting attached weights – instances that have been correctly classified
by the newly found best rule are not removed outright, but instead have their associated weight
reduced in value. The ES in the next iteration is encouraged to find rules that correctly classify
instances with greater weights. This is in the expectation of encouraging cooperation between
fuzzy rules already in the rulebase, and those that are still to be added. This paper, however,
does not provide a direct comparison between this approach to training set adjustment, and the
more common one of removing instances.
In [69] the authors use ACO as the rule discovery procedure and also directly compare these
two different methods for encouraging the generation of complementary fuzzy rules, i.e. the
aim is to avoid a situation where two rules describing different classes may both match closely
an instance to be classified. Their results indicate that the re-weighting methodproduces rule-
bases with greater generalisation capabilities, but at the cost of an increase in the number of
rules. However, they also note that the re-weighting method appears to increase the robustness
to value changes in one parameter of the ACO (a parameter that ensures rules cover a minimum
number of training instances), and suggest further work in investigating whether other parame-
ters might also experience increased robustness. This would mean that thegeneralisation power
of the rulebases produced are less susceptible to different parameter settings.
Two other different applications of ACO to fuzzy modeling problems are found in [26] and
[146]. In the first work simple propositional fuzzy rules (i.e. rule antecedentandconsequent),
are pre-determined and act as nodes of the construction graph. Each ant then attempts to build
a compact rulebase by selecting some of the fuzzy rules (nodes) and making them more general
by including additional attribute values in the antecedent, for example,TEMPERATURE= Mild
might becomeTEMPERATURE≥Mild . In the second work the author uses an ACO to optimise
rules that have been extracted from a neuro-fuzzy network. Each condition value in the pre-
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determined rules is an interval or range, and the purpose of the optimization ist adapt each
interval so that the rule quality as defined by a fitness function is maximized.
As far as can be ascertainedFRANTIC, to be presented in the next chapter, is the first system to
use ACO for the construction of fuzzy rule antecedents [64]. The rule construction procedure is
based on that ofAnt-Miner’s, however, this has been extended for the induction of fuzzy rules,
and developed further so that the knowledge representation of the induced r les can be easily
enriched [66]. Furthermore, two very different strategies for the induction of the complete
fuzzy rulebases are explored [65; 67].
3.4 Summary
This chapter has introduced ACO, which is used as the rule discovery mechanism byFRANTIC,
the system designed, implemented and investigated during this research.
It has placed ACO within the broader field of research that is Swarm Intelligence, and out-
lined attempts by researchers to describe and analyse this approach to problem solving. These
attempts are disparate – some at a very low-level and applicable only to specific instantia-
tions of a particular ACO, and others aimed at viewing ACO in context with longer-established
approaches, by highlighting their similarities and differences. Though the body of theory to
explain how and why ACO works is still at a developmental stage, the technique has a strong
appeal, which lies in emulating characteristics of real colonies such as robutness, adaptability
and decentralisation, and in its broad range of application.
The application of ACO to crisp and fuzzy modelling has also been reviewed.ACO has been
applied to constructing both crisp and fuzzy rule antecedents (a node in theconstruction graph
is a term/condition), assigning conclusions to predetermined fuzzy rule antecedents (a node
is a fuzzy rule antecedent), tuning predetermined fuzzy rules (a node is afuzzy rule), and
constructing a complete fuzzy rulebase from predetermined fuzzy rules (a node is a fuzzy rule).
Though the volume of work in the area of fuzzy modelling is less than that for crisp modelling,
it appears to be more varied in the exploration of the use of the construction graph to tackle
different problems in rule and rulebase induction. One work [69] also attempts to explore the
impact of the IRL strategy itself on the accuracy of the induced fuzzy rulebas s.
Much of the work on the application of ACO to crisp knowledge discovery liesin modifying
different elements of the ACO, such as the heuristic or pheromone update method. Some work
has also explored the use of a different variant of the IRL approach:class-dependent IRL where
the class of the rule antecedent being constructed is predetermined, versus the original class-
independent IRL approach introduced byAnt-Miner, where the class label is determined after
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the rule antecedent is constructed. Often, however, several changes re introduced at once in
reported work, and it is therefore difficult to discern which system modification leads to which
specific change in performance.
The following chapter describesFRANTICin detail. It should be noted that though the ACO al-
gorithm is a fundamental part of the system,FRANTIC’s strength and promise do not lie solely
in the adapted ACO used to discover individual rules – this research explicitly distinguishes
between the mechanism used to construct individual rules, and the strategy us d to select the
rules which will form the complete rulebase. Later chapters demonstrate the impact that this
overall rulebase strategy may have on the quality of the induced rulebases.
Chapter 4
FRANTIC – The System
This chapter describes the rulebase induction systemFRANTIC, which stands for Fuzzy Rules
from ANT-Inspired Computation.
ACO is used as the rule construction mechanism, with the result of each ACO algorithm being
a fuzzy linguisticIF-THEN rule that is added to the final rulebase. A number of ACO algorithms
therefore need to be run in order to formulate a complete rulebase, and this work explores two
different strategies for rulebase induction.
The first strategy follows the common iterative rule learning (IRL) strategy,where a number
of ACO algorithms are run in succession, with the result of each being a ruleadd d to an
emerging final rule base. Between ACO runs, cases in the training set thatare covered by
the newly discovered rule are removed, so as to encourage the next ACOalgorithms to find
good rules describing the remaining cases. When later rules are added to the rulebase, no
consideration is made as to how they may interact with rules already in the rulebase.
The second strategy, introduced in this work, follows a simultaneous rule learning (SRL) ap-
proach where the rules that form the final rulebase are constructed and ev luated together. The
expectation is that the final rulebase consists of rules that complement, rather than compete
with, each other. The rule construction mechanism is identical in both strategies and the major
distinguishing factor between the two strategies is how rules are evaluated. In IRL each rule
is evaluated individually on the training set, whilst in SRL rules describing different classes
are combined and evaluated together, thereby providing some information onhow well they
interact during classification.
The application of ACO to rule learning is still very much in its infancy, and thereare several
opportunities for changing or for fully exploiting the different elements of the rule construc-
tion mechanism. ThoughFRANTIChas been designed and built with the flexibility for easy
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(1) FOR numIterations
(2) FOR numAnts
(3) Construct rule antecedent (class predefined)
(4) Evaluate rule
(5) ENDFOR
(6) Determine iteration best rule
(7) Update pheromone levels using iteration best rule
(8) ENDFOR
(9) Output best rule of all iterations
Figure 4.1: FRANTIC – ACO algorithm
implementation and investigation of these options, no attempt has been made to explore these
features at this stage of the research; as pointed out earlier, the main focus is on gaining a high-
level understanding of the current strengths and limitations of the system. However, for the
interested reader various opportunities for lower-level investigations are pointed out through-
out this chapter, while future work resulting from the results analysed in thefollowing chapters,
and of a more strategic nature, is outlined in Section 9.2.
The next section describes how individual rules are constructed usingACO, and the following
section the two rulebase learning strategies. The final section describes the roles played by the
system parameters in inducing rules from imbalanced datasets, preventing over-fitting to the
training data, and in semi-automating some of the user decisions. Chapters 6 and 7 investigate
in detail how and whyFRANTICworks by analysing experiment results, and an in-depth anal-
ysis of the impact of the system parameters on the quality of inducedFRANTICrulebases is
left for these chapters.
4.1 Rule Construction
Figure 4.1 outlines an ACO in the context of rule induction as implemented inFRANTIC,
while Fig. 4.2 on page 49 provides more detail on the rule antecedent construction procedure.
How the best rule is determined (Fig. 4.1 lines (6) and (9)) is different in thetwo learning
strategies explored in this work (i.e. IRL and SRL), and these distinctions are m de explicit
when discussing the strategies. The elements of the ACO algorithm discussedin this section
apply equally to both.
Each ant within each iteration ofFRANTIC’s rule discovery mechanism constructs the an-
tecedent of a fuzzy linguisticIF-THEN rule whose class is predefined. When creating a rule
antecedent an ant traverses a construction graph where each node represents a condition or
term that may be added e.gOUTLOOK=Sunny. Before the first term is selected by an ant and
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retained as part of its antecedent, the construction graph is a fully connected one so that all
terms in the construction graph are considered by an ant. However, the structure of the graph
changes after each term selection – specifically, the connections betweennod s – depending
on the type of antecedents that are being constructed; this is discussed in more detail in Section
4.1.1 when describing the hypothesis language.
The order in which the selection of terms is made, and whether they are actuallykept as part
of the rule antecedent, are controlled by two factors – the probabilistic transition rule, and the
two rule construction parameters calledminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold .
The probabilistic transition rule determines which node an ant should visit next, i. . which
term to add to the current rule antecedent being built by an ant. This choicedepends on both
the heuristic value and the pheromone level associated with the node. Thereis an lement of
randomness in the choice, but it is biased towards terms that have relativelyh gher heuristic
and pheromone values. The heuristic values remain the same throughout ther n of an ACO,
but the pheromone levels are adjusted from iteration to iteration to take into account the quality
of the rules constructed in previous iterations, and therefore guide an ant i future iterations in
making better choices.
Whether an ant keeps a selected term as part of its antecedent is determined by th rule con-
struction parameters. Since the creation of more general rules may help prevent over-fitting to
the training data,minInstPerRule ensures that the rule antecedent being built covers a mini-
mum number of instances from the training set. Since all fuzzy rules or rule antecedents cover
all instances, but to varying degrees, what constitutes coverage of aninst ce by a fuzzy rule
needs defining. A fuzzy rule is said to cover a fuzzy instance if:
1. the instance is labelled with the same class as that of the rule, and
2. the degree of match between the condition parts of rule and instance (i.e. between the
rule antecedent and the conditions in the instance) is equal to or greater than a pre-defined
threshold value.
This threshold is set by theconstructionThreshold parameter. This parameter consequently
also indirectly controls how long or short (and therefore how specific orgeneral) a rule is, and
this is discussed further in Section 4.3.3. Details on how a degree of match between a rule and
instance is determined are in Section A.4.
If the total number of instances covered by the current partial rule antecedent is equal to or
greater than the value ofminInstPerRule , then the ant retains the term (Fig. 4.2 on page 49, line
(5)). Note thatminInstPerRule in conjunction withconstructionThreshold together provide
a way of controlling the search for rule antecedents in what might otherwisebe a large space.
This is discussed further in Chapter 7. This process of probabilistically selecting terms and
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checking the construction criteria goes on until there are no more terms that may be selected.
It should be noted thatFRANTIC, unlike Ant-Miner, does not prune a rule after it has been
constructed. Experiments withAnt-Minerclearly indicated that rule pruning not only leads to
shorter rules, but more accurate ones [148]. Early experiments withFRANTICindicated that
though pruning might lead to somewhat shorter rules, the accuracy of the rules was adversely
affected. These experiments were run on a few tiny datasets and so cannt be conclusive.
However, since pruning appeared to provide some benefit (shorter rules) at considerable cost
(decreased accuracy of the resulting rulebase and increased computational expenditure), all
experiments discussed in this thesis were run without rule pruning.
It is important to conjecture as to the possible reason for these contradictary results on the
two systems. A possible explanation is thatAnt-Miner constructs rule antecedents prior to
determining their rule consequents, whilst the opposite is true forFRANTIC. DuringFRANTIC
rule construction all terms in an antecedent are added on the basis of how well they describe the
samepredetermined consequent – the partial rule antecedent must always cover a prespecified
number of training instances of the same class. DuringA t-Miner rule construction the partial
rule antecedent must still cover a minimum number of instances, but no restriction is placed on
their class label, i.e. the instances covered could belong to different classes.
It is possible that this latter form of constructing an antecedent causes some terms to be added
due to a preponderence of instances belonging to a specific class, whilstot ers are added due
to a significant number of covered instances belonging to a different class(es). In such cases
pruning may be beneficial by resolving (removing) terms added due to instances with different
class labels, thereby creating a more accurate rule. Investigating the potential benefits and
limitations of the two different rule construction approaches (determining the rule consequent
before antecedent construction, versus assigning the consequent after antecedent construction),
is left for important future research, however, since the emphasis in this work is on the rulebase
induction strategy.
The following subsections describe the different forms of the hypothesis language that may be
used duringFRANTICrule construction, and how the heuristic values, pheromone levels, and
the probabilities that are associated with each node, and used in term selection, are determined.
4.1.1 Hypothesis Language
FRANTIC’s rule construction mechanism has the flexibility so that an increasingly expressive
hypothesis language may be used to induce rules. It can create:
• simple propositional rules (e.g.IF TEMPERATURE is Cool ANDWIND is Windy THEN
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(1) WHILE terms are available
(2) Update term probabilities
(3) Select term probabilistically
(4) Add term to current antecedent
(5) IF numInstCovered ≥ minInstPerRule THEN
(6) IF ruleType = disjunction THEN
(7) Flag term unavailable
(8) ELSE
(9) Flag all attribute terms unavailable
(10) ENDIF
(11) ELSE
(12) Remove term from antecedent
(13) Flag term unavailable
(14) ENDIF
(15) ENDWHILE
Figure 4.2: FRANTIC – rule antecedent construction by an ant
Weightlifting),
• propositional rules with internal disjunction (e.g.IF TEMPERATURE is Cool OR Mild
AND WIND is Windy THEN Weightlifting),
• propositional rules that include negated terms (e.g.IF TEMPERATUREis Not-Hot AND
WIND is Windy THEN Weightlifting), and
• propositional rules that include both negated terms and linguistic hedges (e.g. IF TEM-
PERATUREis Not-Hot ANDWIND is Very-Windy THEN Weightlifting).
As described in an earlier chapter, linguistic hedges or modifiers are functions that modify
fuzzy sets in order to decrease or increase their precision. This therefor allows a more ex-
pressive language with which to capture the underlying knowledge in data.As first step in
testing the use of hedges in improving the accuracy ofFRANTICrulebases (whilst maintain-
ing the level of comprehensibility), two of the more common hedges have been utilised in this
work: the hedges ‘Very’ and ‘More or less’. These are based on thefuzzy set operators of
concentration (CON) and dilation (DIL) respectively [196; 197, Part I:226, Part II:322]:




whereA is a fuzzy set and theCON andDIL operators cause the degrees of membership to
decrease or increase respectively. The impact on a simple triangular membership function of
these hedges is depicted in Fig. 2.5 on page 25.
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The construction graph for constructing rules with negated terms has double the number of
nodes as those used for creating simple propositional rules or rules with internal disjunction –
one extra node for each original linguistic term, e.g.OUTLOOK=Not-Sunnyas well as the orig-
inal OUTLOOK=Sunny. If linguistic hedges are also used, then additional nodes are required,
one per hedge per term, e.g.OUTLOOK=Very-SunnyandOUTLOOK=More or less-Sunny.
Which type of rule is created depends on thesolution construction validation method, or solu-
tion validation method for short, that an ant is adhering to:
• Simple propositional rules, rules with negated terms, and rules with negated terms and
linguistic hedges – if a term from a particular variable (attribute) is selected and meets
theminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold criterion, then all other terms from the
domain of the same variable are ignored while continuing to construct this rule;
• Propositional rules with internal disjunction between attribute values – irrespective of
whether the construction criterion is met or not, only the selected term gets flagged so
that it is not reselected later on while the ant continues building its rule.
Figure 4.2 lines (5)–(14) encapsulate how the two different solution validation methods work.
Consider, for example, a rule being constructed with the capability of havinginternal dis-
junction between attribute values, and that the current selected term meets theconstruction
criterion. If the linguistic variableOUTLOOK has valuesSunny, Cloudy, Rain, and the term
OUTLOOK=Rain has just been added to the rule antecedent, then it may be possible for the
ant to select another value from this attribute’s domain, e.g.OUTLOOK=Cloudy, with the final
interpretation for the rule antecedent beingOUTLOOK=Rain OR Cloudy– only the selected
term is flagged as unavailable (line (7)). If, however, the type of rule being built is one of
the other types, then all other values for that attribute are ignored by the anduri g this itera-
tion (line (9)). For example, ifOUTLOOK=Rainhas been selected and will be kept as part of
the rule antecedent, then the two other terms for this attribute –OUTLOOK=SunnyandOUT-
LOOK=Cloudy– will not be considered for possible inclusion in the antecedent. Irrespective of
the type of rule, if the selected term does not meet the construction criterion,then it is removed
from the antecedent and flagged as unsuitable for reselection by this antduri g this iteration
(lines (11)–(13)) – all other still unselected terms belonging to the same domainare available
for selection.
Note therefore, that the type of solution validation method and whether a selected t rm is re-
tained or not in the antecedent impacts on how the structure of the construction graph changes
during the discovery of a rule antecedent. Figure 4.3 on page 52 illustrateshe possible sce-
narios and their impact on the graph during antecedent construction for the different forms of
the hypothesis language. Each subfigure depicts a simple construction graph made up of three
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nodes representing values from the domain of one attribute (A1V1,A1V2,A1V3), and another two
nodes representing values of another attribute (A2V1,A2V2).
Irrespective of the solution validation method, prior to the start of the antecedent construction
the graph is fully connected and any term may be selected by an ant, Fig. 4.3(a). If a term is
selected but not retained in the antecedent then connections to and between all other nodes in
the graph are still valid; connections over which an ant may immediately travel are denoted by
black arrows in Fig. 4.3(b), and the rest by gray lines. Note that as soonas a ant moves away
from a selected term that was not retained, all connections to the node representing this term
disappear, so that it is not reselected during this construction, Figs. 4.3(c) and 4.3(d).
Figure 4.3(c) depicts the state of the graph after a term is selected andretainedby an ant
when creating antecedents for simple propositional rules, rules with negated terms, and rules
with negated terms and linguistic hegdes – connections to nodes representingvalues in the
same domain as the retained term disappear (connections to nodeA2V1). These connections
are however maintained when creating antecedents for rules with attribute-val disjunction,
Fig. 4.3(d).
This use of different solution validation methods, and/or different construction graphs, pro-
vides an extremely flexible way in which to change and/or enrich the knowledge representation
language, and this has certainly not been fully exploited in this work. The types of rules utilised
here have been kept fairly simple, mainly to control the degree of richnessof the language and
thereby be able to investigate its impact – both with regards to the quality of the induced r le-
bases, and with respect to computational expense – more thoroughly. However, the language
may certainly be explored further, for instance either by introducing disjunctio between at-
tributes (for e.g.OUTLOOK=Rain OR WIND=Windy), or increasing the number of linguistic
hedges.
Furthermore, the current rule construction procedure predefines theoperator in a condition –
equality is used to define the relationship between an attribute and a value fromits domain.
However it is possible to consider other comparison operators such as≥ or <, and constrain
an ant to select an operator before selecting an attribute-value. The construction graph could
therefore be composed of two subgraphs, one with nodes denoting different comparison opera-
tors and the other denoting attribute-values, and an ant would alternate betwen the two during
the construction process. Investigating such other solution construction methods beyond the
ones already mentioned is left for future work.












(b) All forms of hypothesis language – term selected






(c) Simple propositional rules, rules with negated
terms, and with negated terms and linguistic hedges –






(d) Rules with internal attribute-value disjunction –
term selected and retained
Figure 4.3: Change in node connections of the construction graph during FRANTIC rule an-
tecedent creation
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4.1.2 Heuristic
The heuristic provides local information to guide ants during rule construction, as it applies to
individual terms and this makes it insensitive to possible interactions between attributes. The
pheromone levels (see next subsection) act as a global guide, as they are based on the fitness of
a completerule, and therefore take into account interaction among the attributes between he
rule.
The current heuristic used byFRANTICto guide ants when selecting terms uses fuzzy subset-









whereu is an element in the universe of discourseU , andµA(u) andµB(u) are the degrees of
membership ofu in the fuzzy setsA andB respectively.
The subsethood value of a term therefore provides a measure of how important that term is in
describing a specific class. The heuristic value of a termj, with respect to a classki , is given
by:
ηki ( j) = S(ki , j) (4.4)
whereS(ki , j) is as defined by formula (4.3) above. If there arek class labels in a dataset,j will
havek heuristic values associated with it in total. An ACO finding rules to describe a particul r
class will use the appropriate term heuristic values, i.e. those associated withthe class.
If fuzzy rules with negated terms are being constructed, the heuristic valuefor a negated term
is the complement of the heuristic value for the non-negated term, i.e.:
ηNot ki( j) = 1−ηki ( j) (4.5)
whilst the heuristic values for terms with linguistic hedges are:
ηVery ki( j) = (ηki ( j))
2 (4.6)
ηMore or lesski( j) =
√
ηki ( j) (4.7)
This heuristic was chosen primarily because it is often used in fuzzy rule-bas d learning, and
so enables an interesting comparison with a few of these algorithms (in Chapter8). Naturally,
other heuristics are available (for instance, [201] provides a comparative analysis of 19 similar-
ity measures that may be used), and which may be investigated after more strategic work has
been accomplished (Section 9.2).
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4.1.3 Pheromone Updating
The choice of where to deposit pheromones is dependent on the problemto be tackled. For
instance, in the TSP the order in which the cities are selected in constructing a tour is cru-
cial, and so in order to capture this information pheromones are deposited onthe edges of the
construction graph. However, rule construction using ACO may be interpreted as asubset se-
lectionproblem, so that it is not the order of selection that is important, but the actualelements
selected to form the subset [123]. For example, the rule
IF TEMPERATUREis Mild AND WIND is Windy THEN Weightlifting
is equivalent to the rule
IF WIND is Windy ANDTEMPERATUREis Mild THEN Weightlifting
so that pheromones inFRANTICrule construction are deposited on the nodes of the construc-
tion graph.
FRANTICutilises the same pheromone initialisation and updating process that is used inAnt-
Miner (to be described shortly). However, the population size inAnt-Miner is one, and in
ant algorithms where the population size is greater (which is generally the case) a decision
is required as to which ants are allowed to update the pheromone trails. All antswithin an
iteration may be used, or perhaps only then best ants are used (where best is as determined
by a fitness function). An elitist approach [49] also suggests that after ph romone updating
has occurred at the end of an iteration with as many ants as are required,k elite ants that are
the global best ants (i.e. the bestk ants so far out of all iterations), are also used for updating
pheromone levels. This is to ensure that exploration of the solution space is more directed. In
FRANTIC, only the best ant of an iteration is used for updating pheromones. How thisbest
ant is determined is the major distinguishing feature between the two rule learningstrategies
investigated in this work, and is discussed in Section 4.2.
At the beginning of an ACO run all nodes in the construction graph have anequal amount of
pheromone, which is set to the inverse of the total number of nodes in the graph. Other ways
of initialising pheromone levels are possible [50], but since this simple approach produces very
reasonable results, the possibility of fine-tuning this aspect of the system isl ft for future work.
At the end of each iteration, rules created by all ants are evaluated, and the terms that have been
used in the construction of the best rule, say ruleR, have their pheromone levels increased:
τ j(t +1) = τ j(t)+ τ j(t) ·Q, ∀ j ∈ R (4.8)
i.e. in the next iterationt +1, each termj in ruleRwill have had its pheromone level increased
in proportion to the qualityQ of the rule (Q is defined in Section 4.2). A normalisation of
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the pheromone levels ofall terms (with the pheromone level of each term divided by the sum
of all pheromone levels), results in a decrease of the pheromone levels ofterms not inR.
The pheromone updating process is therefore a reinforcement mechanism – both positive and
negative – for ants constructing new rules in successive iterations: termshat have had their
pheromone levels increased have a higher chance of being selected, while those that have had
their levels decreased have a lower chance.
As indicated when reviewing the literature on the application of ACO to rule induction, there
are various ways in which the pheromone updating strategy may be changed. Th se include a
different pheromone initialisation, and the setting of minimum and/or maximum bounds o the
levels reached. For instance, putting an upper bound on the maximum value of a pheromone
level avoids some terms being reinforced to the point where it is impossible to create a solution
without them, and so favours exploration [178].
4.1.4 Transition Rule
FRANTICants select terms while constructing a rule antecedent according to a transition rule
that is probabilistic but biased towards terms that have higher heuristic and pheromone levels.
The probability that antmselects termj when building its rule during iterationt is given by:
Pmj (t) =
[η j ]α · [τ j(t)]β
∑i∈Im[ηi ]α · [τi(t)]β
(4.9)
α andβ in the above formula are two adjustable parameters that control the relative influ nce
of the heuristic and pheromone values.Im is the set of terms that may still be considered for
inclusion in the rule antecedent being built by antm, and is therefore dependent on the solution
validation method.
If propositional rules with internal disjunction are being created, thenIm will exclude terms
that are already present in the current partial rule antecedent, and terms that have already been
considered but found to decrease coverage of the training set below the required number of
instances (as set byminInstPerRule ). If simple propositional rules, rules with negated terms,
or rules with both negated terms and hedges are being created, thenIm will further exclude
values within the domain of linguistic variables that already have a term present in the rule
antecedent.
The probabilistic nature of the transition rule is a way of introducing exploration into the search
for a solution, in the expectation that a more optimal solution may well be found rather than by
adhering strictly to terms with the highest values. The transition rule used in this work is based
on that of theAnt System[49], designed to solve the TSP. It is called a random proportional
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transition rule, and is the most commonly used one as it produces reasonableresults in most
cases.
A less often used transition rule is one called pseudo-random proportional rule, first used by a
family of ant algorithms calledAnt-Q[70]. These algorithms were used with different transition
rules and also applied to the TSP. Algorithms applying the pseudo-random proportional rule
were found to outperform others with different rules, including the random proportional one.
How an ant chooses a term is now dependent on a random variableq uniformly distributed over
[0,1], and an adjustable parameterq0 with range[0,1]. For each selection, if the value drawn
from q is less than or equal toq0, then the term with the highest proportion of heuristic and
pheromone values is deterministically selected. Otherwise, the selection is carried out proba-
bilisticlly according to formula (4.9) above. This transition rule is aimed at exploiting some
of the information learnt in previous iterations, and may be useful since Galea [63] discovered
that for crisp rule induction, rulebases were induced with comparable classific tion accuracies
as for the random proportional transition rule, but at a lower run time cost.However, this rule
does introduce a new parameter that must be tuned for each dataset, and so it is not investigated
in this current research.
In the ACO literature, controlling the balance between prior information and newly l arned
information is often accomplished through the use of the exponentsα andβ in formula (4.9).
This however, generally requires an empirical approach to determine theirvalues for each dif-
ferent problem (or dataset, in this case). Since the purpose of the research at this stage is to
gain a general appreciation of the system,α andβ have been given equal importance and kept
equal to one, over all datasets – note therefore, that this is also a more stringen test of the sys-
tem’s capabilities, since the results discussed in the following chapters have not b en obtained
through tuning of parameters that are considered to be problem-specific.
4.2 Rulebase Induction Strategies
This section describes the two major strategies for rulebase induction that are investigated in
this work, and highlights their differences. Section 4.2.1 describes the iterative ule learning
approach implemented, with its two variations – simplified iterative rule learning andfull it-
erative rule learning, and Section 4.2.2 describes the alternative approach introduced, that of
simultaneous rule learning and evaluation.












(a) Simplified iterative rule learning
Class A…















(b) Full iterative rule learning
Figure 4.4: FRANTIC iterative rule learning
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Figure 4.5: FRANTIC – ACO algorithm for iterative rule learning
4.2.1 Iterative Rule Learning
As already mentioned, IRL is an approach often employed when using stocha tic population-
based algorithms for rule discovery [68]. The specific IRL approach investigated in this work
is the class-dependent one, where the class of the rules being constructed has been pre-defined.
FRANTICcan be run in ‘simplified’ iterative rule learning mode, where only one rule is created
to describe each class in the dataset, a common restriction in several rule inductio algorithms
(Fig. 4.4(a) on the preceding page), or in ‘full’ iterative rule learning mode (Fig. 4.4(b)), where
user-specified or dynamic system parameters are used to determine how many rules are neces-
sary to adequately describe each class in the dataset.
How each individual ACO in Fig. 4.4 on the previous page works is depictedn more detail in
Fig. 4.5. The result of each ACO is the best fuzzy rule as determined by some quality function,
and is added to the final rulebase. In full IRL, for each class severalACO algorithms are run
in succession to find several rules for that class that are added to the final rulebase. In between
ACO runs, the training set is reduced by removing from it the instances thatare covered by the
newly created best rule. This is done so as to encourage the next algorithm to find good rules
that describe the remaining instances in the training set.
Note that in each ACO algorithm run (Fig. 4.5), the rule added to the final rulebas is not
necessarily the best rule of the final iteration, but is the best rule produced from all iterations.
This point is important in later discussions in Sections 6.2 and 7.8.
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(1) FOR each class
(2) Reinstate full training set
(3) WHILE classInstRemaining ≥ maxClassInstUncovered
(4) Run ACO
(5) Determine best rule R of ACO
(6) FOR each instance u
(7) IF class of R = class of u
(8) IF degree of match (R,u) ≥ removalThreshold








Figure 4.6: FRANTIC pseudocode for class-dependent full iterative rule learning
The next subsection describes the parameters that control the termination of FRANTICrunning
in full IRL mode, and the following subsection explains rule evaluation, whichis identical in
both simplified and full IRL.
FRANTIC-fullIRL stopping criteria
The two user-defined parametersremovalThreshold and maxClassInstUncovered determine
whenFRANTICstops adding rules that describe the same class to the final rulebase.
Figure 4.6 provides an outline ofFRANTICrunning in full IRL mode. Note that lines (4)–(5)
may be replaced by Fig. 4.1, which outlines how an ACO works. In between runs of ACO
algorithms to find rules describing the same class, instances that are covered by the best rule,
and that have the same class label, are removed from the training set (Fig. 4.6 lines (6)–(12)).
As for rule construction, a threshold is necessary to define coverage,and if the degree of match
between the rule and an instance with the same class label meets or surpassesthe et threshold,
then the instance is deemed to be covered by that rule and is removed. This threshold is set
by the parameterremovalThreshold . The lower the value for this threshold, the more class
instances that are removed from the training set in between ACO algorithms.
When the number of instances of the current class remaining in the training set is equal to or
below the value stipulated bymaxClassInstUncovered (Fig. 4.6 line (3)), thenFRANTICstops
running ACO algorithms to find rules to describe that class, and starts running ACO algorithms
to find rules for the next class (line (1)).
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Note that these two parameters, together withminInstPerRule , also indirectly determine the
number of rules in the final rulebase, and this is discussed in detail in Section7.1.2 when
analysing experiment results. Furthermore, Section 4.3 provides more details on all system
parameters, and Section 5.5 describes the approach adopted for setting parameter values.
Rule evaluation
In FRANTIC IRL each rule is evaluated separately, without taking into account how it may
interact with other rules describing the other classes. The fitness functionused is a common
one in rule induction and is the same as the one used inAnt-Miner; it evaluates an individual
rule on the basis of how accurately it classifies all instances in the training set. It combines a
measure of the sensitivity of a rule (its accuracy among instances of the sameclass as the rule)
with a measure of the specificity of the rule (its accuracy among instances of different classes):








• TP (True Positives) is the number of instances that have the same class label as th rule
and satisfy thefitnessThreshold parameter ;
• FP (False Positives) is the number of instances that have a different class label from the
rule and satisfy thefitnessThreshold parameter;
• FN (False Negatives) is the number of instances that have the same class label as the rule
and do not satisfy thefitnessThreshold parameter;
• TN (True Negatives) is the number of instances that do have a differentclass label from
the rule and do not satisfy thefitnessThreshold parameter.
The determination of TP, FP, FN and TN is illustrated in Fig. 4.7. As for rule anteced nt
construction whereconstructionThreshold is required to define sufficient coverage, and for
removal of training instances between ACO algorithm runs during full IRL where the param-
eterremovalThreshold is used, another threshold is employed during rule evaluation to define
coverage. The potential flexibility offered by keeping the thresholds separate and set at differ-
ent values is not explored in this thesis, as the results discussed in the following chapters are
obtained by keeping two of the parameters (fitnessThreshold andremovalThreshold ) at the
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(1) SET TP, FP, TN, FN to 0
(2) FOR each instance u in training set
(3) Determine degreeOfMatch between R and u
(4) IF degreeOfMatch ≥ fitnessThreshold THEN
(5) IF R and u have same class label THEN
(6) TP := TP + 1
(7) ELSE
(8) FP := FP + 1
(9) ENDIF
(10) ELSE
(11) IF R and u have same class label THEN
(12) FN := FN + 1
(13) ELSE




Figure 4.7: FRANTIC IRL rule evaluation – determining basic statistics for rule R
same value. However, these three thresholds are discussed in more detailin the next section,
and indications for future work to explore their potential are provided.
4.2.2 Simultaneous Rule Learning
Simultaneous rule learning is inspired by ant super-colonies, i.e. colonies that have many nests
spread over a large geographical area, and consisting of millions of workers and many queens.
Two super-colonies of the Argentine antLinepitherma humile, for instance, exist in southern
Europe, with the largest of them following the Mediterranean and Atlantic coastline for over
6000 km [73].
Individual nests within super-colonies have local pheromone trails leading to local food sources,
but there are also permanent trails and tunnels linking the different nests.Normally, ants from
different nests would attack each other, even if of the same species, butwhat distinguishes the
super-colonies is that workers from the different nests are allowed to move freely along the
permanent network of trails. Furthermore, queens, larvae and workers ar exchanged freely
between the nest sites in response to environmental changes and consequent r uirements.
Multi-nest colonies provide a template for simultaneous rule learning, with realants of a partic-
ular nest finding the best path to their local food source, construed as artifici l ants finding the
best description for a particular class.FRANTICSRL therefore runs several ACO algorithms
in parallel, with each finding rules to describe a specific class, and maintainingits own con-
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(1) FOR numIterations
(2) FOR each class
(3) FOR each ant
(4) Construct rule antecedent
(5) ENDFOR
(6) ENDFOR
(7) FOR each combined rulebase
(8) Evaluate rulebase
(9) ENDFOR
(10) Determine iteration best rulebase
(11) Update pheromones using rules from best rulebase
(12) ENDFOR
(13) Output best rulebase of final iteration
Figure 4.8: FRANTIC simultaneous rule learning
struction graph, artificial pheromone levels and heuristic values. The ACOalgorithms are run
simultaneously in principle, i.e. this is not as yet a parallel implementation running omultiple
processors. It is also currently a ‘simplified’ SRL implementation, with one ruleincluded in
the final rulebase to represent a class.
An overview of the system is provided in Fig. 4.8. After each class has hadits rules created
for a particular iteration (Fig.4.8, lines (2)–(4)), rulebases are createdwhich contain one rule
from each class, and these rulebases are tested on the training set (lines(5)–(7)). The rules in
the best performing rulebase are used to update the pheromone levels (line(9)) – each rule is
used to update the pheromone levels of the ACO that produced it (since each ACO generates
rules that describe a specific class). The following subsection details the rulebase evaluation
process.
Rulebase Evaluation
Each constructed rule needs to be evaluated and this is done by assessinghow accurate it is in
classifying the training instances. However, instead of evaluating each rule independently on
the training set, as in IRL, each rule is combined with rules describing the otherclasses in the
dataset, and they are evaluated simultaneously.
During an iteration, when all rules have been created for each of the classes (Fig. 4.8 line (4)),
complete rulebases are formed composed of one rule from each of the different classes. If
numClassesis the number of classes in the dataset, andnumAntsis the number of ants creating
rules for each class, then the number of possible rulebases is:
numAntsnumClasses (4.11)
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Each rulebase is now evaluated by determining how well it classifies the training set (Fig. 4.8
lines (5)–(7)). Note that this way of evaluating a rulebase takes into account how rules de-
scribing different classes interact, and exactly mirrors how the rulebaseis to be used in practice
(unlike the evaluation method used for IRL). This evaluation method may therefor pr vide
useful guidance to the pheromone updating process, and consequentlyto the process of creat-
ing future rules that must interact optimally during classification.
The method of classification used is the single winner-based method described briefly in Section A.3.
More specifically, for each instanceu:
1. for each rule, calculate the condition match for instanceu;
2. assign to instanceu the class of the rule with the highest condition match.
The classification accuracy obtained by a rulebase on the training set is used as a measure of
the quality,Q, of each rule within the rulebase:
Q = proportion o f correctly classi f ied instances (4.12)
The rules in the rulebase obtaining the highest accuracy are the ones used for updating the
pheromone levels in the various ACO algorithms before the next iteration is run. C rrently,
all possible rulebases are created and evaluated after an iteration, by com ining a rule from
one class (ACO), with one rule from each of the other classes. This brings the total number of
rulebase evaluations to:
numIterations∗numAntsnumClasses (4.13)
wherenumIterationsis the number of iterations run in an ACO. It is quite possible, however,
that this number may be drastically reduced without its impacting on the quality of thefinal
rulebase, and this is explored in detail in Section 7.3.1.
4.3 System Parameters and Control
Table 4.1 on the following page listsFRANTICparameters that require user-setting. The first
four parameters are necessary in whichever modeFRANTICis operated, i.e. simplified and full
IRL, and SRL. The descriptions fornumIterations and numAnts are fairly straight-forward,
indicating the number of iterations for an ACO, and the number of ants within each iteration. As
already described,minInstPerRule andmaxClassInstUncovered together determine whether a
term selected by an ant is retained in its antecedent.
FRANTICsimplified IRL requires one extra parameter toFRANTICSRL –fitnessThreshold .
This parameter is necessary for the rule evaluation process in IRL (simplified and full mode), in
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Table 4.1: FRANTIC parameters
Name Description
numIterations Number of iterations per ACO algorithm.
numAnts Number of ants constructing a solution within an iteration
of an ACO algorithm.
minInstPerRule Used during rule construction – minimum number of in-
stances in the training set that a rule must cover.
constructionThreshold Used during rule construction – sets the value for the
threshold above which a rule is considered to cover an
instance in the training set.
fitnessThreshold Applicable only for simplified and full IRL.
Used during rule evaluation – sets the value for the fitness
level threshold above which a rule is considered to cover
an instance in the training set.
removalThreshold Applicable only for full IRL mode.
Used during removal of class instances from the training
set between ACO runs – sets the value for the instance re-
moval threshold above which a rule is considered to cover
an instance in the training set.
maxClassInstUncovered Applicable only for full IRL mode.
Maximum number of class training instances that may be
left uncovered by a rule.
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order to define the degree to which a rule must cover a training instance when det rmining the
number of TPs, FPs, TNs and FNs. Since rulebase evaluation inFRANTICSRL uses a ‘winner
takes all’ approach to classifying the training instances, where the rule with the ig est degree
of match classifies the training instance, there is no need for a threshold.
FRANTICrunning in full IRL mode requires an additional two parameters over the simplified
versions (simplified IRL and SRL) –removalThreshold andmaxclassInstUncovered . Since
in this mode more than one rule may be created to describe a class, these parameters help to
determine whenFRANTICshould stop adding rules to the final rulebase that describe the same
class, and move to finding rules to describe a different class. Possible ways of extending the
current SRL mode which constructs one rule per class are discussed in Sct on 9.2.3.
This subsection describes howFRANTICparameters can help induction from datasets with an
uneven class distribution, and how they prevent over-fitting to the training data. It also high-
lights how the semi-autonomous nature of several of the parameters can helpprevent unneces-
sary user intervention, and how this may be exploited further with regards tothe three fuzzy
threshold parameters –constructionThreshold , removalThreshold and fitnessThreshold –
discussed in previous sections. Note that Section 5.5 describes an approach for how parame-
ter values may be determined when runningFRANTICon different datasets – it is shown that
most system parameters have default settings that produce very reasonable results with regards
to rulebase size and accuracy.
4.3.1 Initialisation of minInstPerRule and maxClassInstUncovered
These two parameters have been designed so that different values may be set for different
classes, which is particularly useful when inducing rules from datasets tha have an uneven
class distribution (imbalanced datasets). For instance, in the Water Treatmentdataset used
in experiments in the following chapters, there are two classes, one containing 371 instances
(called theNormal class) and the other with only 6 instances (theFaulty class). IfminInst-
PerRule is constrained to be the same value for both classes, then the maximum value is upp r
bound by the size of the minority class, i.e. 6. This means that rules created need cover only
6 instances labelled with the appropriate class from the training set. Experimentation with an
early prototype ofFRANTICsuggested that this results in inducing rules that are too specialised
for the Normalclass, i.e. match too few instances in the training set and therefore over-fitit,
and also make it difficult or impossible to generate a rule that matches all or nearly all instances
of theFaultyclass.
Similarly for maxClassInstUncovered . If this parameter is set to 0, then for each class as
many ACOs as necessary are run so that all class instances from the training set are covered
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by a rule. In theory, and confirmed often in practice by experiment results, this results in one
or both of two possibilities: many rules in the final rulebase, and over-fitting tothe training
data. If maxClassInstUncovered is set to 2, for instance, then for the minority class in the
Water Treatment dataset this might prevent over-fitting, but it would have littleor no beneficial
impact on the majority class.
The setting for these two parameters may therefore be stipulated in various ways, including
an absolute value that is applicable to all classes, or a proportion that is alsoapplicable to all
classes but where the absolute per class is calculated based on the numberof instances labelled
with that class. For example, ifminInstPerRule=5 then a rule describingFaulty will cover at
least 5Faulty instances from the training set, and a rule describingNormalwill cover at least
5 Normal instances. If, however,minInstPerRule=80% then a rule forFaulty will again cover
at least 5 instances (rounded from 4.8), but a rule forN malwill cover at least 300 instances
(rounded). These parameters have further potential, and this is discussed in Section 9.2.
4.3.2 Re-Setting of minInstPerRule in Full IRL
While operating in full IRL mode, ACOs are run for one class until the numberof class in-
stances remaining in the dataset,classInstRemaining , is no greater than that specified by
maxClassInstUncovered (Fig. 4.6 on page 59, line (3)). This is done to both restrict the num-
ber of rules, and reduce over-fitting to the training data. However, in order to ensure that the
purpose for whichmaxClassInstUncovered is implemented is actually achieved, it is sometimes
necessary to change the value ofminInstPerRule in between ACO runs. A specific example
will serve to illustrate the rationale behind this.
Assume, for instance, that before the first ACO is run to find rules describing the Normal
class for the Water Treatment dataset, the following parameters have the values: classInst-
Remaining=371 (the original number of class instances in the training set),minInstPerRule=186
(50% of original number of class instances), andmaxClassInstUncovered=37 (10% of original
number). The best rule from this first ACO is determined and those class instances covered by
this best rule are removed from the training set. If the number of instances removed is 190, say,
then at the start of the second ACOclassInstRemaining=181 , which is less than the required
minInstPerRule=186 . FRANTICtherefore automatically resets the value ofminInstPerRule
taking into account bothclassInstRemaining andmaxClassInstUncovered :
IF classInstRemaining ≤(minInstPerRule +maxClassInstUncovered) THEN
minInstPerRule =(classInstRemaining −maxClassInstUncovered)
resulting, for this particular example, inminInstPerRule=181-37=144 at the start of the second
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ACO. This means that rules constructed are as close as possible to the original relative value
of minInstPerRule , whilst ensuring that the purpose ofmaxClassInstUncovered is not com-
promised. Experiments run on an earlyFRANTICprototype indicated that this produces better
results, with regards to classification accuracy, than only re-settingmi InstPerRule=class-
InstRemaining , which renders the use ofmaxClassInstUncovered pointless.
4.3.3 Parameter Adjustment During Rule Construction
BothminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold have been implemented so that their values
may change automatically, if necessary, during aFRANTICapplication run.
It is a simple matter to ensure that an initial setting forminInstPerRule is a valid one, i.e. that
there really is at least that number of class instances in the training set. This can be achieved
either by conducting a cursory analysis of the dataset in order to determinethe class distribution
(if an absolute value is used for this parameter), or by stipulating instead a proportion of class
instances and lettingFRANTICdetermine the absolute values for all classes. The preceding
subsection 4.3.2 also explained how the value of this parameter is re-set andremains valid if
full IRL mode is used, i.e. after instances covered by a best rule have been removed from the
training set, and before another ACO is run to discover another best rulethat describes the same
class.
The purpose ofconstructionThreshold is to set the level at which a rule is considered to cover
a fuzzy instance – if the degree of match between the two meets or surpassesthi threshold,
then the instance is considered sufficiently matched by the rule. The lower thevalu ofcon-
structionThreshold , the easier it will be for an instance to be covered by the rule. The easier it
is, the greater the number of instances that will be considered covered bythe rule, and hence it
is more likely that the criterion for keeping a newly selected term in the currentule antecedent
being built is met. As a direct consequence of this, lower values ofconstructionThreshold
also tend to generate rules with a greater number of terms in the rule antecedent than higher
values.
It is quite possible, though not common, that the ‘best’ rule produced by anACO is one with
an empty antecedent. This happens ifconstructionThreshold is set so high that no ant is able
to construct a rule that covers the required number of class instances to the specified degree of
match. This rule is not added to the final rulebase. Instead,FRANTICwill reduce the value
of minInstPerRule , and run another ACO so that a new ‘best’ rule is generated. Note that the
value ofconstructionThreshold is kept the same, i.e. the system favours the construction of
rules that may cover fewer instances but match them to a higher degree. ReducingminInstPer-
Rule instead ofconstructionThreshold is a reasonable decision to make, since this problem
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(1) FOR each class
(2) Reinstate full training set
(3) WHILE classInstRemaining ≥ maxClassInstUncovered
(4) IF classInstRemaining ≤ minInstPerRule + maxClassInstUncovered THEN
(5) minInstPerRule = classInstRemaining − maxClassInstUncovered
(6) ENDIF
(7) validRule := false
(8) WHILE validRule = false
(9) Run ACO
(10) Determine best rule
(11) IF bestRule of ACO is valid THEN
(12) Remove instances covered by bestRule
(13) Add bestRule to finalRuleSet
(14) validRule := true
(15) ELSE
(16) IF minInstPerRule > 1 THEN
(17) minInstPerRule := minInstPerRule − 1
(18) ELSE







Figure 4.9: FRANTIC – adjustment of minInstPerRule and constructionThreshold
is more likely to happen whenFRANTICis running in full IRL mode, rather than in simplified
mode, i.e. when the number of class instances have been reduced one or mor times in between
ACO runs.
If the extra ACO also fails to produce a valid rule, i.e. a rule that has at leastone term in the rule
antecedent and satisfies the currentmi InstPerRule andconstructionThreshold requirements,
thenFRANTICwill continue to reduceminInstPerRule and run additional ACOs until either a
valid rule is created orminInstPerRule can not be reduced further (i.e. is already equal to 1).
In this case,constructionThreshold is reduced gradually until a valid rule is produced – with
class instances still in the training set, then at some lower value ofconstructionThreshold a
valid rulewill be produced that covers at least one of the remaining class instances.
Figure 4.9 provides a more detailedFRANTICoverview than Fig. 4.6, and highlights the de-
tails relating to the automatic adjustment ofminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold as
discussed in this and the preceding subsection. Lines (4)–(6) are relevant only if FRANTICis
running in full IRL mode, whilst lines (11)–(21) are valid for both IRL modes, and for SRL
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operation.
In the experiments presented in this work the values for both parameter adjustment are as in
Fig. 4.9. However, there may be circumstances where it might be necessary and/or desirable to
reduce both parameters by values other than those used here. For instance, with a large training
set andminInstPerRule originally set to 50%, say, then reducing the value by ‘1’ may still
require several ACO runs before a valid rule is created; a more reasonable value by which to
reduce may be ‘10’, or ‘10%’ of the originalminInstPerRule value, for example.
There are other ways the self-adjustment ofminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold may
be implemented. This includes gradually decreasing the value of the two paramete s in tandem
(instead of first reducingminInstPerRule to ‘1’, before adjustingconstructionThreshold ),
and setting a minimum threshold forconstructionThreshold (in which case if no valid rule
has been found for this class when this threshold is reached, thenFRANTICwould move on to
finding rules to describe the next class). These alternative methods havepotential advantages
of their own. The first alternative would ensure that rules are produced that matchbothoriginal
parameter settings as far as possible, whilst the second alternative would prevent the addition of
a very specialised rule to the final rulebase. Of course, a third alternative would be combining
the first two.
However, the simple adjustments implemented at this stage appear to be effective. They pro-
duce very reasonable rulebases with regards to accuracy, the numberof rules in a rulebase, and
the number of terms per rule (as evidenced by the experiment results presented in Chapters 6–
8). Investigating more sophisticated ways for adjusting these parameters is therefore left for
future work.
4.3.4 The Fuzzy Thresholds
As has been described, the concept of fuzzy rule matching is utilised inFRANTICseveral
times, and in each case a different parameter to define the fuzzy thresholdhas been imple-
mented –constructionThreshold is used during rule construction,fitnessThreshold during
rule evaluation, andremovalThreshold for determining which instances are removed from the
training set between ACO runs in full IRL mode.
These thresholds were implemented separately for maximum future flexibility. Littleuse has
as yet therefore been made of this flexibility in the current work, and the exp riment results
discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 are obtained by keepingfitnessThreshold andremovalThresh-
old fixed to the same value (over all datasets), and varying onlyconstructionThreshold .
However, results from a preliminary investigation on these fuzzy thresholddo suggest that
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on some datasets settingfitnessThreshold andremovalThreshold lower thanconstruction-
Threshold produces rulebases with greater classification accuracy. Reducing thevalu of
removalThreshold , for instance, may result in another mechanism for preventing over-fitting
to the training data – the lower the value, the greater the number of instances removed between
ACO runs. This results in a similar effect to that provided bymaxClassInstUncovered , where
its purpose is to ensure that notall instances in the training set need be covered by a rule in
the final rulebase, thereby helping to prevent over-fitting. A more thorough investigation is
therefore required to fully understand the dynamics between the three parameters, and before
any conclusions may be drawn.
If a rigorous experimental analysis reveals that no real benefit is obtained by havingfitness-
Threshold andremovalThreshold , however, or that the same results may be obtained by tuning
other parameters such asminInstPerRule in conjunction withconstructionThreshold , then it
will be possible to remove one or both parameters. On the other hand, if results strongly
indicate that either of these parameters should be set lower thanconstructionThreshold in
order to achieve maximum benefit, thenFRANTICmay be modified so that it automatically
sets these parameters itself, based on the user-definedco structionThreshold . In either of
these cases, it would therefore be possible to further prevent unnecessary user intervention.
4.4 Summary
This chapter has describedFRANTIC, a system for investigating the indcution of fuzzy lin-
guistic rules that utilises the rule construction mechanism – an ACO algorithm – in two very
different learning strategies.
The first strategy is the popular (class-dependent) iterative rule learning approach. Some algo-
rithms explored in the literature (using GAs or other population-based algorithms as the rule
discovery mechanism) adopt a simplified form of this strategy where only onerule is generated
to describe each class in the training data. Other algorithms in the literature followa fuller
mode where several rules per class may be utilised in the final rulebase.FRANTICmay be run
in either of these iterative rule learning modes.
The second strategy, introduced in this work, is that of simultaneous rule learning. It uses
exactly the same rule construction mechanism as for iterative rule learning, but the rule evalu-
ation method at the end of each ACO iteration, and consequently, how a ‘best’ rul is selected
to perform pheromone updates in between iterations is distinctly different. Inthis approach,
the rulebase evaluation inherently takes into account how well the rules describing the different
classes interact during classification.
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The simultaneous rule learning strategy utilises the least number of system para ete s (four),
whilst simplified iterative rule learning requires the setting of five parameters,and full iterative
rule learning the setting of seven parameters. Two of the most important parameters – the rule
construction parametersminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold , common to all strate-
gies/modes – implement simple effective mechanisms to manage imbalanced datasets,nd
prevent over-fitting to the training data (as is evidenced by results in the following chapters).
These two parameters have also been designed to self-adjust during system operation, which
removes the need from the user to analyse the dataset and identify valid poss ble combinations
for the two parametersbefore FRANTICis run, or to interveneduring its operation if all ants
in an ACO fail to construct a valid rule due to changes in the training environment. Designing
these and other parameters to self-adjust is highly desirable and useful, and it should be noted
that this has not yet been fully exploited (since the priority of this investigationis developing,
and gaining a real understanding of,FRANTIC’s potential, and not on fine-tuning small parts
that provide little insight into how and why the system works).
FRANTIC is built on relatively new and/or unexplored concepts, and an explicit distinctio
has been made between the mechanism for constructing individual rules, and the strategy for
selecting rules to form the complete rulebase. The rule discovery mechanismincrementally
constructs rules term by term; the potential of this ACO-based constructionist approach to fuzzy
rule discovery is rigorously investigated in Chapter 6. Analyses of the exprimental results
suggest exciting possibilities for even further exploitation of a very promising rule construction
procedure, and these are outlined in Section 9.2.
The potential advantages of simultaneous induction of the fuzzy rules that comprise the final
rulebase have not been explicitly and/or thoroughly explored in the literature. Chapter 7 there-
fore investigates the impact of such an approach – when compared to iterative rule learning
– on the operation of the system (for instance, as observed through increased robustness to
parameter values), and the quality of the induced rulebases (with respectto model accuracy




A major consideration in the design of a testing and evaluation methodology involving different
learning algorithms is to provide, as far as possible, a replicable testing environment for each
dataset over all the algorithms being tested. This ensures that one can be reasonably certain that
any difference in performance arises due to the learning algorithms used,and not, for instance,
to different fuzzification or other transformation techniques used on a dataset.
It is not always possible to replicate exactly the testing environment for each algorithm, and
this certainly includes the case when comparing crisp and fuzzy induction algrithms, where
it might be natural to question the impact of the different knowledge represntation languages
used. However, it is considered worthwhile to compareFRANTICwith more well-established
crisp learning techniques, especially with some that are known to produce highly accurate –
even if not comprehensible – classifiers.
The first section in this chapter provides a rationale for the choice of algorithms against which
FRANTIC is compared, and the datasets used for this purpose. The following three section
describe the evaluation criteria and the measures undertaken to replicate thetesting conditions
for each dataset used on each algorithm, and make explicit the situations where this is not pos-
sible. Section 5.5 describes the systematic approach adopted for settingFRANTICparameter
settings, while the final section gives an overview of the following results chapters, describing
the main question addressed by each.
5.1 The Datasets and Other Algorithms
The datasets utilised in the following chapters were chosen partly because they are in common
use by researchers when testing new learning algorithms, or modifications and extensions to
existing ones, but mainly due to the range of real-world issues they cover.Th se are:
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• heavily imbalanced datasets resulting from an uneven distribution of the instance be-
tween the classes,
• a small number of instances to describe some classes in a dataset
• no clear boundary between classes, and
• datasets where the number of attributes to describe an instance may be close toor greater
than the actual number of instances.
These datasets are all derived from real-world data and cover different application areas, in-
cluding bioinformatics, forensic investigation, and industrial plant monitoring. All but one
are obtainable from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [7], with the exception – the Leu-
kaemia dataset – obtainable from The Broad Institute [1]. Different datasets present different
problems, including multi-class induction from small sample sizes (the Glass dataset), extreme
imbalance in the distribution of instances between the classes (Water Treatment), and an ap-
proximate equal proportion of attributes and instances in a dataset (Leukaemia).
Table 5.1 on the next page lists basic features of the datasets. The number of instances, at-
tributes, and classes in a dataset ranges from small to modest, while the distribution of the
classes in a dataset varies considerably from one to another and ranges from equal, to approx-
imately equal, to heavily imbalanced. Due to rounding the percentages in the lastcolumn of
Table 5.1 may not total to exactly 100%.
The number of attributes listed is the number of conditional attributes, i.e. excludes the class
attribute. All conditional attributes in all datasets are real-valued and continuous, since a focus
of this work is on inducing fuzzy rules which are used to best advantage insituations where
real-valued observations are made. However, no fundamental changes re necessary to enable
FRANTICto deal with datasets that contain a mixture of nominal and continuous attributes,
since crisp sets are ultimately a specialisation of fuzzy sets and such a dataset may be formatted
appropriately1. Developing an efficient production system to deal with large volumes of data
is beyond the scope of this research. However,FRANTIC’s computational complexity and
its potential for dealing with sizeable datasets generated in domains such as astronomy and
bioinformatics is explored in Section 7.3.
Unless explicitly mentioned in this chapter, no transformation of data values, such as normal-
isation to transform values in a specific range, has been performed on any of the datasets, for
use with any of the algorithms mentioned below. More detailed descriptions of each dataset
are found in Section B.1 on page 211.
1For instance, an attribute with nominal values in its domain may be deemed to have as many ‘fuzzy’ sets as
the number of nominal values, and an observation in an instance for such an attribute may be deemed to have a
membership degree of 1 for the appropriate fuzzy set/nominal value, and a membership degree of 0 for all other
fuzzy sets/nominal values
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Table 5.1: Dataset properties
Dataset Instances Attributes Classes Comments
Wine 178 13 3 Well-posed problem with separable classes, used as a ‘control’
set.
Domain: agriculture and cultivation.
Distribution: 33% : 40% : 27%
Iris 150 4 3 Extensively used dataset for classification testing. Only one
class is linearly separable from the other two.
Domain: plant taxonomy.
Distribution: 33.3% : 33.3% : 33.3%
Glass 214 9 6 Larger number of classes highlights important future workfor
FRANTIC. Several classes contain only a few instances.
Domain: forensic science.
Distribution: 33% : 35% : 8% : 6% : 4% : 14%
WT 377 5 2 Highly-imbalanced dataset with minority class containing only
a few instances.
Domain: industrial plant monitoring.
Distribution: 98% : 2%
Leuk 72 50 2 Dataset commonly used to test machine learning techniques in
bioinformatics applications.
Domain: Cancer diagnosis and classification.
Distribution: 65% : 35%
For datasets with a small number of attributes such as the Iris dataset, an exhaustive pproach
to rule construction will result in the most accurate rulebase. For instance ther are 255 unique
simple propositional rules to describe a class for this dataset2, and runningFRANTICfor 100
iterations with ten ants each creating a rule, say, might seem an overkill. However, exhaustive
approaches are not viable in practice and the construction of specific rules is generally con-
strained by system parameter settings (the rule construction parameters in thecase ofFRAN-
TIC) to prevent this type of search. This is the also the case with the algorithms against which
FRANTICis compared and which are discussed next; it is therefore still informative tocom-
pare the performance of different algorithms on datasets with a small numberof attributes.
The impact ofFRANTIC’s construction parameters on the accuracy of rules and the size of the
solution space searched is discussed further in Section 6.3.2 on page 101and Section 7.2.1 on
page 149 respectively.
Table 5.2 on the following page provides an overview of the algorithms against which FRAN-
TIC’s performance is assessed. They include a prominent crisp decision tree learner, a proba-
bilistic classifier, a support vector machine, and several fuzzy decisiontree and rule induction
algorithms. The constraints and aims that resulted in these choices are:
1. availability of a software implementation for an algorithm that enables easy replication
of testing conditions;
2With four attributes and three values within the domain of each attribute in the Irisdataset, and considering
the order of attributes to be unimportant, there are 12 different rule antecedents of size one (i.e. only one attribute
represented), 54 different rule antecedents of size two (two attributes represented), 108 different antecedents of size
three, and 81 different antecedents where each of the four attributes isrepresented.
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Table 5.2: Algorithms against which FRANTIC is compared
Algorithm Fuzzy/Crisp Induction and model summary
C4.5 Crisp Well-established decision tree induction algorithm, able to deal directly
with numeric attributes. Derived model explicitly captures decision-making
process.
NB Crisp Näıve bayes, statistical model based on Bayes’ rule of conditional probabil-
ities. Determines probabilities for each class when classifying instances.
SMO Crisp Support vector machine, hybrid between linear and instance-based methods.
Selects subsets of training set that lie on the boundaries between different
classes. Considered as generally very accurate classifiers.
QSBA Fuzzy Uses subsethood values to attach quantifiers to linguistic values ofIF-THEN
rules. No parameters to be set.
FSBA Fuzzy Uses subsethood values to select linguistic values forIF-THEN rules.
NEFCLASS Fuzzy Uses grid-based approach to determine initial set of linguisticIF-THEN
rules, and then a backpropagation-like method to tune fuzzy sets.
FID3.4 Fuzzy Uses methods from fuzzy sets and approximate reasoning to induce fuzzy
decision trees.
2. a mix of crisp and fuzzy induction algorithms;
3. a diverse range of more well-established machine learning techniques.
Implementations for the first three algorithms are found as part of theWekasystem3, while
the fourth and fifth implementations are courtesy of Dr R. Jensen of the Department of Com-
puter Science, University of Wales, Aberystwyth. Implementations of bothNEFCLASS4 and
FID3.45 are obtainable from the original designers of the algorithms.
The first two fuzzy induction algorithms, likeFRANTIC, require fuzzy sets to be pre-determined
and provided with the dataset. The second two fuzzy induction algorithms areable to deter-
mine their own fuzzy sets prior to and/or during the induction process – how this is managed,
in the context of attempting to replicate the testing environment between different algorithms,
is discussed in Section 5.4.1.
Descriptions of each of these algorithms, including the parameter settings thatlead to the results
reported in this research, are provided in Section B.2 on page 215 – in an attempt to obtain
optimal results, each algorithm is generally run with different parameters settings and the best
results obtained are the ones reported.
3TheWekamachine learning tool is developed and maintained by the Department of Computer Science, Univer-
sity of Waikato, New Zealand, and is available from:http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/˜ml/weka/index.html .
An associated book on machine learning is [191].
4NEFCLASS-J, the Java-based implementation of the system:http://fuzzy.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/
nefclass/nefclass-j/_dld/
5FID3.4: http://www.cs.umsl.edu/˜janikow/fid/
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Table 5.3: A two-class confusion matrix
Predicted Class
Positives Negatives
Actual Positives TP FN
Class Negatives FP TN
5.2 Evaluation Criteria
The term model here refers to the output of an induction algorithm, which is used to predict
test cases (instances unseen during training). The models produced bythe different algorithms
are compared against each other with respect to their predictive capability, and where possible,
with regards to model complexity, which is used as indication of the level of comprehensibility
of the model.
5.2.1 Predictive Capability
The percentage accuracy on test sets of the models induced by all algorithms is used as a first
indicator of their performance.
For two-class imbalanced datasets the additional metrics of True Positive Rate (TP Rate, eq.
5.1) and False Positive Rate (FP Rate, eq. 5.2) are used to evaluate how effective an algorithm
is at inducing models that can describe and accurately predict the smaller class. Consider the
example of a two-class confusion matrix, Table 5.3, where eachi j th element of this matrix,
i.e. the element in theith row and jth column, represents the number of test instances with
actual classi that have been classified as classj. The positive class is normally taken to be
the minority class (the class with the least number of instances), as this is generally the most









The actual class distribution is captured by values that are spread over the two final rows of
the confusion matrix, so that any metric that uses values from both rows is inhere tly sensitive
to class imbalances. This includesAccuracy= (TP+ TN)/(TP+ FP+ TN+ FN) where in
highly imbalanced datasets it is relatively easy to maximise this value by always predicting the
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majority class, andPrecision= TP/(TP+FP) which is commonly used in conjunction with
theRecallmeasure, discussed below.
TP Rate(known asRecall in the information retrieval community) andFP Rateuse values
from only one row in the contingency table. They consider the performanceof an algorithm’s
induced rule describing the positive class, on the actual positive and negative classes separately
and respectively.
TheTP Ratemeasures how capable the rule is in recognising and classifying instances of its
own class (the positive instances), while theFP Rategives an indication of how good the rule
describing the positive class is at avoiding misclassifying instances belonging to other classes
(the negative instances).
These two metrics are also presented in diagrammatic form as a ROC (Receiver Operating
Characteristic) graph. ROC analysis [82] originates in signal detection thery but has been used
extensively by the medical community where different costs associated with misclassifications
are common (e.g. it is considered to be less ‘costly’ to classify a benign tumouras malignant
and conduct further investigatory tests, than it is to classify a malignant tumour as benign and
cease investigation or treatment). This approach to analysis when dealing withimbalanced
datasets or unequal classification costs is increasingly being investigated6.
5.2.2 Model Complexity
The models of the majority of the algorithms tested are in a form that may be evaluated with
respect to how easily the information they contain may be understood and validated by humans
– these are the models induced in the form of decision trees or rulebases. The extent to which
a model is human-comprehensible may be measured by its complexity, or size – generally
speaking, the smaller the model, the more likely it is to be easily assimilated by humans.
The metrics obtained from decision trees and rulebases may be compared witheach other,
since a path from the root of a decision tree leading to a terminal leaf may be considered a rule
(so that the number of leaves in a decision tree equates to the number of rules ina rulebase),
and the number of decision nodes in a tree path may be equated to the number ofterms or
conditions in a rule antecedent. In the results reported in this work all nodesin a path are
counted. Specifically, if there is more than one node referring to the same attribue – for e.g. a
node in a pathAGE ≤ 50 and another in the same pathAGE ≥ 25 – then they are all included
in the count.
6For instance, the 1st Workshop on ROC Analysis in Artificial Intelligence, held as part of the 16th European
Conference on Artificial Intelligence 2004; and the 2nd Workshop on ROC Analysis in Machine Learning, held as
part of the 22nd International Conference in Machine Learning 2005
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A global measurement with which to measure the size of a decision tree or rulebase is there-
fore the total number of non-terminal nodes in the tree, or the total number oft rms in rule
antecedents. However, it is often the case that many short rules are in fact easier to understand
than a few very large rules, so that two additional metrics that are sometimes used are the num-
ber of rules in a rule base (or the number of paths in a tree), and the average number of terms
in a rule antecedent (or the average number of non-terminal nodes in a tree path).
5.3 Accuracy Estimation and Model Selection
The results relating to model complexity and accuracy reported in the followingchapters are
obtained using stratified ten-fold cross-validation. Ink-fold cross-validation a dataset is ran-
domly split intok approximately equal parts, and stratification ensures that each fold contains
approximately the same relative proportions of instances for the differentclasses, as the origi-
nal complete dataset. Each of thek folds is used once as a test set on the model induced from
the otherk−1 folds. This producesk individual sets of performance statistics – such as predic-
tive accuracy and number of rules in a rulebase – that are averaged to obtain the final estimates.
Standard deviations for thek individual performance statistics may also be obtained.
The use ofk-fold cross-validation as a model selection and evaluation method is supported
by several studies. In [117], for instance, the use of stratified ten-fold cr ss-validation as an
accuracy estimation method is proposed, after it has been evaluated against LOO estimation
(leave-one-out estimation,k-fold cross-validation withk equal to the number of instances in
the dataset), and two members of the bootstrap family [53], using medium-sized datasets (500+
instances) from the UCI Repository to induce classifiers byNaive BayesandC4.5. For small
datasets such as those arising in bioinformatics, [20] indicates that bootstrap methods provide
improved performance with respect to variance over ten-fold cross-validation (lower variation
in performance as a result of the ten different training sets used), but with an increase in bias
(increased expected difference in classification performance betweenan average induced model
and the true model generating the data), and high computation cost.
The bootstrap estimator investigated in [114] has a lower variance thank-fold cross-validation
for linear discriminant classifiers, but not for classifiers produced by1- and 3-nearest neighbour
algorithms and decision trees. The authors state thatk-fold cross-validation has consistently
low bias, reasonable variance ifk is equal to 10 or greater, and is the most consistent in this
regard when compared with the other estimators over the different learningalgorithms. Refer-
ence [113] also indicates that ten as the value fork in k-fold cross-validation produces the most
reliable estimates, on average, of a classifier’s true performance.
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Each percentage accuracy and model size statistic reported in this work is therefore the average
of the ten figures obtained from the ten models produced by a ten-fold cross-validation. The
associated standard deviation is also reported. It should be noted that sinceFRANTICuses an
element of randomness in its rule construction,ten ten-fold cross-validations have been run
for each dataset, and each reportedFRANTICfigure is an average of the ten averages obtained
from the ten cross-validations.
In order to reduce the variability in performance between algorithms that may arise due to
different algorithms using different partitions of the same dataset, exactly the same ten folds
of a dataset are used for all the algorithms, i.e. each foldj f dataseti used by algorithmA
contains exactly the same instances as foldj of dataseti used by algorithmB, and all other
algorithms (irrespective of whether the model induced is crisp or fuzzy).Using the same folds
is also particularly useful when exploring differentFRANTICparameter settings in Chapters 6
and 7, since any differences arising from varying these parameters maybe ttributed to the
system configuration, and not due to differences in the datasets.
Furthermore, the partitioning of the dataset occurs in such a way that eachfold as approxi-
mately the same distribution of classes as the original complete dataset – this ensures that an
algorithm is presented with a similar induction problem to tackle in all the ten training stage
of a ten-fold cross-validation test, and that each test set has approximately the same class dis-
tribution as each training test.
5.4 Fuzzy Specifics
When comparing fuzzy induction algorithms, variability in performance as measur d by accu-
racy and model complexity may arise due to reasons other than the differentinduc ion methods
being compared, or the partitioning of the dataset used during cross-validation. Specifically,
data fuzzification and the inference process used for classification may also h ve an impact on
performance.
5.4.1 Data Fuzzification
In order to enhance comprehensibility of the induced fuzzy models, and to ai illustrations and
discussions in later chapters, only three fuzzy sets (low, medium, high) are defined for each
attribute of all datasets, except for the Water Treatment dataset. The fuzzy sets are determined
using a simple method based on the mean and standard deviation of attribute values7, nd no
7The implementation of the fuzzy set generator is courtesy of Dr Richard Jenson, and obtainable from
http://users.aber.ac.uk/rkj/programs/index.php
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further optimisation is generally carried out. The fuzzy sets for the Water Tratment dataset
were obtained from the authors of [169; 170] – three fuzzy sets (low, medium, high) for the
first three attributes and two (low, high) for the remaining two.
Attributes (irrespective of the dataset) with three fuzzy sets have a left-shouldered trapezoidal
set representinglow, a triangular one representingmedium, and a right-shouldered one for
high (see Fig. A.2 on page 207 for an example). Attributes with two fuzzy sets have one
left-shouldered and one right-shouldered trapezoidal fuzzy set repres ntinglow andhigh re-
spectively.
These fuzzy sets are used forFRANTIC, QSBAandFSBA. NEFCLASSis seeded with these
same sets, i.e. the initial induction of rules is done using these same sets, but is allowed to tune
these sets during the different rule and rulebase pruning steps.NEFCLASSmay therefore be
deemed to have an added advantage over the other algorithms since it can opimise these sets.
FID3.4 requires user-defined fuzzy sets as input, or user-defined restrictions on the minimum
and maximum numbers of fuzzy sets that it generates for each attribute. However, any user-
defined sets must be normalised (i.e. the x-axis values should range from 0to 1, and not over
the range of original attribute values), which also requires the datasets to be n rmalised and
have attribute values in the range [0,1]. In order to maintain as far as possible the same testing
environment over all algorithms, all datasets except one – the Leukaemia dataset – are inputted
to FID3.4 in their original unnormalised state. The system is left to define its own fuzzy sets
under the constraint, however, that the minimum and maximum numbers of fuzzysets for each
attribute are set to two or three (i.e. as for the other fuzzy induction algorithms).
The actual number of fuzzy sets generated byFID3.4 for each attribute of each dataset is
one, two, or three. If the system creates one fuzzy value for an attributethen it has decided
that the attribute is irrelevant in the classification of instances. The shapes gen rated for two-
or three-set attribute linguistic values are the same as for the other algorithms,.e. left- and
right-shouldered sets for an attribute defined by two fuzzy sets, and left-, triangular and right-
shouldered sets for an attribute defined by three.
For each attribute, as well as the minimum and maximum numbers of fuzzy sets, a lowerbound
and upperbound value must also be inputted. The Leukaemia dataset has negative values for
several attributes and because the implementation does not allow a user to define a negative
lowerbound, the dataset was normalised so that values of all attributes lie in thrange [0,1].
This transformation is achieved by:
ãtt ji =




(att ji + |mini (att
j)|)
(5.3)
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whereatt ji is the value of attributej in instancei, |mini (att
j)| is the absolute value of the small-
est value of attributej over all instances, and̃att ji is the new normalised value for attributej in
instancei. The term|min
i
(att j)| is only present in the formula if the attribute being normalised
has negative values – it enables all values to be first turned into zero or positive values before
normalisation, and this ensures that any values that were originally equal tozero still maintain
their relative order amongst the new normalised values8.
5.4.2 Replicating Fuzzy Rule Matching and Inferencing
As described in Appendix A, all fuzzy rules are applied to an instance requiring classification
– a degree of match is found between each rule and the instance, and how adecision is reached
as to which class is assigned to the instance is handled by the particular inference m thod.
The process of finding a degree of match between an instance and a rule,nd the inference
method utilised byFRANTICare described fully in Sections A.3 on page 208 and A.4 on
page 209. Naturally, different methods may be utilised, but these two were us d to generate the
results reported in the following chapters as they are also the methods utilised byQSBAand
FSBA– this makes the comparison between the different algorithms equitable.
The documentation withNEFCLASSindicates that thet-normused in determining the degree of
match is theminoperator, and it has a facility to set itss-normto the same operator as that used
by FRANTIC (the max operator), making the matching processes equivalent.NEFCLASS’s
inference method is also the same asFRANTIC’s, a single-winner based one (described in
Appendix A.3 on page 208).
FID3.4 offers several different options, and parameters have been set to make its fuzzy match-
ing and inferencing methods equivalent to that ofFRANTICand the other fuzzy algorithms.
Parameters relating to determining the degree of match are set to themin operator, the overall
inference type is set to a fuzzy set-based method, with internal conflicts – ari ing when a leaf in
the decision tree contains training examples of different classes – resolved using the majority
class, and external conflicts – when a test instance ends up with non-zerdegrees of match with
more than one leaf – resolved by ignoring all leaves except the one in whichthe instance to be
classified has the highest degree of membership.
8If this term is not included, an original attribute value of 0 is transformed to 0, while negative values are
transformed to values greater than 0.
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Table 5.4: FRANTIC simplified and full IRL mode default parameter settings for exploratory runs









5.5 Setting FRANTIC Parameters
FRANTIChas several parameters, and in setting the values that produce the resultspresented
in the following chapters, a simple and systematic but certainly not comprehensive approach
has been adopted. It is therefore quite possible, and in some cases probable (discussed later),
that betterFRANTICresults (in terms of accuracy) may be obtained.
For each dataset, several exploratory ten-fold cross-validation runsare carried out with default
values for almost all parameters, and variations in values for the remaining two, minInst-
PerRule andconstructionThreshold , Table 5.4. It is obvious therefore, that several of these
parameters arenot exploited to full potential in this research, mainly because earlyFRANTIC
results indicated that the two rule construction parameters have the greater impact on the quality
of the rulebases produced.
In these preliminary runs the parameterminInstPerRule is set to greater values for simplified
IRL than for full IRL, since if only one rule is created to describe a class,it i reasonable to as-
sume that a rule that is forced to cover more training instances may have great r g neralisation
power. With regards toconstructionThreshold , the valid range of values is [0,1]. However,
as discussed in Section 4.3.3, if the value is set too low then rules with many conditions in the
antecedent are created, and if it is set too high then an overly specialisedrule is generated that
matches only a few instances in the training set.
When investigating how and whyFRANTICworks in Chapters 6 and 7,constructionThresh-
old is set in the range [0.5,0.95], with a step value of 0.05, and the values used for minInst-
PerRule are the ones that produce rulebases with the highest classification accuracies in the
preliminary tests. TheminInstPerRule parameter setting is also varied in some of the experi-
ments by selecting additional values from the preliminary runs that are close toth original one
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selected, and which lead to rulebases with similar accuracy. The two construction parameters
tend to be dataset-dependent, so that they often have different values for different datasets, and
different values for a simplified IRL run versus a full IRL run for any one dataset.
If the preliminary runs also indicate that all ants quickly converge to creatingthe same rules,
then numIterations is reduced from 100 to 50 or 70 for some of the datasets in these later
experiments discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. Other parameters that are varied in these investi-
gations are the number of ants, and the form of the hypothesis language used. These details
are provided where appropriate in the results chapters and also listed forreference purposes in
Section B.3 on page 220. TheFRANTICparameter settings that produce the rulebases used
to compare with models produced by the other learning algorithms are providedin Table B.4
on page 221 – these rulebases are selected from those discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 and are
generally the ones leading to the higher classification accuracies.
The parameter values for runningFRANTICin simplified SRL mode are determined from those
set for simplified IRL mode – all values are the same with the exception ofnumIteration .
Since simplified SRL conducts more evaluations than simplified IRL, and in orderto make the
comparison between the two approaches more equitable,numIterations is reduced to 30 for
simplified SRL.
5.6 Overview of Results Chapters
The main aim of the experiments conducted and analysed in Chapters 6 and 7 is toga n an
in-depth understanding of howFRANTICbehaves on real data, its strengths and current limi-
tations. In doing so, the direction for future work is also clarified.
Chapter 6 investigates the impact of various factors in the ACO rule construction mechanism,
such as the heuristic and the rule construction parameters, which affect both he iterative and
simultaneous rule learning strategies. Chapter 7 explores the impact of the rule l arning strate-
gies themselves, the computational cost involved, and ways of scaling up thesystem to deal
with larger problems.
The final results chapter, Chapter 8, placesFRANTIC’s performance in the wider context of
other learning algorithms based on more well-established approaches.FRANTIC’s capabilities
with respect to producing rulebases that are both accurate and comprehensible are highlighted.
Chapter 6
Constructing Individual Rules
This chapter analyses results obtained fromFRANTICrunning in a simplified IRL mode, in an
attempt to understand the impact of the different elements of the rule construction mechanism
that guide term selection and retention – the heuristic, the pheromone levels, the construc-
tion parametersminInstPerRule and constructionThreshold , and the degree of richness of
the knowledge representation/hypothesis language used to construct a rule. Some elements
influence the accuracy and complexity of the rulebases induced, and others the speed at which
optimal rulebases are found.
It should be remembered that rule construction is identical inFRANTIC irrespective of the
strategy it follows, whether it is simplified iterative rule learning, or full iterative rule learning,
or simultaneous rule learning. However, any differences in performance that may arise from
the learning strategy used are discussed in detail in Chapter 7.
TheFRANTICparameter settings used to generate the results presented in this chapter aregiven
in Table 6.1. For the parameterrepresentation , ‘Negation’ denotes rules constructed with
negated terms in the antecedent, ‘Simple’ denotes simple propositional rules, ‘Disjunction’
rules with internal disjunction between attribute values, and ‘Hedges’ ruleswith both negated
terms and linguistic hedges.
Table 6.1: FRANTIC-simpIRL parameter settings for exploring the system’s performance
Wine Iris Glass WT Leuk
representation — Negation (Simple, Disjunction, Hedges) —
constructionThreshold — 0.50, 0.55, ..., 0.90, 0.95 —
minInstPerRule (50%) 60% (70%) (40%,50%) 60% 50% (60%,70%) 70% (80%,90%) (70%,80%) 90%
numAnts (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10
numIterations 50 100 50 100 70
fitnessThreshold 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
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In these experiments theconstructionThreshold parameter is always set to the values in the
range[0.50,0.95], with a step value of 0.05, and generally the form of the hypothesis language
used is rules that contain negated terms, the number of ants is 10, and theminInstPerRule
setting for each dataset is as indicated in the table. When these parameter settings are varied in
some experiments, the additional values used are indicated in the brackets.
The value forminInstPerRule is dataset dependent and how this is obtained for each dataset by
running preliminary tests is explained in Section 5.5 – theminInstPerRule value chosen from
these preliminary tests is the one that appears to lead to rulebases with greatereneralisation
power. The two additional values in brackets used in some of the experimentsar he values
closest to the initialminInstPerRule setting that appear to lead to rulebases with similar clas-
sification accuracy. Unless otherwise stated, the setting used for each parameter is the one that
is not in brackets in Table 6.1; when the additional parameter settings in brackets areu ed this
is clearly indicated in the text.
Error bars on graphs denote (unless otherwise stated) the standard error of the mean for the
main characteristic depicted (such as the average classification accuracyor the average number
of terms in a rulebase). Tables generally detail the main characteristic, the associated standard
error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD). Since 10 ten-foldcr ss-validations are
carried out, the STD is the average of the 10 standard deviations obtained from each of the 10
cross-validations (this gives an indication ofFRANTIC’s robustness to the different training sets
used inoneten-fold cross-validation, though the inherent randomness in the algorithmwill also
have some impact), and the SEM is the standard deviation of the 10 average accuracies from
each of the 10 cross-validations (this gives an estimate of the reliability of the main statistic
presented in a graph or table).
6.1 The Heuristic
The use of a heuristic is standard in the application of ACO, and is considered an important
element in guiding the early construction of optimal solutions, especially if no local search is
used to improve solutions [50, p. 97]. The heuristic implemented inFRANTIC is based on
the use of subsethood values, as discussed in Section 4.1.2. It is a popular measure to use in
fuzzy rule discovery, and it should be remembered that two of the algorithmsagainst which
FRANTICis compared in Chapter 8 –QSBAandFSBA– also use the concept of subsethood
values.
QSBAandFSBAuse the subsethood value of each term associated with each class directly –
to either determine the weight to be attached to the term in the rule antecedent (QSBA), or, in
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conjunction with a user-defined threshold, to determine whether that term should be present in
the rule antecedent (FSBA). FRANTICuses subsethood values as apartial guide in determining
the next term to be selected by an ant during rule construction – the amount of pheromone
associated with a term is also taken into account (and changes from iterationto iteration), and
the selection is probabilistic so that it is not necessarily the term that has the higst combined
subsethood value and pheromone level that gets selected.
It is reasonable to question, therefore, how much ofFRANTIC’s performance may be attributed
to the use of the subsethood values processed from the training set before learning, and how
much to the other elements in the rule construction process, such as the reinforc ment mech-
anism as implemented through artificial pheromone trails, or the parameters thategulate how
specialised or general a rule is. The results presented in this section are ainitial attempt to
determine the influence of the heuristic inFRANTIC’s rule construction.
6.1.1 Impact on Classification Accuracy
Table 6.2 on the following page compares the accuracy, standard error of the mean accuracy,
and standard deviation of rulebases induced with (+Heuristic), and without (−Heuristic), the
use of heuristic information during rule construction.
It is clear that no significance difference arises in rulebases induced with or without the use of
heuristic information, at least for these datasets – if, for any one dataset,here is a slight in-
crease in the accuracy obtained using a particularconstructionThreshold value when running
without the heuristic, then there is a slight decrease in the accuracy obtained using a differ-
entconstructionThreshold value. For the Iris dataset (Table 6.2(b)) there is no difference in
figures (to 2 decimal places) forconstructionThreshold>0.70 , and for the Water Treatment
dataset (Table 6.2(d)) there is no difference (to 2 d.p.) for anyco structionThreshold value.
Though not shown here, the actual rules induced when running with andwithout heuristic in-
formation are also very similar to each other. Possible reasons for these results are discussed
later on in this chapter and the next one, when investigating the strong influence of the rule
construction parameters.
6.1.2 Impact on Solution Convergence
In this work convergence is deemed to occur when all rules produced byall ants within an
iteration are identical,and remain so in all subsequent iterations until the final iteration is
completed. The interpretation here is that all ants have converged to an ‘optimal’ solution, as
directed by the system parameters and an element of chance in the solution contructi n.
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Table 6.2: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard devi-
ation (STD) of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced with (+Heuristic) and without (−Heuristic)
use of heuristic information during rule construction
(a) Wine
+Heuristic -Heuristic
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
Threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 82.95 1.80 8.77 83.52 1.88 9.47
0.55 86.86 1.87 7.51 85.73 2.68 7.43
0.60 86.05 1.45 7.61 87.11 1.35 7.82
0.65 85.35 2.35 7.51 85.09 1.31 7.06
0.70 88.09 1.59 9.28 88.66 1.47 8.15
0.75 90.47 1.32 5.31 90.70 1.35 5.20
0.80 93.01 0.77 5.44 92.61 0.57 5.10
0.85 92.20 1.04 5.13 91.88 1.52 5.23
0.90 85.67 0.80 8.38 86.04 0.65 8.47
0.95 84.74 0.58 7.32 85.29 0.58 7.54
(b) Iris
+Heuristic -Heuristic
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
Threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 86.73 0.73 11.41 86.80 0.69 11.10
0.55 86.33 0.47 10.73 86.67 0.77 10.80
0.60 85.27 0.66 11.08 85.20 1.08 11.30
0.65 88.80 0.76 9.71 88.60 0.66 9.90
0.70 93.33 0.00 7.03 93.33 0.00 7.00
0.75 75.33 0.00 7.06 75.33 0.00 7.10
0.80 76.67 0.00 6.48 76.67 0.00 6.50
0.85 76.67 0.00 6.48 76.67 0.00 6.50
0.90 75.33 0.00 6.32 75.33 0.00 6.30
0.95 63.33 0.00 11.86 63.33 0.00 11.90
(c) Glass
+Heuristic -Heuristic
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
Threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 53.74 1.93 8.98 54.55 1.58 8.21
0.55 53.09 2.74 11.90 53.20 1.67 11.47
0.60 55.63 1.64 9.66 55.67 0.99 9.43
0.65 49.77 0.54 11.74 50.04 0.77 12.46
0.70 45.82 1.03 15.35 45.67 1.44 15.13
0.75 42.00 0.62 16.89 41.68 0.58 17.49
0.80 47.54 0.65 16.09 47.52 0.23 16.08
0.85 44.61 0.38 15.31 44.36 0.56 15.19
0.90 42.91 0.95 11.72 43.04 0.82 11.88
0.95 45.22 0.57 14.21 45.27 0.47 14.36
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Table 6.2: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard devi-
ation (STD) of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced with (+Heuristic) and without (−Heuristic)
use of heuristic information during rule construction (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
+Heuristic -Heuristic
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
Threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 72.24 0.00 8.00 72.24 0.00 8.00
0.55 74.35 0.00 8.39 74.35 0.00 8.39
0.60 71.89 0.00 6.90 71.89 0.00 6.90
0.65 71.89 0.00 6.90 71.89 0.00 6.90
0.70 70.84 0.00 6.50 70.84 0.00 6.50
0.75 72.16 0.00 7.38 72.16 0.00 7.38
0.80 74.83 0.00 7.72 74.83 0.00 7.72
0.85 79.02 0.00 5.92 79.02 0.00 5.92
0.90 82.78 0.00 6.11 82.78 0.00 6.11
0.95 82.78 0.00 6.11 82.78 0.00 6.11
(e) Leukaemia
+Heuristic -Heuristic
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
Threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 89.29 2.03 15.99 89.39 2.31 16.00
0.55 90.38 1.13 16.24 90.52 0.73 16.15
0.60 92.68 1.04 10.05 92.93 1.23 8.99
0.65 92.58 2.16 11.01 92.24 1.99 11.86
0.70 92.18 1.87 10.30 91.27 2.59 11.98
0.75 93.57 0.79 11.54 93.40 1.23 12.09
0.80 93.78 0.99 9.60 93.65 1.29 9.56
0.85 95.63 1.55 7.07 95.00 1.60 7.68
0.90 93.35 1.21 9.95 92.76 1.53 9.94
0.95 93.11 1.09 8.52 93.13 0.74 7.90
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The iteration number at which convergence occurs is here used as a measure of how quickly
FRANTICis able to reach an optimal solution. Note, that if there aren classes within a dataset,
then there will be a convergence iteration number for each class, since one ACO is used to
find a best rule per class – the average of these individual class iterationnumbers is used as a
convergence indicator for the dataset for that particular run. Hence,a onvergence value for a
datasetD run m times, is determined by finding the convergence value for each run, and the











where itni j is the convergence iteration number of classi in run j. A run is here defined
as processing one fold of a k-fold cross-validation test. Since ten ten-fold cr ss-validation
experiments are carried out to obtainFRANTICstatistics, each dataset – or 90% of each dataset
– is run 100 times. All parameter settings for each run are identical.
The convergence values that correspond to the classification accuracy results presented in
Table 6.2 are plotted in Fig. 6.1 (with the actual values that generate the graphs in Fig. 6.1
presented in Table C.1 on page 224). It should be observed that for alldat sets, although 50,
70 or 100 iterations are run for each ACO, on average convergence occurs well before the final
iteration is completed. It appears that the the rule discovery mechanism generally converges to
optimal rules reasonably quickly for these datasets. However, the overlap of the error bars in
almost allconstructionThreshold values for all datasets indicate that the use of the heuristic
does not significantly improve speed of convergence.
Investigating individualclassconvergence reveals little additional information. A class con-
vergence iteration value is the average of the iteration convergence numbers for classi over the








whereitn ji is the convergence iteration number in runj for classi.
Figure 6.2 on page 92 plots the class convergence iteration values for the Wine dataset, and
though error bars are not shown they do overlap for most of theconstructionThreshold val-
ues. This dataset was chosen primarily because though not statistically significant, convergence
occurred later for eachconstructionThreshold value if heuristic information was not used –
since this dataset poses a simpler problem with all classes being linearly separabl , it was ex-
pected that similar results regarding the impact of heuristic information on convergence would
be observed for the individual classes. However, for all three classes of this dataset (Fig. 6.2), a
few settings ofconstructionThreshold result in very similar convergence values irrespective
of whether the heuristic is used or not. In one or two cases convergenceis quicker without the






























































































Figure 6.1: Average convergence iteration values for FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced with
(solid line) and without (dashed line) use of heuristic information during rule construction































































Figure 6.1: Average convergence iteration values for FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced with
(solid line) and without (dashed line) use of heuristic information during rule construction (cont.)





























































































(c) Cutlivar 3 class
Figure 6.2: Wine dataset – comparison of individual class convergence for rules constructed
with (solid line) and without (dashed line) use of heuristic information
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use of the heuristic (Fig. 6.2(c)). The possible trend in Fig. 6.1(a) is therefor due to averaging
of the individual class results, and not due to the main difference betweenth datasets, which
is that the classes are linearly separable. Though not shown here, the other datasets exhibit
similar results with regards to class convergence – most settings ofconstructionThreshold
for eachclass within a dataset, result in a convergence value that is as small or smallerwith the
use of the heuristic, than without, and with no statistical significance.
This subsethood values-based heuristic therefore has minimal impact on theaccuracy of the
rulebases induced and on the convergence to optimal solutions. The use of the heuristic ensures
that from the first iteration of an ACO terms that may be selected during rule construction
do not have initial equal probabilities, which biases term selection towards those that have
a higher heuristic value (since initial pheromone levels are equal for all terms). The most
one can conclude at this stage is that this heuristic does not bias term selection unfavourably.
However, one clear trend that may be observed for each dataset in Fig.6.1 is the tendency for
the convergence iteration number to decrease as theconstructionThreshold value increases.
The impact of this parameter, and the anomaly exhibited by the Leukaemia dataset t con-
structionThreshold=0.50 (Fig. 6.1(e)), is clarified in the discussions to follow regarding the
rule construction parameters.
6.2 The Pheromone Levels
The pheromone levels associated with terms found in a high quality rule, as define by the
fitness function, may eventually become large enough to cause all ants within an ACO to cre-
ate the same rule over and over – the greater the pheromone level for a term,th greater the
probability associated with the term, and therefore the greater the chance that the term is se-
lected. This is confirmed in part by the fact that the results in the preceding section show that
all datasets converge for all values ofconstructionThreshold . For a stronger confirmation
of this notion, this section investigates what happenswithout the use of pheromone levels to
influence term selection.
6.2.1 Impact on Solution Convergence
Another series ofFRANTICexperiments is run – system parameter settings are the same as
used to generate the results in the preceding section, the heuristic is used, bt pheromone levels
are set equal to one for all terms in the first iteration, and remain so throughout t e run of an
ACO, i.e. no pheromone updating occurs between iterations. Term probabilities are therefore
based on only heuristic values, but term selection is still probabilistic and so an element of
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randomness is present in the selection process.
As may be expected, dataset convergence as defined in formula 6.1 doesnot ccur for anycon-
structionThreshold value – without the increasing influence exerted by changing pheromone
levels on term selection, convergence cannot take place since all terms have the same chance
of being selected as they initially did.
However, convergenceappearsto occur for some classes, of some folds in a ten-fold cross-
validation run, for someconstructionThreshold values of some datasets. For instance, with
constructionThreshold=0.85-0.90 for the Glass dataset, all ants create the same rules right
from the first iteration for class 1 in fold 5. This isnotconvergence as a result of a changing en-
vironment exerting an increasing influence on ants with regards to term selection. The influence
to create this one specific rule is a result of the restrictions imposed on the solution/hypothesis
space byminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold , and highlights the importance of these
two parameters (also discussed in detail in Section 6.3 on page 98).
Generally, only a strict subset of the total number of terms – here called arule construction
term set, or construction set for short – meet theminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold
criteria, and may therefore be added to a rule antecedent. When constructi g a rule, the order
in which terms from this set are added and retained is often important for later term selections.
For example, consider an example construction set{A1,A2,B3,C1}, whereA1 denotes the first
value from the domain of attributeA, A2 denotes the second value ofA, and so on. Each element
of this construction setindividually satisfiesminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold re-
strictions, i.e. there are at leastminInstPerRule instances in the training set withA1, A2, B3,
or C1 fuzzified values meeting or exceeding theconstructionThreshold parameter setting. If
A1 is added to a rule antecedent, say, then it may mean thatB3 if selected will not be retained,
becauseA1 andB3 togetherwill cause coverage of instances in the training set to fall below
the requiredminInstPerRule number1. However, ifA2 is selected, thenB3 may also be added.
This of course may cause further restrictions on remaining terms in the construction set. The
smaller the construction set, the smaller the number of different rules that may be created that
satisfy bothminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold so that ants create the same rules.
It is reasonable to expect that this occurs more for higher values ofminInstPerRule and/or
constructionThreshold , since higher parameter settings impose more stringent restrictions,
creating smaller construction sets.
A case in point is theAML class of the Leukaemia dataset, and it should be noted that this
explains an anomaly in the convergence results for this dataset when investigating the impact
of the heuristic in the preceding section. The dataset and class convergec raphs shown
1Section A.4 on page 209 provides a detailed example of how the degree ofmatch between a fuzzy rule and
fuzzified instance is determined, as implemented in this work.
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for almost all classes and all datasets in Section 6.1 (Figs. 6.1–6.2 starting onpage 90) and
Section C.1 (Figs. C.1–C.4 starting on page 225), show a downward trend for the convergence
value asconstructionThreshold values increase. As discussed in the preceding paragraph this
might be expected since a higher setting for this parameter will result in a smallerconstruction
set, and hence fewer different rules that may be created by ants. The impact is that an ACO is
likely to converge faster.
However, Fig. C.4(b) on page 229 shows that the exception to this downward trend is for
theAML class of the Leukaemia dataset withminInstPerRule=90% andconstructionThresh-
old=0.5 – convergence for this class at thisconstructionThreshold value occurs at the first
iteration, and this is due to the stringent conditions placed on rule constructionby these two
parameters, resulting in an extreme case where only one rule is created thatsatisfies both crite-
ria.
6.2.2 Impact on Classification Accuracy
Another valid question about the reinforcement mechanism implemented through artificial
pheromone trails is whether it has an impact on the accuracy of the rulebases induced.
Figure 6.3 on page 97 shows for each dataset the accuracy attained by rule ases induced with
and without use of the heuristic (results obtained from preceding section), with the use of the
heuristic but without pheromone trails (the accuracy of rulebases induced whose convergence
results have just been discussed in this section), and without the use of either the heuristic
or pheromone trials. The latter set of results are obtained by setting both the heuristic and
pheromone elements in formula 4.9 equal to one, rendering all term probabilities equal so that
term selection is now from a uniform random distribution. Error bars denote standard error of
the mean.
Figure 6.3 suggests that for these datasets at least, pheromone levels have minimal impact on
the accuracy of rulebases induced. For the Iris and Water Treatment datasets (Figs. 6.3(b) and
6.3(d)), there appears to be no difference in average accuracy foralmost allconstruction-
Threshold settings. For the other datasets, though there may be a (not statistically significant)
difference in accuracy, no pattern may be discerned – for somec nstructionThreshold values,
rulebases induced without the use of the heuristic and/or pheromones may show an improved
accuracy (which may be due to increased exploration possibilities), while rulebases induced
with other values might show a better accuracy when induced using the heuristic and phero-
mone. Table C.2 on page 231 provides the accuracies that generated Fig.6.3, and the associated
standard error of the mean and standard deviation.
The fact that rulebases with comparable accuracy are induced with or without the use of phero-
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(c) Glass
Figure 6.3: Classification accuracy of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced with and without
use of heuristic information and pheromone trails during rule construction
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Figure 6.3: Classification accuracy of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced with and without
use of heuristic information and pheromone trails during rule construction (cont.)
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mones is due mainly to the rule selection method – the rule that is added to the final ruleb se
at the end of an ACO is not the best rule of the final iteration, but the best rule of all iterations.
Therefore, if a reasonably good rule is produced at some point duringan ACO, even though
there is no convergence to that rule, it is included in the final rulebase. Thadvantage of this
selection method is highlighted and discussed in Section 7.8.
Though the pheromone trails have little impact on the accuracy the rulebases induced for these
datasets, it is clear that artificial pheromones are essential in helping the system to converge to
good or optimal solutions. It appears therefore that the accuracy of therulebases induced is due
to a combination of an element of chance in term selection, and the constructionparameters
minInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold . These parameters are investigated in the next
section, and the usefulness of convergence in controlling computation expe se is discussed in
Section 7.3.2.
6.3 The Rule Construction Parameters
The rule construction parameters –minInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold – determine
which terms, if selected, are retained in an antecedent being built by an artifici l ant. This
section investigates their impact on both the complexity of induced rulebases, and their accu-
racy.
6.3.1 Impact on Model Complexity
SinceFRANTIC is here run in simplified IRL mode, the number of rules per class is preset
to one. However, the construction parameters directly control which terms may be dded to
a rule antecedent describing a class in a dataset. As outlined in the preceding s ction, the
higher the values for both parameters, the smaller the size of the rule construction term set, and
consequently, the smaller the size of a rule antecedent. This is confirmed in part by reviewing
the average number of terms per rulebase for different parameter setting.
Figure 6.4 on the following page provides the average number of terms perFRANTICrulebase
over different values ofconstructionThreshold and minInstPerRule 2. Each plotted curve
represents a differentminInstPerRule setting for a dataset (see Table 6.1 for specific parameter
settings). The empirical results presented in this figure confirm the description of the impact
and interaction between these two parameters with regards to controlling the number of terms
2The number of attributes for each dataset is listed in Table 5.1 on page 74.Apart from two attributes for the
Water Treatment dataset that each have two values in their domain, all other at ributes in all datasets have three
values in their domain.

































































































Figure 6.4: Number of terms in FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced using different values for
constructionThreshold and minInstPerRule































































Figure 6.4: Number of terms in FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced using different values for
constructionThreshold and minInstPerRule (cont.)
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in a rule3 – for each curve the average number of terms generally decreases asconstruc-
tionThreshold increases, and, the curves with lower values ofminInstPerRule are generally
situated higher up on the graph, indicating that overall they result in a greater number of terms
per rulebase (or per antecedent). Though error bars are not shown on the graphs, the standard
error of the mean is very small in most cases, suggesting that the difference in umber of terms
from oneminInstPerRule value to another is significant.
The exact average number of terms per rulebase, associated standarderror of the mean and
standard deviations are provided in Table C.3 on page 234. TheminInstPerRule parameter is
also discussed in detail in Section 7.1.2, where it is seen that it has a direct influence on the
number ofrules in a rulebase, whenFRANTICis run in full IRL mode.
6.3.2 Impact on Classification Accuracy
The impact of these parameters on the accuracy of induced rulebases is determined by running
another series of experiments.FRANTIC is run without the use of heuristic information or
pheromones trailsand without the influence ofminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold
during rule construction. This means that all terms selected are retained in therule antecedent.
Since no bias in term selection is provided by the heuristic or pheromone levels, term selection
is performed from a uniform random distribution, i.e. all terms have an equal chance of being
selected. For each rule antecedent, the number of terms that are selected isdecided by gen-
erating a uniform random integer in the range[1,numAtts], wherenumAttsis the number of
conditional attributes in the dataset (i.e. different rules may have a different number of terms).
The number of iterations and number of ants per iteration is the same as for previousFRANTIC-
simpIRLexperiments. This means that exactly the same number of rules are created in this new
series of experiments for each class of each dataset, as for the previousones. The final rulebase
is formed by choosing the best performing rule for each class (as definebyFRANTIC’s fitness
function, Section 4.2.1) out of all the rules created. The results obtained from this set of
experiments are referenced under the term ofRandom FRANTIC.
Table 6.3 on the next page provides a comparison betweenFRANTIC-simpIRL(FRANTIC) and
Random FRANTIC(Random), with regards to the classification accuracy and complexity of
the rulebases induced. Note that the statistics forFRANTIC-simpIRLare for whenFRANTIC
is run without use of heuristic information and pheromone trails, in order to ensur as far
as possible that differences in results between the two versions arise outof the use of the
construction parameters.FRANTIC-simpIRLaccuracy figures are therefore obtained from the
3Dividing the average number of terms in a rulebase in each subfigure bythe number of classes for the dataset
in question, will give an average number of terms per rule
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Table 6.3: Impact of construction parameters on FRANTIC rulebases. SEM denotes the stan-
dard error of the mean and STD the standard deviation.
(a) Classification accuracy
FRANTIC Random
ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
% +/- +/- % +/- +/-
Wine 93.92 0.40 4.91 87.21 1.72 7.47
Iris 93.33 0.00 7.03 94.20 0.55 5.87
Glass 56.03 0.77 10.20 43.71 3.53 12.54
WT 82.78 0.00 6.11 73.44 2.26 13.14
Leuk 95.60 1.09 7.05 79.70 2.92 17.64
(b) Total number of terms
FRANTIC Random
Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
+/- +/- +/- +/-
Wine 15.81 0.22 1.97 4.50 0.00 1.13
Iris 10.00 0.00 0.00 3.96 0.00 0.94
Glass 38.73 0.13 1.67 12.00 0.00 1.98
WT 3.00 0.00 0.00 4.31 0.00 0.89
Leuk 21.13 0.25 2.18 3.12 0.00 1.03
last three columns of Table C.2 on page 231, choosing the highest accuracy fo each dataset.
The corresponding rulebase complexity statistics are determined and used inTable 6.3(b).
The two most noticeable observations are that rulebases induced byFRANTIC-simpIRLgen-
erally have greater accuracy – compare columns 2 and 4 of Table 6.3(a),and complexity –
columns 2 and 4 of Table 6.3(b), than those induced byRandom FRANTIC. An explanation for
the second observation is provided first.
Since the number of terms per rule inRandom FRANTICis determined by randomly anduni-
formly generating an integer in[1,numAtts], there is a bias to search the space of smaller rules
more thoroughly than the space of larger rules. Consider, for instance,the Iris dataset with
four conditional attributes. When generating the 1000 rules (100iterations∗10 ants) for each
class, approximately 250 of them will have one term in the rule antecedent, 250 will have two
terms, 250 will have three terms, and 250 will have four. The number of unique rules that may
be created usingr attributes for this dataset is given by
nCr × 6r (6.3)
wherenCr is the number of unique combinations ofr attributes from a total ofn (i.e. the order of
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attribute-values in a rule antecedent is unimportant), and 6 is due to the fact that each attribute
in this dataset has domain size of six (low, medium, high, not low, not medium, not high)4.
For the Iris datasetn = 4 andr ranges from 1 to 4 so that there are 24 unique rules that may
be created for each class using one term in the rule antecedent, 216 ruleswith two terms, 864
with three terms, and 1,296 with four terms (i.e. one from each attribute).
With approximately 250 opportunities each to create rules of a different size, it is clear that
the solution space of smaller-sized rules is explored more than that of larger-sized rules. When
selecting the best rule for each class, it may therefore be reasonable that it tends to be smaller
rather than larger, resulting in a tendency for rulebases induced byRandom FRANTICto have
a lower complexity than those induced byFRANTIC-simpIRL.
This also explains what may seem the surprising result of a purely randommethod generating
a rulebase with comparable classification accuracy (94%) for the Iris dataet, when compared
with FRANTIC-simpIRLand the algorithms utilised in Chapter 8. It appears that for this par-
ticular dataset, smaller rules – with one or two terms – have generally greater gen alisation
power than larger rules (average rule size is 4terms/3 classes, Table 6.3(b)). With ample op-
portunity to create all possible unique one-term rules, and probably almostall of the unique
two-term rules for each class,Random FRANTICrulebases for this dataset therefore have a
very high classification acccuracy.
In general, though, it is not known in advance whether very short rules will be much more
accurate than medium-sized or large rules, and so unless a very large number of rules are
generated for each possible rule size, this approach is not a viable one.F r datasets with a
large number of attributes some way of constraining the search space is requ red, and this is
a role that the construction parametersminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold perform.
It is also as a consequence of these parameters restricting the search spce, that the standard
error of the mean and standard deviations for the accuracy ofFRANTIC-simpIRLrulebases are
on the whole smaller than those forRandom FRANTICrulebases – columns 2, 3 and 5, 6 of
Table 6.3(a).
6.4 The Richness of the Hypothesis Language
As described in Section 4.1.1,FRANTIC’s rule construction mechanism may be exploited so
that an increasingly expressive hypothesis language is used to induce rules. This section inves-
tigates the impact of the hypothesis language on the complexity and accuracy of the induced
4Formula 6.3 is greatly simplified due to the fact that the domain size of each attribute is equal, as it is for all
attributes in all datasets used here, with the exception of two attributes in the Water Treatment dataset that each
have two values.
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FRANTIC-simpIRLrulebases. Another important aspect of using a richer hypothesis language
in this work – that of the computational overhead incurred in constructing riche rules – is dis-
cussed in Section 7.3. Note that all experiments in this section (and in others unl s explicitly
mentioned) are carried out using both the heuristic information and pheromone trails.
6.4.1 Impact on Model Complexity
Figure 6.5 on the next page gives the average number of terms per rule for FRANTICrulebases
induced using simple propositional rules, propositional rules with internal disjunction, rules
with negated terms, and rules that include both negated terms and linguistic hedges. Terms
combined using internal disjunction are counted separately (for e.g.OUTLOOK=Cloudy OR
OUTLOOK=Rain are counted as two terms), while negated terms are counted as one (for e.g.
OUTLOOK=Not-Sunnyis counted as one). The statistics that generate the graphs in Fig. 6.5,
with associated standard error of the mean and standard deviations, are provided in Table C.5
on page 239.
It is clear from Fig. 6.5 that constructing rules from construction graphsthat have a larger
number of nodes (terms), produces solutions with a greater complexity (the standard error of
the mean is in most cases very small) – for each dataset, the curves representing the number of
terms for rulebases using negated terms, and those using negated terms andhedges lie higher
up on a graph. This is because a larger number of terms in the construction graph is more
likely to lead to a larger rule construction term set, with the consequence that more terms may
together satisfy the construction parameters criterion. Another possible contributing factor is
that negated terms are less specific (e.g.OUTLOOK=Not-Sunnyis OUTLOOK=CloudyOR Rain),
so that a larger number of negated terms may be included before rule construction terminates.
Apart from the graph of the Water Treatment dataset (Fig. 6.5(d)), forseveral or allconstruc-
tionThreshold values the curve indicating rules with negated termsand linguistic hedges lies
below the one indicating the use of negated terms only. It should be remembered that though
the construction graph for inducing rules with both negated terms and hedges has double the
number of nodes as the one for inducing rules with negated terms only, the solution validation
method allows each type of rule to contain at most one value from the domain of each attribute.
The number of terms for these two rule types is therefore dependent on a cmbination of the
constraints imposed by the construction parameters, the element of randomness utilised in rule
construction, and the training data itself.
The construction graph for constructing simple propositional rules and rules with internal dis-
junction contain the same number of nodes. However, the solution validation method allows the
latter rule type to retain in its antecedent more than one value from the domain of an attribute,


























































































simple propositional internal disjunction negated terms negation + hedges
(c) Glass
Figure 6.5: Number of terms per rule in FRANTIC-simpIRL induced rulebases using different
degrees of richness of the hypothesis language




















































simple propositional internal disjunction negated terms negation + hedges
(e) Leukaemia
Figure 6.5: Number of terms per rule in FRANTIC-simpIRL induced rulebases using different
degrees of richness of the hypothesis language (cont.)
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with the interpretation being that of internal disjunction for values from the same ttribute.
It is therefore quite possible that propositional rules with internal disjunctioin general con-
tain more terms in their antecedent than simple propositional rules. This is supported by the
graphs for almost all the datasets in Fig. 6.5, apart from that of the Water Treatment dataset
(Fig. 6.5(d)). This is likely to be due to the construction method for rules with internal dis-
junction – if all values from the domain of an attribute are added to a rule antecedent (which
can happen in practice), at the end of the rule construction process theyare removed, the in-
terpretation being that this attribute provides little discrimination for the class of therule in
question. For certain datasets, this may result in propositional rules with internal disjunction
actually being smaller than simple propositional rules.
6.4.2 Impact on Classification Accuracy
It should be observed that a large difference in the number of terms of a rulebase, as a result
of using different degrees of richness in the hypothesis language, need not result in a similarly
large difference in the accuracy of such rulebases. This is often the case for lower values of
constructionThreshold , where rulebases induced using a simpler knowledge representation
language may achieve a similar or even superior classification accuracy than rulebases induced
using a richer form of the language. Figure 6.6 on the next page shows the accuracy of rulebases
induced on all datasets using the different types ofIF-THEN rules, and the error bars denote the
standard error of the mean. The statistics that generate the graphs in Fig. 6.6 on the following
page are provided in Table C.6 on page 241.
Smaller values ofconstructionThreshold lead to larger rule construction term sets, which in
turn provides ants constructing rule antecedents with an opportunity to construct more rules,
some of which may be quite accurate irrespective of the simplicity of the form ofthe hypoth-
esis language. In some cases –constructionThreshold=0.5-0.55 for the Wine, Iris, Water
Treatment and Leukaemia datasets – rulebases consisting of simple propositional rules may
achieve an accuracy exceeding that of rulebases consisting of rules with negated terms, or with
negated terms and linguistic hedges. The greatest difference in the accuracies of rulebases con-
sisting of different rule types appears forconstructionThreshold ≥0.65 . Beyond this value,
richer forms of the hypothesis language are more likely to generate more accurate rulebases,
since the construction set for the simpler forms may simply be too small to create a vriety of
different rules.
Overall, therefore, it appears that rulebases consisting ofIF-THEN rules that include negated
terms, or negated terms and linguistic hedges, are more robust to changes incon truction-
Threshold – the accuracies achieved by these rule types vary less from oneconstruction-




































































simple propositional internal disjunction negated terms negation + hedges
(c) Glass
Figure 6.6: Accuracy of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of rich-
ness of the hypothesis language. Error bars denote standard error of the mean.













































simple propositional internal disjunction negated terms negation + hedges
(e) Leukaemia
Figure 6.6: Accuracy of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of rich-
ness of the hypothesis language. Error bars denote standard error of the mean (cont.)
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Threshold value to another, than those achieved by simple propositional rules, or rules with
internal disjunction. This is attributed in part to the size of the construction set,and in part to
the greater precision of terms contained within the set.
Note that though a term may not be represented to a sufficiently high degreein enough instances
in the training set to be included in the construction set for creating simple propositional rules,
its negated complement may well be included in the construction set for creatingrules with
negated terms, or rules with negated terms and linguistic hedges. Therefore, despite higher
values ofconstructionThreshold causing the size of corresponding construction sets to be-
come smaller, the sets are still sufficiently large to enable ants to create a varietyof rules, some
of which can adequately describe the underlying data.
A refinement to the above observation is that rules with both negated terms andlinguistic
hedges are also likely to be slightly more accurate than those with just negated terms (observed
in all graphs in Fig. 6.6). This is due to the fact that linguistic hedges are ableto d crease
or increase the precision of fuzzy terms, thus allowing ants to describe moreprecisely the
underlying patterns in a dataset.
Some anomalies are also worthy of note. Rulebases induced from the Wine datas t consisting
of simple propositional rules often achieve a higher classification accuracy th n those induced
using even negated terms and linguistic hedges (Fig. 6.6(a)). This may be partly due to this
dataset being considered a simple problem with linearly separable classes –imple rules are
therefore just as capable of distinguishing between the classes as more elaborate ones. Conse-
quently, if simple rules are sufficient, then the observation that rulebases consisting of simple
rules may achieve evenbetteraccuracy on this dataset is attributed to the likelihood that the
construction set is smaller – ants therefore have a greater opportunity to explore and construct
more of the different possible rules, enabling the system to choose the best on s. This is
supported by observing that the standard deviation for the accuracy ofrulebases consisting
of simple propositional rules tends to be smaller than that for those consisting of rules with
negated terms, or negated terms and hedges (Table C.6).
The Water Treatment dataset also presents interesting results. Figure 6.6(d) shows that for
constructionThreshold ≤0.65 , simple propositional rules and rules with internal disjunction
again achieve a classification accuracy greater than or comparable with that achieved by rules
with negated terms and hedges. However, for rulebases consisting of simplepro ositional
rules, Table C.6(d) on page 242 shows that the standard deviation for almost allconstruction-
Threshold values is uncommonly large, ranging from approximately 13 to 40.
Analysis of detailed results for the Water Treatment dataset shows that fortheseconstruction-
Threshold values, models are produced that achieve reasonable to high classification accuracy
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Table 6.4: Water Treatment dataset – classification accuracy per fold of a ten-fold cross-
validation run for FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness in
the hypothesis language. ‘Simple’ denotes rulebases containing simple propositional rules,
‘Disjunction’ denotes those containing rules with internal disjunction between attribute values,
‘Negation’ denotes rules containing negated terms, and ‘Hedges’ denotes rules that contain
both negated terms and hedges.
(a) constructionThreshold=0.55
Fold Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
1 92.31 89.74 66.67 79.49
2 0.00 55.26 68.42 76.32
3 68.42 81.58 68.42 73.68
4 76.32 94.74 68.42 78.95
5 81.58 94.74 65.79 73.68
6 89.47 97.37 86.84 84.21
7 91.89 100.00 83.78 81.08
8 100.00 100.00 86.49 89.19
9 91.89 100.00 75.68 78.38
10 78.38 89.19 72.97 72.97
Average 77.03 90.26 74.35 78.80
Std dev 28.7 13.6 8.4 5.1
(b) constructionThreshold=0.70
Fold Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
1 71.79 87.18 66.67 66.67
2 0.00 55.26 60.53 60.53
3 68.42 73.68 71.05 71.05
4 76.32 78.95 73.68 73.68
5 0.00 52.63 68.42 76.32
6 84.21 86.84 81.58 81.58
7 0.00 67.57 75.68 75.68
8 0.00 62.16 78.38 78.38
9 0.00 62.16 67.57 67.57
10 0.00 56.76 64.86 64.86
Average 30.07 68.32 70.84 71.63
Std dev 39.0 12.8 6.5 6.6
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(68%-100%) on all foldsexceptthe second one – rulebases induced using this fold, containing
simple propositional rules, generally achieve 0% accuracy. Table 6.4(a)on the previous page
shows the results of a ten-fold cross-validation run forFRANTICrulebases induced with the
different types of rules, andconstructionThreshold=0.55 . Rules with internal disjunction
perform better on Fold 2 than simple propositional rules, rules with negated terms achieve an
even better accuracy, and those that also include linguistic hedges peform the best. However,
it is also interesting to note that for all other folds, simple propositional rules and/or rules with
internal disjunction achieve the higher accuracies.
The picture changes forconstructionThreshold ≥0.70 , with increasing accuracy for rulebases
composed of the more descriptive rules, and decreasing accuracy forthose composed of the
simpler ones (Fig. 6.6(d)). Table 6.4(b) shows the results of a ten-fold crss-validation run for
FRANTICrulebases induced with the different types of rules andco structionThreshold=0.70 .
Due to the restriction imposed byconstructionThreshold (and byminInstPerRule ) on the
construction set, rulebases composed of simple propositional rules and those with internal dis-
junction now perform worse, resulting in a considerably lower average accur cy, whilst those
composed of rules with negated terms and negated terms and hedges overallperform similarly
to whenconstructionThreshold=0.55 .
Detailed investigation of the Leukaemia and Iris results yield similar findings. Forthe Leukae-
mia dataset withconstructionThreshold=0.50 , all forms of the hypothesis language perform
similarly on all folds except for Fold 8, where rulebases composed of simplepropositional
rules or those with internal disjunction achieve 83% accuracy, versus those composed of rules
with negated terms or negated terms and hedges which achieve only 50% accuracy. Again,
for greater values ofconstructionThreshold , the larger construction sets and more precise
terms enable the system to induce better rulebases. For the Iris dataset, different orms of the
hypothesis language yield different results depending on the fold andconstructionThreshold
value.
It seems clear, therefore, thatFRANTIC’s performance is dependent on the environment in
which it operates, as defined by the particular dataset instances in a fold,nd the system set-
tings. The use of a more descriptive form of the hypothesis language rend rs the system more
robust to changes over different training sets, and to changes for theconstructionThresh-
old parameter. However, it may well be possible to generate more accurate rulebases using
more simple forms of the hypothesis language. How this knowledge aboutFRANTIC’s per-
formance may be used to allow the system to adapt to its learning environment is discu sed in
Section 9.2.1.
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6.5 Summary
This chapter has explored the impact of different elements of the rule construction process on
the complexity and accuracy of the rulebases induced, and the speed at which optimal rulebases
are found. Though the focus of the experiments analysed and discussed in this chapter did not
include the impact of the number of iterations in an ACO, the convergence results presented do
indicate that for these datasets at least, convergence occurs reasonably quickly and well before
the maximum number of 50, 70 or 100 iterations.
The heuristic information and pheromone trails have little impact on the quality of therule-
bases, though the pheromones are essential in helping the system to converge to optimal or
near-optimal solutions. A search of the ACO-based literature for research that might confirm
or contradict these findings sheds little light. Several studies compare different heuristics or
pheromone updating strategies, but only a few attempt a more high-level investigation, and
these are generally on non-rule induction problems so that it is difficult to make any direct
comparisons. Reference [15], for instance, explores running an ACO-beam search hybrid al-
gorithm for solving open shop scheduling problems. The author observes that there is little
difference in the quality of the solutions produced, and attributes the strength of the algorithm
to the probabilistic beam search mechanism for constructing solutions. This issimilar to the
conclusions drawn here.
Work on Ant-Miner [148], however, also investigates running the system without the use of
pheromones. On one of the six datasets used there is little change in accuracy, and on the
remaining five there is an average accuracy decrease of 6% when compared with the accuracies
obtained using pheromones. The authors conclude that artificial pheromones are important to
the accuracy ofAnt-Miner induced rulebases. This is different from the conclusion drawn here,
but it is difficult at this stage to determine what might lead to these different results since there
are important differences between the two systems in both the rule construction mechanism,
and the overall strategy. A first step towards narrowing down spuriousdifferences would be
to test the two systems on the same datasets under the same conditions, though thisis lef for
future work.
It is also possible that runningFRANTICon other datasets may provide different results with
regards to the impact of the heuristic and pheromones – for the current datasets a small number
of iterations is sufficient to produce accurate rulebases with or without theuse of these features
of the rule construction process. However, for larger and more complexdatasets, both in terms
of number of instances and number of attributes, it is conceivable that the number of iterations
will need to be increased, and then the pheromones (and perhaps the heuristic) will be essential
for arriving at optimal solutions as soon as possible. There may also be anadditional beneficial
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impact on the accuracy of the rulebases induced.
Another avenue for future investigation is the impact of simplified strategy employed (where
only one rule is used to describe a class) on the utility of the heuristic informationnd phero-
mone trails. It is perhaps reasonable to assume that the first rule generated to d scribe a class
might be the easiest one to construct, since training is carried out on a full training set; subse-
quent rules to describe the same class are trained on much smaller training setssinc instances
that are covered by the first generated rule are removed. Therefore, th ugh the impact of the
heuristic information and pheromone trails might be minimal on the accuracy of thefirst gener-
ated rules, they may have a greater role to play in a fuller learning strategy where more than one
rule is generated to describe a class. Another potential benefit of these two lements is their
use in an ACO stopping criterion based on convergence, which might prevent unnecessary
computation. This is discussed in Section 7.3.2.
The rule construction parameters and the hypothesis language directly influence the complexity
of induced rulebases. Lower values for bothminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold lead
to larger rulebases (with regards to the total number of terms in a rulebase),and the use of the
richer forms of language also lead to increased complexity.
An increased facility to describe the underlying data need not necessarilybe accompanied by
an increase in the accuracy of the induced rulebase. Due to their larger construction sets, and
the greater precision of the terms these sets may contain, rules with negated terms and those
with both negated terms and hedges do achieve a reasonable performanceover mostconstruc-
tionThreshold values. However, in-depth analyses reveal the influence of other factors, and
there is a strong interdependency between the instances within a fold of the dataset, thecon-
structionThreshold parameter, and the particular form of the hypothesis language used. It
is also probable since there is a strong interaction betweenconstructionThreshold andmin-
InstPerRule , and since the latter parameter also exerts a direct influence on the size of th
construction set, thatminInstPerRule also has an impact on the final results.
Chapter 7
Inducing a Complete Rulebase
This chapter investigates the impact that the overall induction strategy has onthe induced rule-
bases – the classification accuracy, model complexity, and robustness to changes in several pa-
rameters are explored. The advantages and limitations of the different strategies are discussed,
as are ways of resolving their current limitations.
Section 7.1 explores the iterative rule learning (IRL) approach and compares the simplified
version with the full one. Section 7.2 introduces a simplified form of the simultaneous rule
learning (SRL) strategy and compares this against the simplified iterative learning strategy.
Section 7.3 discusses the computational complexity of the strategies presented, compares them,
and identifies several ways in which the computational performance may be improved for future
FRANTICenhancements and implementations.
In all tables and figures in this chaptersimpIRLdenotes results produced byFRANTICrunning
in simplified IRL mode,fullIRL denotes results obtained by running in full IRL mode, and
simpSRLdenotes those obtained by running in SRL mode. TheFRANTICparameter settings
used to generate the results presented are given in Table 7.1 on the following page for full
IRL mode, and in Table 7.6 on page 140 for simplified SRL modes. Parameter setting for
simplified IRL mode are presented in Chapter 6, Table 6.1.
As for the results discussed in Chapter 6, in these experiments theconstructionThreshold
parameter is always set to the values in the range[0.50,0.95], with a step value of 0.05, and
generally the form of the hypothesis language used is rules that contain negated terms, the
number of ants is 10, and theminInstPerRule setting for each dataset is as indicated in the
tables. The value forminInstPerRule is generally dataset dependent, though it appears to be
less so when running in full IRL mode (at least for the datasets used here). When parameter
settings are varied in some experiments, the additional values used are indicated in the brackets.
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Table 7.1: FRANTIC-fullIRL parameter settings for exploring the system’s performance
Wine Iris Glass WT Leuk
representation — Negation (Simple, Disjunction, Hedges) —
constructionThreshold — 0.50, 0.55, ..., 0.90, 0.95 —
minInstPerRule (30%,40%) 50% (40%) 50% (60%) (30%,40%) 50% 50% (60%,70%) 40% (50%,60%)
numAnts (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10
numIterations 50 100 50 100 70
fitnessThreshold 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
removalThreshold 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
maxClassInstUncovered 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%
Some parameter settings for simplified and full IRL are determined after running preliminary
experiments and this is detailed in Section 5.5; other parameters are used at a def ult value.
The parameter settings for running in simplified SRL mode are, however, in noway optimised
– SRL is run using the same settings as for simplified IRL, with the exception ofnumIteration
– since simplified SRL conducts more evaluations than simplified IRL, and in order to make
the comparison between the two approaches more equitable,numIterations is reduced to 30
for simplified SRL.
Error bars on graphs depicting the accuracy of induced rulebases denote the standard error of
the mean (SEM). Error bars are not generally included in graphs illustrating model complexity
(since they tend to be very small), but the SEM is included in tables that detail thefigur s giving
rise to the graphs. Tables also generally include the standard deviation (STD). ince 10 ten-fold
cross-validations are carried out, the STD is the average of the 10 standard deviations obtained
from each of the 10 cross-validations (this gives an indication ofFRANTIC’s robustness to the
different training sets used inone ten-fold cross-validation, though the inherent randomness
in the algorithm will also have some impact), and the SEM is the standard deviation of the 10
average accuracies from each of the 10 cross-validations (this givesan estimate of the reliability
of the main statistic presented in a graph or table).
7.1 Iterative Rule Learning Performance
This section investigates the two variants ofFRANTIC’s iterative rule learning mode – the
simplified version where only one rule is used to describe each class, and the full version where
more than one rule may be generated for a class. The two variants are compared with regards
to their impact on model accuracy and complexity – Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 respectively.
The number of extra rules created in the full version is determined by several user-defined sys-
tem settings – the rule construction parametersminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold
(relevant for both simplified and full IRL), and the parametersmaxClassInstUncovered , fit-
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Table 7.2: Comparison of FRANTIC rulebases induced using the simplified (simpIRL) and full
(fullIRL) modes of the iterative rule learning strategy
(a) Classification accuracy (%) and standard
error of the mean (+/-)
simpIRL fullIRL
% +/- % +/-
Wine 93.01 0.77 93.89 1.22
Iris 95.33 0.00 95.33 0.00
Glass 55.63 1.64 58.41 2.21
WT 90.42 0.62 93.07 0.00
Leuk 95.63 1.55 95.07 1.72
(b) Number of rules and number of terms in a
rule
simpIRL fullIRL
Rules Terms Rules Terms
Wine 3.00 5.61 6.00 7.58
Iris 3.00 2.00 3.40 2.03
Glass 6.00 6.58 12.00 7.67
WT 2.00 1.44 4.00 3.23
Leuk 2.00 10.74 2.82 3.65
nessThreshold and removalThreshold (necessary only for full IRL). As explained in
Section 5.5,FRANTICappears relatively robust to many parameters, so that the focus in this
chapter is again mainly on the rule construction parameters. However, the poential of max-
ClassInstUncovered is briefly discussed in Section 8.3 when discussingFRANTIC’s perfor-
mance on the extremely imbalanced Water Treatment dataset, and the possibility ofentirely
removing or automating the setting of the other two parameters is discussed in Section 4.3.4 on
page 69.
Other parameters –numAnts andrepresentation – are also varied in their settings so that more
general conclusions may be drawn with regards to the limitations and advantages of these two
variants. Details are provided where appropriate.
7.1.1 Classification Accuracy
This section compares the two versions of the IRL strategy with regards to classific tion ac-
curacy. The influence that additional rules may have on accuracy is explor d from different
angles – the impact on the different forms of the hypothesis language, andhow the results vary
over different values forconstructionThreshold . First, a summary of the results for the two
variants is presented.
Table 7.2 shows statistics for the rulebases achieving the highest accuracies induced using the
two different IRL variants – Table 7.2(a) gives the average accuracy(and standard error of the
mean), and Table 7.2(b) the corresponding average number of rules in aruleb se, and the av-
erage number of terms per rule. Simplified IRL accuracy statistics are selected from those pre-
sented in Tables C.6 and C.4, with corresponding rulebase complexity statisticsin Tables C.5
and C.3. The equivalent statistics for full IRL induced rulebases are found in Tables D.1 and
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D.4 for accuracy details, and in Tables??and?? for complexity details.
Rulebases induced using full IRL for the Wine, Glass and Water Treatmentdatasets achieve a
higher classification accuracy than those induced using simplified IRL (with acorresponding
increase in the number of rules and/or terms in a rule), rulebases induced using either method
on the Iris dataset achieve the same classification accuracy (with a similar model complexity),
while those induced using simplified IRL for the Leukaemia dataset achieve thegreater accu-
racy (again with a corresponding increase in model complexity). Though on t e whole extra
rules in a rulebase appear to provide some benefit with regards to classifiction accuracy, the
extent of this benefit is not clear, and other factors are taken into account in order to exactly de-
termine the advantages offered by full IRL, and clarify where and whenit fails when compared
with the simplified version.
Increased robustness to constructionThresholdand representation
Figure 7.1 on the following page presents the classification accuracy achieved by each form of
the hypothesis language for each dataset, forFRANTIC-fullIRLinduced rulebases. When com-
pared with the equivalent figure showing the results forFRANTIC-simpIRLinduced rulebases
(Fig. 6.6 on page 108), several observations may be made. The additional rules that may be
induced using a full IRL approach render the system more robust to changes in two parameters:
• in Fig. 7.1 the curves representing the different types of rules are closer t g ther than
those in Fig. 6.6 – there is less of a difference between the performance ofrulebases
induced using different forms of the hypothesis language;
• the points on most curves in Fig. 7.1 lie in a smaller vertical portion of the graph –there
is less variance in the accuracies achieved for each form of the hypothesis language for
the differentconstructionThreshold values.
The first point suggests that extra rules to describe a class somewhat make up for a less de-
scriptive and/or precise form of the hypothesis language – when running FRANTIC in full
IRL mode, rulebases induced with simple propositional rules or rules with internal disjunction
achieve accuracies closer to those achieved by rulebases composed ofrul s with negated terms,
or rules with negated terms and linguistic hedges.
The box-and-whiskers plots in Fig. 7.2 on page 123 provide more evidence to support the sec-
ond observation – they compare the level of dispersion in accuracies of simplified IRL and full
IRL induced rulebases. Tables C.6 and D.1 are used to generate these plots, and they present
the accuracies of the induced rulebases using different forms of the hypothesis language. The
plots provide a measure of the robustness of these induced rulebases to changes in settings for




































































simple propositional internal disjunction negated terms negation + hedges
(c) Glass
Figure 7.1: Accuracy of FRANTIC-fullIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness
of the hypothesis language













































simple propositional internal disjunction negated terms negation + hedges
(e) Leukaemia
Figure 7.1: Accuracy of FRANTIC-fullIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness
of the hypothesis language (cont.)
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Table 7.3: FRANTIC induced rulebases for the Saturday Morning Problem dataset – Rulebase
A induced using simplified IRL: R1-R3, 93.75% accuracy; Rulebase B induced using full IRL:
R1-R4, 87.50% accuracy
R1 IF OUTLOOK is NOT Rain AND TEMPERATUREis NOT Cool AND HUMID -
ITY is Normal ANDWIND is Not-windy THENVolleyball
R2 IF OUTLOOK is NOT Rain AND TEMPERATUREis Hot THENSwimming
R3 IF TEMPERATUREis NOT Hot AND WIND is Windy THENWeightlifting
R4 IF OUTLOOK is NOT Sunny AND TEMPERATURE is NOT Mild THEN
Weightlifting
theconstructionThreshold parameter – the top and bottom whiskers indicate respectively the
maximum and minimum average accuracy achieved by rulebases forconstructionThreshold
values in the range [0.50,0.95] (and hence the overall range of accuracies), and the box in-
dicates the range in which 50% of the accuracies lie. The smaller the overall range and the
smaller the box, the more robustness to changes in this parameter is exhibited. With a few ex-
ceptions there is less variance in the accuracy of rulebases induced using full IRL, than there is
for the accuracies of those induced using simplified IRL – the full range ofaccuracies is often
smaller for full IRL rulebases, and generally, 50% of the accuracies attained lie in a smaller
range.
Competing fuzzy rules
What is also made obvious by the boxplots in Fig. 7.2 on page 123 is that it is notalways a
full IRL induced rulebase that achieves the greatest accuracy for each different form of the
hypothesis language. This is thought to be due mainly to the nature of fuzzy rles and how
they interact during classification. A simple example illustrates how this potential prob em
often arises by inducing rules via an iterative rule learning approach.
Table 7.3 lists the rules induced byFRANTICwhen running in IRL mode on the Saturday
Morning Problem dataset. This dataset is a small artificial one originally usedin the induc-
tion of crisp decision trees [157]. It has four condition attributes and sixteen instances, each
classified as to which sport should be played on a Saturday morning depending on the weather
conditions. It has been extensively used by both crisp and fuzzy induction algorithms when
introducing new machine learning techniques. Due to its small size it has not been us d in this
work for comparison with other algorithms in Chapter 8, but the rulebases induced from this
dataset still serve to highlight a fundamental point in fuzzy inferencing.
RulebaseA which consists of rules R1–R3 in Table 7.3 is one of the rulebases commonly
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Figure 7.2: Dispersion of accuracies achieved by FRANTIC simplified and full IRL rulebases
induced over different constructionThreshold values. Yellow box plots denote simplified IRL
induced rulebases, and green box plots denote full IRL induced rulebases.
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Figure 7.2: Dispersion of accuracies achieved by FRANTIC simplified and full IRL rulebases
induced over different constructionThreshold values. Yellow box plots denote simplified IRL
induced rulebases, and green box plots denote full IRL induced rulebases. (cont.)
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Table 7.4: Fuzzy rule interaction and classification
Inst. Actual Degree of match Classification
ID Class R1(VB) R2(SW) R3(WL) R4(WL) RbA RbB
5 WL 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.7 WL WL
6 WL 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.7 WL WL
7 WL 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.0 WL WL
10 WL 0.1 0.0 0.9 0.9 WL WL
13 WL 0.0 0.2 0.8 0.8 WL WL
14 WL 0.3 0.0 0.7 0.7 WL WL
15 WL 0.0 0.0 0.8 1.0 WL WL
8 VB 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.8 VB WL
produced whenFRANTICis run in simplified IRL mode, achieving an accuracy of 93.75% on
the dataset. RulebaseB consists of rules R1–R4 and is often induced whenFRANTICis run in
full IRL mode, achieving an accuracy of 87.50%.
Table 7.4 highlights a potential problem with fuzzy rule interaction during classification. The
first column is an instance identifier of some of the instances in the dataset, the second provides
the actual class of an instance, while columns 3–6 give the degree of match between a fuzzy
rule from Table 7.3 and an instance. The abbreviation in brackets followinga rule identifier
denotes the class the rule describes: VB–olleyball, SW–Swimming, and WL–Weightlifting.
Column 7 of Table 7.4 gives the classification made by RulebaseA (Rb A), while the last
column gives the classification made by RulebaseB (Rb B). It should be remembered that an
instance is classified by the fuzzy rule with the highest degree of match.
Consider now only the instances that actually describeWeightlifting (instances in Table 7.4
with ‘WL’ in column 2) – RulebaseB is a closer match to the data than RulebaseA, since the
additional rule R4 describingWeightliftingachieves a very high degree of match with all WL
instances. However, R4 also achieves the highest degree of match of allrules with instance 8,
and thereforemisclassifies this instance. Note that RulebaseA (rules R1-R3), though occasion-
ally achieving a lower degree of match with WL instances than RulebaseB, till manages to
correctly classify all WL instances,and avoids misclassifying instance 8. This issue arises as
a direct consequence of the strategy used to induce the complete fuzzy rulebase – in iterative
rule learning the fuzzy rules are added to the final rulebase sequentially,and without taking into
account how they may interact with rules describing different classes alrady in the rulebase,
or with other rules that may be added later on.
The example above is an extreme – though real – one. The same thing is observed when looking
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at detailed results for the Glass dataset, for instance. Generally, theminInstPerRule value
chosen from the exploratory runs described in Section 5.5 are different for runningFRANTIC
in these two modes. However, for the Glass dataset 50% appears to provide higher accuracies
for both modes. The same six rules are therefore often induced for the twovariants, with
an additional two – one extra for the first two classes – for full IRL. These xtra two rules
increase the degrees of membership for several test instances whose actual class labels may
or may not be the same class as the rules. The degree of membership for non-same class
instances are sometimes increased to an extent that they are misclassified by one of the extra
rules, causing the overall accuracy of full IRL-induced rulebases tobe less than that achieved
by simplified IRL-induced ones. For the Leukaemia dataset, the same rules are not induced
by the simplified and full IRL modes, but again, extra rules induced by the full version often
end up competing with rules that describe other classes, and win in the misclassification of
non-same class instances.
Though one is able to determine the reason why extra rules may not always result in improved
accuracy, it is difficult to generalise these findings over the datasets, i.e.to predict whether one
dataset is more likely to require additional rules for some classes than another dataset. For
the Wine and Water Treatment datasets there is some benefit obtained from extra rules for all
forms of the hypothesis language used. For the Iris dataset this is less obvious though the dif-
ferences in maximum accuracy achieved are small. However, the Iris dataset h an exactly
equal distribution between the classes, the Wine dataset an approximately equa distribution,
but the Water Treatment dataset is highly imbalanced. The classes in the Wine dataset are
known to be linearly separable, while two classes in the Iris dataset are not.Fur hermore,
simple clustering techniques used on the Leukaemia dataset suggest that thetwo classes are
also highly separable, yet additional rules for this dataset often lead to inferior average accu-
racies perconstructionThreshold value for rules with negated terms, and those with negated
terms and linguistic hedges. No consistent patterns, either, may be discerned in th number of
instances in a dataset, the number of conditional attributes, or the number of class labels.
It is thought, therefore, that the advantage – or disadvantage – conferred by additional rules
is dependent mainly on the environment in which rules are constructed, as define by the
particular form of the hypothesis language used, the settings forminInstPerRule and con-
structionThreshold , and the probabilistic construction process. A beneficial side effect of
the strong influence between these elements is that it appears to makeFRANTIC– whether
operating in simplified or full IRL mode – robust to the inherent characteristics of the datasets,
such as the degree of class separability and distribution. This robustnessis di cussed again in
Chapter 8, when comparingFRANTICwith other learning algorithms.
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7.1.2 Model Complexity
This section investigates the impact thatFRANTIC’s full IRL strategy has on the number of
rules in the final rulebase, and the size of the rule antecedents.
Impact of minInstPerRule
Figure 7.3 on page 128 illustrates the impact ofminInstPerRule on the number of rules in a
rulebase, over a range ofconstructionThreshold values. The number of rules induced using
simplified IRL is always equal to the number of classes in a dataset, but is included in the figure
as a convenient reference point.
It is clear from Fig. 7.3 that for eachconstructionThreshold value, higher values ofminInst-
PerRule generally lead to an equal or smaller average number of rules in a rulebase, th n lower
values ofminInstPerRule . This is because the higher the value ofminInstPerRule , the greater
the number of instances a constructed rule must cover. Consequently, in full IRL, in between
ACO runs aimed at discovering rules to describe the same class, the greateris th number of
instances that are removed from the training set. Hence, if during construction each rule is
constrained to cover a larger number of instances for a particular class,then fewer rules are
likely to be required to cover all the instances for that class (excluding the proportion set by
maxClassInstUncovered ).
As Section 4.2.1 outlines, the parametersmaxClassInstUncovered andremovalThreshold are
also highly likely to have a direct impact on the number of rules in a rulebase: for any specific
minInstPerRule setting, the greater the value ofmaxClassInstUncovered the fewer the rules
likely to be necessary to cover the required proportion of class instances; similarly, the lower
the value ofremovalThreshold , the greater the number of class instances removed in between
ACO runs, leading again to a likelihood of fewer rules necessary to coverthe required number
of class instances.
Section 6.3 explored the impact of the rule construction parameters on the number of termsin
a rule (antecedent), though the rulebases investigated there are induced using simplified IRL.
Figure 7.4 on page 130 illustrates the average number of terms per rule in rulebases induced
using full IRL for differentminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold values. For the Iris,
Glass and Water Treatment datasets (Figs. 7.4(b)–7.4(d)), the results are very similar to those
shown in Figs. 6.4(b)–6.4(d) on page 99 for simplified IRL rulebases – thelow r the values for
both minInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold , the greater the number of terms in a rule
antecedent.
However, this is not the case for full IRL induced rulebases for the Winea d Leukaemia






































































fullIRL-30% fullIRL-40% fullIRL-50% simpIRL-50%
(c) Glass
Figure 7.3: Impact of the minInstPerRule parameter on the number of rules in FRANTIC-fullIRL
induced rulebases















































fullIRL-40% fullIRL-50% fullIRL-60% simpIRL-90%
(e) Leukaemia
Figure 7.3: Impact of the minInstPerRule parameter on the number of rules in FRANTIC-fullIRL
induced rulebases (cont.)
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Table 7.5: Change of minInstPerRule values in between ACO runs during full IRL
Wine dataset,constructionThreshold=0.75
minInstPerRule= p% (m) p ′% (m ′)
class A 30% (16) 72% (13)
class B 30% (19) 72% (16)
class C 30% (13) 69% (9)
class A 40% (21) 64% (9)
class B 40% (25) 62% (10)
class C 40% (17) 63% (7)
class A 50% (27) 29% (2)
class B 50% (32) 54% (7)
class C 50% (22) 50% (4)
datasets. Figure 7.4(a) depicting the results for the Wine dataset, shows that for construction-
Threshold ≥0.80 , the average number of terms per rule induced usingmi InstPerRule=30% is
actually lower than the numbers forminInstPerRule=40% or minInstPerRule=50% . Similarly
for the Leukaemia dataset (Fig. 7.4(e)), forc nstructionThreshold ≥0.55 .
These anomalies are thought to occur due to the dynamic nature of theminInstPerRule pa-
rameter. During full IRL, at the beginning of the first ACO run to find a ruleto describe a
class, the originalminInstPerRule percentage value, sayp% of the class instances, is turned
into an integral value, saym class instances. Once the best rule produced by the first ACO
has been determined, and the class instances covered by this rule removedfrom the training
set, the remaining number of class instances may be fewer than the system required total of at
leastmplus the number specified bymaxClassInstUncovered (Fig. 4.9 on page 68 line (4)). A
new absolute value forminInstPerRule is therefore determined according to line (5), saym ′,
and used in the next ACO.m ′ will be lower in value than the originalm instances, but the
corresponding newp ′%, i.e. the proportion of remaining class instances thatm ′ represents,
may be the same as, less or greater than the originalp%.
In the particular cases mentioned above for the Wine and Leukaemia datasets, p ′% tended to
be such that the balance between the two rule construction parameters changed considerably
from its original definition. For instance, Table 7.5 presents detailed resultsfor the Wine dataset
gathered during the induction of full IRL rulebases withconstructionThreshold=0.75 and for
different minInstPerRule values. The first column indicates a specific class, the second its
original minInstPerRule percentage and absolute values, and the third its newminInstPerRule
values after training instances covered by the best rule of the first ACO have been removed.
FRANTICIRL runs for this dataset that start withminInstPerRule andconstructionThresh-
old values of 30% and 0.75 respectively, end up running with values of 71% (p ′ averaged




























































































Figure 7.4: Impact of the minInstPerRule parameter on number of terms in a rule in FRANTIC-
fullIRL induced rulebases




























































Figure 7.4: Impact of the minInstPerRule parameter on number of terms in a rule in FRANTIC-
fullIRL induced rulebases (cont.)
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over the three classes) and 0.75, those starting with 40% and 0.75 change to63% and 0.75, and
those with 50% and 0.75 to 44% and 0.75. This is what causes the average numb r of terms in
a rule for rulebases induced usingminInstPerRule=50% to be greater than those induced with
minInstPerRule=30% , for instance, when one would normally expect the average value to be
lower (Fig. 7.4(a),constructionThreshold ≥0.75 ).
This conclusion is reinforced by looking at the results obtained fromsimplifiedandfull IRL in-
duced rulebases induced using the sameminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold settings,
Fig. 7.5 on page 134 – the difference for the average number of terms in a rule between sim-
plified and full IRL induced rulebases is small (note the scale on the y-axis for each dataset).
However, where the number of terms per rule produced is the same for fullIRL as for simplified
IRL induced rulebases (Fig. 7.5(b) Iris datasetconstructionThreshold ≥0.70 , and Fig. 7.5(d)
Water Treatment datasetconstructionThreshold ≥0.85 ), and hence when there is definitely no
change inminInstPerRule values, the average number of terms per rule is practically identical.
The dynamic nature of this parameter also accounts for two further observations that may be
made about Fig. 7.3, regarding the number ofules in a full IRL induced rulebase. For some
datasets and someconstructionThreshold settings, different values ofminInstPerRule lead
to the same number of rules (e.g. the Wine and Iris datasets), and in one casea high rminInst-
PerRule value leads to a larger number of rules than a lowerminInstPerRule value (Fig. 7.3(c)
Glass dataset,constructionThreshold=0.85 ). Both these may be attributed to a changingmin-
InstPerRule , which as Table 7.5 demonstrates, may go down as well as up.
The fact thatminInstPerRule may increase considerably from its original value, when inducing
extra rules to describe a class (e.g. from 30% to 70% in Table 7.5), may also provide a partial
explanation as to why extra rules end up competing with rules describing different classes – a
form of over-fitting may be occurring during the construction of these additional rules due to
the highminInstPerRule value. The automatic updating of this parameter may be amended so
that its original value remains valid throughout induction. This could be achieved by setting
new absolute values based on the original percentage (p%) and the remaining number of class
instances in the training set (r), i.e.
m ′ = (p%× r) (7.1)
This would maintain a more consistent control over the complexity of the inducedr l base, and
may result in improved accuracy. The possibility of exploring this in future work is discussed
in Section 9.2.2.


























































































Figure 7.5: Number of terms per rule in simplified and full IRL induced FRANTIC rulebases

























































Figure 7.5: Number of terms per rule in simplified and full IRL induced FRANTIC rulebases
(cont.)

























































































simple propositional internal disjunction negated terms negation + hedges
(c) Glass
Figure 7.6: Number of terms per rule in FRANTIC-fullIRL induced rulebases using different
forms of the hypothesis language


























































simple propositional internal disjunction negated terms negation + hedges
(e) Leukaemia
Figure 7.6: Number of terms per rule in FRANTIC-fullIRL induced rulebases using different
forms of the hypothesis language (cont.)
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Impact of the Hypothesis Language
Figure 7.6 on page 135 shows the average number of terms per rule forFRANTIC-fullIRL
induced rulebases using different forms of the hypothesis language. The equivalent figure for
FRANTIC-simpIRLinduced rulebases is Fig. 6.5 on page 105.
It is clear that the form of the hypothesis language used has the same general effect on each of
the two modes of the learning strategy, for all the datasets tested. As explained in S ction 6.4,
rulebases induced using the larger problem graphs as a result of including negated terms and
linguistic hedges, generate larger rule antecedents and so their curves liehigher up on the
graph of each dataset. And, due to the size of the construction term set that is determined
by the settings forminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold , all forms of the hypothesis
language follow a general downward trend in rule antecedent size as thevalue ofconstruc-
tionThreshold increases.
The similarities between the two versions of IRL are observed despite the fact that different
minInstPerRule values are often used for a dataset during simplified and full IRL (the param-
eter tends to be set to a lower value for full IRL), and its value often changes between ACO
runs during full IRL. This therefore serves to reinforce the conclusion reached in Section 6.4,
about the influence of the form of the hypothesis language on rule construction.
Since in full IRL more than one rule may be created to describe a class, it is informative to
investigate whether the form of the hypothesis language used also has an impact on the number
of rules in a rulebase. Figure 7.7 on the next page shows the average number of rules induced
for FRANTIC-fullIRLrulebases using different forms of the hypothesis language (the graphs
relate to the same rulebases whose average terms per rule have been shown in the preceding
Fig. 7.6).
The only clear generalisation that may be made over all datasets is related to rulebases that are
made up of propositional rules with internal disjunction between values of thesame attribute –
they are often smaller in size than rulebases containing rules constructed using other forms of
the hypothesis language, and there appears to be a slight upward trend inthe rulebase size as
constructionThreshold increases.
The first observation is attributed directly to the use of internal disjunction between attribute
values. For instance, the rule:
IF OUTLOOK is Cloudy OR Rain ANDTEMPERATUREis Cool THENWeightlifting
is likely to cover more instances in the training set than, for instance,
IF OUTLOOK is Cloudy ANDTEMPERATUREis Cool THENWeightlifting




































































simple propositional internal disjunction negated terms negation + hedges
(c) Glass
Figure 7.7: Number of rules in FRANTIC-fullIRL induced rulebases using different forms of the
hypothesis language















































simple propositional internal disjunction negated terms negation + hedges
(e) Leukaemia
Figure 7.7: Number of rules in FRANTIC-fullIRL induced rulebases using different forms of the
hypothesis language (cont.)
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Table 7.6: FRANTIC-simpSRL parameter settings for exploring the system’s performance
Wine Iris Glass WT Leuk
representation — Negation (Simple, Disjunction, Hedges) —
constructionThreshold — 0.50, 0.55, ..., 0.90, 0.95 —
minInstPerRule (50%) 60% (70%) (40%,50%) 60% 50% (60%,70%) 70% (80%,90%) (70%,80%) 90%
numAnts (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10 (2,4) 6 (2,6) 10
numIterations 30 30 30 30 70
and probably at least as many as
IF OUTLOOK is NOT Sunny ANDTEMPERATUREis Cool THENWeightlifting1
The more instances that are covered by a chosen best rule, the more thatare removed from the
training set in between ACO runs, and hence the fewer rules necessaryto cover the required
class instances. The total number of rules in a rulebase is therefore smaller.
The second observation is attributed to the pressure that an increasingconstructionThreshold
value exerts on the rule construction term set. As discussed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, the greater
the value the fewer the terms likely to meet the constraints imposed by the construction param-
eters. As explained, this also results in smaller rule antecedents, including fewer disjunctions
between attribute values, and hence, fewer instances removed in betweenACO runs. It appears
that for the other forms of the hypothesis language, it is theminInstPerRule parameter that has
direct and sole control over the number of rules in a rulebase.
7.2 Simultaneous Rule Learning Performance
As illustrated in the preceding section, more rules in a rulebase need not result in more accurate
rulebases. This is attributed to one or two reasons:
1. rules induced later on to describe the same class may be overfitting the training data due
to an inappropriately controlled changingminInstPerRule , and/or
2. the rulebase selection method, which determines and adds rules to the finalruleb se
without taking into account how the rules that are added later interact with rules already
in the rulebase.
This section therefore explores a different rule learning strategy where rules are constructed and
evaluated simultaneously, and compares the performance of rulebases induced in this manner
1Note that in finding the degree of match between a fuzzy rule and a fuzzy instance, the rule antecedents
IF OUTLOOK is CloudyOR Rain and IF OUTLOOK is NOTSunnyare not necessarily exactly equivalent – the
resulting degree of match between the first compound conditon (i.e. with internal disjunction) and the fuzzy values
in an instance is likely to be different from the degree of match between the negated term in the second antecedent
and the fuzzy values in the same instance. Section A.4 describes how these degrees are determined.
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with that of those produced using the more common iterative rule learning strategy. In the
current implementation of SRL only one rule is produced to describe each class, and so SRL
induced rulebases are compared against those produced by simplified IRL. Restricting each
of the differentFRANTIClearning strategies to produce only one rule per class allows one to
attribute any difference in performance directly to the rule learning approach, nd not to any
additional rules.
Note that the parameter settings for running in simplified SRL mode (Table 7.6) have in no
way been optimised – they have been deliberately set (almost) the same as thosefor running
FRANTIC in simplified IRL mode (Table 6.1). The SRL approach is more computationally
expensive with regards to the rule evaluation process than the IRL approach, and so in order
to test whether this approach may achieve reasonable results at a lower computational cost the
number of iterations is reduced for most datasets from 50 or 70 or 100 to 30. This parameter
setting for the Leukaemia dataset was inadvertently set to the same value as for when inducing
rulebases using simplified IRL strategy. The results in the following Section 7.3that discuss
convergence for the two strategies, however, strongly indicate that very similar results are likely
to have been attained ifnumIterations had also been set to the lower value used for the other
datasets. The number of ants for the Glass dataset is reduced from 10 to 6to speed up the
generation of results – this issue of increased computational expense using an SRL rulebase
evaluation strategy, and ways of resolving it, are discussed in detail in Section 7.3. It is likely
that in general some effort at tuning parameters specifically for the SRL strategy is necessary
and will yield better results.
The following Section 7.2.1 compares the simplified iterative rule learning strategy with the
simplified simultaneous rule learning one with regards to classification accuracy, and investi-
gates why and when simplified SRL produces improved results, and why andwhen it does not.
This is found to be not only dependent on the actual rule learning strategy, but also on the way
the selection of the final rules or rulebases is made, and highlights the consequent impact on
pheromone trails for both IRL and SRL.
Section 7.2.2 compares the size of the rule antecedents produced by the simplified IRL and
SRL approaches. As might be expected, since the rule discovery mechanism is identical in
both strategies, very similar results are obtained and these are presented hre in brief for the
sake of completeness.
7.2.1 Classification Accuracy
Table 7.7 on the following page shows statistics for the rulebases achieving the hig est accu-
racies induced using the two different rule learning strategies – Table 7.7(a) gives the average
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Table 7.7: Comparison of FRANTIC rulebases induced using iterative (simpIRL) and simultane-
ous (simpSRL) rule learning strategies
(a) Classification accuracy (%) and standard
error of the mean (+/-)
simpIRL simpSRL
% +/- % +/-
Wine 93.01 0.77 93.07 1.30
Iris 95.33 0.00 96.00 0.00
Glass 55.63 1.64 61.81 1.28
WT 90.42 0.62 85.25 0.00
Leuk 95.63 1.55 94.29 1.29
(b) Number of rules and number of terms in a
rule
simpIRL simpSRL
Rules Terms Rules Terms
Wine 3.00 5.61 3.00 5.48
Iris 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.67
Glass 6.00 6.58 6.00 6.55
WT 2.00 1.44 2.00 2.00
Leuk 2.00 10.74 2.00 12.62
accuracy (and standard deviation), and Table 7.7(b) the corresponding average number of rules
in a rulebase, and the average number of terms per rule. Note that the results presented for
the IRL strategy are the same as those presented in Table 7.2 on page 117. The accuracy
statistics for simplified SRL induced rulebases are selected from Tables D.7 and D.9, and from
Tables D.8 and D.10 for complexity details.
Table 7.7(a) shows that in three datasets (Wine, Iris and Glass) rulebases induced using the
simultaneous rule learning approach perform slightly better than those produced using the it-
erative approach, and in the remaining two datasets the reverse is true. For the Glass dataset
the accuracy improvement afforded by the SRL approach is non-negligible, but for the Water
Treatment dataset the decrease in accuracy obtained using this approach is also significant.
However, these are very high level results and an in-depth analysis yields much more useful
and interesting information.
Figure 7.8 on the following page is produced using the data in Table C.6 for IRL values, and
Table D.7 for SRL values. The tables present the accuracies of the induced r lebases using dif-
ferent forms of the knowledge representation language. The box-and-whisker plots in Fig. 7.8
give an indication of how robust these induced rulebases are with respect to changes in settings
for theconstructionThreshold parameter. The top and bottom whiskers indicate respectively
the maximum and minimum average accuracy achieved by rulebases forconstructionThresh-
old values in the range [0.50,0.95] (and hence the overall range of accuracies), and the box
indicates the range in which 50% of the accuracies lie. The smaller the overallrange and the
smaller the box, the more robustness to changes in this parameter is exhibited. Na urally, where
on the vertical scale these plots lie is also important – a plot may exhibit extreme robustness to
a parameter, but may also achieve a very low accuracy.
Several observations may be made from Fig. 7.8:
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Figure 7.8: Dispersion of accuracies achieved by FRANTIC rulebases induced over different
constructionThreshold values. Yellow box plots denote simplified IRL induced rulebases, and
green box plots denote simplified SRL induced rulebases.
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Figure 7.8: Dispersion of accuracies achieved by FRANTIC rulebases induced over different
constructionThreshold values. Yellow box plots denote simplified IRL induced rulebases, and
green box plots denote simplified SRL induced rulebases. (cont.)
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• Rulebases induced using the SRL approach often exhibit an increased robustness to the
constructionThreshold value – the overall range is smaller than for rulebases induced
using the IRL approach, and/or 50% of these accuracies lie in a smaller range;
• The highest accuracy is as often achieved by an IRL induced rulebase, as by an SRL
induced rulebase, with the exception that,
• Rulebases containing rules with internal disjunction consistently perform better if in-
duced using the IRL approach, than if induced using the SRL approach.
This section analyses these observations in more detail, explores reasonsfor their generation,
and provides preliminary but strong evidence that further improvement usi g a simultaneous
rule learning approach is possible.
Selection of iteration ‘best’ rule for pheromone updates
The more successful SRL rulebases are those that show both an increased robustness, and a
comparable or improved accuracy when compared with IRL induced rulebases (e.g. rulebases
for the Wine, Glass and Water Treatment datasets that contain rules with negated terms or
with negated terms and linguistic hedges). These rulebases provide evidence to support the
theory that constructing and evaluating rules describing different classes simultaneously, leads
to complementary rather than competing rules in the final rulebase.
A common observation is made in such cases – during SRL, the rules in the bestrulebase
of an iteration need not be the best individual rules describing a class (with ‘best’ as defined
by the IRL fitness function). For instance, in several runs of the Water Tr atment dataset
with constructionThreshold=0.60 , and rules induced using negated terms and hedges, the
first iteration of both IRL and SRL induced rulebases produces the same rules to describe the
Normalclass. During IRL, the rule with the highest fitness of 0.52 is chosen at the end of the
iteration for pheromone updates.
However, this same rule is not the one that is found in the best performing rulebase at the end
of the SRL first iteration – another rule that is ignored during IRL becauseof its low quality (a
value of 0.28 when measured by the IRL fitness function (4.10)), is foundto interact better with
rules describing the other classes. It is therefore this low individual scoring rule that is used
to update pheromones for its class at the end of the iteration. The final IRL induced rulebase
achieves an accuracy of 59% on the test set, while the SRL induced rulebase (induced from the
same training set), achieves an accuracy of 85% on the same test set.
Similarly for SRL rulebases that show an increased robustness but apparently at a slight cost
to accuracy – the rules during SRL are chosen with a requirement to performing optimally




















Figure 7.9: Accuracy achieved by FRANTIC-simpSRL induced Water Treatment rulebases with
(solid line) and without (dashed line) the use of pheromones
together, so why is there not a consequential improvement in accuracy? The following subsec-
tions explore possible answers to this question.
Selection of the final rulebase
In investigating the impact of pheromone trails in Section 6.2, it was determined that they had
minimal effect on the accuracy of simplified IRL induced rulebases. However, analysis of the
fitness statistics from each iteration generated during SRL runs suggests that improved accuracy
is obtained from SRL induced rulebases when convergence occurs to an optimal rulebase, while
comparable or slightly decreased accuracy appears to be a result of convergence to a near-
optimal rulebase2. This suggests that pheromone plays a different role in the two strategies,
and highlights an important difference that is not necessarily immediately obvious.
In designing the SRL extension ofFRANTICthe common assumption was adopted that phero-
mones trails will lead the system to a good solution. Therefore, in SRL, the final rulebase is
the best one of the final iteration, on the assumption that good information is obtained from
earlier iterations and is used by ants in later iterations to construct increasingly better solu-
tions. In IRL, the best rule added to the rulebase is the best out of all rules produced by all
iterations, (Fig. 4.5 on page 58). Therefore, if at some point this rule hasbeen constructed, the
system need not necessarily rely on pheromone trails to converge to it – thebest rule is chosen
irrespective of whether it ends up in the final iteration or not.
On the other hand, the current SRL version is entirely dependent on pheromone trails and their
2Convergence for SRL induced rulebases is determined differently thanfor IRL induced rulebases. This is
clarified in Section 7.3.2 but for now it suffices to think of SRL convergence in a similar manner to that defined for
IRL, only it is rulebases that are being evaluated in each iteration and not individual rules.
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ability to converge to an optimum – or near-optimum – rulebase. There is also thepossibil-
ity, however, that though convergence may not occur, a good rulebase is created in the final
iteration and is selected. Preliminary evidence that provides initial support for this theory is
presented, where the results pertain to rulebases induced on the Water Treatment dataset, and
where the rule antecedents may contain negated terms. Figure 7.9 shows the accuracy achieved
by rulebases when they are induced with the use of pheromone (solid line) and without (dashed
line). In looking at the convergence details for the two types of induced rul bases, it is observed
that convergence always – and only – occurs when pheromones are ued.
The difference in accuracy is small, and this is because even though converge ce is unable to
occur, good rulebases are induced and often end up in the final iterationwhere they are selected
as the output of the system. However, the difference is consistent over the threshold values and
is especially significant when contrasted with the equivalent figure for IRL induced rulebases –
Fig. 6.3(d) on page 97, where there is no difference for rulebases induced on this dataset, since
the best rule is chosen irrespective of whether pheromones are used or not.
The results relating to SRL induced rulebases using rules with internal disjunction, however, are
extreme and very noticeable. This is a consequence of an inability on the system’s part to reach
convergence at all, or to produce a good rulebase in the final iteration. The next subsection
explores why this situation is aggravated for rulebases containing this particul type of rule.
Solution construction validation method
Fitness statistics for SRL induced rulebases with rules containing internal disjunction between
attribute values, show that convergence does not take place within the allotted 30 iterations,
and though good rulebases are produced, they rarely turn up again in the fi al iteration. Hence,
the consistently low accuracy rulebases outputted by the system when compared with IRL
rulebases.3
The lack of convergence with this form of the hypothesis language was initially attributed to
the impact that the solution validation method has on the size of the hypothesis or solution
space, and that this space may be larger for rules with internal disjunction than for the other
forms of the hypothesis language.
The hypothesis space is here defined as the space of unique rules (or solutions) that may be
created byFRANTIC, unique meaning that the relative position of terms in an antecedent is
not important, so that rules with the same terms but positioned differently are considered as
3Convergence for rulebases induced with this type of rules also rarely occurs for IRL induced rulebases, but
here, the method of selecting the class rule to add to the final rulebase compensates for the inability of the sys-
tem to converge. These convergence findings for both IRL and SRL induced rulebases are discussed in detail in
Section 7.3.2.
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the same rule. The size of this hypothesis space, i.e. the number of uniques rules that may be
constructed is determined by two factors:
• the size of the problem graph, and
• the solution construction validation method.
Simple propositional rules, propositional rules with negated terms, and thosewith negated
terms and linguistic hedges use the same solution validation method – at most, only one value
from an attribute may be included in the rule antecedent. Hence, the number ofunique rules
for these forms of the hypothesis language is defined by the same formula, af nction of n –
the number of conditional attributes in a dataset, andd – the domain size of an attribute (here







The inner formulanCr × dr was introduced in Section 6.3. The first part –nCr – is the number
of unique combinations ofr attributes from a total ofn. For each selection of attributes, each
attribute hasd values in its domain from which one is chosen, and there arer ttributes, hence
dr . The summation gives the total number of unique rules that may be created where the rule
antecedent size varies from one, to the number of attributes in the dataset. Not that this is the
number of unique rules to describeoneclass of the dataset. This number is multiplied by the
number of classes in the dataset to give the total number of rules that may be used to describe
all classes.
Furthermore, for any one dataset the number of unique rules for a classvarie with each form
of the hypothesis language used due to the different size of the problem graph. In the datasets
used here,d = 3 for simple propositional rules, since there are three values in the domain of
each attribute (e.g.{high, medium, low})5, d = 6 for rules with negated terms (e.g.{high, not-
high, medium, not-medium, ...}), andd = 12 for rules with negated terms and linguistic hedges
(e.g.{high, not-high, very-high, moreor less-high, ...}).
The number of unique rules with internal disjunction that may be created is alsodependent
on the number of attributes and their domain size. However, in this form of the hypot esis
language the solution validation method permits more than one value from the domainf an
4Note that since the rule construction mechanism is identical in IRL and SRL, formulas (7.2) and (7.3) which
determine the size of the hypothesis space for different forms of the hypot esis language, are applicable to both
strategies.
5The Water Treatment dataset has two attributes with two values in their domain,but the simplifying assumption
that domain size is the same for all attributes in all datasets is useful here for illustrative purposes.
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The inner formulandCs is the number of unique combinations ofsattribute-valuesfrom a total
of nd. These combinations are summed over all possible rule antecedent sizes, from one to the
total number of attribute-values.
For any dataset, the higher the value ofd in formula (7.2) the greater the number of unique
rules. Therefore, rules that contain negated terms and linguistic hedges (= 12) have a larger
hypothesis space than simple propositional rules or propositional rules withjust negated terms.
In order to determine when rules with internal disjunction have a larger hypot esis space than
rules with negated terms and hedges, the inequality 2nd−1≥ 13n−1 is solved, givingd ≥ 3.7.
This means that the attributes in a dataset must have an average domain size of3.7 or greater.
In these datasets the domain size is restricted to three, so that the number of rul s with negated
terms and hedges is actually greater than the number of rules with internal disjunct on. Yet,
as will be demonstrated in the following section, experiments on these datasets run with rules
containing negated terms and hedges often converge, while those run with rules containing
internal disjunction between attribute-values never converge. The currnt inability to converge
for this type of rule appears to be a result of the impact of the solution construction validation
method on the rule construction parameterminInstPerRule . An explanation follows.
The rule construction parameters restrict the creation (not search) of rules to those that satisfy
both their settings. For forms of the hypothesis language other than the one with internal
disjunction, the more terms added to the rule antecedent, the more likely it is that thecurrent
partial rule antecedent covers fewer instances in the training set, and that the selected term may
not be retained. This restricts the construction of rule antecedents to thosewith sizes that are
more likely to be at the lower end of the possible range, rather than the upperend ( = n in
formula (7.2)).
In constructing rules with internal disjunction, if a term is selected for inclusion in an an-
tecedent that does not contain any other terms of the same attribute (e.g. if current r le an-
tecedent isIF TEMPERATUREis Hot, and the currently selected term is OUTLOOK is Cloudy),
then this term is subject to the same constraints as mentioned for the other forms of the hy-
pothesis language – the more terms already present in the antecedent, the less like y it will
be retained. However, if the selected term has the same attribute as another term in he rule
antecedent (e.g. antecedent isIF OUTLOOK is Rain, and term is OUTLOOK is Cloudy), then
the inclusion in the antecedent of the new term willnot lower the number of instances in the
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training set covered by the new partial rule antecedent, and, it will be retained.
It is this that allows ants creating rules with internal disjunction to construct rules from a much
larger portion of the hypothesis space than is possible for the other forms of the hypothesis
language – it allows ants to also create rules that come from the upper end ofthe range with
respect to rule antecedent sizes.
Is accuracy improvement possible?
Simultaneous construction and evaluation of fuzzy rules can provide benefit, but this benefit is
often negated by the way the final rulebase is chosen, and is particularly sensitive to rules with
internal disjunction between attribute-values.
The following paragraphs and figures provide preliminary evidence thatthe SRL approach may
be improved, by presenting early results of additional experiments on all dat sets inducing rules
with internal disjunction. The statistics pertaining to these new experiments are obtained using
one ten-fold cross-validation for all datasets6 except the Water Treatment one (where the figures
are still based on ten ten-fold cross-validations).
Since the number of iterations for inducing SRL rulebases was reduced to 30, one exploratory
set of experiments is to rerun tests on three of the datasets withnumIterations=100 . Figure 7.10
on the next page presents the results. For the Water Treatment dataset, Fig. 7.10(c), there
appears to be a negligible increase in the accuracy of the rulebases induced for severalcon-
structionThreshold values. For the other two datasets, although the error bars do not overlap
for someconstructionThreshold values it is likely that the greater change in accuracy – both
positive and negative – is as a result of comparing the data fromoneten-fold cross-validation,
against the data fromten ten-fold cross-validations. It is possible that a much greater number
of iterations may permit convergence for this form of the language, but since computational
expense may be a consideration, and in order to attempt to confirm the analyses in the preceding
paragraphs, a minor change to this rule learning strategy is implemented instead.
Figure 7.11 on page 152 compares the results on all datasets of the originalSRL induced rule-
bases using 30 iterations, with the performance of new rulebases inducedusing 30 iterations,
but where the final rulebase selected by the system is the best of all iterations (and not the best
of the final iteration). Though the new results for all datasets except the Wat r Treatment one
are based on one ten-fold cross-validation, the difference from the original accuracies is such
that any negative or positive change in difference that might occur dueto averaging over more
6The standard error of the mean in this case is calculated as the standard devi tion of the accuracies of the 10
models produced, divided by the square root of the sample size, i.e. divide by
√
10.



































































Figure 7.10: Accuracy of FRANTIC-simpSRL rulebases induced using 30 iterations (solid line)
and 100 iterations (dashed line). Rules contain internal disjunction between attribute values.



































































Figure 7.11: Accuracy of FRANTIC-simpSRL induced rulebases where final rulebase is the best
in the final iteration (solid line), and where final rulebase is the best of all iterations (dashed line).
Rules contain internal disjunction between attribute values.













































Figure 7.11: Accuracy of FRANTIC-simpSRL induced rulebases, where final rulebase is the
best in the final iteration (solid line), and where final rulebase is the best of all iterations (dashed
line). Rules contain internal disjunction between attribute values (cont.)
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Figure 7.12: Revised accuracy comparison for FRANTIC IRL and SRL induced rulebases con-
taining rules with internal disjunction. SLR induced rulebases are the best of all iterations.
cross-validations, is unlikely to completely negate the apparent beneficial effect of selecting
the final rulebase out of all those created.
The power of keeping track of the best rulebase is appreciated by notingthat the positive
increase in accuracy is perceived across the range ofconstructionThreshold values, across all
the datasets, and as already noted, that there is no improvement for this form of the language
even when the number of iterations is tripled.
Figure 7.12 provides a revised comparison of IRL and SRL induced rulebases for rules with
internal disjunction. It compares the data relating to the new SRL rulebases presented in the
previous Fig. 7.11 (where the final rulebase is the best of all iterations),with the IRL rulebase
data presented in Fig. 7.8. The SRL induced rulebases show an improvement in robustness
to theconstructionThreshold parameter, and/or in accuracy over the IRL induced rulebases.
Table 7.8 on the following page presents the highest accuracy achieved for ach dataset by the
two modes.
The improvement in robustness is sometimes considerable (even for SRL induced r lebases
where the selection is based on the final iteration, Fig. 7.8), though the differenc in accuracy
is often negligible. Increased robustness to parameter settings is extremely useful, as less effort
may be necessary to determine optimum settings for experiments. It might be possible to
improve SRL accuracy results with parameter tuning – the settings used for SRL experiments
are the same as those used for the simplified IRL experiments. These settings were based on
IRL exploratory runs and so it is conceivable that SRL induced rulebases require their own
exploratory runs and parameter setting.
Disjunctive rules were selected as the form of the hypothesis language to us f r these initial
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Table 7.8: Highest accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation
(STD) of FRANTIC IRL and SRL induced rulebases containing rules with internal disjunction.
SLR induced rulebases are the best of all iterations.
IRL SRL
ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
% +/- +/- % +/- +/-
Wine 87.76 2.17 7.00 87.13 2.41 7.62
Iris 94.47 1.51 6.18 95.33 1.74 5.49
Glass 45.76 2.17 10.27 55.27 2.37 7.50
WT 90.42 0.62 13.50 92.64 2.03 7.85
Leuk 90.76 2.65 11.99 90.89 4.13 13.05
experiments exploring the impact of the SRL rulebase selection method, as theyperformed
the worst on all datasets when compared with IRL induced rulebases of thesam form of the
language (Fig. 7.8). However, a possibility is that the level of accuracy improvement achievable
by the SRL approach is limited by the richness of the hypothesis language used, and the number
of different rules that may be created. In these experiments, the hypothesis space of rules
with internal disjunction is greater than that for rules with negated terms. The former type of
rules have the ability to describe ranges over a variable, but they lack the facility to add new
information to a rule (as negated terms do), or to increase or decrease the pr cision of the terms
(as linguistic hedges do). More rules that are more expressive and precise may well enable the
SRL evaluation process to make subtle distinctions between rules that result insignificant gains
with regard to accuracy as well as robustness. Due to time constraints, testing this hypothesis,
and running more extensive experiments with the new rulebase selection method is left for
important future work.
7.2.2 Model Complexity
Figure 7.13 on the next page presents box-and-whisker plots for eachof the datasets, comparing
the model complexity of IRL and SRL induced rulebases for each form of the hypothesis
language. The statistics that generate these graphs are in Tables C.5 and D.8 for IRL and SRL
induced rulebases respectively. These model complexity statistics corresp nd to the rulebase
accuracy statistics presented in Fig. 7.8.
The number of terms in the rulebases induced by the simplified IRL and SRL strategies is very
similar (using SRL results where the final rulebase is selected as the best ofthe final iteration).
This is due to the fact that the rule discovery mechanism and the settings usedfor the rule
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Figure 7.13: Number of terms in FRANTIC IRL and SRL rulebases induced over different con-
structionThreshold values. Yellow box plots denote simplified IRL induced rulebases, and
green box plots denote simplified SRL induced rulebases.
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Figure 7.13: Number of terms in FRANTIC IRL and SRL rulebases induced over different con-
structionThreshold values. Yellow box plots denote simplified IRL induced rulebases, and
green box plots denote simplified SRL induced rulebases (cont.)
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construction parameters for the two strategies are identical in the experiments. This similarity
in complexity is evident even when there are significant differences in the accur cies achieved
by the IRL and SRL rulebases (such as for all datasets when the rules hav internal disjunction
between attribute values). Rulebases containing simple propositional rules show the greatest
similarity in complexity results for all datasets. The complexity of rulebases containi g rules
of the other forms of the hypothesis language depict a greater differencin size between the
two strategies over some or manyconstructionThreshold values (the tables referred to in the
preceding paragraph show detailed results). This is thought to be due to thlarger size of the
hypothesis spaces formed by these forms of the language, and conseque tly, the larger number
of rules of different sizes that may be created.
7.3 Computational Cost
This section looks at the complexity of the two learning strategies, and then explor s ways of
reducing the computational cost. In pursuit of this second aim, both the literatur ndFRAN-
TIC’s current implementation are reviewed. The main goal directing the design ofthe system’s
current version was flexibility, i.e. the ease with which new ideas may be explor d, and hence
how quickly extensions and modifications to the system may be made. However,it is demon-
strated that several opportunities exist that will render the system more amenable to the scaling
up of problems.
7.3.1 Complexity of the Learning Strategies
This subsection analyses and compares the complexity of the two different lear ing strategies.
Rule construction is identical in both, but rule evaluation is not and initially appers much
more computationally expensive for the SRL approach. Suggestions are made as to how the
computational cost may be made more equal between the two strategies.
The notation for different elements used in the analysis ofFRANTIC’s computational com-
plexity is presented in Table 7.9 on the following page. The problem (dataset)siz is defined
by the number of attributes in the dataset, the average domain size, the number of instances,
and the number of classes. These impact onFRANTIC’s complexity, as do the system settings,
primarily, the number of iterations and the number of ants within an iteration. The worst case
complexity of runningFRANTICin simplified IRL mode is determined first, and the complex-
ity of other variants of the system is then described in terms of similarities and differences to
FRANTIC-simpIRL.
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Table 7.9: Notation used in FRANTIC complexity analysis
Notation Description
n Number of attributes in dataset
d Domain size for each attribute
k Number of classes in dataset
m Number of total instances in dataset
mki Number of instances in dataset of classki
q Number of iterations in an ACO
p Number of ants per iteration of ACO
FRANTIC-simpIRL
Figure 7.14 on the next page provides an algorithm outline forFRANTIC-simpIRL, with enough
detail to highlight the more significant parts affecting its complexity, and to maintaincoherence
in the description.
Consider first the construction of one rule antecedent by an ant, Fig. 7.14 lines (6)–(10). Line
(7) conceptualises the calculation of term probabilities as defined in formula 4.9; t the begin-
ning of the rule construction process there aren ·d such probabilities to calculate. Selecting a
term, line (8), and flagging a term after checking whether it meets the rule construction criteria
and therefore whether it should be retained or not, line (10), is here considered to take constant
time. Checking the rule construction criteria, line (9), requires going over theinstances in the
training set that belong to the same class as the rule being constructed, to check w ther a
sufficient number of them are covered by the new rule antecedent to a sufficiently high degree.
At best, onlyminInstPerRule class instances need be checked. At worst, all class instances in
the training set are checked.
This process is repeated until all terms in the construction graph have beenflagged, though not
all need to have beenselectedto be flagged. This is dependent on the form of the hypothesis
language used, specifically, on the solution construction validation method. For rules that may
contain internal disjunction between attribute values, all terms in the construction graph are
selected and checked to see whether they may be retained in the rule antecede . For the other
forms of the language, if a term is selected and retained in the rule antecedent, then not only is
it flagged so that it is not reselected, but other terms that belong to the same attribute domain
are also flagged. For these additionally flagged terms, no renormalisation ofterm probabilities
is required, and no check is made to determine whether the rule construction parameters are
satisfied, which may lead to a reduction in actual run time. For these forms of thehypothesis
language, at best onlyn selections are made (with the consequent probability calculation and
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(1) Determine heuristic values
(2) FOR k classes
(3) Initialise pheromone levels
(4) FOR q iterations
(5) FOR p ants
(6) While terms available
(7) Determine term probabilities
(8) Select term
(9) Check construction criteria
(10) Flag terms as appropriate
(11) FOR m instances
(12) Find degree of match between rule and instance
(13) Update fitness statistics for rule
(14) ENDFOR
(15) ENDFOR
(16) Determine best rule
(17) Update pheromone levels using best rule
(18) ENDFOR
(19) Add best rule to final rulebase
(20) ENDFOR
(21) Output final rulebase
Figure 7.14: Pseudocode for FRANTIC simplified class-dependent iterative rule learning
criteria checks), and at worstn·d such selections are made. In practice, the result is somewhere
in between and a useful topic for future work will be exploring this empiricalcomplexity.
It should also be remembered that the construction graph for creating rules with negated terms
is twice the size of that for creating simple propositional rules or rules with internal disjunction,
and that the graph for creating rules with negated terms and linguistic hedgesis four times the
size. It is often observed in practice, therefore, that though during theconstruction of rules
with internal disjunctionall terms arealwaysselected, rules that include negated terms, and
negated terms and linguistic hedges, may take up to twice and four times as long, respectively,
as do rules with internal disjunction.
Ignoring constant time operations and assuming worst case scenarios, therefore, constructing
















The partn·d(n·d+1)2 is the sum of the arithmetic progression arising from consideringn·d terms
in the first step of the rule construction process,(n ·d)−1 in the next step, then(n ·d)−2 and
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so on. The number of instances with the same class as the rule being constructed,mki , remains
the same throughout the construction process for a particular rule. In practice it is possible
that in some cases the dominant operation becomes the calculation of term probabilities (rather
than checking whether the current partial rule antecedent satisfies the construction parameters)
– this is appropriate in circumstances where the construction graph is very large in proportion
to the number of instances in the training set (such as for tests run on the Leukaemia dataset
where the graph for rules with negated terms and linguistic hedges has 600 nodes, and the
training set has 65 instances). Informative future work will include investigating empirically
the run time for datasets with both a large number of attribute values and number of instances,
and finding the possible breakpoint at which checking the construction crteria might become
the more dominant operation.
Rule evaluation, Fig. 7.14 lines (11–14), is dependent on the number of termsin the rule an-
tecedent and the number of total instances in the dataset; updating the fitnessstatistics as in
lines (4)–(16) of Fig. 4.7 on page 61, is the less dominant operation and takes constant time
O(1). For simple propositional rules, rules with negated terms, and those with both negated
terms and hedges, the best case is where there is only one term in the antecede , and the worst
is when there aren terms, i.e. one value from the domain of each attribute has been selected
and retained.
For rules with internal disjunction between attribute values, the best case agin has one term
in the antecedent. The worst case hasn · (d−1) terms, which is the greatest number of terms
possible in a rule as permitted by this solution validation method; if all terms for an attribute
are added to the rule antecedent –d terms – the interpretation is that the attribute is irrelevant
for classification and the terms are removed at the end of the rule construction process. This
leaves at most(d−1) terms that may be added to the antecedent for each ofn attributes.
In the worst case, therefore, taking into account rules with internal disjunction andm instances
in the training set, rule evaluation is of the order:
O(m· (n· (d−1)+O(1))) = O(max(n·d ·m,O(m)))
= O(n·d ·m) (7.5)
Note, though, that the rule construction parameters provide a balance betwen creating very
specialised and very generalised rules, and so unless their values are set very low, the actual
number of terms in an antecedent is somewhere between the best and the worst case figures.
Also, though both the number of attributes and number of instances may be large, in order to
maximise human comprehensibility of the induced knowledge the number of fuzzysets tends to
be rather small; for instance, in the tests run on all datasets during this research, and depending
on the form of the hypothesis language used, the value ofd is 3, 6 or 12.
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Determining the best rule out of all the rules created by ants in an iteration, line(16), is of the
orderO(p), and updating the pheromone levels on nodes of the construction graph using the
best rule, line (17), is of the orderO(n ·d). The complexity of the work involved in running








Other operations necessary to run a complete ACO that eventually adds a best rule to the final
rulebase, lines (3)–(19), are: initialising pheromone levels (line (3), order of O(n · d)), and
adding the best rule to the final rulebase (line (19),O(1)). At the beginning of aFRANTIC-
simpIRL run heuristic levels are calculated (line (1),O(n · d ·m)), and at the end the final
rulebase is outputted (line (21),O(k) sincek ACO runs each produce a rule). None of these
operations are dominant, so that the final complexity to produce a rulebase with one rule to
describe each ofk classes, where each such rule is produced as a result of runningp a ts









When runningFRANTICin full IRL mode more than one rule may be created to describe each








wherer is the number of rules actually created. As discussed, the parameterinInstPerRule
impacts on this factor and the higher the value the fewer the rules. For the datasets used in
this work, higher accuracy rulebases are obtained with this parameter setto 40% or 50%, and
in these cases the average number of rules is approximately double the number of classes,
varying slightly with the value for theconstructionThreshold parameter, and generally lower
for rules with internal disjunction (Table?? on page ??). Though it is not possible to predict
the number of rules generated over all possible datasets, the complexity of the two IRL variants
is comparable.
FRANTIC-simpSRL
Figure 7.15 on the following page provides an outline ofFRANTICsimultaneous rule learning.
Rule construction is identical in iterative and simultaneous rule learning, but rule and rulebase
evaluation are different, and this becomes the dominant factor in SRL.
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(1) Determine heuristic values
(2) Initialise pheromone levels
(3) FOR q iterations
(4) FOR k classes
(5) FOR p ants
(6) While terms available
(7) Determine term probabilities
(8) Select term
(9) Check construction criteria
(10) Flag terms as appropriate
(11) ENDFOR
(12) ENDFOR
(13) FOR pk rulebases
(14) FOR m instances
(15) FOR k rules





(21) Determine best rulebase
(22) Update pheromone levels using best rulebase
(23) ENDFOR
(24) Output final rulebase
Figure 7.15: Pseudocode for FRANTIC simplified class-dependent simultaneous rule learning
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During rulebase evaluation, Fig. 7.15 lines (13)–(20), a rulebase is formed by including one
rule that describes each class in the dataset, and using it to classify the training set. In each
iteration of SRL, therefore, there arepk unique rulebases that are formed and must be evaluated,
assuming that each rule created by an ant to describe a particular class is different from all
other rules created to describe that class. For each rule in a rulebase, the degree of match with
m instances in the training set must be determined line (16); this is similar to the first and most
time consuming step of rule evaluation in IRL so that the complexity for gathering degree of
match data for a rule in SRL for allm instances is alsoO(n ·d ·m), formula (7.5). Classifying
an instance after degrees of matches have been found to it for all rules ina rulebase, line (18),
is of the orderO(k).
Evaluatingpk rulebases in one iteration therefore leads to a complexity of:
O
(













Taking into accountq iterations, the order of complexity forFRANTIC-simpSRLis:
O
(
q· pk ·m·k ·n·d
)
(7.10)
The above complexity function for SRL is more computationally expensive thant e one for
IRL, function (7.7). The scaling of problems for IRL is affected mainly by the number of
attributes and the size of their domain, while SRL is more impacted by the number of classes in
a dataset, and the number of ants and iterations. It should be pointed out that the v lues for ants
and classes both tend to be upper bounded by a small constant, however,it is certainly worth
investigating possible ways to reduce the complexity and/or actual run time. Thefollowing
subsections describe possible ways of making SRL cost more comparable with that of IRL.
Fewer ants for FRANTIC SRL
Preliminary experiments suggest thatFRANTIC-simpSRLmay be able to induce rulebases
with comparable accuracy results to those induced byFRANTIC-simpIRL, with fewer ants run
within an iteration.
Figure 7.16 on the next page shows some of the results of additional experiments for both SRL
and IRL, where the number of ants is set equal to 2 and 6, as opposed to the original value of
10. The rules are induced with the possibility of containing negated terms in theirant cedent,
and all other parameter settings are as before.




































































IRL 6 ants IRL 10 ants SRL 6 ants
(c) Glass
Figure 7.16: Impact of FRANTIC rule learning strategy on number of ants per iteration













































IRL 6 ants IRL 10 ants SRL 6 ants
(e) Leukaemia
Figure 7.16: Impact of FRANTIC rule learning strategy on number of ants per iteration (cont.)
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For all datasets, the accuracy obtained using fewer ants and SRL, is comparable to the accuracy
obtained using more ants and IRL – the curves for IRL runs with 6 and 10 ants are often indis-
tinguisable from each other and the accuracy attained is lower than the accuracy of rulebases
induced using SRL with 6 ants. Furthermore, it should be remembered that theresults for SRL
are the same as those intially presented in Fig. 7.8 and Table D.7, i.e. where the rulebase selec-
tion method for SRL is not optimal, but relies entirely on pheromone levels and covergence
to optimal or near-optimal solutions. It is therefore quite possible that better SRL results are
obtainable with even fewer ants.
Though not actively reducing the number of ants thatcreatea rule within an iteration, a useful
observation is that in later iterations ants constructing rules to describe the same cl ss often
come up with the same rules in the same iteration. A simple check may therefore be made to
evaluate only unique rules (note that the order of the antecedents is irrelevant) and rulebases.
This is beneficial to individual rule evaluation in IRL by saving unnecessary time evaluating the
same rules, but its impact is likely to be greater on rulebase evaluation in SRL, since removing
only a few ants from each class leads to significantly fewer rulebases to evaluate.
Improved rulebase evaluation
There are several ways in whichFRANTICmay be guided to conduct fewer rulebase evalu-
ations during SRL, including ignoring duplicate rules and forming only uniquerul bases as
discussed in the preceding paragraph. Another possibility arises from the literature on multi-
population co-operative co-evolution to induce both a rulebase and associ ted membership
functions. Generally, only a few representatives from each populationre used to form differ-
ent knowledge bases (i.e. a rulebase and membership functions) that areto be valuated. The
representatives may be chosen according to fitness, randomly, or a combination of both.
Yet another possibility is a combined IRL and SRL evaluation process, where rulebase evalu-
ations are conducted not at the end ofeachiteration, but every few iterations; individual rule
evaluations are carried out during the iterations where rulebase evaluation is n t. Both these
ideas suggest a potentially useful avenue for further investigation into decreasing the compu-
tational expense of the SRL evaluation process, though it would change the current nature of
the SRL strategy and rigorous experimentation and analysis will be requiredto determine and
understand the consequent differences in the induced rulebases.
Research has been carried out to decrease the cost of matching rules toinstances, which con-
stitutes a major part ofFRANTIC’s current SRL evaluation process. In [60], for instance, the
author devises an algorithm for the fast matching of database samples to rules in a production
system [141]. The production rules are transformed into a tree structure– called a Rete network
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(1) FOR p·k rules
(2) FOR m instances
(3) Determine degree of match between rule and instance
(4) ENDFOR
(5) ENDFOR
(6) FOR pk rulebases




Figure 7.17: Alternative FRANTIC SRL rulebase evaluation process
– that eliminates redundancies (i.e. commonalities) in the antecedents of rules. Matching each
instance to each rule therefore takes advantage of such commonalities in rulea tec dents. Pan
et al. [147] extend this work to the area of fuzzy matching and inferencingin expert systems.
In [132] the authors propose aSelective Inference Enginethat based on the sample to be pro-
cessed, predicts the fuzzy rules that will be affected, and performs matching and inferencing
with only these rules. In the area of Inductive Logic Programming [166] proposes a method
that avoids considering all matchings between instances and the first-order l gic hypothesis
being constructed – it uses a stochastic sampling mechanism where the user decides on the
number of instances to be sampled. It may be possible to utilise elements of such work in
futureFRANTICmodifications.
A more immediateFRANTICmodification that may yield substantial savings in run time, in-
volves a simple change to the process of finding degrees of match between all rules and all
instances during rulebase evaluation. The current implementation of SRL rulebase evaluation
is as described in lines (13)–(20) of Fig. 7.15 – it is conceptually clear butinvolves much
redundancy in determining degrees of match. This redundancy arises from two observations:
• any one rule participates in several rulebases that are evaluated, inpk−1 rulebases to be
exact; and,
• such a rule has the same degrees of match with instances in the training set, irrepective
of the rulebase it forms part of.
In the current rulebase evaluation implementation, therefore, a rule is matched with each in-
stance in the training set(pk−1−1) more times than is necessary. An alternative to the current
approach is outlined in Fig. 7.17. At most there arep ·k unique rules produced within an iter-
ation, p rules for each ofk classes, and these need to be matched with allm instances in the
training set, lines (1)–(5). This is of the orderO(p·k ·m·n·d).
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The degrees of match for each rule with each instance may be stored in a vector (one per rule).
The classification process is now a simpler process of checking which ofk rules in a rulebase
has the highest degree of match with an instance, lines (6)–(10). There are pk rulebases to
be evaluated so that the classification process is of the orderO(pk ·m· k). There are stillpk
operations to be carried out, but these operations are far simpler and lesstim consuming than
matching all rules to each instances of the training setpk times – the process of determining
degrees of match is now carried out onlyp·k times.




p·k ·m·n·d+ pk ·m·k
)
(7.11)
An empirical investigation is left for future work, which will also seek to determine the impact
of the size of the training set, i.e. at what pointpk simple classifications may require less time
than p · k full matchings between rules and the training set. This is potentially useful since
k is generally a small integer, but the number of instances in a dataset may be quite large.
Investigating the impact in practice of the number of attributesn in a dataset, and the average
domain sized of an attribute will also provide useful information.
7.3.2 Improving Execution Time
This subsection looks at possible ways for improvingFRANTICrun time that are applicable to
both rule learning strategies, i.e. IRL and SRL.
Smaller graphs for rule construction
Reducing the time required to construct rules is expected to lead to a considerable saving in
run time.
FRANTIChas a tendency to produce very short rules, i.e. only a few terms from theconstruc-
tion graph are eventually retained in a rule antecedent. Analysis ofFRANTICresults indicates
that the average number of terms per rule is fairly constant throughout alliterations. A pro-
cedure could therefore be implemented that determines the average number of terms within a
rule for the first several iterations, and in subsequent iterations ants could stop building a rule
antecedent when they have reached this average value. With this approach there is an added
element of chance that is introduced in the rule construction procedure, sinc the average value
used may occasionally restrict a longer but valid rule from being constructed. This may lead to
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less accurate rules, or even act as a preventive measure for over-fitting and lead to better rules.
This remains to be investigated.
A more immediate solution that does not change the current nature of the rule construction
mechanism in any way involves the rule construction parameters. These paramete s have two
very important roles: to provide a balance between creating generalised or specialised rules,
and, to make the search for solutions more tractable by restricting the parts ofthe hypothesis
space that are searched. The latter role has not been exploited to full potential.
In the currentFRANTIC implementationall terms form part of the construction graph, and
all terms have a chance of being selected during rule construction7. However, the size of the
construction graph may be reduced by removing terms that haveno chance of being retained
in the rule antecedent being constructed by an ant – these are terms that dono satisfy the
minInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold .
A pre-processing step could scan the training set and identify terms that individually meet both
criteria. Consider for example a fuzzy termPetal Length is Low– for this term to be part of
the construction graph for creating rules to describe a particular class, itsfuzzified value in the
training set needs to be equal to or greater than the value specified byconstructionThreshold ,
and, this needs to occur in at least the number of instances specified byminInstPerRule , where
these instances are also of the same class as the rules to be constructed.
In essence, this step produces the rule construction term set (one for each class), and this term
set may therefore be used to initialise the construction graph (for each class). It should be
remembered that not all terms in the construction set will be present in a rule antecedent; the
pre-processing only identifies terms that meet the construction criteria individually – for a term
to be retained in the rule antecedent, it needs to be able to satisfy the construction criteria
togetherwith terms already present in the antecedent.
It is difficult to predict the size of the resulting construction sets. However, an idea of the
potential run time gains of this approach may be obtained from Table 7.10 on thefollowing
page. This table shows the size of the construction term sets for the Leukaemia dataset, for
constructing rules with negated terms and linguistic hedges, for differentminI stPerRule and
constructionThreshold settings. The total number of terms is six hundred8, and it is clear that
a significant gain is possible in reducing the time necessary to create a rule, by instead using a
graph consisting only of terms that have a chance of being retained in a rulentecedent. The
7The only reason a term is not selected, is if another term from the same attribute domain value has been
selected andretainedin the antecedent. This is valid for all forms of the hypothesis language used apart from rules
with internal disjunction – in this form, the solution validation method ensures allterms are selected during rule
construction
8There are 50 attributes in the Leukaemia dataset, and each is defined by three fuzzy sets. For each fuzzy set,
say,low, there are additional termsNot low, Very low, andMore-or-lesslow. Each attribute therefore is represented
by 12 nodes in the construction graph.
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Table 7.10: Size of construction term sets for the Leukaemia dataset for different minInstPer-
Rule and constructionThreshold settings. The construction sets are for inducing rules with
negated terms and linguistic hedges, and the total number of terms in the original construction
graph is 600.
Class 1 Class 2
construction minInstPerRule minInstPerRule
Threshold 30% 50% 70% 30% 50% 70%
0.50 388 229 105 355 248 136
0.55 349 195 81 339 234 122
0.60 322 159 67 326 220 112
0.65 291 142 56 309 205 98
0.70 258 114 48 295 191 83
0.75 207 85 33 281 170 71
0.80 172 69 30 268 147 57
0.85 134 63 30 252 132 49
0.90 103 60 27 233 95 44
0.95 91 55 27 208 71 39
full exploitation of the construction parameters in this way shows a potential for tackling very
large problems such as those in bioinformatics – a very large number of attributes (e.g. genes)
need not necessarily mean an intractable construction graph.
There is potentially another advantage to initialising construction graphs based sol ly on the
terms in the construction set. As discussed in Section 7.2.1 on page 149, during the construction
of rules with internal disjunction additional selected terms that are from the sam domain of a
term that is already in the rule antecedent will be retained. This means that anadditional term
from the same domain need not necessarily – individually or otherwise – satisfy the criteria, and
if not, may be considered a spurious addition, i.e. making no real contributionto the knowledge
being conceptualised by the rule. If only terms from the construction set are used during
construction, and if an additional term from the same domain is selected, one can be certain
that at least it meets the construction criteria on an individual basis. Whether this leads to
improved or worse rulebases is left for future work to determine.
Convergence criterion for stopping an ACO algorithm
It may be possible in certain situations to dynamically reduce the number of iterations run
within an ACO.Ant-Miner [148] has a feature by which an ACO algorithm stops if a certain
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user-specified number of successive iterations produce identical rules (th population size in
each iteration is one). If this does not occur, then the ACO stops when it has completed a
pre-specified maximum number of iterations.
In Ant-Mineran iteration runs only one ant, but this same concept may be adapted forFRAN-
TIC – an ACO may stop running iterations if the best rule from each ofb successive itera-
tions is identical. For the set system parameters and for these datasets, convergence is not
observed when rules with internal disjunction are induced, though note that this does not nec-
essarily detract from finding reasonably accurate rulebases when therulebase selection method
is amended. However, for the other forms of rule that may be induced, analysis of FRAN-
TIC results indicate that convergence may be used as an additional stopping criterion, thereby
preventing the execution of unnecessary iterations.
Table 7.11 on the next page shows the convergence results for rulebases induced using the sim-
plified IRL and SRL strategies. These convergence results are for rulebases whose accuracies
are presented in Tables C.6 and D.7 for IRL and SRL rulebases respectively. The conver-
gence iteration values for IRL induced rulebases are determined according to formula (6.1).
Convergence for SRL induced rulebases occurs if and whenall rulebases produced within an
iteration have the same fitness value, and, this continues in all subsequent iterations until the








whereitn j is the iteration number at which convergence starts for runj. As for IRL conver-
gence, a run is defined as processing one fold of a k-fold cross-validation test, so that ifv k-fold
cross-validation tests are carried out,j = v·k. Again, the parameter settings are assumed to be
the same over all runs.
The number in brackets beside each statistic in Table 7.11 gives the number often-f ld cross-
validation tests (out of a total of ten ten-fold cross-validation tests) that have converged. All
ten individual folds processed within a particular ten-fold cross-validation test need to each
have converged; if one fold within a ten-fold cross-validation does not achieve convergence,
then that ten-fold cross-validation is not included in the statistic. ‘ – ’ instead of c nvergence
value indicates that none of the ten ten-fold cross-validation tests have conrged.
For both IRL and SRL induced rulebases, convergence generally occurs for all forms of the
hypothesis language apart from rules with internal disjunction. As discussed earlier, though
the construction graph for this form is smaller than for other forms, the solution validation
method allows ants constructing rules with internal disjunction to search a larger part of the
hypothesis space. Since more exploration is happening, more ants and/or more iterations are
required for convergence to occur. Note that in line with this thinking, convergence values for
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Table 7.11: Convergence values for simplified IRL and SRL FRANTIC induced rulebases.
Figures in brackets denote the number of ten-fold cross-validations, out of ten ten-fold cross-
validation tests, that have converged.
(a) Wine
construction simplified IRL simplified SRL
threshold Simple Negation Hedges Disjunct. Simple Negation Hedges Disjunct.
0.50 10.7 (10) 20.5 (10) 24.4 (10) – (0) 12.2 (10) 19.6 (9) 21.8 (8) – (0)
0.55 9.3 (10) 18.9 (10) 21.9 (10) – (0) 11.2 (10) 18.7 (10) 20.5 (8) – (0)
0.60 9.3 (10) 16.8 (10) 20.1 (10) – (0) 10.3 (10) 17.5 (10) 19.3 (10) – (0)
0.65 9.1 (10) 15.8 (10) 18.7 (10) – (0) 10.0 (10) 17.9 (10) 19.8 (9) – (0)
0.70 8.6 (10) 15.8 (10) 17.8 (10) – (0) 9.4 (10) 16.8 (10) 19.0 (9) – (0)
0.75 8.8 (10) 14.8 (10) 16.7 (10) – (0) 9.9 (10) 16.9 (10) 19.1 (9) – (0)
0.80 5.8 (10) 13.9 (10) 15.1 (10) – (0) 8.4 (10) 16.1 (9) 17.6 (10) – (0)
0.85 4.7 (10) 13.5 (10) 14.4 (10) 39.0 (1) 7.9 (10) 15.3 (10) 17.0 (10) – (0)
0.90 1.7 (10) 12.6 (10) 13.6 (10) 18.2 (4) 6.4 (10) 14.3 (10) 16.2 (10) – (0)
0.95 1.4 (10) 12.2 (10) 13.0 (10) 10.6 (7) 7.5 (10) 14.6 (10) 16.4 (10) – (0)
(b) Iris
construction simplified IRL simplified SRL
threshold Simple Negation Hedges Disjunct. Simple Negation Hedges Disjunct.
0.50 4.2 (10) 11.5 (10) 14.4 (10) – (0) 7.4 (10) 12.7 (10) 15.9 (10) – (0)
0.55 4.3 (10) 10.7 (10) 13.7 (10) – (0) 7.4 (10) 12.7 (10) 15.9 (10) – (0)
0.60 3.4 (10) 10.9 (10) 13.6 (10) – (0) 6.4 (10) 12.5 (10) 14.3 (10) – (0)
0.65 3.2 (10) 10.9 (10) 11.6 (10) – (0) 6.9 (10) 12.4 (10) 13.8 (10) – (0)
0.70 2.9 (10) 10.1 (10) 11.4 (10) – (0) 6.3 (10) 12.2 (10) 12.9 (10) – (0)
0.75 1.9 (10) 10.3 (10) 10.5 (10) – (0) 7.2 (10) 12.9 (10) 12.4 (10) – (0)
0.80 1.8 (10) 9.9 (10) 10.2 (10) – (0) 7.5 (10) 12.8 (10) 12.2 (10) – (0)
0.85 1.6 (10) 7.7 (10) 9.7 (10) – (0) 7.1 (10) 12.4 (10) 12.4 (10) – (0)
0.90 1.2 (10) 6.6 (10) 7.7 (10) 9.3 (8) 6.1 (10) 12.0 (10) 14.1 (10) – (0)
0.95 1.0 (10) 6.5 (10) 6.9 (10) 8.7 (10) 2.2 (10) 10.4 (10) 11.6 (10) – (0)
(c) Glass
construction simplified IRL simplified SRL
threshold Simple Negation Hedges Disjunct. Simple Negation Hedges Disjunct.
0.50 13.5 (10) 21.5 (9) 25.4 (8) – (0) 17.9 (10) 25.5 (4) – (0) – (0)
0.55 12.7 (10) 20.3 (10) 24.5 (8) – (0) 18.1 (10) 23.6 (4) 26.3 (1) – (0)
0.60 8.6 (10) 17.7 (10) 21.2 (10) – (0) 20.4 (9) 25.2 (4) 25.9 (2) – (0)
0.65 8.5 (10) 16.1 (10) 19.4 (10) – (0) 20.1 (9) 22.7 (8) – (0) – (0)
0.70 6.0 (10) 15.6 (10) 18.8 (10) – (0) 18.8 (9) 21.8 (4) 25.6 (5) – (0)
0.75 5.4 (10) 15.2 (10) 17.3 (10) – (0) – (0) 22.3 (7) 24.7 (1) – (0)
0.80 2.0 (10) 14.4 (10) 16.4 (10) – (0) 20.1 (1) 21.7 (8) 23.4 (6) – (0)
0.85 1.1 (10) 14.7 (10) 16.3 (10) – (0) 11.5 (4) 21.8 (6) 24.0 (7) – (0)
0.90 1.5 (10) 15.1 (10) 16.1 (10) – (0) 19.0 (4) 21.8 (4) 23.0 (5) – (0)
0.95 1.3 (10) 14.5 (10) 15.7 (10) – (0) 26.8 (1) 23.6 (10) 24.6 (2) – (0)
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Table 7.11: Convergence values for simplified IRL and SRL FRANTIC induced rulebases.
Figures in brackets denote the number of ten-fold cross-validations, out of ten ten-fold cross-
validation tests, that have converged (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
construction simplified IRL simplified SRL
threshold Simple Negation Hedges Disjunct. Simple Negation Hedges Disjunct.
0.50 5.6 (10) 13.4 (10) 14.6 (10) – (0) 7.6 (10) 12.7 (10) 12.6 (10) – (0)
0.55 5.7 (10) 12.4 (10) 13.6 (10) – (0) 7.4 (10) 12.3 (10) 12.4 (10) – (0)
0.60 5.5 (10) 13.1 (10) 13.9 (10) – (0) 7.4 (10) 11.4 (10) 12.8 (10) – (0)
0.65 5.7 (10) 13.1 (10) 14.8 (10) – (0) 7.6 (10) 11.6 (10) 13.1 (10) – (0)
0.70 3.5 (10) 10.8 (10) 14.3 (10) – (0) 3.8 (10) 9.7 (10) 10.4 (10) – (0)
0.75 3.2 (10) 11.3 (10) 14.5 (10) – (0) 3.6 (10) 9.4 (10) 10.9 (10) – (0)
0.80 3.3 (10) 7.1 (10) 14.5 (10) – (0) 3.8 (10) 8.1 (10) 10.2 (10) – (0)
0.85 3.3 (10) 4.8 (10) 11.4 (10) – (0) 3.6 (10) 6.2 (10) 8.6 (10) – (0)
0.90 3.2 (10) 4.7 (10) 5.4 (10) – (0) 3.4 (10) 5.8 (10) 7.0 (10) – (0)
0.95 2.9 (10) 4.6 (10) 15.7 (10) – (0) 3.1 (10) 5.6 (10) 6.6 (10) – (0)
(e) Leukaemia
construction simplified IRL simplified SRL
threshold Simple Negation Hedges Disjunct. Simple Negation Hedges Disjunct.
0.50 2.7 (10) 5.0 (10) 5.0 (10) – (0) 7.5 (10) 15.9 (10) 15.9 (10) – (0)
0.55 1.3 (10) 12.6 (10) 14.7 (10) 5.7 (1) 8.1 (10) 14.0 (10) 14.0 (10) – (0)
0.60 1.4 (10) 11.7 (10) 13.8 (10) 5.3 (6) 8.4 (10) 14.1 (10) 14.1 (10) – (0)
0.65 1.3 (10) 12.2 (10) 13.6 (10) 5.3 (5) 6.5 (10) 12.8 (10) 12.8 (10) – (0)
0.70 1.6 (10) 12.5 (10) 13.4 (10) 4.9 (9) 4.3 (10) 13.3 (10) 13.3 (10) – (0)
0.75 1.0 (10) 12.1 (10) 12.4 (10) 2.9 (10) 4.5 (10) 12.1 (10) 12.1 (10) – (0)
0.80 1.0 (10) 11.3 (10) 12.2 (10) 1.0 (10) 5.7 (10) 11.0 (10) 11.0 (10) – (0)
0.85 1.0 (10) 10.7 (10) 11.0 (10) 1.0 (10) 6.9 (10) 11.6 (10) 11.6 (10) – (0)
0.90 1.0 (10) 10.5 (10) 10.3 (10) 1.0 (10) 7.2 (10) 11.6 (10) 11.6 (10) – (0)
0.95 1.0 (10) 10.3 (10) 10.4 (10) 1.0 (10) 5.7 (10) 11.9 (10) 11.9 (10) – (0)
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rules with negated terms are generally higher than those for simple propositional rules, and
convergence values for rules with negated terms and linguistic hedges arehigher still. It is
clear that the larger the hypothesis space, the greater the number of iterations that are required
– the more pheromone updates that are necessary – so that ants may converge to an optimal or
near-optimal solution.
Another point to note is that generally, for each form of the hypothesis langu ge, SRL in-
duced rulebases appear to converge later than IRL induced rulebases. It should be remembered,
though, that the way these values are determined are different – the convrge ce iteration num-
ber given for an IRL induced rulebase is actually the average of the convergence iteration
numbers for the individual classes within the dataset. The value given foran SRL induced
rulebase is when for all classes, all ants for a particular class construct the same rule. A more
equitable comparison then, to see whether one or the other strategy generally comes up with an
optimal solution faster than the other, might be to use the convergence iterationnumber of the
class that converges the latest, for IRL rulebases. Reanalysing IRL rulebase results in this way
indicates that the rate of convergence is more equal – for some datasets SRL rulebases appear
to converge faster, and for others IRL rulebases appear to have the upper hand.
System parallelisation
Another advantage offered byFRANTICthat should not be ignored is the obvious and numer-
ous opportunities for parallelisation. Research in the design of faster ACOimplementations
has been increasing in recent years. The work is generally in the context of applying ACO to
the more standard travelling salesman or quadratic assignment problems, though some is ap-
plicable to rule induction. Research in this area falls into two main categories: hardware-based
approaches to improving computational speed, and software-based approaches.
Work in the first category may yield substantial run time savings, achieving close t linear
complexity in some cases [133; 142]. However, this approach is often limited by memory,
computational and I/O resources of the devices used, and therefore alstends to subtly – or
not so subtly – change the nature of the standard ACO. For instance, in [142], a reconfigurable
mesh [19] (a grid of processing elements whose connections with each other are r configurable
at run time), is used to represent a pheromone matrix, and ants are ‘pipelined’ in close succes-
sion through this mesh (i.e. an ant need not complete its solution construction before the next
ant starts building its own). However, in order to achieve an even faster implementation the
authors make significant changes to the pheromone update strategy, and the decision making
process employed in selecting solution components. Similarly in [165], a considerable decrease
in computational time is achieved by using a field-programmable gate array (an integrated cir-
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cuit that can be programmed in the field after manufacture), to represent not the pheromone
matrix but the current global bestk ants that are usedinsteadof pheromones to guide solution
construction.
Though hardware-based approaches are potentially extremely useful,a software approach is
a more immediately viable first-step for futureFRANTICdevelopment, since it provides the
advantage of allowing a parallel implementation that is conceptually faithful to thesequential
implementation. An overview of ACO parallelisation strategies for the standard applic tions
is provided in [160], [23] discusses a fine-grain implementation at the ant level, and various
multiple ant colony implementations are discussed in [71; 98; 134].
The multi-colony work just cited makes the distinction between implementations that have ho-
mogeneous or heterogeneous colonies. In the former type each colony (which may be running
on a separate processor), produces solutions for exactly the same probl m, with regular in-
terchange of solutions between colonies (i.e. similar to island-GAs). In the latter typ each
colony produces solutions that are biased towards meeting a specific criterion, so for instance,
colonyA may be constructing vehicle routing solutions where the main aim is minimisation of
the number of vehicles, whilst colonyB constructs vehicle routing solutions where the main
aim is minimisation of the distance travelled [71]. In both these types of multi-colonyimple-
mentation note that each ant in each colony constructs aompletesolution, though solutions
from different colonies may be biased in different ways.FRANTICcolonies, however, each
create onecomponent(a rule), of a solution (a rulebase), and so this work on multi-colony
implementation has limited applicability toFRANTIC.
Concepts from ACO parallelisation work that are immediately applicable lie in the area of fine-
grain parallelisation, and apply to bothFRANTICIRL and SRL modes of operation. These
include the use of multiple processors for rule construction within an iteration,i.e. ants within
the same iteration need not construct their solution one after each other, but simultaneously, de-
pending on the availability of processors. Another possible application of multiple processors
is during rule or rulebase evaluation where again, the work may be sharedamongst available
processors.
For simplified and full IRL, a clearly natural coarse-grain implementation consists of having
one processor run a colony of ants, with each colony focusing on finding rules to describe a
particular class. Each processor has its own copy of the dataset, and maintains ts own con-
struction graph and pheromone matrix. No communication between the colonies isrequ red
until all have produced their rules to add to the final rulebase, at which point a process collates
these rules from each colony. For simplified IRL each processor would run merely one ACO
to produce one rule to describe a class. For full IRL each processor would run as many ACOs
as are dictated by the construction parameters and themaxClassInstUncovered parameter. A
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Table 7.12: Comparison of FRANTIC rulebases induced using simplified (simpIRL) and full
(fullIRL) iterative rule learning, and simplified simultaneous rule learning (simpSRL)
(a) Classification accuracy (%) and standard error of the
mean (+/-)
simpIRL fullIRL simpSRL
% +/- % +/- % +/-
Wine 93.01 0.77 93.89 1.22 93.07 1.30
Iris 95.33 0.00 95.33 0.00 96.00 0.00
Glass 55.63 1.64 58.41 2.21 61.81 1.28
WT 90.42 0.62 93.07 0.00 85.25 0.00
Leuk 95.63 1.55 95.07 1.72 94.29 1.29
(b) Number of rules and number of terms in a rule
simpIRL fullIRL simpSRL
Rules Terms Rules Terms Rules Terms
Wine 3.00 5.61 6.00 7.58 3.00 5.48
Iris 3.00 2.00 3.40 2.03 3.00 1.67
Glass 6.00 6.58 12.00 7.67 6.00 6.55
WT 2.00 1.44 4.00 3.23 2.00 2.00
Leuk 2.00 10.74 2.82 3.65 2.00 12.62
similar approach to a parallel implementation of ACO-based crisp rule induction isdescribed
in [37]; the authors compare their results on several datasets with a modifiedAnt-Miner and
C4.5with respect to accuracy and model complexity, but make no enlightening comments on
any run time gains.
For SRL different colonies may be run on different classes. However, since evaluation is based
on rulebases composed of rules describing different classes (which are being constructed on
separate colonies), at the end of each iteration a central process needs to collate rules, form
rulebases and finally evaluate them. Naturally, the evaluation of rulebases may also be per-
formed by multiple available processors. System parallelisation and a detailed empirical and
analytical investigation into scaling-up to large problems is one of the next majordevelopment
steps forFRANTIC. Other development areas are discussed in the next chapter.
7.4 Summary
Table 7.12 is an amalgamation of Tables 7.2 and 7.7. It gives the highest average accuracy
attained by each variant and mode ofFRANTIC, with corresponding complexity statistics.
Additional rules in a rulebase to describe each class result in an increased robustness to thecon-
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structionThreshold andrepresentation parameters, though the improvement in accuracy is
not always so obvious. This is thought to be due at least partly to the learning strategy that does
not take into account rules already in the rulebase when adding new ones. A other contributing
factor may be the current way in which theminInstPerRule parameter is changed in between
ACO runs, and which may be leading to the construction of later rules that over-fit the training
data. A way of redefining the automatic updating of this parameter has been suggested, and in
Section 9.2 suggestions are made for future work to explore the limits to which anIRL strategy
may be taken (and in that way one may make further comparisons with an SRL approach).
A common approach to dealing with competing rules is to conduct a post-processing step to
resolve rule conflicts and even eliminate redundant rules (i.e. rules that maybe subsumed by
more general ones). This work has investigated a different approachth t seeks to resolve such
issues during the rulebase induction process, by simultaneously constructing and evaluating
rules that describe the different classes in a dataset. As seen from Table 7.12 simplified SRL
can provide an improved accuracy and at no additional cost to rulebasesize. It should be
remembered that the statistics for SRL in this table are based on rulebases selected from the
final iterations ofFRANTICruns, and as demonstrated in Section 7.8, this is a sub-optimal
rulebase selection mechanism – it relies entirely, and unnecessarily so, onpheromone levels
for convergence to optimal or near-optimal solutions. It is a simple matter to takeadvantage of
any rulebase constructed in any iteration of an ACO, that might actually havea higher fitness
than the rulebase the system converges to, by choosing the best rulebase of all iterations, and
not merely the best of the final iteration (i.e. similar to the approach adopted for rule selection
in IRL). Initial experiment results presented here suggest this is a very viable approach.
The SRL strategy also benefits from having one fewer parameter to tune thafor simplified
IRL (no fitnessThreshold ), two fewer parameters than for full IRL (removalThreshold and
maxInstClassUncovered ), and improves the robustness toc nstructionThreshold settings.
However, it does come at an increased computational expense (part ofwhich at least, might
have been expended on post-processing steps to resolve rule conflicts). Section 7.3 analy-
ses the complexity of allFRANTICvariants and modes, and investigates ways in which run
time costs may be reduced. As well as the obvious system parallelisation course that may be
adopted, there are two immediately viable strategies that are likely to yield substantial results:
reducing rule construction time by following a construction graph initialised on pre-processed
term sets (valid for both IRL and SRL), and introducing a more efficient process for finding
degrees of match between instances and rules (valid for both strategies though the impact is
expected to be greater for SRL since a greater number of evaluations is carried out).
Other ideas suggested for reducing the cost of computation are likely to have a knock-on effect
that in practice might also yield considerable time savings. With regards to the SRL strategy,
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fewer ants required to produce reasonable rulebases means far fewer rulebases to evaluate at
the end of each iteration. Of relevance to both strategies, the use of a converge ce stopping
criterion means fewer iterations that might be run, and consequently, fewer ants constructing
rules, and fewer rules and rulebases to be evaluated.
This chapter has indicated several opportunities forFRANTICdevelopment, whether it be to
improve the accuracy of the induced rulebases (whilst maintaining the high level of compre-
hensibility), or to reduce computational costs. A major enhancement not mention d here is that
of providingFRANTICwith the capability of inducing more than one rule to describe a class,
if necessary, while following an SRL strategy. Possibilities for this, and other future work of
interest, are presented in the final chapter of this thesis. The next chapter analyses howFRAN-
TIC fares when pitted against established learning algorithms such asC4.5and support vector
machines.
Chapter 8
Comparisons with Other Algorithms
This chapter comparesFRANTIC’s performance with that of several other well-established
learning algorithms over real-world datasets with different properties.
The FRANTIC rulebases are selected from the simplified SRL induced rulebases discussed
in Chapter 7, and are the ones leading to the highest classification accuracies. A few full
IRL rulebases presented in the same chapter achieve a higher classification accuracy for the
Wine and Water Treatment datasets (at the cost of an increase to rulebasesize), and some
simplifed IRL induced Leukaemia rulebases from Chapter 6 also achieve a higher classification
accuracy. The accuracy increase is not significant, however, and adecision is taken to limit the
selection of rulebases from those induced by only one strategy. The SRLstrategy is selected,
primarily because it is the one originally expected to produce the best resultswith regards to
both accuracy and rulebase complexity, but also to enable a more equitable comparison with
other algorithms whose parameters may not have been extensively tuned. It is therefore both
prudent and expedient to make explicit the extent of parameter tuning that has been carried out
for each of the algorithms presented in this chapter.
With regards toFRANTIC, the four variations on the knowledge represention are each tried
with constructionThreshold set to different settings (in the range[0.5,0.95] with a step value
of 0.05), for one setting ofminInstPerRule . For one variation of the knowledge representa-
tion (rules that contain negated terms), two otherminInstPerRule settings are tried, with again
different settings forconstructionThreshold . The other parameters (including number of it-
erations and number of ants) are set at their ‘default’ values throughout. Details of how the
parameter settings are determined are explained in Section 5.5, while the specific s ttings that
lead to the rulebases whose results are discussed in this chapter are presented in Table B.4 on
page 221.
It is worth highlighting that theseFRANTICsettings have been determined for inducing rule-
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bases using the simplifiedIRL strategy, and not the SRL one. It is reasonable to assume that
different settings are necessary for a different strategy, and one example to support this assump-
tion is that the better SRL induced rulebases for the Glass dataset are the ones withminInst-
PerRule=70% , while the better simplified IRL induced rulebases are ones whereminInstPer-
Rule=50% ; it is quite likely that more optimal settings exist for the SRL approach.
The algorithms against whichFRANTICis compared are introduced in Section 5.1 on page 72
and described in more detail (including the determination of parameter settings)in Section B.2
on page 215. The next few paragraphs briefly describe the parametertuning. Most algorithms
are run several times under different conditions, and the best results with regards to classifi-
cation accuracy are the ones reported in this chapter. If more than one run of an algorithm
achieves the same highest accuracy, then the best results with regards tomodel complexity (if
applicable) are used. Parameters not explicitly mentioned are set at the default values pro-
vided by the implementation of an algorithm, and the conditions tested that lead to the results
discussed in this chapter are given in Table E.2 on page 267.
C4.5is run with the default value of two for the minimum number of instances to match a leaf,
and non-binary splits on attributes are allowed. The algorithm is run without pruning, withC4.5
pruning, and with reduced-error pruning. Reduced-error pruninginvolves randomly splitting
the training data and keeping one fold for evaluating pruning steps on the tree grown by the
other folds – the value for the number of folds is the default of three. Reduced-error pruning
offers the advantage of better estimating pruning effects through use of aseparate subset of the
dataset, but fewer training instances are used to build the tree.
Näıve Bayes(NB) generally handles numeric attributes by assuming that the values follow a
normal distribution. TheWekaimplementation ofNBoffers an alternative which is to use a ker-
nel density estimator when no assumptions may be made about attributes.NBwas run on each
dataset once using a normal distribution assumption, and once using a kernel d nsity estimator.
The particularWekasupport vector machine implementation utilised isSMO(Sequential Min-
imal Optimization), a fast method for training SVMs. No normalisation of the data is crried
out, but two different kernels are used to determine the maximum margin hyperplan for each
dataset – a polynomial kernel and a radial basis function.
Four algorithms generate fuzzy rulebases or fuzzy decision trees.QSBAis a deterministic
algorithm for inducing rules that has no parameters to be set.FSBAhas two parameters to
set, and these were tuned by varying their values in the range[0.5,1.0] using a step value of
0.05. The other two fuzzy induction algorithms –NECLASSandFID3.4 – each have several
parameters that specify how the fuzzy inference process is to be carried out. These parameters
are deliberately set so as to make the inferencing process of all fuzzy algorithms equivalent,
and this is described in Section 5.4.2 on page 81.
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The NECLASSsystem is further allowed to determine the optimum number of initial rules
(as this option is suggested to optimise accuracy), fuzzy sets are tuned, and then all available
pruning steps are applied (each followed by further fuzzy set optimization). The rule learning
procedure parameter is set at the recommended ‘best per class’ (as it gu rantees each class is
covered by approximately the same number of rules, i.e. independently of theclass distribu-
tion).
As well as providing the user with the facility to specify how inference is to be carried out, the
FID3.4 implementation also provides several parameters that control the tree-building process,
and for pruning trees in order to reduce their size and improve generalisation capability on test
datasets. The parameters that define the fuzzy operators used in determining the best attribute
on which to split during tree building are set to ‘best’ – i.e. at each node to besplit the fuzzy
operator used at that node is the one that results in the highest value for thsplitting criterion.
Different levels of pruning are also tried for each dataset – no pruning, a d then gradually
increasing the stringency of the pruning mechanism and setting the relevantpar meter to values
of 0, 0.5 and 1 (possible range for this parameter being [0,1]).
Care has been taken to replicate the training environment between the algorithms (as described
in Sections 5.3 and 5.4). However, the parameter tuning for some of the algorithms has not
necessarily been as extensive as that for others, includingFRANTIC, FSBA, andQSBA(which
has no parameters to be set), and this should be borne in mind when considering th following
results. Section 8.1 compares the algorithms’ performance on any one datast with respect
to the accuracy achieved by the induced models. For the imbalanced Water Treatment and
Leukaemia datasets it explores a model’s performance with respect to accurately describing
and predicting the minority class of these datasets. Section 8.2 presents result r lating to the
complexity of the induced models. These two sections also provide a summary ofan individual
algorithm’s performance overall datasets, and these summaries are collated and discussed in
the final section, where both major criteria – accuracy and comprehensibility– are taken into
account.
8.1 Model Accuracy
Figure 8.1 on page 184 compares the performance of the models induced byall the algorithms
on all the datasets, with regards to the classification accuracy.NEFCdenotes results of models
induced byNEFCLASS, andFRAN those of models induced byFRANTIC; all other system
names are as introduced in Section 5.1. The error bars on each graph denote the standard
deviation obtained from the ten accuracies produced by models from a ten-fold cross-validation
run (or ten ten-fold cross-validations in the case ofFRANTICresults); this gives an indication
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of the robustness of an algorithm to different training sets. The results thagenerated the
subfigures in Fig. 8.1, including estimates for the standard error of the mean, are presented
in Table E.1 on page 267. In order to facilitate a comparison, each subfigure illustrates the
performance of all algorithms on one of the datasets.
The error bars on each graph denote the standard deviation obtained from the ten accuracies
produced by models from a ten-fold cross-validation run (or ten ten-foldcr ss-validations in the
case ofFRANTICresults). The results that generated the subfigures in Fig. 8.1 are presented
in Table E.1 on page 267. In order to facilitate a comparison, each subfigure illustrates the
performance of all algorithms on one of the datasets.
All classes of the Wine dataset are linearly separable, while one class of the Iris dataset is not
linearly separable from the other two. All algorithms achieve a good to high performance on
these two datasets (Figs. 8.1(a) and 8.1(b)), though standard deviationsfor accuracies on the
Wine dataset are on the whole lower, which perhaps may be attributed to the separability of
the classes. With regards to the six-class Glass dataset, all algorithms achieve a much lower
classification accuracy than on the other datasets (Fig. 8.1(c)).
The performance of the algorithms on the Water Treatment dataset is very mixed (Fig. 8.1(d))
– four of the algorithms achieve a low to reasonable accuracy with a noticeable st ndard devia-
tion, while the remaining four algorithms achieve a very high accuracy with negligible standard
deviation. This is an extremely imbalanced dataset that poses problems for most learning al-
gorithms, and the results depicted in Fig. 8.1(d) are investigated in detail in the following sub-
section, along with the results of the Leukaemia dataset which is another highlyimbalanced
dataset. The Leukaemia dataset has another notable feature in that it has an almost equal pro-
portion of attributes to training instances. Yet, all models achieve a reasonably high accuracy,
though it should be observed that in most cases the standard deviation is very high (Fig. 8.1(e)).
8.1.1 Performance on Imbalanced Datasets
In order to determine how effective an algorithm is in inducing models that can describe and
accurately predict a minority class in a dataset, the additional metrics of True Positive Rate
(TP Rate) and False Positive Rate (FP Rate) are used. In this section, only the two-class Water
Treatment and Leukaemia datasets are considered, partly because it is eas er to analyse and
visualise results for a two-class problem, and partly because these are themain datasets with
an uneven class distribution – the Iris dataset has an exactly equal class distribution, the Wine
dataset has an approximately equal distribution, and the Glass dataset hasveral classes, all of
which may be approximately equal to some classes but not to others.
The positive (minority) class of the Leukaemia dataset is the one describing acute myeloid leu-




































































Figure 8.1: Classification accuracy of models produced by all algorithms on datasets. Error bars
denote standard deviation of the accuracies of models produced by a 10-fold x-validation.










































Figure 8.1: Classification accuracy of models produced by all algorithms on datasets. Error bars
denote standard deviation of the accuracies of models produced by a 10-fold x-validation (cont.)
Table 8.1: Algorithm performance with respect to describing the minority class in a dataset
(a) Leukaemia
TP Rate FP Rate Accuracy
C4.5 0.88 0.02 87.62%
NB 0.96 0.00 98.33%
SMO 0.92 0.06 92.32%
QSBA 0.96 0.02 96.90%
FSBA 0.92 0.21 82.80%
FID3.4 0.84 0.00 94.58%
NEFC 0.84 0.04 91.25%
FRAN 0.91 0.03 94.29%
(b) Water Treatment
TP Rate FP Rate Accuracy
C4.5 0.00 0.00 98.43%
NB 0.33 0.00 98.68%
SMO 0.17 0.00 98.68%
QSBA 0.67 0.22 77.69%
FSBA 0.83 0.69 31.79%
FID3.4 0.00 0.00 98.43%
NEFC 0.00 0.01 97.08%
FRAN 0.67 0.23 77.22%


































































Figure 8.2: CAlgorithm performance with respect to describing the minority class
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kaemia (AML). It accounts for 35% of the total instances, so that the majorityclass has almost
twice as many instances. The second and third columns of Table 8.1(a) on page 185 show
the TP RateandFP Rateachieved by all algorithms on the Leukaemia dataset. The results
obtained from running all the algorithms under different parameter settingswere reviewed and
those that showed the most favourable results with respect to models that best describe the
positive class are used (these are the same results used in Fig. 8.1 in the previous subsection).
The highest accuracy results obtained by a model induced byFSBAis 93% (α = 1,β = 0.5−1),
but at a cost of being unable to accurately describe the minority class in the Leukaemia dataset.
The models with best true positive and false positive rates are produced with α = 0.9,β =
0.5−1, which results in an improved ability of the induced model to accurately predict positive
class instances (highTP Rate), but at the cost of misclassifying several of the majority class
instances (highFP Rate) – the overall classification accuracy is down to 83%.
The same information as in Table 8.1(a) on page 185 is presented in the form of a ROC graph,
Fig. 8.2(a), where theFP Rate is plotted on the x-axis and theTP Rateon the y-axis – the
higher theTP Rate, and the lower theFP Rate, the better is the performance of a classifier, so
that classifiers positioned closer to the top-left hand corner of the ROC graph perform better.
The diagonal line running through the origin indicates performance no better than random.
Most algorithms achieve a reasonable combination of highTP Rate, low FP Rateand high
overall classification accuracy on the Leukaemia dataset, withNB achieving the best results,
followed closely byQSBAand thenFRANTIC.
The highly imbalanced Water Treatment dataset – only 2% of total instances describe the mi-
nority ‘Faulty’ class – presents a different picture altogether. Most algorithms struggle to in-
duce models that can accurately describebothclasses (Table 8.1(b) and Fig. 8.2(b)). As for the
Leukaemia dataset, all algorithm results for the Water Treatment dataset were reviewed and the
best with respect to describing the minority class are used1. Table 8.1(b) shows that a model
induced byFSBAachieves the best performance with respect to identifying instances that be-
long to the minority class, but it also misclassifies many instances of the majority class and
therefore the overall classification accuracy is poor. AFRANTICmodel obtains the second-
highestTP Rate(jointly with QSBA) and a more reasonableFP Rate that results in overall
classification accuracy of 77%.
C4.5, NB, SMO, FID3.4 andNEFCLASSall achieve a classification accuracy of 97+%. The
decision trees labelall instances with the majority class, and since approximately 98% of in-
stances belong to the majority class, then it is no surprise they obtain 98% accuracy. Pruned
1Better results with respect to overall accuracy are possible for bothFSBAandFRANTIC– FSBAcan achieve
a high of 66% accuracy on this dataset (α = 0.8,β = 0.5−1), but at a cost to describing the minority class, while
FRANTICcan achieve a high of 93% accuracy, but at a lowerTP Ratethan that given in Table 8.1(b).
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C4.5models, and unpruned or prunedFID3.4 models for this dataset are actually trees with
just one leaf, i.e. these models make no attempt to describe the minority class.NEFCLASS
is unable to correctly classify any of the positive instances, and occasionally misclassifies a
negative one.NB andSMOnever misclassify negative instances, but are unable to correctly
classify more than a few positive ones. OnlyQSBAandFRANTIC, with 78% and 77% overall
classification accuracy respectively, manage to reasonably describebothclasses in this highly
imbalanced dataset.
Of note is the observation thatFRANTIC’s performance on the Water Treatment dataset, and
QSBA’s, is achieved without the use of common data pre-processing methods to even out the
proportion of classes in an imbalanced dataset, such as undersampling the majority class (e.g.
[122]), over-sampling the minority class (e.g. [124]), or a combination of both (e.g. [35]). Their
success may be partly based on the fact that they are ‘recognition-based’ learners, as opposed
to discriminant ones, where they make little (inFRANTIC’s case2), or no use (inQSBA’s3), of
instances fromotherclasses when constructing rules for a particular class (e.g. [108]).
The literature on induction from imbalanced datasets suggests that the difficulty in inducing
accurate information need not be directly caused by the class imbalance. Refrence [156]
suggests that the degree of overlap between the classes may contribute to the pr blem, and
[109] suggests that class imbalance becomes a problem only when the size of the minority class
is very small with respect to its concept complexity. This is the case in the Water Treatment
dataset, for instance – the minority class is made up of several other very small classes (with
only one or a few instances in each), describing different problems thatmay befall the plant,
and it is this that may have posed a problem for many of the learning algorithms used in this
work.
Reference [109] states that most induction algorithms favour generality over specialisation and
that though this is good for common cases (such as those describing good operati n of a plant),
it is not appropriate for cases that occur rarely (such as when a plantbreaks down). Such a bias
may even cause rare cases to be ignored completely. Another part ofFRANTIC’s strength may
therefore lie in its facility to control the balance between generalisation and specialisation, as
implemented by the parametersminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold .
8.1.2 Ranking of Algorithms
Figure 8.3 on the following page provides an overview of the algorithms’ performance overall
datasets. For most datasets, the algorithm that induces the model achieving thhi hest classi-
2FRANTICuses only target class instances when creating a rule, butall instances are used during rule evaluation.
3FSBA, like QSBA, creates a rule based only on instances of the target class, and in fact achieves the highest
TP Ratefor the positive class. However, it also achieves a highFP Rateresulting in a very low overall accuracy.
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of algorithm performance over all datasets – classification accuracy
fication accuracy is ranked first, the one achieving second-highest accuracy is ranked second,
and so on. If more than one algorithm achieves the same accuracy, they are ranked the same.
For the Water Treatment and Leukaemia datasets, however, the Euclidean dstance of an algo-
rithm from the top left-hand corner of its ROC graph (Fig 8.2) is used for ranking. Ranking
an algorithm by classification accuracy is practically meaningless for the highly-imbalanced
Water Treatment dataset. For the Leukaemia dataset, most algorithms achieve as milar per-
formance in describing the positive class and in overall accuracy, so that a ranking based on
accuracy produces a similar line-up to that produced by using distance, with the same three
algorithms as in Fig. 8.3 ranked the highest, and the same one ranked the lowest.
An overall indication of an algorithm’s performance may be obtained by summingthe rankings
it achieves for all datasets – the lower the total score, the higher the rank.This results in 14
points forNB andSMO(i.e. overall rank of joint-first), 15 forFRANTIC(i.e. overall rank of
second), 19 forC4.5andQSBA, and 28, 30 and 32 forNEFCLASS, FID3.4, andFSBArespec-
tively. It should be noted that the accuracies achieved by these algorithms, and theTP Rates
for the Leukaemia dataset, often differ by only small amounts, and that theserankings are an
ordinal measure of overall performance and in no way suggest, for instance, thatNBandSMO
with a value of 14, are ‘twice as good’ asNEFCLASSwith a value of 28.
It is clear from Fig. 8.3 that no one algorithm dominates all others over all datasets, or that one
is consistently worse than the others.NB andSMOrank first or second for most datasets but
then fifth or sixth for one,C4.5’s rankings range from first to sixth,FID3.4’s from fourth to
eighth, and so on.FRANTICdoes not achieve the highest rank on any dataset (ranking second,
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third or fourth), yet it is also the only algorithm that does not perform particularly badly on
any dataset. These are therefore highly encouraging results forFRANTIC, as they suggest a
robustness to inherent characteristics of a dataset.
8.2 Model Comprehensibility
This section analyses the complexity of the models whose accuracy results are presented in the
preceding section. The motivation is to compare the comprehensibility of the induced models,
with smaller models being considered more human-comprehensible than larger mod ls.
As described in Section B.2,NB determines a probability for each class that an instance may
be assigned, andSMO forms a linear discriminant function to describe a boundary between
each two classes. The models produced by these two algorithms are not opeto an explicit
and direct interpretation and validation by humans, especially when compared with rulebases
and decision trees. They are therefore left out of the comparisons madebetw en the models
produced by the other algorithms.
Figure 8.4 on the next page compares the performance of the remaining algorithms on all the
datasets, with respect to the complexity of the models induced. As a global measure of model
complexity, the number of terms in a decision tree or rulebase is used. The error bars on
each graph denote the standard deviation obtained from the ten models produced by a ten-fold
cross-validation run, and therefore gives an indication of the impact a different training set may
have on model complexity. In order to facilitate a comparison, each subfigure ill strates the
performance of all algorithms on one dataset; note that the y-axis scale is different from one
dataset to another.
There is no standard deviation for the number of terms of a model producedby QSBA, since this
algorithm creates rules that containall terms in the rule antecedent (though each is weighted
to indicate its relative importance in describing a particular class). All other algorithms may
produce models in a ten-fold cross-validation run that differ in size. Theirstandard deviation is
not always visible in the subfigures of Fig. 8.4, either because the resulting sta dard deviation
is zero, or because the deviation of one of the algorithms is large and the scale of the graph
does not allow the smaller deviations to be visible (e.g. Figs. 8.4(e) and 8.4(d)). However, the
number of terms and standard deviations (and an estimate of the standard error of the mean)
are also presented in Table E.3 on page 268.
NEFCLASS(NEFCin graphs), and the decision tree inductorsC4.5andFID3.4 tend to produce
models in a ten-fold cross-validation run with the greatest variation in the number of terms – in
Fig. 8.4(e)NEFCLASShas the highest standard deviation by far, in Fig. 8.4(b) it isFID3.4 and


















































































Figure 8.4: Average number of terms in a rulebase or decision tree. Error bars denote standard
deviation over the models produced by a 10-fold x-validation






















































Figure 8.4: Average number of terms in a rulebase or decision tree. Error bars denote standard
deviation over the models produced by a 10-fold x-validation (cont.)
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C4.5, in Fig. 8.4(c) it is all three algorithms, in Fig. 8.4(d)C4.5andFID3.4, and in Fig. 8.4(a)
it is NEFCLASS.
In all cases – ignoringQSBAwhich is restricted by including all terms in its rules – it is also
one of these three algorithms that produces the models with the greatest number of terms in
a rulebase or decision tree. These algorithms have options that enable pruning, and all were
run utilising this facility in order to obtain the most accurate and comprehensible mod ls. It
is acknowledged that an extensive search of the pruning parameter setting was not carried
out, however, since several different options were allowed, the results obtained are considered
indicative of an algorithm’s general performance on these datasets.
If runs of an algorithm under different parameter settings (i.e. not just pruning parameters)
produce models with the same highest accuracy but different complexity, the statistics for the
smaller model are the ones used in Fig. 8.4 and Table E.3. The exception is the re ult forC4.5
for the Water Treatment dataset (Fig. 8.4(d)). RunningC4.5without pruning, with subtree re-
placement and raising pruning, and with reduced-error pruning all produced the same accuracy
results. However, the runs that utilise pruning produce trees with just oneleaf – all instances
are automatically classified as one particular class of the dataset. Such a tree isnot considered
as providing particularly useful knowledge, since no information is available to describe the
second class. The complexity statistics used for this algorithm on this dataset isth refore for
unpruned models (achieving the same accuracy as the pruned models).
For this same dataset – Water Treatment (Fig. 8.4(d)) –FID3.4 is also run without pruning and
with different settings to a pruning parameter. However,all runs produce trees with just one
leaf, classifying all instances as the majority class. When ranking an algorithm’s performance
on a particular dataset based on the average number of terms in a model,FID3.4 is therefore
ranked last on the Water Treatment dataset.
8.2.1 Ranking of Algorithms
Figure 8.5 on the next page provides an overview of the algorithms’ performance overall
datasets with respect to model complexity. For each dataset, the algorithm thatinduces the
smallest model with regards to the average number of terms is ranked first, theone achieving
second-smallest size is ranked second, and so on. If more than one algorithm produces models
with the same average complexity, they are ranked the same.
Similar to summarising an algorithm’s performance with regards to classification accuracy, an
overall indication of its performance with regards to complexity is obtained by summing the
rankings it achieves for all datasets.FRANTIC(with a sum of 24) attains an overall rank of first,
followed byFSBA(23),C4.5(21),FID3.4 (18),NEFCLASS(16), andQSBA(8). It should be
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Figure 8.5: Comparison of algorithm performance over all datasets – average number of terms
in a rulebase or decision tree
remembered thatSMOandNBare excluded from this comparison since they would be ranked
last on each dataset.
Section E.2 contains a supplementary analysis of model complexity by consideri g the average
number of leaves/rules in a decision tree/rulebase, and the average number of nodes/terms per
tree path/rule. These may be useful alternatives when comparing two algorithms that obtain
similar measures with regards to the average number of terms in a rulebase, since it is arguable
whether more but shorter rules, are more easily comprehensible than fewer but longer rules.
Section E.3 shows examples of the models induced by all the algorithms.
8.3 Summary
This chapter has compared the performance ofFRANTICinduced rulebases with that of mod-
els induced by several well-established algorithms over five real-world datasets with different
issues. Algorithms included a support vector machine, crisp and fuzzy decision tree learners,
and fuzzy rule induction algorithms. Dataset characteristics included an extreme imbalance
in the distribution of instances between the classes, class inseparability, andan approximately
equal proportion of attributes and instances in a dataset.
Where an algorithm had parameters to be set, several values were tried for the most essential
features of the algorithm (following the recommendations and suggestion in thedocumenta-
tion with the implementations). It is acknowledged that this is not an extensive exploration
and exploitation of the capabilities of some of these algorithms, and that in several cases the
amount of tuning carried out for a particular parameter is far less than thatfor someFRANTIC


























Figure 8.6: Ranking of algorithm performance over all datasets – classification accuracy and
model comprehensibility
parameters. For several algorithms (includingFRANTIC) there are parameters that have not
been tuned at all, i.e. where the recommended default values are used. One algorithm (QSBA)
has no parameters to set, and another (FSBA) has had both its parameters’ settings varied ex-
tensively. These issues should be taken into consideration when interpreting the comparisons
made.
Figure 8.6 illustrates the ranking that models induced by each algorithm achieve over all
datasets – the axis on the left indicates performance with respect to classification accuracy,
and the top axis indicates performance with respect to model comprehensibility. The rankings
for accuracy are obtained from Section 8.1.1 and those for comprehensibility from Section 8.2.
Algorithms placed towards the top left-hand corner of the graph indicate better performance
with regards to both criteria.FRANTICpresents the most even mix of accuracy and compre-
hensibility, followed byC4.5. NB andSMOproduce models that are more accurate, but at a
cost to comprehensibility. Almost all algorithms perform badly on at least onedataset (rank-
ing 6th or lower), with respect to accuracy, and/or comprehensibility.FRANTICachieves its
high overall placement in Fig. 8.6 not because it performs spectacularly on a few datasets, but
because it appears to be robust to the different problems posed by the differ nt datasets and
performsconsistently, achieving a reasonable to very good performance on all datasets.
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FRANTIC’s robustness is believed to be a consequence of the rule construction mechanism
with inbuilt parameters that allow a balance between specialisation and generalisation of rules
(thereby preventing over-fitting to the training data), the wayminInstPerRule has been imple-
mented that allows it to be more specific to different classes, and the simultaneous evaluation
of fuzzy rules that encourages a rulebase composed of complementary rather than competing
rules. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 7.8, it is considered highly probably that SRL
results may be improved by redesigning the rulebase selection mechanism. Other ways for
potentially improving this approach is by allowing the system to construct more than one rule
for a class, and this is discussed in the following chapter.
Chapter 9
Conclusions
This research has investigated the automated induction of human-comprehensible k owledge
from empirical data, which may then be used to automate decision-making or to iden ify emerg-
ing trends in an organisation’s business. The first use leads to a wide rang of classification
related applications, such as medical diagnosis and industrial plant control. The second may
lead an organisation to develop new products and services, or enhanceexisting ones. Increas-
ingly, induced knowledge is also used to help develop new domain theory in data-intensive
areas such as the earth sciences and bioinformatics.
A common perception in the current literature on fuzzy rulebase induction is that the compre-
hensibility of the induced knowledge comes at a cost to its accuracy in describing the data from
which it is extracted, and vice versa. This research proceeds from a basic requirement that in-
duced knowledge is in a form in which humans can validate, and then focuses on increasing
the accuracy of induced knowledge whilst maintaining its high comprehensibility.
The literature also suggests that a common approach for inducing fuzzy rulebases, that of
iterative rule learning, may not be an optimal one with regards to accuracy.However, little or no
evidence has been put forward to support or disprove this claim. This work therefore makes a
direct and explicit comparison between what is perhaps the most common strategy for rulebase
induction, and one that is introduced here specifically for the induction of fuzzy rulebases. The
other major avenue explored for increasing rulebase accuracy is that of enriching the hypothesis
language for describing the underlying patterns in datasets.
This chapter now concludes the research presented, with the next section highlighting key
insights and contributions, and the following section providing a clear direction for future work.
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9.1 Outcomes and Contributions
FRANTIC, the investigative tool developed during this work, is as much a teaching algorithm
as a learning one. Analyses of its results not only show that the comprehensibility of induced
rulebases can be maintained while improving their accuracy, but provide key insights and high-
light fundamental concepts often neglected or ignored (e.g. that different classes in the same
dataset may need to be treated differently), and common misconceptions (e.g.a richer hypoth-
esis language necessarily leads to a more accurate rulebase).
The next subsection highlightsFRANTICfeatures that enable it to induce rulebases that are
both highly comprehensible and competitively accurate. The following subsection outlines the
key insights obtained from analysingFRANTICresults, and which may also be used to direct
future work.
9.1.1 System Features and Strengths
A major FRANTICbenefit is its consistent performance over datasets with different inheret
characteristics, such as class separability and distribution. This consistency is due, at least
in part, to the SRL strategy adopted. This strategy bases the selection of the ‘best’ rule for
pheromone updates between ACO iterations on how rules describing different classes interact
when classifying the training instances.
Despite the current suboptimal method used in SRL for selecting the final rulebase (best of
final iteration vs. best of all iterations), very promising results are available. On all datasets
tested, SRL-induced rulebases achieve an accuracy comparable or superior to that achieved
by simplified and full IRL-induced rulebases, and with regards to rulebascomprehensibility,
SRL rulebases are smaller than full IRL rulebases and therefore more comprehensible. An
additional benefit of this approach that should not be overlooked is the incr ased robustness to
changes in values of theconstructionThreshold parameter, which, together with theminInst-
PerRule parameter, is key in providing the facility to control over-fitting to the training data.
Furthermore, SRL uses one fewer parameter than simplified IRL and three fewer parameters
than full IRL.
However, the constructionist nature of the rule discovery mechanism alsoaffords several ad-
vantages, which render even the results of IRL-induced rulebases comparable with those of the
established learning algorithms used in Chapter 8. The rule construction mechanism allows:
• Flexibility to create rules with increasing richness in the hypothesis language used;
• Easy insertion of domain knowledge, when available, into the rule construction process;
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• Facility to control over-fitting to the training set through use of the rule construction
parameters;
• Induction of accurate rules to describe small classes in highly imbalanced datasets.
It should be noted that the above points are also applicable and potentially very useful to the
induction of crisp rules using ACO or any other constructionist technique for rule discovery.
A heuristic is generally used in ACO-based crisp rule induction, as is a less sophisticated
version of theminInstPerRule parameter (Ant-Miner sets one absolute value that is applied
to all classes in the dataset). However, there is certainly scope for taking advant ge of a richer
hypothesis language, and for increasing the flexibility of theminInstPerRule equivalent, in
order to render rule induction more relevant and specific to individual classes. The role of the
construction parameters is also instrumental in controlling the generalisation and specialisation
of induced rules.
Though not directly affecting the quality of the induced rulebases, the semi-automatic nature of
key system parameters provide an additional benefit, by removing the needfor user intervention
before and/or during the induction of rulebases.
9.1.2 Key Rule and Rulebase Induction Findings
Experiment analyses provide important insights related to rule and rulebaseinduction (several
of which are also relevant to crisp induction), and these are discussed indetail in Chapters 6–
8. The ones highlighted here are considered to be particularly illuminating with regards to
future work on fuzzy rulebase induction. Some are system or approachspecific (i.e. may
indicate ways to further enhanceFRANTICin particular), and others are more general (and may
therefore be applied in the design of fuzzy rulebase systems in general).How these findings
may be used to extendFRANTICis discussed in Section 9.2.
The impact of the expressiveness of the hypothesis language can not be underestimated. Results
indicate that the richer the language, the more likelyFRANTIC is to find accurate rules to
describe the different classes in a dataset, over a range ofconstructionThreshold values. More
specifically, there is generally less variance between the accuracies of rulebases induced using
different values for this parameter, if the language used is more rather than less expressive
(Fig 6.6).
However, these same results also indicate that on some datasets, and for someconstruction-
Threshold values, rulebases induced using simpler forms of the hypothesis languageatt in the
highest accuracies. On one dataset (Wine), the highest accuracy ofll the rulebases induced
using different forms of the hypothesis language, and over allconstructionThreshold values,
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is achieved by a rulebase comprising simple propositional rules. Furthermor, detailed analysis
of ten-fold cross-validation results reveal that different folds are described by some forms of
the hypothesis language better than by others (Table 6.4), and that the better descriptors may
be the simplest forms of the language. The more expressive forms of the language provide a
consistency overconstructionThreshold valuesand the different folds of a cross-validation
run, but possibly at a cost of inducing a rulebase that may yet achieve agr ater accuracy.
These results clearly indicate that the impact of the hypothesis language is itself affected by the
instances in a training dataset, and that it is not always necessary to use the richer (and often
the more computationally expensive) form of a language.
Another interesting finding is the impact of the method for selecting the rule to be add d to the
final rulebase in IRL (at the end of each ACO run), and of selecting the final rulebase in SRL
(after all ACOs have completed their final iteration). For forms of the hypothesis language other
than rules with internal attribute-value disjunction, convergence generallyoccurs. However,
there is no guarantee that pheromone levels converge to the rule or rulebase that achieves the
highest fitness value (for IRL), or the highest classification accuracyon the training set (for
SRL).
In IRL this is countered by the selection method that adds to the final rulebasethe b st rule of
all iterations of an ACO run. In SRL, the best rulebase of the final iterationis selected, and this
may lead to unnecessarily suboptimal rulebases, as there is no guarantee that this rulebase is
the best one that has been created over all iterations. Artificial pheromones as a mechanism for
learning how to construct better and better rules from iteration to iteration do work. However, it
is important to appreciate the circumstances in which they may work, to what extent, and how
limitations may be removed or alleviated. The different rule and rulebase selection methods
for IRL and SRL highlight this.
Though not necessarily obvious from the results presented in Chapters 6–8, a (often under-
utilised) premise on whichFRANTICis partially developed is that multi-class learning needs
to be sensitive to the different requirements of the different classes. Astated in Section 4.3.1,
earlyFRANTICexperiments indicated that setting the value ofminInstPerRule to aproportion
of class instances, rather than an absolute value applicable to all classes,eads to more accurate
rulebases. The results discussed in Section 8.1.1 with respect to performance on the highly
imbalanced Water Treatment dataset presents further evidence to support this conjecture that
different classes may need to be treated differently.
For instance, theFRANTIC results in Table 8.1(b) are obtained withminInstPerRule=70% .
When an exact number for the proportion of instances cannot be determined for a class, the
figure is rounded. In the case of the Water Treatment dataset, this leads to 233 instances for the
majority class (rounded from 233.1), which is very close to the stipulated 70% for the majority
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class, and to 4 instances (rounded) for the minority class, which is actually 80% of the number
of class instances. In effect, adifferentproportion of instances has been set for the different
classes, and in this case has produced the bestFRANTICresults. This suggests thatFRANTIC
may benefit from being rendered even more sensitive to the different requirements of different
classes.
The following section details how these findings (and others discussed elsewh re in this docu-
ment) may direct future work.
9.2 Future Work
Some possible future work has already been indicated. This includes: variations on the dif-
ferent elements of an ACO algorithm, such as the heuristic, pheromone updating strategy, and
controlling the relative influence between the heuristic and pheromone levels(Chapter 3); the
possibility of reducing or merging some or all of the fuzzy threshold parameters (S ction 4.3.4);
and several ways for reducing the computational expense of the rule construction and evalua-
tion processes, including the use of a dynamic termination criterion for an ACOrun and system
parallelisation (Section 7.3).
This section describes work of a more strategic nature, aimed at testing new hypotheses arising
from analysing experiment results in earlier chapters, and continuing a coherent and systematic
investigation into the best approaches for fuzzy rule induction. Some of thework described is
applicable to both of the rulebase induction strategies investigated in this research, and some is
specific to one or the other.
Other suggested new work investigates the boundaries – the similarities and differences, the
respective advantages and limitations – between the two strategies yet more closely. Though a
premise of this research is that simultaneous evaluation and induction of a fuzzy rulebase leads
to complementary rather than competing rules, results indicate that the IRL approach may be
further improved (Section 7.1.2). This should not be ignored, as any knowledge one may gain
about the advantages and/or limitations of one or the other strategy can only lead to an improved
overall knowledge that may be applied more effectively to induction problems. The literature
is replete with the results of small changes made to individual algorithms. Studiesthat aim to
make comparisons between strategies and/or to consolidate knowledge and experience are less
common. The research presented here is such an attempt to gain a higher-level understanding
of what may or may not in general be an effective method for fuzzy rule induction, and the
suggested future work for further exploration of the strategies is motivated by the same aim.
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9.2.1 Strategy-Independent Work
Previous discussions have highlighted that the power of the hypothesis language is itself im-
pacted by the training instances, and that there are occasions when a simpler form of the lan-
guage may lead to a more accurate rulebase than if a richer form were used.
This therefore points the way to an important area of furtherFRANTICdevelopment. Cur-
rently, the user decides which type of rules are constructed by ants within an ACO, and all
ants construct the same type of rule. However, it is a conceptually simple modification to al-
low different subgroups of ants within an iteration to follow different construction graphs and
adhere to different solution validation methods, and therefore constructrules using different
(some less and some more rich) forms of a hypothesis language. One could all w the system
to operate like this for all iterations, or allow it to determine after a number of iterat ons which
types of ants are creating the better rules, and then instruct all other ants tocrea e the same type
of rule. This latter more flexible option may have the advantage of preventing un ecessary
computation.
It should be noted that this modification will allow different classes to be described by different
forms of the hypothesis language, if necessary. This change thereforsupports the principle
discussed in the previous section, that of enabling the system to be more sensitive to specific
class needs.
Another modification in the same vein is that of settingdifferentproportions of class instances
for the minInstPerRule parameter, fordifferentclasses. As discussed in the previous section,
this was inadvertently done in some experiments due to rounding of numbers, and the best re-
sults on the highly imbalanced Water Treatment dataset were obtained with effectiv ly different
values for the two classes. For full IRL mode, themaxClassInstUncovered parameter that de-
termines how many class instances may be left uncovered before finding rules to d scribe the
next class, should also be modified so that different proportions may be set for each class.
This modification effectively entails setting more than one parameter value, since each class
may require a different value. However, it is possible that further system autonomy may be
developed, for instance, by running ants within an iteration that follow different parameter
settings. Again, after a number of iterations the system may be enabled to decide which values
lead to the better rules.
9.2.2 Can Iterative Rule Learning be Improved?
As discussed in Section 7.1.2, over-fitting may be occurring during full IRLruns. This is due to
the current way of re-setting theminInstPerRule parameter in between ACO runs for finding
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rules to describe a specific class. This parameter is reset to ensure that the originalnumberof
instances that may remain uncovered is maintained. However, the current way of doing this
also changes the originalminInstPerRule proportionof class instances, and the new one may
be considerably lower or greater than the original. Section 7.1.2 outlined howt is may be
prevented, since over-fitting to the training data may be occurring when a revisedminInstPer-
Rule proportion is considerably different from the original one.
Another suggested development arises from considering the work of Galea, Shen and Singh
[69]. As described in Section 3.3.2, this work uses ACO as the rule discovery m chanism, and
constructs simple propositional fuzzyIF-THEN rules using a class-independent IRL strategy.
The authors compare the common method for adjusting the training set in betweenACO runs
(that of removing instances that are covered by the new best rule), with one that instead weights
instances covered by the best rule, so that they are given less consideration in later ACOs. The
conclusions are promising, with improved accuracy, improved robustnesso a key paramater,
though larger rulebases.
Other ways for adjusting the training set between iterations may also be considered. One simple
modification to the removal of covered instances between iterations, may be to change the rule
selection process slightly. Instead of evaluating each rule individually andseparately on the
training set, it may be possible to first combine each rule to be evaluated with exising rules in
the final rulebase, and then use this new rulebase to (partially) classify thetraining set. This
means that any new rule added to the final rulebase has been selected, based on how well it
interacts with rules already present in it. It would be highly informative to explore the impact
of these and similar strategies onFRANTIC’s class-dependent full IRL strategy.
9.2.3 Extending Simultaneous Rule Learning
The most obvious extension to the current SRL strategy is to enable it to induce more than one
rule to describe each class in a dataset, if necessary. A conceptually simplistic approach would
be to pre-determine the number of rules that may be required to describe each class, and then
to initialise the appropriate number of ACO algorithms. This may perhaps be accomplished
by analysing the training data to see whether any subclusters of instances may be found within
individual classes. The number of subclasses within a class would then indicate the number of
ACOs to be initiated for that class.
A more sophisticated approach may be possible by again taking inspiration from social in-
sects. Variable response threshold models have been developed by biologists t help explain
specialisation in task performance by social insects that are initially identical. This model was
first-developed for a multi-task environment in [181], which investigated division of labour in
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insect societies. In a variable response threshold model every individual has a response thresh-
old for every task, and an individual is more likely to perform a specific task when the level
of the task-associated stimulus exceeds its corresponding threshold. Thethresholds of individ-
uals are allowed to vary in time, and a simple reinforcement process allows intiallyidentical
individuals to become specialists in a particular task – an individual’s threshold for a particular
task is decreased if it performs that task (i.e. making it more likely to perform that task again),
and increased if it does not perform the task (i.e. making it less likely to perform the task).
In the context of simultaneously inducing the fuzzy rules for a rulebase, apopulation of ini-
tially identical artificial ants (or a number of initially identical colonies) could change, so that
different subgroups of ants (or different colonies) work to produce descriptions for different
classes simultaneously.
The reinforcement process in a variable response threshold model, however, allows the ad-
justment, in response to external or internal changes of the colony, of thenumber of workers
performing specific tasks. Consequently, this model has served as a basis for dynamically reg-
ulating the allocation of tasks in artificial systems, including dynamic scheduling inthe context
of painting of trucks [25], and retrieval of mail by express couriers [18]. This task re-allocation
feature may therefore be useful for providing overall control of the simultaneous induction of
the entire fuzzy rulebase, where it might not be known in advance how many rules are required
to describe each class.
With a little stretch of the imagination, the concept of super-colonies (from which SRL gains
inspiration), may be extended further to deal with distributed and heterogene us data. The
main requirements are perceived to be the physical and technical resourc that allow artificial
colonies to communicate over a distributed geographical area, and to handlel rge amounts of
data. Several ideas for enablingFRANTICto scale up to large data volumes have already been
discussed in Section 7.3.
A final piece of work is relevant to both IRL and SRL. This research uses ACO to construct
individual fuzzy rules in two different strategies. However, IRL for fuzzy rule induction has
often been implemented using GAs, GP or ES, for instance, as the rule discovery mechanism.
Future studies could re-explore and re-compare the two strategies using different rule discovery
mechanisms, whether they be constructionist, stochastic, deterministic, or otherwise. Discov-
ering whether the two strategies exhibit strengths and limitations similar to those reported in
this research, independent of the rule discovery mechanism, would help consolidate more of
the existing knowledge and experience in the field of fuzzy rule induction.
Appendix A
Fuzzy Rules and Rule-Based Systems
This appendix provides a self-contained introduction to fuzzy rules and rule-based systems, in
so far as it is necessary to understand the work presented in this thesis. For a more comprehen-
sive exposition the reader is directed to [152] for fuzzy set theory andlogic in general, and to
[105] for classification and modeling with linguistic fuzzy rules in particular.
There are several different approaches for reasoning with imperfect or imprecise knowledge
[149], including fuzzy rule-based systems (FRBSs) that are based onfuzzy set theory and
fuzzy logic [195]. FRBSs capture and reason with imprecise or inexact knowledge (in fuzzy
logic everything is a measure of degree [199]), and since many real-world problems contain
a measure of imprecision and noise, the application of such approximate reasoning systems
in these situations is often not only a viable but a necessary approach. This is supported by
many successful applications in industry and commerce that deal with automated cl ssification,
diagnosis, monitoring and control (e.g. [90; 151]).
A simplified view of an FRBS is depicted in Fig. A.1 on the next page. At the coreof such a
system are:
1. A knowledge base that consists of fuzzy productionIF-THEN rules (the rulebase – RB)
that conceptualise domain knowledge, and the membership functions (the database –
DB) defining the fuzzy sets associated with conditions and conclusions in therules.
2. An inference procedure that uses this stored knowledge to formulate amapping from a
given input (e.g. in classification, conditions denoted by attribute values) toan utput
(e.g. in classification, a conclusion denoted by a class label).
The knowledge base has traditionally been determined via discussions with domain experts but
this approach has many problems and shortcomings [22] – the interviews aregenerally long,
inefficient and frustrating for both the domain experts and knowledge engin ers, especially
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Figure A.1: A fuzzy rule-based system (FRBS)
so in domains where experts make decisions based on incomplete or imprecise information.
Data mining for both the fuzzy rules and associated membership functions hastherefore been
an active research area in the last decade. In this work the membership functions are already
determined, and the data mining is applied to the induction of linguistic fuzzy rules.
The following sections present basic concepts such as fuzzy sets, membership functions and
linguistic variables, and describe fuzzy rules and how they are used in thefer nce process.
A.1 Fuzzy Sets and Operators
A fuzzy set is a generalisation of a classical crisp set. A crisp set has a clearly defined boundary
that either fully includes or fully excludes elements. A fuzzy set has a fuzzy boundary and
each elementu in the universe of discourseU belongs to the fuzzy set, but with a degree of
membership in the real interval [0,1]. The closer this value is to 0, the lessu may be considered
as belonging to the fuzzy set in question, whilst the closer the membership value is to 1, the
moreu may be considered as belonging.
The degree of membership of the elementu for the fuzzy setA is denoted byµA(u), whereµA
is called the membership function ofA. This function maps each input∈U to its appropriate
membership value. The fuzzy setA may therefore be denoted by the set of pairs:
A = {(u,µA(u)) | u∈U, µA(u) ∈ [0,1]} (A.1)
The graph of a membership function may take different shapes, and whether a particular shape
is appropriate is generally determined by the application context. Common functions include
the triangular, trapezoidal and the Gaussian [151].
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Figure A.2: A linguistic fuzzy variable
Fuzzy sets are associated with each condition in a fuzzy rule and so it is nece sary to be able
to perform specific operations on single or multiple fuzzy sets. Fuzzy generalisations of the
standard set union, intersection and complement are, respectively,min, maxand the additive
complement:
µA∩B(u) = min(µA(u),µB(u)) (A.2)
µA∪B(u) = max(µA(u),µB(u)) (A.3)
µ¬A(u) = 1−µA(u) (A.4)
The above three operators are the ones most commonly used for interpreting and combining
fuzzy values over the corresponding logical connectives in a fuzzyIF-THEN rule (conjunction,
disjunction and negation), but there are several other definitions that maybe used instead. In
general, an intersection of two fuzzy setsA and B is defined by a binary operator called a
triangular norm(or t-norm), that can aggregate two membership values. Similarly, a union of
two fuzzy setsA andB is defined by a binary operator called atriangular co-norm(or s-norm).
Othert-norms, s-normsand alternative fuzzy complement operators are discussed in [116] in
more detail.
A.2 Linguistic Variables and Fuzzy Rules
A linguistic variable is a variable that has words or sentences in a natural orsynthetic language
as its domain values [196; 197; 198]. The domain values are called linguistic terms or labels,
and each has associated with it a defining membership function.
Figure A.2 illustrates an example of a linguistic variable calledIncome, that has three linguistic
terms in its domain{low income, mediumincome, highincome}. It is the overlap between the
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membership functions of the linguistic terms that allows fuzzy rules to represent and reason
with imprecise or vague information.
When an observation of a linguistic variable is made, or a measurement is taken, he value
needs to be ‘fuzzified’ before it can be used by the FRBS, i.e. its degrees of membership for
the different linguistic terms of the variable need to be determined. For instance, consider
Fig. A.2 on the previous page again. If the income for a person is given as$30k, this translates
to µlow income($30k) = 0.3, µmediumincome($30k) = 0.6, andµhigh income($30k) = 0.0.
There are different types of fuzzyIF-THEN rules, but the rules induced here are linguistic
Mamdani-type rules [129], e.g.1:
R1 : IF TEMPERATUREis Mild OR Cool ANDWIND is Windy
THEN Weightlifting
Linguistic fuzzy rules, therefore, are a particularly explicit and human-comprehensible form
for representing domain knowledge.
A.3 Classification using Fuzzy Rules
In an FRBS used for classification purposes, all rules are applied to the input vector, and each
will match the input pattern but to varying degrees. How a decision is reached as to what output
(classification) should be assigned is handled by the inference method.
There are several different inference methods, with variations on each depending on whicht-
norm, s-normand other aggregation operators are used. References [41; 101] provide several
different examples of inference methods. The one used here is a popular ne, mainly due to the
high transparency of the classification process. It is chosen becauseit is the one utilised by other
algorithms against whichFRANTICis compared, and this issue is discussed in Section 5.4.2
on page 81.
The inference process used is a single winner based-method [101] andthe rule that achieves
the highest degree of match with the input pattern or vector gets to classify that vector. This is
depicted in Fig. A.3 wheremCond(Ri ,u) denotes the degree of match between the antecedent
part of ruleRi and the input patternu, andcRi is the class ofRi .
1The underlying dataset which this rule partly describes is a fuzzified version of the artificial Saturday Morning
Problem dataset introduced by Quinlan [157], where each instance is clas ified as to which sport –Volleyball,
Swimming, or Weightlifting– should be played on a Saturday morning depending on the weather conditions
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Inference Method
Input pattern: u Classification:
cRi | 
Ri= arg max mCond(Ri,u)
mCond(R1,u)
mCond(R2,u)
             .
             .
             .
mCond(Rn,u)
Figure A.3: Classification by an FRBS – single winner method
A.4 A Rule-Matching Example
Since the process of finding a degree of match between a fuzzy rule antecedent and an input
pattern is used not only in classifying the test set for estimating the accuracyof the induced
rulebase, but also in constructing the rules and in evaluating them, an examplefollows.
For illustration purposes a more convenient representation of the rule pres nted earlier is used:
R1=(0,0,0; 0,1,1; 0,0; 1,0; 0,0,1). This means that there are five attributes separated by a semi-
colon, the first four being condition attributes with two or three values (terms)in the domains,
and the last representing the class attribute with three possible values (Volleyball, Swimming
andWeightliftingrespectively). Table A.1 on the next page presents the attributes and termsfor
this dataset. Terms that are present ruleR1 are denoted by 1, others by 0. These rules may only
classify instances into one class. However, there may be more than one specific attribute value
present in a rule (i.e. propositional rules with internal disjunction).
Consider now a fuzzy instanceu=(0.9,0.1,0.0; 0.0,0.3,0.7; 0.0,1.0; 0.9,1.0; 0.0,0.3,0.7), i.e.
each observation or measurement of each variable has already been fuzzified. The represen-
tation is similar as for ruleR1, though the value for each term represents the degree of mem-
bership and lies in the range [0,1]. Note that the conclusion attribute values may be greater
than 0 for more than one class, but that an instance is considered to belongto the class with the
highest degree of membership, and in this case, the class isWeightlifting.
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Table A.1: The Saturday morning problem dataset
Attribute Terms
OUTLOOK Sunny, Cloudy, Rain
TEMPERATURE Hot, Cool, Mild
HUMIDITY Humid, Normal
WIND Windy, Not-windy
ACTIVITY Volleyball, Swimming, Weightlifting
whereRk1 emptyindicates that no term from the domain of attributek is present in ruleR1, andj
is a specific term within the domain of attributek. If the attribute is not represented at all in the
rule, the interpretation is that it is irrelevant in making a particular classification. From the rule




3) = 1.0 andmAtt(R41,u
4) = 0.9, with the degree of match between the rule an-
tecedent ofR1 and the input patternu therefore beingmCond(R1,u) = min(1.0,0.7,1.0,0.9) =
0.7.
If the purpose is classification of the input patternu, then the degree of condition match between
u and all other rule antecedents in the rulebase is determined. For instance, iftwo other rules are
present, sayR2 describing the conditions leading to a decision to goSwimming, andR3 leading
to a decision to playVolleyball, and their degree of condition matches aremCond(R2,u) = 0.2
andmCond(R3,u) = 0.4, thenu is assigned the same class as that ofR1 – Weightlifting. Since
the actual class ofu is Weightlifting, then during training or testing this is counted as a correct
classification.
When determining the accuracy of the induced rulebase, if more than one rule describing dif-




This Appendix provides supplementary information to Chapter 5Experiment Preliminaries.
It details the datasets and algorithms used (including parameter settings) in exploring FRAN-
TIC’s performance and capabilities, and the system parameter settings leadting to the results
analysed in Chapters 6 to 8.
B.1 The Datasets
For ease of reference, a simplified form of Table 5.1 is reproduced below.
Table B.1: Summary of dataset properties
Dataset Instances Attributes Classes Distribution
Wine 178 13 3 33% : 40% : 27%
Iris 150 4 3 33.3% : 33.3% : 33.3%
Glass 214 9 6 33% : 35% : 8% : 6% : 4% : 14%
WT 377 5 2 98% : 2%
Leuk 72 50 2 65% : 35%
The Wine Recognition Dataset
The wine dataset records the measurements of 13 different chemicals in Italia wines from the
same region that have been produced using three different cultivars,.e. different varieties of
grape under cultivation. The classification task is to identify the cultivar given the chemical
analysis, with the distribution of instances between the cultivars being approximately equal.
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This dataset presents a well-posed problem with separable classes and isgenerally used for
initial testing of new learning algorithms. It has therefore been included as a‘control’ set, as it
is expected that all the algorithms should perform at least moderately well onit.
The Iris Plants Database
This dataset contains different measurements of two different parts of the iris plant – the width
and length of the sepals and petals. The classification task is to determine the irisplant pecies
– out of three possibilities – based on the plant measurements.
Originally introduced by Fisher in 1936 for taxonomy problems [56], it is still one the most
extensively used datasets for classification testing. It has an exactly equal distribution of the
instances between the three classes, but only one class is linearly separabl from the other two.
The Glass Identification Database
The glass database contains measurements of the refractive index and thelevels of various min-
erals and metals in different pieces of glass. The motivation is the identificationof the particular
type of glass left at a crime scene, which may be later used as evidence forprosecution.
The instances belong to one of six types of glass, with a distribution that is relatively uneven
between some of the classes. This dataset is chosen mainly as it has a largernumb of classes
than the other datasets, and highlights an important area of future work forFRANTIC.
The Water Treatment Plant Database
The Water Treatment (WT) dataset contains the daily observations of 38 sensor monitoring the
operation of an urban waste water treatment plant, with the objective being to predict faults in
the process. Observations were taken over 527 days and are real-valued. There are 13 possible
classifications for each daily set of observations, with many assigned to only a few records in
the database, see Table B.2. These classifications have therefore beencollapsed to two:Normal
andFaulty, with the categories indicating acceptable performance in Table B.2 comprisingthe
Normal class, and the remaining ones recording operational plant faults forming the Faulty
class.
When faults are reported these are generally fixed very quickly and so the database contains
a disproportionate number of records indicating correct operation of theplant, versus faulty
operation. Records that have no assigned classification, and others withmissing values have
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Table B.2: Water Treatment Plant – number of observations for each classification
Class Description No. Cases
1 Normal situation 275
2 Secondary settler, type 1 problems 1
3 Secondary settler, type 2 problems 1
4 Secondary settler, type 3 problems 4
5 Good performance 116
6 Solids overload, type 1 problems 3
7 Secondary settler, type 4 problems 1
8 Storm, type 1 problems 1
9 Normal situation, low influent 65
10 Storm, type 2 problems 1
11 Normal situation 53
12 Storm, type 3 problems 1
13 Solids overload, type 2 problems 1
been removed. This leaves 377 records, with 98% classed asNormaland only 2% classed as
Faulty.
This dataset has been used by other researchers in a feature-reducd state [169; 170], which
resulted in more accurate classifiers. In this thesis a feature subset selection process [170] has
also been applied to the dataset resulting in a final subset of 5 attributes from the original 38.
The Leukaemia Cancer Classification Dataset
The Leukaemia (Leuk) dataset contains 72 different samples of simultaneous g ne expression
levels obtained from DNA microarrays, with each sample being classed as one of two types of
acute leukaemia – acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) or acute myeloid leukaemia (AML).
This dataset is commonly used to test the application of machine learning techniques in the
increasingly important bioinformatics area.
The first published use of this dataset in a classification context is [75], where the authors’ first
aim was to reduce the original number of 6817 genes to a more manageable one. The authors
identified the 25 most highly correlated genes with each of the leukaemia types,see Fig. B.11.
Each column corresponds to a different sample in the training set, while eachrow corresponds
to a different gene. The expression levels for each gene have been normalised across the sam-
1Reproduced from [75] with kind permission of T. R. Golub.
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Figure B.1: Leukaemia dataset – the 50 genes most distinguishing the two classes ALL and
AML. The top panel shows genes more highly expressed in ALL, while the bottom one shows
those more highly expressed in AML.
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ples so that the mean is 0 and the standard deviation 1. Expression levels greater than the mean
are shaded in red, those below the mean in blue, while the scale indicates standard deviations
above or below the mean. Using 38 samples for training and 34 for testing, these 50 genes were
used to produce reasonable classifiers.
This thesis uses the same 50 genes identified by the original authors, but ten-fold cross-validation
as the evaluation strategy. The proportion of number of attributes (50), to number of instances
(approximately 65 in each of the 10 training folds), is considerably higher than in most data
mining situations, but quite common in bioinformatics applications and believed to cause prob-
lems in the induction of accurate predictive models.
Though detailed results are not provided here,FRANTICwas also run with the same training
and testing split of the dataset as used in [75], resulting in the number of attributesexceeding
the number of training samples. Without extensive parameter tuning – i.e. initialising several
different experiments with variations only in theminInstPerRule andconstructionThreshold
parameters –FRANTICachieves a classification accuracy of 91.20%, which is greater than the
original work’s accuracy of 85.29%. All other results of experiments undertaken as part of the
research for this thesis are obtained using ten-fold cross-validation.
B.2 The Other Algorithms
For ease of reference a simplified form of Table 5.2 is reproduced below. The following para-
graphs describe how the settings for these other algorithms are determined.Any parameters for
an algorithm that have not been explicitly mentioned are used at the default values provided by
the implementation of that algorithm. Table E.2 on page 267 lists the settings that generate th
results used to compare the performance of these algorithms with that ofFRANTIC’s.
Table B.3: Summary of algorithms against which FRANTIC is compared
Algorithm Fuzzy/Crisp Model Type
C4.5 Crisp Decision tree
NB Crisp Näıve bayes
SMO Crisp Support vector machine
QSBA Fuzzy Rule-based system
FSBA Fuzzy Rule-based system
NEFCLASS Fuzzy Rule based system
FID3.4 Fuzzy Decision tree
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C4.5
C4.5 [158] is a well-established learning algorithm that induces decision trees from training
data. Decision tree induction follows a ‘divide and conquer’ approach whereby the training
instances are partitioned into disjoint subsets and the algorithm is applied recursiv ly to each
subset. The splitting criterion for the training data is the attribute that shows the hig st gain
ratio – this is an information-based measure that takes into account the expected r duction
in entropy of partitioning the training set samples based on the attribute, while attempting to
minimise the number of partitions.
Each internal node of an induced tree therefore specifies a test on an attribute of the dataset.
Each outgoing branch of the node corresponds to a possible result of the test, and leaf nodes
represent the class to be assigned to an instance. To classify an instancea path is traced from
the root node of the tree to a leaf – each internal node reached specifiesthe outgoing branch to
be taken, based on the value of the relevant attribute in the instance. The instance is assigned
the class label of the leaf node reached at the end of the path.
C4.5 is run several times under different conditions. In all cases, the minimum nuber of
instances to match a leaf is the default value 2, and non-binary splits on attributes are allowed.
The algorithm is run without pruning, withC4.5 pruning, and with reduced-error pruning.
Reduced-error pruning involves randomly splitting the training data and keeping one fold for
evaluating pruning steps on the tree grown by the other folds – the value forthe number of folds
is the default of 3. Reduced-error pruning offers the advantage of better estimating pruning
effects through use of a separate subset of the dataset, but fewer training instances are used to
build the tree.
For each dataset, the best result with regards to classification accuracyfrom the different runs
of C4.5is the one reported in Chapter 8. If more than oneC4.5run produces the same highest
accuracy, then the best results with regards to model complexity are used (i.e. the smaller
the decision tree the better), with the exception of pruned trees that only have one node and
therefore provide no explanatory power sinceall instances are labelled with the same class.
Naı̈ve Bayes
Näıve Bayes(NB) [87] is a statistical modelling approach based on Bayes’ rule of conditional
probability. It does not produce an explicit model such as a rulebase ordecision tree, but
determines probabilities for each class label when considering an instanceto be classified – the
instance is labelled with the class that has the highest probability.
These probabilities are based on class frequencies from the dataset (i.e. the proportion of in-
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stances in a dataset that has a particular class), and attribute-value freqncies for each class
(the proportion of instances with a particular class that has a specific valuefor a specific at-
tribute). The technique works on the assumption that each attribute contributes equally to the
decision making and is independent of all other attributes. Though this assumption may not
always hold in datasets,NB often works well in practice, and is included in this research as a
simple representative of probabilistic modelling approaches.
NB generally handles numeric attributes by assuming that the values follow a normal distri-
bution. TheWekaimplementation ofNB offers an alternative which is to use a kernel density
estimator when no assumptions may be made about attributes.NB was run on each dataset
once using a normal distribution assumption, and once using a kernel density stimator. For
each dataset, the best result with regards to classification accuracy from the two runs ofNB is
the one reported in Chapter 8.
SMO
A support vector machine (SVM) [183] is a combination of a linear model andan instance-
based method as it selects a number of instances (called support vectors)that lie on the bound-
ary between two classes, and forms a linear discriminant function (called a maximum margin
hyperplane) that separates the vectors as much as possible. If a dataset h s more than two
classes, then pairwise classification is used – i.e. each two classes are considered in turn – to
form such a classifier. For a dataset withk classes,k(k−1)/2 classifiers are therefore formed.
SVMs are known to achieve a high classification accuracy as they do not overfit to training data
– the discriminant function is made up of asubsetof the original training instances, and only an
instance to be classified that should be a support vector itself, is likely to be misclassified, i.e.
typical class instances will fall clearly on one or other side of the maximum margin hyperplane.
The particularWekaSVM implementation utilised in this research isSMO(Sequential Minimal
Optimization) [155], a fast method for training SVMs. No normalisation of the data is carried
out, but different kernels (similarity functions) are used to determine the maximum margin hy-
perplane – a polynomial kernel and radial basis function (RFB) one. For each dataset, the best
result with regards to classification accuracy of the two runs using different kernel functions
for SVM, is the one reported in Chapter 8.
QSBA
QSBA[161] stands forQuantifiedSubsethood-BasedAlgorithm, and is a deterministic algo-
rithm with no parameters to set. It produces only one fuzzyIF-THEN rule to describe each
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class in a dataset, and uses subsethood values (Section 4.1.2) to determine these rules – a rule
contains each possible term (i.e. linguistic value) in its antecedent, and the associated subset-
hood value is used to determine a quantifier in the range [0,1] for a term.
The interpretation in the induced fuzzy rules of linguistic values of the same attribute is of
internal disjunction, e.g.IF Q-E is (0.31Low OR 1.0Normal OR 0.44High) · · ·
FSBA
For ease of reference,FSBA is the name given in this thesis to the fuzzy subsethood-based
algorithm developed in [36].FSBAuses subsethood values to select conditions to formulate
one fuzzyIF-THEN rule for each class in the training set. It is a deterministic algorithm but
requires the setting of two parametersα and β. α is a threshold used to determine which
linguistic terms should be present in a rule antecedent describing a specificclass – terms with
a subsethood value equal to or greater thanα are selected.
If the subsethood values for the linguistic terms associated with a particular class are all lower
than α, then an explicit rule can not be created for the class. Instead, an indirect rul is
formed and will fire if the membership of the instance to be classified is greater than β, for
e.g. IF Membership(NORMAL) < β THEN OUTCOME is FAULTY.
Both α andβ are tuned fairly extensively by varying their values in the range[0.5,1.0] using
a step value of 0.05. For each dataset, the best result with regards to classification accuracy
from the different runs ofFSBAis the one reported in Chapter 8. If more than oneFSBArun
produces the same highest accuracy, then the best results with regardsto model complexity are
used (i.e. the smaller the rules and rulebases, the better).
NEFCLASS
NEFCLASS– NEuro Fuzzy CLASSification – is a neuro-fuzzy system for the induction of
fuzzy linguistic rules and associated membership functions. The term “neuro-fuzzy” is defined
by the authors as the “employment of heuristic learning strategies derived fom the domain of
neural network theory to support the development of a fuzzy system” [139]. Using the number
and type of fuzzy sets specified for each attribute by the user, the systemfirst creates an initial
rulebase from the training data, and then optimises the fuzzy sets using a backpropagation-like
algorithm.
The authors emphasise thatNEFCLASSis an interactive and iterative tool (i.e. the user may
have to go through several steps of refining parameter settings), requiring ser input with re-
gards to decisions on fuzzy sets, operations on the fuzzy sets, and controlling the size of rules
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and rulebases [140]. In runningNEFCLASSto produce the results in Chapter 8 a simplified
process is followed – the system is allowed to determine the optimum number of initialrules
(as this option is suggested to optimise accuracy), fuzzy sets are tuned, and then all available
pruning steps are applied (each followed by further fuzzy set optimization).
The rule learning procedure parameter is set at the recommended ‘best per class’ (as it guaran-
tees each class is covered by approximately the same number of rules, i.e. independently of the
class distribution). Details regarding the system’s inbuilt classification process for testing the
induced rulebases are discussed in Section 5.4.2 on page 81, in the context of trying to replicate
the testing environment between the different algorithms.
FID3.4
FID3.4 [107] produces fuzzy decision trees from training data, where each node in the tree is
a fuzzy attribute (e.g.Age), and edges leading from a node relate to fuzzy terms such asAge
is old , instead of a crisp condition such asAge≥80. The procedure for using a fuzzy tree is
therefore different from a crisp decision tree, as all instances to be classified will match all
leaves, but to different degrees.
The implementation provides several parameters to control the tree-building process, a facility
to prune a tree in order to reduce its size and improve its generalisation capability on test
datasets, and different ways in which the inferencing process may be carri d out on a test set.
Details regarding the fuzzy sets of the datasets tested onFID3.4 are discussed in Section 5.4.1
on page 79.
In building the decision trees that produce the results in Chapter 8, the parameters that define
the fuzzy operators used in determining the best attribute on which to split areset to ‘best’ (i.e.
at each node to be split, the fuzzy operator used at that node – out of several available, including
minandprod – is the one that results in the highest value for the splitting criterion).FID3.4 is
then run four times with different levels of pruning – no pruning, and then gradually increasing
the stringency of the pruning mechanism and setting the relevant parameter tovalues of 0, 0.5
and 1 (possible range for this parameter being [0,1]).
Details regarding customising the system’s classification process for testing the induced fuzzy
decision trees are discussed in Section 5.4.2 on page 81.
For each dataset, the best result with regards to classification accuracyfrom the different runs of
FID3.4 is the one reported in Chapter 8. If more than oneFID3.4 run produces the same highest
accuracy, then the best results with regards to model complexity are used (i.e. the smaller the
decision tree the better).
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B.3 FRANTIC Parameter Settings
FRANTICparameter settings are varied to investigate their impact on the rulebases produced
by the system, and these results are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. Table B.5 on page 222 shows
FRANTICsettings used for the different rule learning strategy modes. Each subtable table has
been reproduced in the main text where appropriate; they are shown together in this appendix
for ease of comparison. Note that for the parameterrepresentation , ‘Negation’ denotes rules
constructed with negated terms in the antecedent, ‘Simple’ denotes simple propositional rules,
‘Disjunction’ rules with internal disjunction between attribute values, and ‘Hedges’ rules with
both negated terms and linguistic hedges.
In these experiments theconstructionThreshold parameter is always set to the values in the
range[0.50,0.95], with a step value of 0.05, and generally the form of the hypothesis language
used is rules that contain negated terms, the number of ants is 10, and theminInstPerRule
setting for each dataset is as indicated in the table. When these parameter settings are varied in
some experiments, the additional values used are indicated in the brackets.
The value forminInstPerRule is dataset dependent and how this is obtained for each dataset by
running preliminary tests is explained in Section 5.5 – theminInstPerRule value chosen from
these preliminary tests is the one that appears to lead to rulebases with greatereneralisation
power. The two additional values in brackets used in some of the experimentsar he values
closest to the initialminInstPerRule setting that appear to lead to rulebases with similar classi-
fication accuracy. Note, that though the value ofminInstPerRule is generally dependent on the
dataset, it appears to be less so when running in full IRL mode (at least for the datasets used
here).
Table B.4 showsFRANTICparameters settings that lead to the rulebases used for comparing
with the models produced by the other algorithms utilised in Chapter 8. TheseFRANTICrule-
bases achieve the highest accuracy from the simplified SRL rulebases produced and analysed
in Chapter 7. A few full IRL rulebases induced achieve a higher classification accuracy for
some datasets, but at the cost of an increase to rulebase size. Since the acuracy increase is
not significant, the decision taken is to use the simpler rulebases in the comparison with other
learning algorithms.
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Table B.4: FRANTIC-simpSRL parameter settings used for comparing its performance with
other learning algorithms
Wine Iris Glass WT Leuk
representation Hedges Simple Negation Negation Negation
numIterations 30 30 30 30 70
numAnts 10 10 6 10 10
minInstPerRule 60% 60% 70% 70% 80%












Table B.5: FRANTIC parameter settings for exploring the system’s performance
(a) Simplified iterative rule learning mode
Wine Iris Glass WT Leuk
representation — Negation (Simple, Disjunction, Hedges) —
constructionThreshold — 0.50, 0.55, ..., 0.90, 0.95 —
minInstPerRule (50%) 60% (70%) (40%,50%) 60% 50% (60%,70%) 70% (80%,90%) (70%,80%) 90%
numAnts (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10
numIterations 50 100 50 100 70
fitnessThreshold 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
(b) Full iterative rule learning mode
Wine Iris Glass WT Leuk
representation — Negation (Simple, Disjunction, Hedges) —
constructionThreshold — 0.50, 0.55, ..., 0.90, 0.95 —
minInstPerRule (30%,40%) 50% (40%) 50% (60%) (30%,40%) 50% 50% (60%,70%) 40% (50%,60%)
numAnts (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10
numIterations 50 100 50 100 70
fitnessThreshold 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
removalThreshold 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
maxClassInstUncovered 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%
(c) Simplified simultaneous rule learning mode
Wine Iris Glass WT Leuk
representation — Negation (Simple, Disjunction, Hedges) —
constructionThreshold — 0.50, 0.55, ..., 0.90, 0.95 —
minInstPerRule (50%) 60% (70%) (40%,50%) 60% 50% (60%,70%) 70% (80%,90%) (70%,80%) 90%
numAnts (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10 (2,6) 10 (2,4) 6 (2,6) 10
numIterations 30 30 30 30 70
Appendix C
Supplementary Results to Chapter 6
This appendix provides supplementary results to the analyses and discussions in Chapter 6.
Some tables in this appendix present results that generate figures in the main text, and other
tables and figures are for datasets not discussed in detail in the main text, duto similarities
with other datasets that have been analysed there. All the results in this appendix rtain to
FRANTICrulebases induced using a simplified IRL approach.
Tables generally present the main statistic – whether it be average accuracy or average terms in
a rulebase/terms per rule/rules per rulebase – and associated standard error of the mean (SEM)
and standard deviation (STD). Since 10 ten-fold cross-validations are car i d out, the STD is
the average of the 10 standard deviations obtained from each of the 10 cross-validations (this
gives an indication ofFRANTIC’s robustness to the different training sets used in one ten-fold
cross-validation), and the SEM is the standard deviation of the 10 averageaccuracies from
each of the 10 cross-validations (this gives an estimate of the reliability of the main statistic
presented in a table).
C.1 The Heuristic
Table C.1 on the next page presents the average convergence iteration number for each dataset,
for rulebases induced byFRANTICrunning in simplified IRL form, with and without the use
of heuristic information during rule construction. The standard error of the mean (SEM) is
also provided. A graphical representation of the data in this table is presented in Fig. 6.1 on
page 90. The concept of a convergence iteration number is described on page 86.
Figures C.1–C.4 depict the individual class convergence values for theIris, Glass, Water Treat-
ment and Leukaemia datasets respectively. The graphs depict similar properties to that of the
Wine dataset which is discussed in Section 6.1 on page 85.
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Table C.1: Average convergence (AVE) and standard error of the mean (SEM) for FRANTIC-
simpIRL rulebases induced with (+Heuristic) and without (−Heuristic) use of heuristic informa-
tion during rule construction
(a) Wine
construction +Heuristic -Heuristic
Threshold AVE SEM AVE SEM
0.50 20.47 0.96 20.72 1.35
0.55 18.86 0.84 19.25 0.88
0.60 16.79 0.60 17.29 0.65
0.65 15.80 0.81 16.15 0.52
0.70 15.78 0.66 16.09 0.59
0.75 14.75 0.57 15.38 0.69
0.80 13.92 0.66 14.44 0.75
0.85 13.51 0.81 13.91 0.65
0.90 12.57 0.45 13.04 0.62
0.95 12.17 0.45 12.71 0.49
(b) Iris
construction +Heuristic -Heuristic
Threshold AVE SEM AVE SEM
0.50 11.46 0.52 11.80 0.39
0.55 10.71 0.47 11.98 0.38
0.60 10.89 0.49 11.12 0.54
0.65 10.88 0.53 11.07 0.50
0.70 10.08 0.54 10.82 0.20
0.75 10.31 0.56 10.76 0.50
0.80 9.89 0.57 9.91 0.32
0.85 7.66 0.37 7.46 0.20
0.90 6.57 0.40 6.82 0.40
0.95 6.51 0.31 6.63 0.39
(c) Glass
construction +Heuristic -Heuristic
Threshold AVE SEM AVE SEM
0.50 21.65 0.83 21.70 0.64
0.55 20.31 0.56 20.81 0.47
0.60 17.71 0.63 17.66 0.79
0.65 16.11 0.45 16.41 0.43
0.70 15.58 0.46 15.94 0.41
0.75 15.15 0.39 15.10 0.30
0.80 14.42 0.42 14.76 0.52
0.85 14.70 0.42 15.03 0.38
0.90 15.10 0.53 15.22 0.31
0.95 14.54 0.39 14.93 0.36
(d) Water Treatment
construction +Heuristic -Heuristic
Threshold AVE SEM AVE SEM
0.50 13.41 0.73 13.22 0.92
0.55 12.44 0.76 12.70 0.57
0.60 13.10 0.41 13.54 0.39
0.65 13.11 0.69 13.59 0.93
0.70 10.78 0.77 10.71 0.52
0.75 11.35 1.00 11.28 0.64
0.80 7.11 0.53 7.27 0.52
0.85 4.79 0.38 4.99 0.50
0.90 4.72 0.39 4.78 0.36
0.95 4.64 0.41 4.90 0.46
(e) Leukaemia
construction +Heuristic -Heuristic
Threshold AVE SEM AVE SEM
0.50 4.98 0.35 4.99 0.28
0.55 12.60 0.50 13.02 0.90
0.60 11.66 0.62 12.24 0.71
0.65 12.25 0.78 12.00 0.39
0.70 12.46 0.57 12.04 0.83
0.75 12.14 0.90 12.45 0.45
0.80 11.34 0.58 11.20 0.61
0.85 10.73 0.52 11.32 0.89
0.90 10.49 0.60 10.42 0.53






























































































Figure C.1: Iris dataset – individual class convergence for rules constructed with (solid line) and
without (dashed line) use of heuristic information





























































































(c) Vehicle windows floatclass
Figure C.2: Glass dataset – individual class convergence for rules constructed with (solid line)
and without (dashed line) use of heuristic information






























































































Figure C.2: Glass dataset – individual class convergence for rules constructed with (solid line)
and without (dashed line) use of heuristic information (cont.)































































Figure C.3: Water Treatment dataset – comparison of individual class convergence for rules
constructed with (solid line) and without (dashed line) use of heuristic information






























































(b) Acute myeloid leukaemia (AML)class
Figure C.4: Leukaemia dataset – individual class convergence for rules constructed with (solid
line) and without (dashed line) use of heuristic information
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C.2 The Pheromone Levels
Table C.2 provides a comparison of the classification accuracy and associ ted standard devia-
tion for ten-fold cross-validation runs, forFRANTICrulebases induced with the use of heuristic
information and pheromone trails (+Heur +Pher), without use of heuristic and pheromones
(−Heur +Pher), with use of heuristic and without use of pheromones (+Heur−Pher), and
without use of either the heuristic or pheromones (−Heur−Pher) during rule construction.
Graphs generated from these statistics are discussed in the main text in Sections 6.1 and 6.2.
Note that columns 2–5 for each dataset in Table C.2 present the same accuracy and standard
deviation results as in Table 6.2 on page 87, but are reproduced here for ase of comparison.
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Table C.2: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard devia-
tion (STD) of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced with and without use of heuristic information
and pheromones trails
(a) Wine
+Heuristic -Heuristic -Pheromone -Phero -Heur
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
Threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 82.95 1.80 8.77 83.52 1.88 9.47 83.26 2.13 8.68 83.45 2.05 8 95
0.55 86.86 1.87 7.51 85.73 2.68 7.43 86.78 2.95 7.44 86.89 1.32 7 57
0.60 86.05 1.45 7.61 87.11 1.35 7.82 86.21 0.70 7.55 86.65 1.59 7 8
0.65 85.35 2.35 7.51 85.09 1.31 7.06 84.97 1.12 8.33 86.07 1.65 7 22
0.70 88.09 1.59 9.28 88.66 1.47 8.15 87.77 0.39 10.11 87.95 0.73 9 55
0.75 90.47 1.32 5.31 90.70 1.35 5.20 91.66 0.59 3.45 91.21 0.48 3 84
0.80 93.01 0.77 5.44 92.61 0.57 5.10 94.23 0.23 4.70 93.92 0.40 4 91
0.85 92.20 1.04 5.13 91.88 1.52 5.23 93.39 0.36 4.92 93.39 0.25 5 02
0.90 85.67 0.80 8.38 86.04 0.65 8.47 86.33 0.29 8.12 86.33 0.40 8 21
0.95 84.74 0.58 7.32 85.29 0.58 7.54 84.69 0.80 7.41 84.65 0.71 7 23
(b) Iris
+Heuristic -Heuristic -Pheromone -Phero -Heur
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
Threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 86.73 0.73 11.41 86.80 0.69 11.10 86.47 0.45 11.45 86.600.21 11.26
0.55 86.33 0.47 10.73 86.67 0.77 10.80 85.93 0.73 10.62 86.200.45 10.21
0.60 85.27 0.66 11.08 85.20 1.08 11.30 85.27 0.58 10.80 84.730.91 11.49
0.65 88.80 0.76 9.71 88.60 0.66 9.90 88.40 0.56 9.35 88.27 0.64 9.57
0.70 93.33 0.00 7.03 93.33 0.00 7.00 93.33 0.00 7.03 93.33 0.00 7.03
0.75 75.33 0.00 7.06 75.33 0.00 7.10 75.33 0.00 7.06 75.33 0.00 7.06
0.80 76.67 0.00 6.48 76.67 0.00 6.50 76.67 0.00 6.48 76.67 0.00 6.48
0.85 76.67 0.00 6.48 76.67 0.00 6.50 76.67 0.00 6.48 76.67 0.00 6.48
0.90 75.33 0.00 6.32 75.33 0.00 6.30 75.33 0.00 6.32 75.33 0.00 6.32
0.95 63.33 0.00 11.86 63.33 0.00 11.90 63.33 0.00 11.86 63.330.00 11.86
(c) Glass
+Heuristic -Heuristic -Pheromone -Phero -Heur
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
Threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 53.74 1.93 8.98 54.55 1.58 8.21 54.21 1.67 10.22 53.76 2.03 8.99
0.55 53.09 2.74 11.90 53.20 1.67 11.47 52.25 1.20 11.82 52.001.02 12.20
0.60 55.63 1.64 9.66 55.67 0.99 9.43 56.10 0.71 9.75 56.03 0.77 10.20
0.65 49.77 0.54 11.74 50.04 0.77 12.46 49.56 0.57 11.99 49.810.44 12.01
0.70 45.82 1.03 15.35 45.67 1.44 15.13 45.01 0.14 14.87 45.010.14 14.87
0.75 42.00 0.62 16.89 41.68 0.58 17.49 42.02 0.54 17.45 42.100.63 17.35
0.80 47.54 0.65 16.09 47.52 0.23 16.08 47.87 0.25 15.60 47.830.36 15.91
0.85 44.61 0.38 15.31 44.36 0.56 15.19 44.35 0.31 15.19 44.430.21 15.16
0.90 42.91 0.95 11.72 43.04 0.82 11.88 43.39 0.21 10.60 43.390.21 10.60
0.95 45.22 0.57 14.21 45.27 0.47 14.36 45.65 0.00 14.38 45.650.00 14.38
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Table C.2: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard devia-
tion (STD) of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced with and without use of heuristic information
and pheromones trails (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
+Heuristic -Heuristic -Pheromone -Phero -Heur
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
Threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 72.24 0.00 8.00 72.24 0.00 8.00 72.24 0.00 8.00 72.24 0.00 8 0
0.55 74.35 0.00 8.39 74.35 0.00 8.39 74.35 0.00 8.39 74.35 0.00 8 39
0.60 71.89 0.00 6.90 71.89 0.00 6.90 71.89 0.00 6.90 71.89 0.00 6 90
0.65 71.89 0.00 6.90 71.89 0.00 6.90 71.89 0.00 6.90 71.89 0.00 6 90
0.70 70.84 0.00 6.50 70.84 0.00 6.50 70.84 0.00 6.50 70.84 0.00 6 50
0.75 72.16 0.00 7.38 72.16 0.00 7.38 72.16 0.00 7.38 72.16 0.00 7 38
0.80 74.83 0.00 7.72 74.83 0.00 7.72 74.83 0.00 7.72 74.83 0.00 7 72
0.85 79.02 0.00 5.92 79.02 0.00 5.92 79.02 0.00 5.92 79.02 0.00 5 92
0.90 82.78 0.00 6.11 82.78 0.00 6.11 82.78 0.00 6.11 82.78 0.00 6 11
0.95 82.78 0.00 6.11 82.78 0.00 6.11 82.78 0.00 6.11 82.78 0.00 6 11
(e) Leukaemia
+Heuristic -Heuristic -Pheromone -Phero -Heur
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
Threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 89.29 2.03 15.99 89.39 2.31 16.00 90.03 1.41 16.02 88.892.69 15.88
0.55 90.38 1.13 16.24 90.52 0.73 16.15 90.21 0.96 16.24 90.210.96 16.24
0.60 92.68 1.04 10.05 92.93 1.23 8.99 92.56 0.00 7.93 92.56 0.00 7.93
0.65 92.58 2.16 11.01 92.24 1.99 11.86 90.98 1.87 14.21 92.431.75 10.34
0.70 92.18 1.87 10.30 91.27 2.59 11.98 92.27 1.97 10.72 91.432.03 12.72
0.75 93.57 0.79 11.54 93.40 1.23 12.09 93.90 0.70 10.70 93.740.53 11.07
0.80 93.78 0.99 9.60 93.65 1.29 9.56 94.24 1.20 8.83 94.03 0.82 8.53
0.85 95.63 1.55 7.07 95.00 1.60 7.68 95.07 0.75 7.42 95.60 1.09 7.05
0.90 93.35 1.21 9.95 92.76 1.53 9.94 93.33 1.40 9.61 93.38 1.36 8.92
0.95 93.11 1.09 8.52 93.13 0.74 7.90 93.77 1.22 7.69 93.11 1.35 8.80
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C.3 The Rule Construction Parameters
Table C.3 provides the average number of terms, and associated standarderror of the mean
(SEM) and standard deviation (STD), ofFRANTICrulebases induced in simplified IRL mode.
For all datasets, the average number of terms decreases as the values for th constructionThreshold
andminInstPerRule parameters increase. The graphs generated from these statistics are dis-
cussed in detail in the main text in Section 6.3 on page 98.
Table C.4 provides the accuracy, and associated standard error of themean (SEM) and standard
deviation (STD), for the rulebases whose complexity statistics are reportedin Table C.3. These
accuracy statistics are discussed in the main text in Chapter 7, Sections 7.1.1 on page 117
and 7.2.1 on page 141, but are presented in this supplement in order to keep all simplified IRL
induced rulebase statistics and figures in the one appendix.
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Table C.3: Number of terms, standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced using different values for constructionThreshold and
minInstPerRule . All rules are induced with possibility of containing negated terms.
(a) Wine
minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule=60% minInstPerRule= 70%
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 30.08 0.49 1.59 26.82 0.44 1.54 23.66 0.20 1.30
0.55 24.88 0.64 2.23 23.41 0.53 1.96 21.40 0.35 1.71
0.60 25.43 0.25 1.83 23.07 0.30 1.40 20.56 0.33 1.97
0.65 25.30 0.41 1.05 23.18 0.27 1.36 20.51 0.15 1.36
0.70 23.66 0.27 1.43 21.06 0.33 1.36 18.02 0.25 1.33
0.75 21.68 0.36 1.19 18.84 0.30 1.30 15.74 0.36 1.41
0.80 19.73 0.52 1.85 16.83 0.29 2.16 15.84 0.38 1.04
0.85 18.73 0.31 1.08 16.38 0.19 1.47 14.92 0.36 1.09
0.90 18.66 0.28 1.43 17.27 0.28 1.43 15.26 0.22 1.20
0.95 19.05 0.28 1.79 16.54 0.29 1.34 14.26 0.13 0.82
(b) Iris
minInstPerRule=40% minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule= 60%
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 12.00 0.00 0.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 11.82 0.04 0.40
0.55 12.00 0.00 0.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 11.67 0.08 0.62
0.60 12.00 0.00 0.00 11.35 0.05 0.60 11.53 0.05 0.69
0.65 11.91 0.03 0.28 11.25 0.05 0.56 10.76 0.07 0.44
0.70 11.80 0.00 0.42 11.22 0.04 0.60 10.00 0.00 0.00
0.75 10.75 0.05 0.45 10.43 0.05 0.65 9.90 0.00 0.32
0.80 10.51 0.07 0.73 9.50 0.00 0.53 9.90 0.00 0.32
0.85 9.92 0.09 0.27 9.50 0.00 0.53 9.90 0.00 0.32
0.90 10.00 0.00 0.47 10.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 0.00
0.95 10.00 0.00 0.00 9.90 0.00 0.32 9.60 0.00 0.70
(c) Glass
minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule=60% minInstPerRule= 70%
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 46.82 0.18 0.87 44.34 0.26 1.24 42.69 0.22 1.56
0.55 44.63 0.19 1.22 44.73 0.45 2.64 39.92 0.31 1.84
0.60 39.45 0.53 2.21 41.38 0.19 1.53 37.59 0.37 2.03
0.65 42.12 0.28 1.93 37.51 0.61 2.72 35.66 0.14 2.05
0.70 39.34 0.63 1.65 33.84 0.34 2.22 31.10 0.33 1.19
0.75 35.47 0.40 1.28 33.04 0.30 1.66 30.58 0.15 1.24
0.80 35.20 0.57 2.42 31.75 0.26 1.15 28.24 0.17 1.32
0.85 32.93 0.37 1.86 29.20 0.26 0.89 26.06 0.12 1.83
0.90 30.41 0.47 2.53 27.10 0.18 1.13 23.72 0.09 1.09
0.95 27.87 0.11 1.31 25.06 0.16 0.93 23.42 0.08 1.60
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Table C.3: Number of terms, standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced using different values for constructionThreshold and
minInstPerRule . All rules are induced with possibility of containing negated terms (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
minInstPerRule=70% minInstPerRule=80% minInstPerRule= 90%
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 5.60 0.00 0.52 4.43 1.49 0.51 3.60 0.00 0.52
0.55 5.20 0.00 0.63 4.20 0.00 0.42 3.30 0.00 0.95
0.60 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 2.60 0.00 0.52
0.65 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 2.60 0.00 0.52
0.70 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.53
0.75 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.30 0.00 0.48 2.50 0.00 0.53
0.80 3.90 0.00 0.32 3.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.53
0.85 3.70 0.00 0.48 3.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.53
0.90 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.53
0.95 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.53
(e) Leukaemia
minInstPerRule=70% minInstPerRule=80% minInstPerRule= 90%
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 51.13 1.14 3.56 46.74 0.52 3.50 40.81 1.01 2.61
0.55 42.21 0.84 3.56 36.61 0.80 3.65 35.22 0.27 2.35
0.60 41.55 0.82 2.69 34.65 0.63 4.36 31.24 0.44 2.87
0.65 37.15 0.96 3.27 32.65 0.28 2.85 29.70 0.39 2.06
0.70 32.80 0.76 3.56 29.93 0.46 2.75 26.26 0.10 1.62
0.75 33.05 1.03 3.87 29.33 0.48 2.94 24.88 0.40 2.04
0.80 32.98 0.74 3.15 27.79 0.36 2.98 23.99 0.35 2.08
0.85 30.10 0.48 3.17 24.97 0.42 2.32 21.47 0.32 2.20
0.90 29.17 0.59 2.72 23.25 0.20 2.66 21.42 0.20 1.86
0.95 25.19 0.43 2.05 21.07 0.26 2.17 18.87 0.07 1.54
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Table C.4: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and stan-
dard deviation (STD) of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced using different values for
constructionThreshold and minInstPerRule . All rules are induced with possibility of con-
taining negated terms.
(a) Wine
minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule=60% minInstPerRule= 70%
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 75.95 2.54 11.39 82.95 1.80 8.77 87.34 1.67 6.67
0.55 82.98 2.14 10.76 86.86 1.87 7.51 90.85 0.95 6.22
0.60 84.42 1.73 6.55 86.05 1.45 7.61 89.76 0.93 5.30
0.65 83.52 1.87 8.91 85.35 2.35 7.51 91.45 0.44 4.98
0.70 85.78 1.64 7.24 88.09 1.59 9.28 91.49 0.69 4.23
0.75 87.99 1.20 6.87 90.47 1.32 5.31 90.54 0.55 7.43
0.80 89.73 0.55 7.62 93.01 0.77 5.44 89.99 0.85 9.96
0.85 91.77 1.01 5.24 92.20 1.04 5.13 88.89 1.26 9.35
0.90 91.30 1.06 5.39 85.67 0.80 8.38 87.49 0.60 6.37
0.95 88.31 0.82 8.52 84.74 0.58 7.32 91.43 0.38 3.04
(b) Iris
minInstPerRule=40% minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule= 60%
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 87.73 0.64 11.41 87.53 0.55 11.67 86.73 0.73 11.41
0.55 87.20 0.42 11.85 87.87 0.53 10.96 86.33 0.47 10.73
0.60 87.47 0.53 11.57 85.33 0.77 9.73 85.27 0.66 11.08
0.65 87.07 0.64 10.88 86.00 0.54 10.31 88.80 0.76 9.71
0.70 86.40 0.78 11.66 88.33 0.57 10.03 93.33 0.00 7.03
0.75 89.73 0.56 10.49 87.53 0.32 10.68 75.33 0.00 7.06
0.80 92.20 0.32 7.02 90.67 0.00 9.00 76.67 0.00 6.48
0.85 92.67 0.00 6.63 90.00 0.00 9.56 76.67 0.00 6.48
0.90 80.67 0.00 7.98 76.00 0.00 6.44 75.33 0.00 6.32
0.95 78.00 0.00 7.06 76.00 0.00 6.44 63.33 0.00 11.86
(c) Glass
minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule=60% minInstPerRule= 70%
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 53.74 1.93 8.98 55.19 1.54 12.39 50.25 1.57 9.09
0.55 53.09 2.74 11.90 51.47 1.44 11.89 49.37 1.03 11.01
0.60 55.63 1.64 9.66 45.87 1.87 8.61 48.02 1.82 12.45
0.65 49.77 0.54 11.74 42.94 1.18 14.35 45.10 0.87 13.62
0.70 45.82 1.03 15.35 45.65 0.57 15.75 48.79 0.64 16.82
0.75 42.00 0.62 16.89 46.48 0.80 17.13 44.74 0.48 11.85
0.80 47.54 0.65 16.09 45.18 0.47 13.78 42.49 0.43 14.14
0.85 44.61 0.38 15.31 41.07 0.67 16.74 33.61 0.28 11.00
0.90 42.91 0.95 11.72 37.55 0.36 10.50 25.93 0.33 6.95
0.95 45.22 0.57 14.21 34.44 0.36 10.23 26.67 0.39 7.97
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Table C.4: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and stan-
dard deviation (STD) of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced using different values for
constructionThreshold and minInstPerRule . All rules are induced with possibility of con-
taining negated terms (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
minInstPerRule=70% minInstPerRule=80% minInstPerRule= 90%
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 72.24 0.00 8.00 77.16 1.34 7.50 61.22 0.00 18.28
0.55 74.35 0.00 8.39 78.77 0.00 6.73 62.78 0.00 16.60
0.60 71.89 0.00 6.90 77.46 0.00 5.17 68.65 0.00 18.12
0.65 71.89 0.00 6.90 77.46 0.00 5.17 68.65 0.00 18.12
0.70 70.84 0.00 6.50 76.93 0.00 4.97 67.60 0.00 19.25
0.75 72.16 0.00 7.38 81.45 0.00 7.09 67.60 0.00 19.25
0.80 74.83 0.00 7.72 82.78 0.00 6.11 67.60 0.00 19.25
0.85 79.02 0.00 5.92 82.78 0.00 6.11 67.60 0.00 19.25
0.90 82.78 0.00 6.11 82.78 0.00 6.11 67.60 0.00 19.25
0.95 82.78 0.00 6.11 82.78 0.00 6.11 67.60 0.00 19.25
(e) Leukaemia
minInstPerRule=70% minInstPerRule=80% minInstPerRule= 90%
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 83.66 2.33 17.62 86.97 1.24 17.30 89.29 2.03 15.99
0.55 87.93 3.09 16.41 90.58 1.58 14.68 90.38 1.13 16.24
0.60 88.48 1.82 16.87 90.35 1.83 14.49 92.68 1.04 10.05
0.65 89.97 2.19 14.65 90.94 1.19 16.25 92.58 2.16 11.01
0.70 90.93 2.05 13.66 91.21 1.09 16.03 92.18 1.87 10.30
0.75 88.59 0.83 15.86 92.23 1.89 11.44 93.57 0.79 11.54
0.80 90.86 2.32 15.23 91.43 1.51 12.92 93.78 0.99 9.60
0.85 91.23 1.73 12.09 94.12 1.54 9.36 95.63 1.55 7.07
0.90 91.15 1.56 12.40 94.14 1.31 8.43 93.35 1.21 9.95
0.95 92.48 1.05 11.19 93.56 0.95 8.28 93.11 1.09 8.52
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C.4 The Richness of the Hypothesis Language
Table C.5 and Table C.6 respectively present the average number of termsand percentage clas-
sification accuracy ofFRANTIC-simpIRLrulebases induced using different degrees of richness
of the hypothesis language. The associated standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard
deviation (STD) are also given. ‘Simple’ denotes rulebases containing simple propositional
rules, ‘Disjunction’ denotes those containing rules with internal disjunction between attribute
values, ‘Negation’ denotes rules containing negated terms, and ‘Hedges’ enotes rules that
contain both negated terms and hedges. Graphs generated from these tabl are discussed in
Section 6.4 on page 103 in the main text.
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Table C.5: Number of terms, standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness of the hypothesis
language
(a) Wine
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 8.00 0.00 0.67 9.85 0.45 2.44 26.82 0.44 1.54 26.37 0.23 148
0.55 7.91 0.03 0.28 8.05 0.84 1.83 23.41 0.53 1.96 21.87 0.53 185
0.60 7.67 0.05 0.68 7.89 0.38 2.06 23.07 0.30 1.40 19.29 0.52 180
0.65 6.50 0.00 0.71 7.93 0.59 2.04 23.18 0.27 1.36 16.96 0.58 217
0.70 5.80 0.00 0.63 6.76 0.38 1.55 21.06 0.33 1.36 18.83 0.64 172
0.75 5.00 0.00 0.00 5.68 0.10 0.92 18.84 0.30 1.30 17.48 0.43 15
0.80 4.90 0.00 0.32 5.85 0.25 0.99 16.83 0.29 2.16 16.31 0.49 152
0.85 4.70 0.00 0.48 5.94 0.27 1.04 16.38 0.19 1.47 15.32 0.38 145
0.90 4.50 0.00 0.53 6.34 0.24 0.94 17.27 0.28 1.43 14.32 0.30 193
0.95 4.00 0.00 0.00 6.10 0.28 0.87 16.54 0.29 1.34 15.55 0.40 132
(b) Iris
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 8.00 0.00 0.00 9.22 0.45 1.58 11.82 0.04 0.40 11.58 0.10 051
0.55 8.00 0.00 0.00 8.97 0.28 1.48 11.67 0.08 0.62 11.51 0.03 05
0.60 6.70 0.00 0.48 8.67 0.24 1.02 11.53 0.05 0.69 10.97 0.05 028
0.65 6.70 0.00 0.48 8.90 0.36 1.06 10.76 0.07 0.44 10.00 0.00 0
0.70 6.00 0.00 0.00 8.68 0.23 1.01 10.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 0
0.75 6.00 0.00 0.00 8.67 0.27 1.07 9.90 0.00 0.32 10.00 0.00 0.
0.80 5.00 0.00 0.00 7.41 0.12 0.50 9.90 0.00 0.32 9.70 0.00 0.48
0.85 5.00 0.00 0.00 7.37 0.17 0.48 9.90 0.00 0.32 9.60 0.00 0.7
0.90 4.00 0.00 0.00 5.14 0.05 0.36 10.00 0.00 0.00 9.81 0.03 0.41
0.95 4.00 0.00 0.00 5.11 0.06 0.35 9.60 0.00 0.70 8.90 0.00 0.32
(c) Glass
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 27.04 0.05 1.51 29.65 1.02 3.48 46.82 0.18 0.87 46.45 0.36 1 19
0.55 24.73 0.11 1.43 29.87 0.68 3.06 44.63 0.19 1.22 43.99 0.38 2 15
0.60 21.30 0.00 0.95 24.33 0.98 2.85 39.45 0.53 2.21 39.87 0.65 2 3
0.65 13.36 0.15 1.13 16.98 0.43 2.33 42.12 0.28 1.93 39.65 0.30 1 73
0.70 13.33 0.07 0.76 14.93 0.42 2.50 39.34 0.63 1.65 36.58 0.76 2 40
0.75 10.70 0.00 0.95 12.65 0.50 2.58 35.47 0.40 1.28 35.90 0.48 1 86
0.80 9.90 0.00 1.10 10.66 0.47 2.65 35.20 0.57 2.42 34.43 0.592 43
0.85 9.90 0.00 1.10 10.97 0.48 2.46 32.93 0.37 1.86 32.14 0.371 64
0.90 8.11 0.03 0.74 9.67 0.31 1.42 30.41 0.47 2.53 29.77 0.43 21
0.95 6.80 0.00 0.63 9.10 0.25 1.26 27.87 0.11 1.31 27.98 0.18 10
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Table C.5: Number of terms, standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness of the hypothesis
language (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 3.10 0.00 0.32 2.91 0.07 1.39 5.60 0.00 0.52 5.60 0.00 0.52
0.55 3.10 0.00 0.32 2.92 0.08 1.41 5.20 0.00 0.63 5.60 0.00 0.52
0.60 3.10 0.00 0.32 2.88 0.08 1.39 4.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.0
0.65 3.10 0.00 0.32 2.86 0.07 1.36 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.50 0.00 0.53
0.70 3.80 0.00 0.63 2.28 0.13 0.53 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.0
0.75 3.80 0.00 0.63 2.31 0.10 0.55 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.0
0.80 3.80 0.00 0.63 2.41 0.11 0.58 3.90 0.00 0.32 3.90 0.00 0.32
0.85 3.50 0.00 0.71 2.25 0.13 0.45 3.70 0.00 0.48 4.00 0.00 0.0
0.90 2.80 0.00 0.63 2.32 0.08 0.52 3.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.0
0.95 2.10 0.00 0.32 2.06 0.05 0.19 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.0
(e) Leukaemia
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 4.21 0.09 0.49 7.59 0.65 1.34 40.81 1.01 2.61 40.83 0.87 228
0.55 3.40 0.00 0.70 6.14 0.30 1.30 35.22 0.27 2.35 34.42 0.35 211
0.60 2.50 0.00 0.53 3.81 0.11 0.95 31.24 0.44 2.87 30.21 0.61 257
0.65 2.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 29.70 0.39 2.06 27.37 0.54 272
0.70 2.00 0.00 0.00 2.75 0.10 0.44 26.26 0.10 1.62 24.95 0.21 193
0.75 2.00 0.00 0.00 3.12 0.06 0.32 24.88 0.40 2.04 24.18 0.31 212
0.80 2.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 23.99 0.35 2.08 23.35 0.27 176
0.85 2.00 0.00 0.00 3.25 0.08 0.45 21.47 0.32 2.20 21.21 0.31 21
0.90 2.00 0.00 0.00 3.13 0.12 0.34 21.42 0.20 1.86 21.43 0.11 185
0.95 2.00 0.00 0.00 3.11 0.07 0.28 18.87 0.07 1.54 18.88 0.08 153
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Table C.6: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard devi-
ation (STD) of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness of the
hypothesis language
(a) Wine
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 85.59 0.25 8.62 87.76 2.17 7.00 82.95 1.80 8.77 82.34 2.21 8 94
0.55 86.57 0.78 7.70 87.65 0.99 7.45 86.86 1.87 7.51 83.88 2.20 9 00
0.60 86.54 0.53 7.96 87.15 1.73 7.23 86.05 1.45 7.61 86.83 1.21 7 94
0.65 90.81 0.30 4.80 84.73 2.00 8.61 85.35 2.35 7.51 87.68 1.38 9 07
0.70 90.34 0.00 6.77 84.93 1.20 8.73 88.09 1.59 9.28 88.39 0.97 8 30
0.75 92.67 0.00 4.73 79.82 2.64 10.41 90.47 1.32 5.31 90.02 1.12 6 15
0.80 92.67 0.00 4.73 78.60 2.47 9.70 93.01 0.77 5.44 90.54 0.99 7 30
0.85 92.67 0.00 4.73 75.71 2.40 9.45 92.20 1.04 5.13 91.37 0.68 7 33
0.90 92.70 0.00 4.57 76.28 2.83 11.75 85.67 0.80 8.38 90.68 0.86 5 99
0.95 90.02 0.00 8.52 80.55 2.21 8.63 84.74 0.58 7.32 84.74 1.12 7 74
(b) Iris
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 91.33 0.00 7.73 94.20 1.26 6.25 86.73 0.73 11.41 85.80 1.00 9 13
0.55 91.33 0.00 7.73 94.47 1.51 6.18 86.33 0.47 10.73 85.27 1.11 9 30
0.60 92.00 0.00 6.13 85.40 2.16 16.23 85.27 0.66 11.08 89.60 1.00 7.79
0.65 92.00 0.00 6.13 81.87 4.33 16.10 88.80 0.76 9.71 95.20 0.28 6 28
0.70 95.33 0.00 4.50 82.93 5.61 15.40 93.33 0.00 7.03 93.47 0.28 7 63
0.75 86.67 0.00 12.17 76.00 2.65 13.72 75.33 0.00 7.06 91.33 0.00 7.73
0.80 87.33 0.00 10.63 76.67 3.89 14.34 76.67 0.00 6.48 93.40 0.21 6.24
0.85 94.00 0.00 5.84 83.80 5.31 14.95 76.67 0.00 6.48 93.33 0.00 6 29
0.90 82.67 0.00 10.98 81.40 1.46 10.38 75.33 0.00 6.32 74.07 0.21 5.94
0.95 82.67 0.00 10.98 81.87 0.76 9.76 63.33 0.00 11.86 74.67 0.00 5.26
(c) Glass
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 46.92 0.74 7.44 45.76 2.17 10.27 53.74 1.93 8.98 54.85 2.68 10.04
0.55 41.50 0.83 11.16 45.15 2.11 9.43 53.09 2.74 11.90 52.32 1.82 1.66
0.60 40.64 0.00 12.12 41.95 2.22 8.41 55.63 1.64 9.66 54.37 1.33 0.35
0.65 30.96 0.39 5.88 37.23 1.09 7.76 49.77 0.54 11.74 54.34 1.71 3.70
0.70 32.93 0.19 4.96 31.18 1.24 7.77 45.82 1.03 15.35 48.18 1.57 0.41
0.75 7.45 0.00 3.13 10.63 0.89 6.16 42.00 0.62 16.89 48.10 1.76 4.45
0.80 4.23 0.00 2.56 6.96 0.79 2.34 47.54 0.65 16.09 50.03 1.875.16
0.85 6.90 0.00 5.49 9.70 0.51 5.86 44.61 0.38 15.31 44.77 0.3314.42
0.90 30.22 0.14 11.76 32.14 0.66 10.55 42.91 0.95 11.72 45.471.01 12.71
0.95 15.26 0.00 8.21 22.48 1.10 12.42 45.22 0.57 14.21 45.23 0.43 14.25
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Table C.6: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard devi-
ation (STD) of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness of the
hypothesis language (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 77.03 0.00 28.65 90.18 0.70 13.51 72.24 0.00 8.00 78.27 0.55 6.07
0.55 77.03 0.00 28.65 90.10 0.47 13.55 74.35 0.00 8.39 78.27 0.55 6.07
0.60 77.03 0.00 28.65 90.42 0.62 13.50 71.89 0.00 6.90 68.35 0.54 6.91
0.65 77.03 0.00 28.65 90.36 0.81 13.57 71.89 0.00 6.90 69.41 0.54 7.35
0.70 30.07 0.00 39.03 68.32 0.00 12.77 70.84 0.00 6.50 71.63 0.00 6.65
0.75 30.07 0.00 39.03 68.32 0.00 12.77 72.16 0.00 7.38 73.99 0.00 8.23
0.80 30.07 0.00 39.03 68.32 0.00 12.77 74.83 0.00 7.72 77.21 0.00 8.79
0.85 37.14 0.00 40.31 68.32 0.00 12.77 79.02 0.00 5.92 79.31 0.00 5.58
0.90 68.32 0.00 12.77 68.32 0.00 12.77 82.78 0.00 6.11 79.31 0.00 5.58
0.95 31.13 0.00 40.37 31.13 0.00 40.37 82.78 0.00 6.11 82.78 0.00 6.11
(e) Leukaemia
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 92.57 2.16 8.99 90.76 2.65 11.99 89.29 2.03 15.99 87.85 2.65 17.02
0.55 91.07 0.00 12.56 87.17 1.96 11.05 90.38 1.13 16.24 90.000.97 16.73
0.60 87.74 0.00 9.54 86.71 1.98 10.93 92.68 1.04 10.05 91.99 1.05 6.18
0.65 87.74 0.00 9.54 87.56 1.36 11.40 92.58 2.16 11.01 91.26 1.01 5.95
0.70 79.64 0.00 13.81 87.07 2.49 15.36 92.18 1.87 10.30 93.331.69 11.13
0.75 72.26 0.00 12.87 85.59 1.33 15.71 93.57 0.79 11.54 94.900.70 8.45
0.80 71.57 1.18 19.80 85.56 1.68 14.95 93.78 0.99 9.60 94.07 0.94 9.23
0.85 67.86 0.00 11.60 80.38 3.37 15.33 95.63 1.55 7.07 95.19 1.13 7.34
0.90 64.26 0.66 15.20 83.62 2.57 11.00 93.35 1.21 9.95 93.83 0.95 8.91
0.95 62.26 1.09 14.09 80.24 2.59 13.59 93.11 1.09 8.52 92.96 1.02 8.22
Appendix D
Supplementary Results to Chapter 7
This appendix provides detailed and/or supplementary results for findingsdiscussed in
Chapter 7, which compares the different rule learning strategies. All results presented in
Section D.1 pertain toFRANTICrulebases induced using a full iterative rule learning strat-
egy. Section D.2 contains statistics relating to rulebases induced using a simultaneo s rule
learning strategy. Equivalent results ofFRANTICrulebases induced using a simplified iterative
rule learning strategy are found in Appendix C.
Tables generally present the main statistic – whether it be average accuracy or average terms in
a rulebase/terms per rule/rules per rulebase – and associated standard error of the mean (SEM)
and standard deviation (STD). Since 10 ten-fold cross-validations are car i d out, the STD is
the average of the 10 standard deviations obtained from each of the 10 cross-validations (this
gives an indication ofFRANTIC’s robustness to the different training sets used in one ten-fold
cross-validation), and the SEM is the standard deviation of the 10 averageaccuracies from
each of the 10 cross-validations (this gives an estimate of the reliability of the main statistic
presented in a table).
Note that in all tables and figures ‘Simple’ denotes rulebases containing simplepropositional
rules, ‘Disjunction’ denotes those containing rules with internal disjunction between attribute
values, ‘Negation’ denotes rules containing negated terms, and ‘Hedges’ enotes rules that
contain both negated terms and linguistic hedges.
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D.1 Iterative Rule Learning Performance
Table D.1 gives the accuracy of full IRL rulebases induced using a specific minInstPerRule
value for each dataset for different forms of the hypothesis language(parameter settings are
provided in Table B.5(b) on page 222). Tables D.2 and D.3 provide the corr sponding com-
plexity details for the rulebases with regards to number of rules and number of t rms respec-
tively.
Table D.4 provides the accuracy of rulebases induced using differentvalues for theminInst-
PerRule parameter, and for rules containing negated terms in the antecedent. TablesD.5 and
D.6 provide the corresponding rulebase complexity statistics with regards to number of rules
and number of terms respectively.
Note that one column in each of the subtables in Table D.4 duplicates the results of the ‘Nega-
tion’ column in each of the corresponding subtables in Table D.1. The statisticsare replicated
for ease of reference.
These results, and/or figures generated from them, are discussed in Section 7.1 in the main text.
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Table D.1: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard de-
viation (STD) of FRANTIC-fullIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness of the
hypothesis language
(a) Wine
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 92.77 0.22 7.51 88.03 2.59 6.90 92.85 1.51 5.47 90.54 1.92 6 83
0.55 90.51 0.31 7.64 88.40 2.28 7.02 92.65 1.49 5.69 92.27 1.85 5 33
0.60 89.67 0.39 7.45 86.85 3.17 8.25 92.89 1.38 4.15 92.73 1.55 5 8
0.65 89.06 0.29 5.99 87.34 2.41 9.34 91.54 1.63 5.43 91.50 1.61 7 36
0.70 89.32 0.45 9.29 87.20 0.70 9.00 92.01 1.68 6.43 93.55 1.55 5 04
0.75 89.32 0.40 7.61 87.03 2.06 8.93 93.53 1.83 5.13 91.43 0.96 5 67
0.80 88.67 0.27 7.32 81.80 2.17 12.16 93.89 1.22 4.98 93.51 2.03 6 15
0.85 86.48 0.27 6.87 80.90 3.62 11.32 92.28 1.21 5.48 93.08 1.24 4 62
0.90 89.18 0.29 6.74 79.47 2.98 12.24 93.54 0.47 4.76 92.76 0.86 6 15
0.95 88.50 0.73 8.12 83.21 3.01 11.70 90.76 0.65 3.81 90.86 0.98 6 39
(b) Iris
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 93.33 0.00 7.03 93.53 0.55 6.50 89.33 0.63 9.89 89.53 1.00 9 88
0.55 94.00 0.00 5.84 93.80 0.32 6.27 89.27 0.66 9.70 89.93 1.24 9 14
0.60 95.33 0.00 5.49 94.00 0.54 6.02 91.80 0.83 10.57 89.20 1.25 9 88
0.65 94.67 0.00 6.13 85.67 5.78 13.16 83.93 0.66 12.77 90.93 0.64 8.92
0.70 95.33 0.00 5.49 81.60 3.05 16.89 92.73 0.21 10.03 95.27 0.21 6.30
0.75 90.00 0.00 5.67 76.67 2.67 13.21 91.53 0.32 10.26 94.67 0.31 6.20
0.80 88.00 0.00 7.57 77.93 3.48 13.71 90.67 0.00 9.00 93.33 0.00 6 29
0.85 94.00 0.00 5.84 86.33 4.38 15.49 90.00 0.00 9.56 93.40 0.21 6 24
0.90 74.00 0.00 4.92 73.53 0.83 8.38 76.00 0.00 6.44 74.73 0.21 7 44
0.95 78.00 0.00 6.32 73.80 1.18 7.27 76.00 0.00 6.44 75.33 0.00 6 32
(c) Glass
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 38.66 0.00 11.32 41.10 2.40 9.20 55.33 1.84 11.13 58.41 2.21 11.20
0.55 28.91 0.54 12.65 40.15 1.26 9.01 54.56 2.25 12.65 55.12 2.01 10.85
0.60 29.77 0.30 10.87 38.74 2.35 9.39 45.61 1.62 8.66 49.48 1.88 2.28
0.65 41.55 0.76 11.18 38.52 1.35 10.08 42.75 1.13 10.47 53.461.80 12.08
0.70 35.97 0.54 9.83 34.59 2.60 10.35 41.78 1.64 7.70 46.54 2.58 8.12
0.75 15.07 0.38 7.48 11.83 0.77 9.31 41.94 0.81 13.72 43.15 2.23 13.17
0.80 8.77 0.49 6.16 5.83 0.69 5.36 43.48 0.65 12.31 47.22 2.3513.44
0.85 10.76 0.37 7.02 11.25 0.86 8.45 44.33 0.68 13.40 45.16 0.70 13.24
0.90 30.86 0.14 10.10 30.96 1.32 9.23 44.41 0.51 8.97 48.50 0.94 11.41
0.95 18.21 0.54 7.71 16.32 1.93 8.11 42.67 0.40 13.73 42.76 0.52 13.54
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Table D.1: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard de-
viation (STD) of FRANTIC-fullIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness of the
hypothesis language (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 80.82 0.00 14.20 89.13 0.89 5.55 92.67 0.48 7.36 91.43 0.46 4 66
0.55 80.55 0.00 13.93 89.29 0.41 5.73 92.84 0.23 6.41 91.33 0.64 4 62
0.60 80.55 0.00 13.93 89.43 0.54 5.69 88.38 0.14 5.75 89.17 1.13 7 03
0.65 80.55 0.00 13.93 89.16 0.51 5.96 88.20 0.35 5.60 88.51 0.48 6 59
0.70 66.51 0.00 7.22 76.70 1.37 14.91 91.41 0.13 5.29 89.46 0.14 6 56
0.75 66.51 0.00 7.22 76.18 0.97 14.20 91.48 0.17 5.56 89.74 0.62 6 21
0.80 59.75 0.00 15.84 76.06 1.37 14.36 93.07 0.00 4.97 92.13 0.74 5.69
0.85 59.75 0.00 15.84 73.23 1.11 14.77 90.76 0.00 7.45 92.65 1.37 5.45
0.90 59.75 0.00 15.84 74.12 1.21 15.32 91.03 0.00 7.76 90.77 0.00 7.56
0.95 69.94 0.00 11.40 66.30 0.61 13.65 88.62 0.17 9.16 90.65 0.14 7.86
(e) Leukaemia
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 83.88 3.70 15.34 93.79 2.73 8.16 86.54 3.94 16.53 84.89 2.41 16.66
0.55 91.69 1.64 12.95 89.26 1.60 9.47 91.16 2.36 13.08 88.83 2.72 16.73
0.60 90.21 2.17 10.17 90.60 1.75 9.95 91.85 2.21 11.07 90.17 1.87 4.86
0.65 90.31 1.49 14.69 88.43 3.03 10.90 91.51 3.08 13.32 90.771.95 13.52
0.70 85.82 1.11 14.08 92.21 2.71 9.25 93.12 1.60 11.91 91.46 2.16 12.60
0.75 91.36 2.27 10.04 95.07 1.72 8.39 92.30 1.82 11.61 92.23 1.61 1.13
0.80 91.63 2.14 12.64 89.01 1.68 12.71 90.51 2.56 12.54 90.522.06 12.53
0.85 93.29 1.09 11.33 90.83 2.52 12.62 91.08 2.43 12.12 92.803.02 12.35
0.90 85.77 1.24 7.20 83.13 2.66 16.07 92.16 3.58 13.34 92.51 2.86 12.42
0.95 89.56 0.87 12.44 83.90 1.69 15.44 90.88 1.88 14.38 92.601.97 11.79
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Table D.2: Number of rules, standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
of FRANTIC-fullIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness of the hypothesis
language
(a) Wine
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 6.20 0.00 0.42 4.00 0.07 0.17 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.0
0.55 6.00 0.00 0.00 4.20 0.18 0.42 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.0
0.60 6.00 0.00 0.00 4.15 0.14 0.47 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.0
0.65 6.00 0.00 0.00 4.13 0.16 0.58 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.0
0.70 6.10 0.00 0.32 4.29 0.18 0.62 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.0
0.75 6.34 0.05 0.50 4.66 0.12 0.59 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.0
0.80 6.00 0.00 0.00 4.56 0.16 0.59 6.00 0.00 0.00 5.85 0.08 0.34
0.85 6.00 0.00 0.00 4.64 0.10 0.50 5.51 0.10 0.54 4.98 0.23 0.67
0.90 6.00 0.00 0.00 4.78 0.09 0.42 5.03 0.12 0.54 4.55 0.20 0.58
0.95 5.60 0.00 0.52 4.68 0.11 0.52 4.67 0.12 0.54 4.23 0.13 0.39
(b) Iris
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 6.00 0.00 0.00 3.37 0.13 0.49 5.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.0
0.55 5.00 0.00 0.00 3.34 0.20 0.46 5.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.0
0.60 5.00 0.00 0.00 3.23 0.12 0.40 5.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.0
0.65 4.10 0.00 0.32 3.06 0.07 0.17 4.70 0.00 0.48 4.22 0.04 0.6
0.70 3.40 0.00 0.52 3.00 0.00 0.00 4.30 0.00 0.48 3.16 0.07 0.38
0.75 3.80 0.00 0.92 3.31 0.03 0.49 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.05 0.07 0.16
0.80 3.40 0.00 0.52 3.32 0.04 0.49 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.0
0.85 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.0
0.90 5.00 0.00 0.00 3.90 0.00 0.32 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.0
0.95 5.00 0.00 0.00 3.88 0.04 0.34 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.0
(c) Glass
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 12.00 0.00 0.00 8.37 0.15 0.67 12.00 0.00 0.00 12.00 0.00
0.55 12.00 0.00 0.00 8.06 0.19 0.73 12.00 0.00 0.00 12.00 0.00
0.60 11.30 0.00 0.67 8.66 0.13 0.77 11.27 0.07 0.46 11.44 0.1550
0.65 11.00 0.00 0.47 9.18 0.13 0.70 10.79 0.10 0.55 10.78 0.1053
0.70 11.30 0.00 0.67 9.52 0.16 0.99 10.43 0.11 0.64 10.06 0.084
0.75 10.40 0.00 1.26 9.10 0.09 0.65 9.48 0.10 0.64 9.47 0.09 0.66
0.80 11.00 0.00 0.94 9.60 0.00 0.52 9.37 0.07 0.67 9.32 0.04 0.82
0.85 11.80 0.00 1.55 10.03 0.07 0.70 9.88 0.08 0.34 9.50 0.09 066
0.90 12.30 0.00 0.48 10.43 0.09 0.57 8.91 0.14 0.98 8.23 0.16 077
0.95 13.00 0.00 0.67 11.35 0.16 0.85 8.83 0.15 0.69 8.41 0.10 058
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Table D.2: Number of rules, standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
of FRANTIC-fullIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness of the hypothesis
language (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 3.10 0.00 0.32 2.13 0.05 0.35 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.0
0.55 3.00 0.00 0.00 2.03 0.05 0.09 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.0
0.60 3.00 0.00 0.00 2.04 0.05 0.13 3.80 0.00 0.42 3.81 0.03 0.41
0.65 3.00 0.00 0.00 2.02 0.04 0.06 3.81 0.03 0.41 3.80 0.00 0.42
0.70 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.80 0.00 0.42 3.80 0.00 0.42
0.75 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.80 0.00 0.42 3.80 0.00 0.42
0.80 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.0
0.85 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.90 0.00 0.32 3.97 0.05 0.09
0.90 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.90 0.00 0.32 3.90 0.00 0.32
0.95 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.90 0.00 0.32 3.90 0.00 0.32
(e) Leukaemia
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 5.28 0.08 0.46 2.22 0.14 0.37 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.0
0.55 4.00 0.00 0.00 2.27 0.18 0.40 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.0
0.60 4.02 0.04 0.06 2.17 0.09 0.38 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.0
0.65 4.00 0.00 0.00 2.49 0.16 0.50 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.98 0.06 0.04
0.70 4.26 0.07 0.75 2.43 0.12 0.51 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.82 0.09 0.3
0.75 4.08 0.11 0.53 2.82 0.06 0.38 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.64 0.13 0.48
0.80 4.06 0.05 0.19 2.78 0.04 0.43 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.67 0.18 0.46
0.85 4.21 0.03 0.43 3.04 0.08 0.22 3.93 0.08 0.18 3.60 0.17 0.55
0.90 4.02 0.04 0.06 3.02 0.04 0.11 3.62 0.10 0.50 3.63 0.08 0.50
0.95 4.38 0.09 0.69 3.17 0.05 0.39 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.63 0.08 0.50
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Table D.3: Number of terms, standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
of FRANTIC-fullIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness of the hypothesis
language
(a) Wine
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 16.12 0.04 4.97 13.58 0.55 2.73 48.23 0.68 2.65 46.49 0.62 2 44
0.55 13.32 0.04 0.83 14.29 1.67 3.46 43.57 0.40 2.51 41.37 0.76 1 92
0.60 13.21 0.03 0.79 13.88 0.77 3.93 44.12 0.67 2.85 41.51 0.62 2 31
0.65 12.91 0.03 0.73 13.42 0.80 3.60 43.02 0.53 1.89 39.97 0.47 2 32
0.70 13.06 0.20 3.12 13.71 0.89 3.94 41.63 0.53 1.89 38.82 0.69 2 54
0.75 12.92 0.45 3.42 14.53 0.59 3.75 44.59 0.50 2.72 42.51 0.79 3 20
0.80 10.64 0.10 1.19 12.63 0.47 2.99 45.49 0.51 2.35 42.72 1.30 5 13
0.85 10.90 0.00 1.10 10.72 0.85 2.88 40.38 1.40 8.14 33.11 3.21 9 36
0.90 10.30 0.00 1.16 10.73 0.40 2.59 34.49 1.74 7.81 30.29 3.05 8 28
0.95 8.60 0.00 1.84 8.97 0.31 2.43 31.46 1.87 6.86 23.70 2.24 590
(b) Iris
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 17.50 0.00 0.53 11.53 0.47 2.79 20.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 0
0.55 12.20 0.00 0.42 9.77 0.70 2.04 19.99 0.03 0.03 20.00 0.00
0.60 11.10 0.00 0.32 9.44 0.21 1.73 19.34 0.05 0.63 19.45 0.0867
0.65 8.40 0.00 0.70 8.80 0.64 1.45 18.05 0.05 2.18 15.60 0.18 321
0.70 6.90 0.00 1.20 8.61 0.33 1.12 16.42 0.06 2.48 10.67 0.29 158
0.75 7.20 0.00 1.40 9.14 0.16 1.15 14.36 0.10 0.82 10.19 0.26 060
0.80 6.20 0.00 0.79 9.29 0.17 1.11 9.50 0.00 0.53 10.00 0.00 0.
0.85 5.20 0.00 0.42 7.67 0.15 0.93 9.50 0.00 0.53 10.00 0.00 0.
0.90 7.00 0.00 0.00 8.90 0.00 0.32 10.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 0
0.95 7.00 0.00 0.00 8.88 0.04 0.34 9.90 0.00 0.32 9.90 0.00 0.32
(c) Glass
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 45.47 0.21 2.19 41.47 1.79 6.14 93.05 0.20 1.65 92.01 0.62 1 93
0.55 45.06 0.24 3.35 37.44 1.68 4.97 91.68 0.34 2.07 89.06 0.52 2 3
0.60 43.94 0.13 4.60 36.49 1.42 5.49 79.31 0.73 4.89 80.44 1.49 4 98
0.65 32.69 0.11 3.61 27.47 1.26 4.28 72.59 0.66 6.00 70.70 1.69 6 01
0.70 30.98 0.18 4.96 25.96 1.14 5.88 70.22 0.73 6.79 62.43 1.25 5 9
0.75 25.51 0.09 7.33 23.63 0.44 3.87 58.49 1.25 5.83 59.15 1.08 5 76
0.80 24.27 0.13 5.09 21.16 0.53 3.39 54.14 0.51 7.03 54.74 0.59 8 72
0.85 23.02 0.06 5.89 21.73 0.63 3.37 53.33 0.75 4.79 50.69 1.21 6 0
0.90 18.49 0.13 3.74 17.59 0.38 1.93 47.07 1.03 8.35 40.90 1.60 6 20
0.95 16.44 0.13 4.00 17.85 0.63 2.68 42.29 1.44 6.10 38.51 0.77 4 99
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Table D.3: Number of terms, standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
of FRANTIC-fullIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness of the hypothesis
language (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 8.70 0.00 0.95 5.23 0.26 1.11 15.56 0.08 0.96 16.26 0.08 096
0.55 8.60 0.00 0.97 5.07 0.29 0.78 15.48 0.06 0.88 16.19 0.07 13
0.60 8.60 0.00 0.97 5.11 0.27 0.88 13.30 0.00 2.36 14.36 0.24 23
0.65 8.60 0.00 0.97 4.98 0.18 0.61 13.27 0.22 2.31 13.91 0.07 273
0.70 7.90 0.00 1.29 6.23 0.21 1.94 11.90 0.00 2.13 13.40 0.00 241
0.75 7.90 0.00 1.29 6.16 0.16 1.96 11.90 0.00 2.13 13.20 0.12 238
0.80 7.40 0.00 1.26 5.80 0.14 1.39 12.90 0.00 0.99 13.88 0.06 081
0.85 7.30 0.00 1.16 5.52 0.13 1.50 12.00 0.00 1.56 13.09 0.34 09
0.90 7.30 0.00 1.16 5.60 0.14 1.54 11.50 0.00 1.78 11.80 0.00 148
0.95 5.70 0.00 0.82 5.32 0.09 1.17 10.70 0.00 1.57 11.10 0.00 16
(e) Leukaemia
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 57.50 4.63 25.01 35.46 5.88 17.20 210.70 1.63 9.41 210.41 2.22 9.08
0.55 14.61 0.40 1.52 28.10 8.11 16.30 102.34 1.96 6.74 101.321.92 6.16
0.60 12.00 0.91 2.53 19.19 4.11 8.56 94.58 1.74 5.73 91.85 1.73 5.02
0.65 14.07 0.84 4.35 16.27 2.31 8.57 95.84 1.96 7.27 95.75 3.23 11.40
0.70 35.33 1.84 19.00 11.36 1.42 4.69 90.96 2.19 6.70 95.41 2.31 18.96
0.75 8.25 2.17 6.97 10.29 0.46 2.98 91.36 2.32 7.70 96.64 7.2422.26
0.80 5.24 0.13 0.57 7.35 0.45 2.86 92.39 2.47 9.16 94.70 8.19 19.87
0.85 8.66 0.77 7.51 6.94 1.06 4.09 88.30 2.49 15.75 83.64 6.8720.63
0.90 4.38 0.80 1.20 5.00 0.44 1.68 70.15 5.91 22.70 74.57 4.2224.74
0.95 7.89 0.97 7.91 5.76 0.53 2.57 85.80 4.87 8.88 73.71 4.81 23.97
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Table D.4: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and stan-
dard deviation (STD) of FRANTIC-fullIRL rulebases induced using different values for
constructionThreshold and minInstPerRule . All rules are induced with possibility of con-
taining negated terms.
(a) Wine
minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule=60% minInstPerRule= 70%
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 92.57 1.73 5.30 92.27 0.68 4.90 92.85 1.51 5.47
0.55 90.47 1.42 5.60 91.73 2.17 5.68 92.65 1.49 5.69
0.60 92.32 1.08 4.98 94.53 1.26 4.91 92.89 1.38 4.15
0.65 93.32 1.05 4.62 93.32 1.49 5.47 91.54 1.63 5.43
0.70 92.39 1.75 4.85 93.44 1.26 5.64 92.01 1.68 6.43
0.75 92.33 1.96 5.68 92.54 1.20 6.02 93.53 1.83 5.13
0.80 93.01 1.83 5.82 94.63 2.02 5.20 93.89 1.22 4.98
0.85 92.96 1.20 5.80 94.47 1.26 5.16 92.28 1.21 5.48
0.90 90.51 1.27 5.71 92.31 0.92 4.91 93.54 0.47 4.76
0.95 90.90 1.75 5.51 94.00 0.88 4.60 90.76 0.65 3.81
(b) Iris
minInstPerRule=40% minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule= 60%
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 88.87 0.55 10.35 89.33 0.63 9.89 88.73 0.21 10.68
0.55 88.87 0.45 10.58 89.27 0.66 9.70 89.40 0.38 11.19
0.60 89.13 0.63 10.09 91.80 0.83 10.57 89.40 0.38 11.10
0.65 87.60 1.10 10.83 83.93 0.66 12.77 92.73 0.49 9.86
0.70 86.80 0.28 11.53 92.73 0.21 10.03 93.33 0.00 7.03
0.75 93.33 0.77 8.67 91.53 0.32 10.26 75.33 0.00 7.06
0.80 89.40 0.97 10.40 90.67 0.00 9.00 76.67 0.00 6.48
0.85 90.00 0.00 10.54 90.00 0.00 9.56 76.67 0.00 6.48
0.90 74.00 0.00 7.34 76.00 0.00 6.44 75.33 0.00 6.32
0.95 75.33 0.00 5.49 76.00 0.00 6.44 63.33 0.00 11.86
(c) Glass
minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule=60% minInstPerRule= 70%
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 50.47 1.88 10.29 52.17 1.63 13.58 55.33 1.84 11.13
0.55 48.58 2.23 10.64 54.42 1.63 13.28 54.56 2.25 12.65
0.60 48.55 3.03 11.23 48.73 2.95 10.97 45.61 1.62 8.66
0.65 46.32 1.99 10.87 47.18 1.79 10.39 42.75 1.13 10.47
0.70 48.31 1.61 11.04 45.86 0.64 7.85 41.78 1.64 7.70
0.75 46.71 1.09 7.58 42.95 0.84 10.27 41.94 0.81 13.72
0.80 41.84 1.30 10.61 47.39 0.70 10.79 43.48 0.65 12.31
0.85 46.51 1.78 8.71 40.41 0.76 7.24 44.33 0.68 13.40
0.90 42.93 0.75 9.48 38.83 0.55 14.87 44.41 0.51 8.97
0.95 38.78 1.18 8.83 36.66 0.65 10.91 42.67 0.40 13.73
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Table D.4: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and stan-
dard deviation (STD) of FRANTIC-fullIRL rulebases induced using different values for
constructionThreshold and minInstPerRule . All rules are induced with possibility of con-
taining negated terms (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
minInstPerRule=70% minInstPerRule=80% minInstPerRule= 90%
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 92.67 0.48 7.36 91.07 0.31 7.40 81.41 0.25 8.16
0.55 92.84 0.23 6.41 90.46 0.29 6.65 82.84 0.00 8.39
0.60 88.38 0.14 5.75 82.34 0.44 13.59 80.10 0.00 6.66
0.65 88.20 0.35 5.60 82.45 0.46 13.57 80.64 0.00 7.07
0.70 91.41 0.13 5.29 88.48 0.00 9.06 79.56 0.08 6.81
0.75 91.48 0.17 5.56 88.43 0.17 9.04 77.69 0.28 5.55
0.80 93.07 0.00 4.97 88.75 0.00 9.13 76.40 0.00 5.01
0.85 90.76 0.00 7.45 86.44 0.00 9.60 79.02 0.00 5.92
0.90 91.03 0.00 7.76 86.71 0.00 9.64 82.78 0.00 6.11
0.95 88.62 0.17 9.16 85.13 0.00 8.82 82.78 0.00 6.11
(e) Leukaemia
minInstPerRule=70% minInstPerRule=80% minInstPerRule= 90%
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 86.54 3.94 16.53 89.17 2.24 16.53 88.21 3.17 16.52
0.55 91.16 2.36 13.08 91.57 2.29 13.93 88.24 2.03 16.16
0.60 91.85 2.21 11.07 90.86 2.70 13.09 89.14 1.73 14.06
0.65 91.51 3.08 13.32 92.66 1.70 12.38 90.99 1.75 14.41
0.70 93.12 1.60 11.91 90.55 2.93 13.19 89.09 3.20 15.20
0.75 92.30 1.82 11.61 90.07 2.41 15.76 88.05 1.84 16.63
0.80 90.51 2.56 12.54 89.40 2.43 15.95 90.18 2.24 14.91
0.85 91.08 2.43 12.12 90.53 2.39 12.84 92.23 2.44 13.59
0.90 92.16 3.58 13.34 89.97 2.44 13.99 88.48 2.28 15.08
0.95 90.88 1.88 14.38 89.80 2.53 14.61 91.10 2.46 12.74
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Table D.5: Number of rules, standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
of FRANTIC-fullIRL rulebases induced using different values for constructionThreshold and
minInstPerRule . All rules are induced with possibility of containing negated terms.
(a) Wine
minInstPerRule=30% minInstPerRule=40% minInstPerRule= 50%
construction Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 8.23 0.05 0.44 7.49 0.15 0.52 6.00 0.00 0.00
0.55 8.10 0.00 0.32 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00
0.60 7.40 0.24 0.57 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00
0.65 6.26 0.14 0.45 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00
0.70 6.17 0.12 0.35 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00
0.75 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00
0.80 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00
0.85 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 5.51 0.10 0.54
0.90 6.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 5.03 0.12 0.54
0.95 6.00 0.00 0.00 5.92 0.04 0.25 4.67 0.12 0.54
(b) Iris
minInstPerRule=40% minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule= 60%
construction Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 5.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00
0.55 5.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00
0.60 5.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00
0.65 5.00 0.00 0.00 4.70 0.00 0.48 4.00 0.00 0.00
0.70 5.00 0.00 0.00 4.30 0.00 0.48 3.00 0.00 0.00
0.75 4.01 0.03 0.03 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00
0.80 3.70 0.00 0.48 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00
0.85 3.11 0.03 0.33 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00
0.90 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00
0.95 3.10 0.00 0.32 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00
(c) Glass
minInstPerRule=30% minInstPerRule=40% minInstPerRule= 50%
construction Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 14.16 0.12 0.59 12.55 0.10 0.59 12.00 0.00 0.00
0.55 13.97 0.07 0.61 12.01 0.03 0.03 12.00 0.00 0.00
0.60 12.74 0.12 0.57 12.00 0.00 0.00 11.27 0.07 0.46
0.65 12.85 0.10 0.69 11.53 0.15 0.50 10.79 0.10 0.55
0.70 12.06 0.08 0.44 11.20 0.17 0.60 10.43 0.11 0.64
0.75 11.32 0.04 0.49 10.46 0.05 0.70 9.48 0.10 0.64
0.80 11.20 0.07 0.44 10.62 0.06 0.89 9.37 0.07 0.67
0.85 10.89 0.10 0.54 9.25 0.05 0.59 9.88 0.08 0.34
0.90 11.13 0.12 0.47 9.32 0.06 0.64 8.91 0.14 0.98
0.95 11.31 0.03 0.49 9.18 0.15 0.97 8.83 0.15 0.69
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Table D.5: Number of rules, standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
of FRANTIC-fullIRL rulebases induced using different values for constructionThreshold and
minInstPerRule . All rules are induced with possibility of containing negated terms (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule=60% minInstPerRule= 70%
construction Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.40 0.00 0.52
0.55 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.40 0.00 0.52
0.60 3.80 0.00 0.42 3.40 0.00 0.52 3.00 0.00 0.00
0.65 3.81 0.03 0.41 3.40 0.00 0.52 3.00 0.00 0.00
0.70 3.80 0.00 0.42 3.40 0.00 0.52 3.00 0.00 0.00
0.75 3.80 0.00 0.42 3.40 0.00 0.52 2.70 0.00 0.48
0.80 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.60 0.00 0.52 2.10 0.00 0.32
0.85 3.90 0.00 0.32 3.50 0.00 0.53 2.00 0.00 0.00
0.90 3.90 0.00 0.32 3.50 0.00 0.53 2.00 0.00 0.00
0.95 3.90 0.00 0.32 3.50 0.00 0.53 2.00 0.00 0.00
(e) Leukaemia
minInstPerRule=40% minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule= 60%
construction Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 6.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00
0.55 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00
0.60 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00
0.65 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.75 0.08 0.45
0.70 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.94 0.05 0.19 3.58 0.11 0.51
0.75 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.58 0.14 0.50 3.05 0.07 0.14
0.80 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.74 0.10 0.45 3.05 0.05 0.16
0.85 3.93 0.08 0.18 3.50 0.16 0.50 3.10 0.11 0.48
0.90 3.62 0.10 0.50 3.61 0.14 0.49 2.67 0.11 0.54
0.95 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.50 0.13 0.58 2.37 0.08 0.50
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Table D.6: Number of terms, standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
of FRANTIC-fullIRL rulebases induced using different values for constructionThreshold and
minInstPerRule . All rules are induced with possibility of containing negated terms.
(a) Wine
minInstPerRule=30% minInstPerRule=40% minInstPerRule= 50%
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 77.14 0.89 6.23 70.78 2.18 7.24 48.23 0.68 2.65
0.55 71.76 0.68 4.72 47.28 0.65 1.97 43.57 0.40 2.51
0.60 66.03 2.60 8.86 44.67 0.65 2.73 44.12 0.67 2.85
0.65 50.06 1.47 6.10 43.76 0.50 1.93 43.02 0.53 1.89
0.70 46.39 1.55 5.06 42.62 0.51 1.68 41.63 0.53 1.89
0.75 43.13 0.43 1.61 41.74 0.66 1.95 44.59 0.50 2.72
0.80 40.22 0.68 1.64 40.21 0.41 1.57 45.49 0.51 2.35
0.85 39.92 0.69 1.55 40.42 0.61 2.07 40.38 1.40 8.14
0.90 38.10 0.37 1.99 38.68 0.65 2.66 34.49 1.74 7.81
0.95 37.97 0.61 2.44 40.75 0.57 5.14 31.46 1.87 6.86
(b) Iris
minInstPerRule=40% minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule= 60%
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 19.98 0.04 0.06 20.00 0.00 0.00 19.83 0.08 0.38
0.55 20.00 0.00 0.00 19.99 0.03 0.03 19.67 0.08 0.60
0.60 20.00 0.00 0.00 19.34 0.05 0.63 19.59 0.07 0.64
0.65 19.92 0.04 0.25 18.05 0.05 2.18 14.76 0.07 0.44
0.70 19.80 0.00 0.42 16.42 0.06 2.48 10.00 0.00 0.00
0.75 14.79 0.19 0.59 14.36 0.10 0.82 9.90 0.00 0.32
0.80 13.29 0.06 2.58 9.50 0.00 0.53 9.90 0.00 0.32
0.85 10.35 0.20 1.40 9.50 0.00 0.53 9.90 0.00 0.32
0.90 14.00 0.00 0.47 10.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 0.00
0.95 10.30 0.00 0.95 9.90 0.00 0.32 9.60 0.00 0.70
(c) Glass
minInstPerRule=30% minInstPerRule=40% minInstPerRule= 50%
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 118.80 1.14 5.27 102.10 0.77 4.79 93.05 0.20 1.65
0.55 114.00 0.96 6.21 91.18 0.76 2.80 91.68 0.34 2.07
0.60 93.79 1.29 5.83 87.88 0.44 2.65 79.31 0.73 4.89
0.65 92.68 1.02 7.83 79.62 1.65 6.00 72.59 0.66 6.00
0.70 84.48 0.79 4.69 75.39 1.68 6.88 70.22 0.73 6.79
0.75 77.37 0.77 4.83 68.04 0.75 7.49 58.49 1.25 5.83
0.80 69.84 0.82 5.30 64.49 0.67 8.34 54.14 0.51 7.03
0.85 65.45 1.03 6.78 52.13 0.59 7.06 53.33 0.75 4.79
0.90 68.88 1.21 4.86 51.83 0.83 7.14 47.07 1.03 8.35
0.95 68.75 0.76 6.07 49.58 1.19 10.18 42.29 1.44 6.10
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Table D.6: Number of terms, standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
of FRANTIC-fullIRL rulebases induced using different values for constructionThreshold and
minInstPerRule . All rules are induced with possibility of containing negated terms (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule=60% minInstPerRule= 70%
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 15.56 0.08 0.96 14.70 0.00 1.06 10.63 0.05 3.15
0.55 15.48 0.06 0.88 14.77 0.05 1.01 10.50 0.00 3.03
0.60 13.30 0.00 2.36 10.30 0.00 3.77 8.00 0.00 0.00
0.65 13.27 0.22 2.31 10.10 0.00 3.70 7.40 0.00 0.52
0.70 11.90 0.00 2.13 9.00 0.00 3.33 7.12 0.04 0.56
0.75 11.90 0.00 2.13 9.02 0.06 3.20 6.07 0.09 1.58
0.80 12.90 0.00 0.99 10.30 0.00 3.80 4.20 0.00 0.63
0.85 12.00 0.00 1.56 9.60 0.00 3.47 3.70 0.00 0.48
0.90 11.50 0.00 1.78 9.10 0.00 3.57 3.00 0.00 0.00
0.95 10.70 0.00 1.57 8.10 0.00 3.18 3.00 0.00 0.00
(e) Leukaemia
minInstPerRule=40% minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule= 60%
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 210.70 1.63 9.41 112.66 1.77 5.19 210.70 1.03 9.41
0.55 102.34 1.96 6.74 112.14 3.60 12.38 102.34 2.47 6.74
0.60 94.58 1.74 5.73 98.92 1.56 6.94 94.58 2.46 5.73
0.65 95.84 1.96 7.27 101.93 2.26 7.51 95.84 5.26 7.27
0.70 90.96 2.19 6.70 98.82 2.97 12.43 90.96 5.62 6.70
0.75 91.36 2.32 7.70 86.81 6.05 23.47 91.36 3.92 7.70
0.80 92.39 2.47 9.16 92.60 5.28 20.90 92.39 3.34 9.16
0.85 88.30 2.49 15.75 78.66 7.00 23.83 88.30 5.69 15.75
0.90 70.15 5.91 22.70 88.97 8.06 21.48 70.15 4.62 22.70
0.95 85.80 4.87 8.88 89.93 7.34 25.07 85.80 4.05 8.88
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D.2 Simultaneous Rule Learning Performance
This section presents equivalent tables to those presented in the previoussection, but for
SRL induced rulebases. These results, and/or figures generated from them, are discussed in
Section 7.2 in the main text.
Table D.7 gives the accuracy of SRL induced rulebases, using a specific minInstPerRule value
for each dataset for different forms of the hypothesis language (parameter settings are provided
in Table B.5(c) on page 222). Table D.8 provides the corresponding complexity details for the
rulebases.
Table D.9 provides the accuracy of rulebases induced using differentvalues for theminInstPer-
Rule parameter, and for rules containing negated terms in the antecedent. Table D.10 provides
the corresponding rulebase complexity statistics. Note that one column in eachof the subtables
in Table D.9 duplicates the results of the ‘Negation’ column in each of the corresponding
subtables in Table D.7. The statistics are replicated for ease of reference.
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Table D.7: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard devi-
ation (STD) of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness of the
hypothesis language
(a) Wine
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 88.87 0.94 7.57 63.73 3.85 15.37 88.01 2.15 7.83 87.68 2.27 6 64
0.55 88.32 0.41 7.49 66.53 3.78 13.29 90.07 1.07 6.04 88.69 1.99 6 08
0.60 88.11 0.18 6.26 67.28 4.46 11.84 89.70 1.82 6.56 90.37 2.51 5 82
0.65 90.06 0.27 5.04 64.28 5.10 12.12 88.61 1.63 6.84 89.24 1.48 5 81
0.70 89.53 0.28 6.21 64.16 3.31 13.33 88.15 1.80 6.26 89.36 2.34 6 93
0.75 92.00 0.57 5.88 65.74 3.47 12.26 90.12 1.74 6.59 90.07 1.16 7 22
0.80 92.00 0.57 5.20 67.93 3.55 11.98 90.03 1.67 7.25 90.52 1.53 7 23
0.85 92.67 0.00 4.73 67.10 3.30 12.15 91.87 0.91 7.16 93.07 1.30 6 04
0.90 92.11 0.00 5.49 66.35 3.97 15.77 90.85 2.10 7.09 89.92 1.66 6 31
0.95 90.41 0.00 7.18 68.65 3.16 9.67 88.31 2.04 7.91 89.98 2.19 8 52
(b) Iris
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 91.33 0.00 7.73 56.33 3.49 14.04 86.27 0.90 10.37 91.87 1.36 9.32
0.55 91.33 0.00 7.73 54.47 3.80 12.65 88.80 0.53 10.47 89.07 1.23 9.08
0.60 92.00 0.00 6.13 51.93 3.42 12.28 88.13 0.61 9.40 92.87 1.26 7 37
0.65 92.00 0.00 6.13 52.53 2.86 12.07 90.53 1.25 8.04 94.93 0.34 6 58
0.70 95.33 0.00 4.50 54.60 3.04 15.32 92.07 0.49 9.11 95.13 0.55 5 81
0.75 86.67 0.00 12.17 52.53 5.34 15.94 75.67 0.35 7.22 95.93 0.21 4.65
0.80 88.67 0.00 11.35 47.53 4.88 18.50 75.20 0.53 7.34 92.87 0.63 5.38
0.85 96.00 0.00 5.62 58.40 6.40 19.70 75.13 0.45 7.27 93.33 0.83 6 45
0.90 82.67 0.00 10.98 54.20 5.99 13.90 74.40 0.34 7.19 72.87 0.45 7.31
0.95 82.67 0.00 10.98 54.47 1.96 14.96 63.33 0.00 11.86 72.400.56 6.71
(c) Glass
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 49.76 2.44 12.98 35.24 3.29 12.51 56.12 3.23 10.93 55.082.28 11.86
0.55 53.66 1.23 11.22 31.60 4.08 10.86 56.75 1.87 10.87 55.432.52 11.37
0.60 36.41 0.70 14.28 26.18 2.01 13.79 54.70 2.33 10.54 54.731.53 10.94
0.65 36.39 0.34 9.04 26.31 5.75 13.15 51.32 2.36 11.45 56.48 1.93 2.24
0.70 32.03 0.67 4.92 21.52 3.23 14.40 55.02 2.63 12.57 55.76 2.33 11.13
0.75 12.14 0.00 6.27 9.20 2.24 8.83 53.52 2.55 11.45 52.81 2.13 12.50
0.80 9.30 0.00 7.06 6.54 1.41 4.70 56.65 1.84 13.46 55.22 1.553.48
0.85 8.78 0.00 4.73 12.71 2.41 9.60 56.37 2.27 11.89 57.56 1.63 2.97
0.90 30.65 0.24 9.95 24.08 2.67 10.29 52.37 0.81 10.17 56.80 1.79 3.71
0.95 15.85 0.31 8.39 16.33 2.34 10.05 50.72 0.95 9.44 50.68 2.10 8.84
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Table D.7: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard devi-
ation (STD) of FRANTIC-simpIRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness of the
hypothesis language (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 80.97 0.00 29.08 35.20 6.08 30.41 77.22 1.08 9.90 82.12 0.75 7.30
0.55 80.61 0.77 29.04 34.21 9.66 27.97 75.69 0.59 9.95 84.61 0.34 6.82
0.60 80.97 0.00 29.08 35.00 9.07 29.74 76.60 1.29 10.58 81.610.60 8.92
0.65 80.97 0.00 29.08 34.91 7.40 30.84 76.54 1.36 10.55 81.800.28 8.66
0.70 30.07 0.00 39.03 23.36 7.58 25.99 75.58 0.00 8.43 85.25 0.00 8.78
0.75 30.07 0.00 39.03 20.28 4.18 26.07 75.45 0.28 8.44 85.25 0.00 8.78
0.80 30.07 0.00 39.03 23.65 5.24 28.32 76.93 0.00 4.97 85.17 0.25 8.88
0.85 37.14 0.00 40.31 22.93 4.62 27.71 79.02 0.00 5.92 79.13 0.39 5.69
0.90 68.32 0.00 12.77 31.18 6.02 27.56 82.78 0.00 6.11 79.31 0.00 5.58
0.95 31.13 0.00 40.37 21.55 3.52 24.98 82.78 0.00 6.11 82.78 0.00 6.11
(e) Leukaemia
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 94.17 0.00 7.66 81.26 2.76 17.63 90.69 1.63 16.44 90.68 0.82 15.89
0.55 91.07 0.00 12.56 80.11 4.66 16.61 91.62 0.79 15.95 91.351.05 16.38
0.60 88.74 0.53 10.14 63.63 7.59 21.44 93.02 1.15 11.74 92.011.34 13.35
0.65 86.31 1.51 9.64 66.57 6.19 19.05 90.85 1.25 15.09 90.62 0.45 15.93
0.70 78.39 0.00 13.58 58.86 5.18 21.12 91.68 1.87 12.73 93.191.60 11.47
0.75 72.26 0.00 12.87 63.67 6.68 20.67 92.36 1.71 11.79 92.891.52 11.72
0.80 69.95 2.15 19.53 58.44 6.61 21.01 92.08 2.25 11.46 92.292.25 12.01
0.85 65.36 0.88 15.53 59.05 5.71 22.14 92.23 1.48 11.09 92.681.60 9.53
0.90 62.38 0.00 13.86 60.71 7.63 21.01 92.35 1.65 8.50 91.98 1.52 9.54
0.95 58.90 0.66 10.56 64.03 5.91 19.93 92.85 1.08 8.48 92.81 1.31 8.18
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Table D.8: Number of terms, standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
of FRANTIC-simpSRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness of the hypothesis
language
(a) Wine
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 7.13 0.09 0.77 9.40 0.43 1.77 22.77 0.57 1.79 22.71 0.55 212
0.55 7.12 0.13 0.77 9.22 0.57 1.43 22.14 0.45 1.33 22.17 0.62 18
0.60 7.69 0.17 0.71 8.73 0.38 1.32 20.51 0.46 1.91 20.62 0.71 218
0.65 6.47 0.07 0.67 8.55 0.28 1.14 20.56 0.81 2.25 19.96 0.97 232
0.70 6.00 0.00 0.47 8.16 0.28 1.06 19.33 0.48 1.62 18.98 0.60 17
0.75 5.00 0.00 0.00 8.21 0.27 0.89 18.51 0.48 1.46 17.63 0.32 160
0.80 4.90 0.00 0.32 7.88 0.15 0.86 17.50 0.47 1.71 17.23 0.45 113
0.85 4.70 0.00 0.48 7.86 0.21 0.95 17.35 0.32 1.48 16.43 0.36 122
0.90 4.50 0.00 0.53 7.67 0.23 0.74 16.36 0.43 1.28 15.45 0.36 173
0.95 4.00 0.00 0.00 7.57 0.18 0.60 15.91 0.38 1.13 15.37 0.34 096
(b) Iris
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 8.00 0.00 0.00 11.07 0.43 1.08 11.50 0.09 0.52 10.56 0.1468
0.55 8.00 0.00 0.00 10.99 0.26 0.99 11.00 0.15 0.65 11.00 0.1366
0.60 6.70 0.00 0.48 11.09 0.23 0.90 10.86 0.08 0.62 10.67 0.0853
0.65 6.70 0.00 0.48 11.23 0.32 1.02 10.18 0.09 0.39 10.00 0.00
0.70 6.00 0.00 0.00 10.66 0.17 0.57 10.10 0.05 0.30 10.00 0.00
0.75 6.00 0.00 0.00 10.74 0.14 0.45 9.90 0.00 0.32 9.93 0.08 0.1
0.80 5.00 0.00 0.00 8.91 0.12 0.34 9.90 0.00 0.32 9.70 0.00 0.48
0.85 5.00 0.00 0.00 8.85 0.16 0.32 9.90 0.00 0.32 9.58 0.06 0.72
0.90 4.00 0.00 0.00 6.80 0.15 0.42 9.90 0.00 0.32 9.00 0.00 0.42
0.95 4.00 0.00 0.00 6.85 0.12 0.40 9.60 0.00 0.52 9.04 0.08 0.50
(c) Glass
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 27.32 0.42 1.58 27.07 1.22 3.34 48.98 0.58 1.77 49.95 0.49 1 76
0.55 23.88 0.27 1.35 25.29 0.87 2.57 48.37 0.49 1.57 49.04 0.30 1 48
0.60 19.93 0.34 1.79 21.02 0.94 2.60 44.71 0.43 2.38 45.93 0.65 1 89
0.65 13.35 0.08 0.94 16.78 0.45 1.94 44.43 0.62 1.92 43.44 0.64 2 33
0.70 13.96 0.05 0.13 15.58 0.44 1.65 42.25 0.52 2.11 41.96 0.30 2 28
0.75 9.22 0.15 1.52 14.77 0.58 2.21 39.86 0.60 2.06 40.66 0.552 0
0.80 9.60 0.00 0.97 13.25 0.46 1.94 39.18 0.74 2.25 38.58 0.652 42
0.85 9.90 0.00 1.10 13.17 0.33 1.85 36.82 0.30 1.98 36.19 0.521 91
0.90 8.11 0.03 0.73 12.79 0.18 1.30 34.04 0.76 2.72 33.00 0.742 21
0.95 6.82 0.04 0.65 11.57 0.51 1.16 30.74 0.47 2.20 30.33 0.481 90
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Table D.8: Number of terms, standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
of FRANTIC-simpSRL rulebases induced using different degrees of richness of the hypothesis
language (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 3.10 0.00 0.32 2.79 0.41 1.26 4.34 0.18 0.65 5.05 0.05 0.47
0.55 3.12 0.06 0.35 2.88 0.39 1.28 4.40 0.11 0.91 4.42 0.13 0.52
0.60 3.10 0.00 0.32 2.92 0.43 1.32 4.14 0.13 0.32 4.22 0.06 0.65
0.65 3.10 0.00 0.32 2.77 0.46 1.26 4.13 0.09 0.30 4.20 0.00 0.63
0.70 3.80 0.00 0.63 2.66 0.24 1.29 4.10 0.00 0.32 4.00 0.00 0.0
0.75 3.80 0.00 0.63 2.75 0.12 1.29 4.12 0.04 0.34 4.00 0.00 0.0
0.80 3.80 0.00 0.63 2.54 0.16 1.19 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.01 0.03 0.0
0.85 3.50 0.00 0.71 2.58 0.13 1.24 3.70 0.00 0.48 4.02 0.04 0.06
0.90 2.80 0.00 0.63 2.74 0.31 1.20 3.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.0
0.95 2.10 0.00 0.32 2.18 0.16 1.99 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.0
(e) Leukaemia
Simple Disjunction Negation Hedges
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 4.10 0.00 0.57 10.70 0.21 1.45 41.80 0.28 2.41 41.49 0.511 98
0.55 3.40 0.00 0.70 9.17 0.43 1.14 35.86 0.24 2.45 36.42 0.40 215
0.60 2.49 0.03 0.53 4.91 0.07 1.06 32.16 0.43 2.49 32.06 0.61 26
0.65 2.00 0.00 0.00 3.86 0.21 0.25 30.98 0.36 2.67 29.79 0.33 260
0.70 2.00 0.00 0.00 3.92 0.09 0.32 27.63 0.22 2.16 26.68 0.59 226
0.75 2.00 0.00 0.00 3.87 0.12 0.28 27.00 0.32 1.68 26.81 0.25 15
0.80 2.00 0.00 0.00 3.90 0.12 0.38 25.67 0.16 2.34 25.27 0.39 20
0.85 2.00 0.00 0.00 3.91 0.14 0.28 22.83 0.56 2.36 22.68 0.39 243
0.90 2.00 0.00 0.00 3.91 0.18 0.50 22.47 0.33 2.30 22.36 0.42 220
0.95 2.00 0.00 0.00 4.01 0.29 0.71 19.51 0.40 1.59 19.67 0.24 15
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Table D.9: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and stan-
dard deviation (STD) of FRANTIC-simpSRL rulebases induced using different values for
constructionThreshold and minInstPerRule . All rules are induced with possibility of con-
taining negated terms.
(a) Wine
minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule=60% minInstPerRule= 70%
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 88.77 2.16 7.65 88.01 2.15 7.83 90.12 2.13 7.63
0.55 88.74 1.62 6.53 90.07 1.07 6.04 90.24 1.96 7.25
0.60 89.43 2.07 6.65 89.70 1.82 6.56 90.36 1.90 5.74
0.65 88.79 1.36 6.51 88.61 1.63 6.84 90.84 2.18 6.12
0.70 90.84 2.34 6.97 88.15 1.80 6.26 91.53 1.94 5.53
0.75 89.54 1.50 6.88 90.12 1.74 6.59 89.22 1.19 8.39
0.80 90.10 1.77 6.82 90.03 1.67 7.25 91.24 1.09 7.68
0.85 89.88 1.05 6.39 91.87 0.91 7.16 92.94 1.93 7.10
0.90 90.08 1.89 6.80 90.85 2.10 7.09 90.08 1.18 5.45
0.95 88.81 1.49 7.77 88.31 2.04 7.90 91.35 0.74 3.75
(b) Iris
minInstPerRule=40% minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule= 60%
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 87.67 0.57 12.40 85.20 1.91 11.90 86.27 0.90 10.37
0.55 87.80 0.95 12.48 85.73 1.41 11.49 88.80 0.53 10.47
0.60 85.73 1.61 11.27 91.27 0.73 9.16 88.13 0.61 9.40
0.65 86.67 1.51 10.93 88.07 0.97 10.51 90.53 1.25 8.04
0.70 89.60 0.90 11.69 87.33 0.44 9.01 92.07 0.49 9.11
0.75 91.67 0.96 9.33 87.40 0.73 8.31 75.67 0.35 7.22
0.80 90.47 0.95 7.33 90.67 0.44 9.92 75.20 0.53 7.34
0.85 91.60 0.72 7.46 90.80 0.61 9.17 75.13 0.45 7.27
0.90 81.67 0.35 9.12 76.87 0.55 12.81 74.40 0.34 7.19
0.95 78.47 0.77 13.74 72.67 0.44 9.90 63.33 0.00 11.86
(c) Glass
minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule=60% minInstPerRule= 70%
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 56.12 3.23 10.93 57.51 1.80 10.80 58.89 1.78 10.91
0.55 56.75 1.87 10.87 57.43 1.85 9.20 59.63 2.10 11.35
0.60 54.70 2.33 10.54 57.80 1.66 10.00 61.81 1.28 12.65
0.65 51.32 2.36 11.45 54.28 2.70 12.33 50.92 1.77 12.56
0.70 55.02 2.63 12.57 52.73 1.92 7.88 52.47 1.96 12.72
0.75 53.52 2.55 11.45 51.04 1.60 8.04 52.56 0.43 13.89
0.80 56.65 1.84 13.46 51.68 2.34 9.51 52.03 0.62 15.03
0.85 56.37 2.27 11.89 53.47 1.04 14.92 48.24 0.66 14.02
0.90 52.37 0.81 10.17 43.83 0.82 14.56 33.92 0.49 8.64
0.95 50.72 0.95 9.44 43.02 1.32 10.24 34.58 0.20 7.23
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Table D.9: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and stan-
dard deviation (STD) of FRANTIC-simpSRL rulebases induced using different values for
constructionThreshold and minInstPerRule . All rules are induced with possibility of con-
taining negated terms (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
minInstPerRule=70% minInstPerRule=80% minInstPerRule= 90%
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 77.22 1.08 9.90 78.96 0.25 7.24 61.22 0.00 18.28
0.55 75.69 0.59 9.95 78.96 0.25 7.24 62.78 0.00 16.60
0.60 76.60 1.29 10.58 77.93 0.41 6.71 68.65 0.00 18.12
0.65 76.54 1.36 10.55 78.09 0.33 6.70 68.65 0.00 18.12
0.70 75.58 0.00 8.43 76.93 0.00 4.97 67.60 0.00 19.25
0.75 75.45 0.28 8.44 81.45 0.00 7.09 67.60 0.00 19.25
0.80 76.93 0.00 4.97 82.78 0.00 6.11 67.60 0.00 19.25
0.85 79.02 0.00 5.92 82.78 0.00 6.11 67.60 0.00 19.25
0.90 82.78 0.00 6.11 82.78 0.00 6.11 67.60 0.00 19.25
0.95 82.78 0.00 6.11 82.78 0.00 6.11 67.60 0.00 19.25
(e) Leukaemia
minInstPerRule=70% minInstPerRule=80% minInstPerRule= 90%
construction ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
threshold % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
0.50 89.45 2.02 16.96 91.25 1.18 16.42 90.69 1.63 16.44
0.55 89.26 1.87 17.71 89.76 1.51 16.30 91.62 0.79 15.95
0.60 91.43 2.16 16.18 91.68 2.32 13.80 93.02 1.15 11.74
0.65 91.68 1.87 12.73 92.74 1.75 13.48 90.85 1.25 15.09
0.70 91.42 2.15 16.17 92.55 1.70 14.17 91.68 1.87 12.73
0.75 92.44 1.57 13.62 92.95 1.49 9.83 92.36 1.71 11.79
0.80 92.11 2.25 12.89 91.73 1.21 13.63 92.08 2.25 11.46
0.85 93.41 1.76 10.75 93.28 2.06 12.26 92.23 1.48 11.09
0.90 91.89 1.79 14.41 94.29 1.29 8.66 92.35 1.65 8.50
0.95 91.08 2.12 14.68 92.37 1.68 12.54 92.85 1.08 8.48
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Table D.10: Number of terms, standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD) of
FRANTIC-simpSRL rulebases induced using different values for constructionThreshold and
minInstPerRule . All rules are induced with possibility of containing negated terms.
(a) Wine
minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule=60% minInstPerRule= 70%
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 25.02 0.58 1.79 22.77 0.57 1.79 20.40 0.66 1.87
0.55 23.96 0.48 1.73 22.14 0.45 1.33 18.76 0.63 1.87
0.60 23.21 0.53 1.93 20.51 0.46 1.91 19.02 0.72 1.92
0.65 22.58 0.64 1.95 20.56 0.81 2.25 18.53 0.42 1.69
0.70 21.86 0.49 1.39 19.33 0.48 1.62 17.21 0.22 1.14
0.75 20.33 0.44 1.71 18.51 0.48 1.46 15.36 0.40 1.73
0.80 19.20 0.19 1.72 17.50 0.47 1.71 15.02 0.21 1.49
0.85 18.26 0.45 1.51 17.35 0.32 1.48 13.83 0.28 1.39
0.90 17.58 0.36 1.50 16.36 0.43 1.28 14.97 0.21 1.35
0.95 18.10 0.48 1.97 15.91 0.38 1.13 14.83 0.17 0.90
(b) Iris
minInstPerRule=40% minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule= 60%
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 12.00 0.00 0.00 11.90 0.05 0.30 11.50 0.09 0.52
0.55 12.00 0.00 0.00 11.92 0.04 0.25 11.00 0.15 0.65
0.60 11.97 0.05 0.09 10.69 0.11 0.49 10.86 0.08 0.62
0.65 11.85 0.08 0.33 11.10 0.07 0.58 10.18 0.09 0.39
0.70 11.51 0.07 0.73 10.74 0.05 0.94 10.10 0.05 0.30
0.75 10.63 0.11 0.57 9.95 0.13 0.88 9.90 0.00 0.32
0.80 10.09 0.10 0.66 9.50 0.00 0.53 9.90 0.00 0.32
0.85 10.00 0.07 0.27 9.50 0.00 0.53 9.90 0.00 0.32
0.90 9.53 0.12 0.57 8.88 0.09 0.43 9.90 0.00 0.32
0.95 8.96 0.12 0.42 9.12 0.04 0.34 9.60 0.00 0.52
(c) Glass
minInstPerRule=50% minInstPerRule=60% minInstPerRule= 70%
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 48.98 0.58 1.77 47.12 0.41 1.53 43.39 0.45 1.75
0.55 48.37 0.49 1.57 45.30 0.68 2.17 42.07 0.60 1.79
0.60 44.71 0.43 2.38 42.79 0.39 1.68 39.32 0.51 1.88
0.65 44.43 0.62 1.92 40.33 0.41 1.94 36.96 0.27 1.70
0.70 42.25 0.52 2.11 36.66 0.61 2.15 33.01 0.40 1.49
0.75 39.86 0.60 2.06 34.90 0.54 2.08 31.72 0.21 1.65
0.80 39.18 0.74 2.25 34.10 0.43 2.25 30.84 0.23 2.10
0.85 36.82 0.30 1.98 31.36 0.37 1.66 28.30 0.19 1.81
0.90 34.04 0.76 2.72 29.86 0.46 2.10 25.47 0.28 1.05
0.95 30.74 0.47 2.20 27.02 0.40 1.50 24.46 0.22 1.18
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Table D.10: Number of terms, standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD) of
FRANTIC-simpSRL rulebases induced using different values for constructionThreshold and
minInstPerRule . All rules are induced with possibility of containing negated terms (cont.)
(d) Water Treatment
minInstPerRule=70% minInstPerRule=80% minInstPerRule= 90%
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 4.34 0.18 0.65 4.12 0.06 0.35 3.60 0.00 0.52
0.55 4.40 0.11 0.91 4.12 0.06 0.35 3.30 0.00 0.95
0.60 4.14 0.13 0.32 4.28 0.10 0.72 2.60 0.00 0.52
0.65 4.13 0.09 0.30 4.24 0.08 0.67 2.60 0.00 0.52
0.70 4.10 0.00 0.32 4.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.53
0.75 4.12 0.04 0.34 3.30 0.00 0.48 2.50 0.00 0.53
0.80 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.53
0.85 3.70 0.00 0.48 3.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.53
0.90 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.53
0.95 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.53
(e) Leukaemia
minInstPerRule=70% minInstPerRule=80% minInstPerRule= 90%
construction Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
threshold +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
0.50 51.69 1.21 3.47 46.39 0.57 2.76 41.80 0.28 2.41
0.55 47.39 0.88 3.43 39.48 0.59 3.37 35.86 0.24 2.45
0.60 45.32 0.81 2.52 38.06 1.05 3.37 32.16 0.43 2.49
0.65 41.98 0.82 2.96 36.38 0.65 3.22 30.98 0.36 2.67
0.70 39.52 0.48 2.73 33.55 0.69 2.84 27.63 0.22 2.16
0.75 37.46 0.48 2.74 30.75 0.48 2.81 27.00 0.32 1.68
0.80 34.51 0.44 2.58 29.49 0.57 2.63 25.67 0.16 2.34
0.85 31.78 0.42 2.47 26.71 0.49 3.16 22.83 0.56 2.36
0.90 30.30 0.41 3.21 25.23 0.74 3.09 22.47 0.33 2.30
0.95 28.49 0.51 2.60 22.27 0.33 2.60 19.51 0.40 1.59
Appendix E
Supplementary Results to Chapter 8
This appendix presents detailed results in table form that support variousgraphs presented in
the main text of this thesis. It also presents the parameter settings for the algorithms that are
used to obtain these results.
Note that in all the following Tables,NEFC denotes results for theNEFCLASSsystem, and
FRANdenotes results produced by FRANTIC-simpSRL.
E.1 Model Accuracy
Table E.1 provides the classification accuracy (ACC), standard error ofthe mean (SEM), and
standard deviation (STD) achieved by the models produced by each algorithm n each dataset.
The STD is the standard deviation of the ten models produced by a ten-fold cross-validation,
and the SEM is the standard deviation divided by the square root of the sample size (i.e. by
√
10). Note that in the case ofFRANTIC10 ten-fold cross-validations have been carried out
– the STD is therefore the average of the 10 standard deviations obtained from each of the 10
cross-validations, and the SEM is standard deviation of the 10 average accuracies from each of
the 10 cross-validations. The results in this table are presented in graphical form (Fig 8.1) and
discussed in the main text of this thesis in Section 8.1.
Table B.4 on page 221 lists the parameter settings that lead to theFRANTICrulebases whose
results are presented in Chapter 8. As mentioned in Section 5.1 on page 72, and det iled in
Section B.2 on page 215, several of the algorithms against whichFRANTICis compared are
run with different parameter settings, and the best results obtained for each are the ones used
to compare the algorithms against each other. Table E.2 indicates the settings for the different
algorithms that are used to obtain the results for each dataset:
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Table E.1: Classification accuracy (ACC), standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard devi-
ation (STD) of models induced by all algorithms
Wine Iris Glass WT Leuk
ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD ACC SEM STD
% +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/- % +/- +/-
C4.5 94.38 1.17 3.70 95.33 1.42 4.50 67.39 2.56 8.10 98.43 0.44 1.40 87.62 4.36 13.80
NB 98.36 0.82 2.60 96.67 1.11 3.50 49.84 2.25 7.10 98.68 0.44 1.40 98.33 1.68 5.30
SMO 94.96 0.98 3.10 97.33 1.49 4.70 63.83 2.85 9.00 98.69 0.44 1.40 92.32 3.59 11.35
QSBA 92.20 1.74 5.50 92.00 2.21 7.00 50.84 2.21 7.00 77.69 3.60 11.40 96.90 2.06 6.50
FSBA 88.26 1.71 5.40 89.33 3.16 10.00 43.10 2.50 7.90 54.32 4.64 14.68 82.80 4.99 15.79
FID3.4 84.63 4.74 15.00 94.67 1.93 6.10 59.53 3.10 9.80 98.43 0.44 1.0 94.58 2.25 7.10
NEFC 90.48 2.28 7.20 95.33 1.42 4.50 28.35 3.64 11.50 97.08 0.95 3.00 91.25 3.95 12.50
FRAN 93.07 1.30 6.04 96.00 0.00 5.62 61.81 1.28 12.65 77.22 1.08 9.90 94.29 1.29 8.66
Table E.2: Algorithm settings leading to results in Table E.1
Wine Iris Glass WT Leuk
C4.5 +/-pruning +/-pruning red.error any red.error
NB norm.dist. kernel est. kernel est. kernel est. kernel est.
SMO poly.kern poly.kern poly.kern poly.kern poly.kern
FSBA α = 0.9, α = 0.7, α = 0.85, α = 1, α = 0.9,
β = 0.5−1.0 β = 0.5−1.0 β = 0.5−1.0 β = 1.0 β = 0.5−1.0
FID3.4 pruning=1 pruning=0.5/1 pruning=1 any pruning=0/0.5
• C4.5– ‘+/-pruning’ indicates that the same results are obtained when no tree pruning is
used, as when subtree replacement and subtree raising pruning is applied; ‘red.error’ in-
dicates results obtained with reduced-error pruning; ‘any’ indicates that the same results
are obtained irrespective of whether pruning is used or not.
• NB – ‘norm.dist’ indicates that a normal distribution assumption is made when dealing
with continuous attributes, while ‘kernel est.’ indicates that such an assumption is not
made and a kernel estimator is used instead.
• SMO– ‘poly.kern’ indicates results obtained using a polynomial kernel functionto de-
termine the maximum margin hyperplane (instead of a radial basis function).
• FSBA– the settings for the algorithm’s two parameters,α andβ.
• FID3.4 – ‘pruning=xx‘ indicates the setting level of the coefficient for tree pruning;
‘any’ indicates that the same accuracy results are obtained irrespectiveof th value of
the pruning parameter, and even when no pruning is applied.
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Table E.3: Number of terms in a rulebase or decision tree, and associated standard error of the
mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
Wine Iris Glass WT Leuk
Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD Terms SEM STD
+/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
C4.5 13.70 1.32 4.16 12.50 0.77 2.42 45.10 5.54 17.51 13.50 3.55 11.22 3.80 0.49 1.55
QSBA 117.00 0.00 0.00 36.00 0.00 0.00 162.00 0.00 0.00 26.00 0.00 0. 300.00 0.00 0.00
FSBA 21.20 0.25 0.79 12.00 0.00 0.00 36.10 0.38 1.20 2.10 0.100.32 59.50 0.37 1.18
FID3.4 29.20 6.25 19.76 8.40 1.06 3.34 74.40 7.86 24.84 0.00 0.00 0.03.80 0.49 1.55
NEFC 439.10 51.77 163.72 3.00 0.00 0.00 77.70 18.02 56.97 5.50 0.61.90 168.50 33.04 104.47
FRAN 16.43 0.36 1.22 5.00 0.00 0.00 39.32 0.51 1.88 4.34 0.18 0.65 2.23 0.74 3.09
Table E.4: Number of rules in a rulebase or decision tree, and associated standard error of the
mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
Wine Iris Glass WT Leuk
Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD Rules SEM STD
+/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
C4.5 5.40 0.31 0.97 4.70 0.15 0.48 10.30 0.80 2.54 4.60 0.83 2.63 2.60 0 16 0.52
QSBA 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0 0 0.00
FSBA 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0 0 0.00
FID3.4 8.00 0.63 2.00 4.80 0.36 1.14 15.20 1.26 3.97 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.60 0 16 0.52
NEFC 61.20 3.48 10.99 3.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 2.11 6.68 2.80 0.13 0.4225.90 4.26 13.48
FRAN 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0 0 0.00
E.2 Model Comprehensibility
Table E.3 provides the corresponding model complexity details for the models who e accuracy
results are presented in Table E.1; the average number of terms in a rulebase or decision tree are
presented, and the associated standard error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD).
The SEM and STD are calculated in the same manner as in the preceding SectionE.1. The
results in Table E.3 are also presented in graphical form (Fig. 8.4) and discussed in the main
text of this thesis in Section 8.2 on page 190.
The average number of rules in a rulebase or decision tree, and the average number of terms
in a rule are additional measures for estimating the complexity of an induced model. Th se
may be useful alternatives when comparing two algorithms that obtain similar measures with
regards to the average number of terms in a rulebase. Table E.4 thereforeshows the average
number of rules, and Table E.5 the average number of terms in a rule for models in uced by all
algorithms utilised in this work. The standard deviation is shown in brackets (+/−).
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Table E.5: Number of terms per rule in a rulebase or decision tree, and associated standard
error of the mean (SEM) and standard deviation (STD)
Wine Iris Glass WT Leuk
Terms/ SEM STD Terms/ SEM STD Terms/ SEM STD Terms/ SEM STD Terms/ SEM STD
rule +/- +/- rule +/- +/- rule +/- +/- rule +/- +/- rule +/- +/-
C4.5 2.50 0.08 0.24 2.64 0.09 0.27 4.29 0.22 0.68 2.21 0.45 1.42 1.40 0 11 0.34
QSBA 39.00 0.00 0.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 27.00 0.00 0.00 13.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 0.00 0.00
FSBA 7.07 0.08 0.26 4.00 0.00 0.00 6.02 0.06 0.20 1.10 0.10 0.32 29.75 0 19 0.59
FID3.4 3.42 0.52 1.65 1.70 0.08 0.26 4.83 0.21 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.40 0 11 0.34
NEFC 7.04 0.47 1.50 1.00 0.00 0.00 4.51 0.38 1.20 1.90 0.16 0.50 5.73 0 68 2.15
FRAN 5.48 0.12 0.10 1.67 0.00 0.00 6.55 0.08 0.10 2.17 0.09 0.00 12.62 0 37 0.20
E.3 Example Models
This section provides examples of the models induced by several of the algorithms whose
results are presented in Chapter 8. As previously described,SVM and NB models are not
particularly informative, and so they are excluded from this section.
Figures E.1–E.4 show fuzzy rulebases describing the Water Treatment dataset induced by
FRANTIC, QSBA, FSBAand NEFCLASS. As discussed in Section 8.1.1, it is a highly im-
balanced dataset that presents a challenge to most of the learning algorithmsutilised here.
The decision tree algorithms –FID3.4 andC4.5– are two of the better performers on the six-
class Glass dataset. Figures E.5 and E.6 depict a decision tree induced by each algorithm to
describe this dataset.
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R1 IF COND-E is NOT High AND SED-S is Low THEN OUTCOME is NORMAL
R2 IF PH-D is NOT High AND DBO-D is NOT Normal THEN OUTCOME is
FAULTY
Figure E.1: FRANTIC rulebase for the Water Treatment dataset (74% accuracy, TP Rate=1,
FP Rate=0.27)
R1 IF DBO-D is NOT Normal THEN OUTCOME is FAULTY
R2 IFMembership(FAULTY )<0.5 THEN OUTCOME is NORMAL
Figure E.2: FSBA rulebase for the Water Treatment dataset (32% accuracy, TP Rate=1,
FP Rate=0.7)
R1 IF COND-E is (0.34*Low OR 0.45*Normal OR 0.21*High) AND PH-D is
(0.22*Low OR 0.16*Normal OR 0.54*High) AND DBO-D is (0.39*Low OR
0.27*NormalOR 0.34*High) AND SED-S is (0.98*Low OR 0.02*High) AND
RD-SED-G is (0.35*Low OR 0.84*High) ) THEN OUTCOME is NORMAL
R2 IF COND-E is (0.21*Low OR 0.14*Normal OR 0.45*High) AND PH-D is
(0.40*Low OR 0.27*Normal OR 0.20*High) AND DBO-D is (0.60*Low OR
0.00*NormalOR 0.40*High) AND SED-S is (0.80*Low OR 0.20*High) AND
RD-SED-G is (0.26*Low OR 0.78*High) THEN OUTCOME is FAULTY
Figure E.3: QSBA rulebase for the Water Treatment dataset (95% accuracy, TP Rate=1,
FP Rate=0.05)
R1 IF SED-S is Low AND RD-SED-G is High THEN OUTCOME is NORMAL
R2 IF SED-S is Low AND RD-SED-G is Low THEN OUTCOME is NORMAL
R3 IF SED-S is High AND RD-SED-G is Low THEN OUTCOME is FAULTY
Figure E.4: NEFCLASS rulebase for the Water Treatment dataset (97% accuracy, TP Rate=0,
FP Rate=0)
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Figure E.6: Pruned FID3.4 decision tree for the Glass dataset (76% accuracy)
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